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Forum Axess

The objective of Forum Axess is to disseminate the results of scholarly work and research and generate conditions for bringing together academics, journalists, writers, the business community and the general public.

The Foundation’s vision is to support individuals, ideas and humanistic projects that run the risk of finding themselves outside current trends, but which, in the long term, are deemed to be of decisive benefit to the public interest by preserving traditions and by renewing and developing society. The motto is “excellence and access”.

The Foundation focuses on a small number of humanistic areas and projects that have prospects of providing effects deemed to be long-term and of high quality. Driven by a sense of civic responsibility, the Foundation exists to conduct activities of long-term, decisive importance for the development of society from a comparative international perspective. The aim of its activities is to initiate and explore new ideas and methods and to transfer the resulting knowledge to society.

A community thrives on human encounters. The Foundation aspires to constitute a forum for independent, intellectual and spiritual discussion in Sweden, an important element of which is to introduce an international, interdisciplinary humanist debate.

The Foundation’s publishing arm summarises the diverse activities of the Foundation and makes them accessible to the
general public through seminars and conferences, publications in the form of books, a humanistic scholarly magazine and television programmes broadcast through the Foundations television channel, Axess TV.

*Kurt Almqvist*
President
Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
Stockholm, December 2016
The Engelsberg Seminar

* 

The Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation’s Engelsberg Seminar is a forum for promoting independent discussion of practical and spiritual matters of importance to Swedish society and culture, and for promoting Sweden’s ongoing contribution to international, interdisciplinary humanist debate.

1999

The Swedish Success Story?
24th to 27th of August at Engelsberg Manor

The modern project promises that man can create the world anew. Sweden in the 20th century was a supreme embodiment of that promise. During that century it evolved from a minor state on the fringes of northern Europe – with no foreign policy function in the European system of states (other than as a potential ally of Germany against Russia) and with a population many of whom dreamed of getting out of the country as soon as possible – to a world ideological alternative.

The formula had already been expressed in 1936, in Marquis Childs’ book Sweden: The Middle Way, in which Sweden was seen as a possible midway between the individualist USA and the collectivist Soviet Union. Sweden seemed to represent compromise, a balance between self-assertion and subjugation.

Modernity aims to eliminate contradictions between freedom and equality, between state and society. In many people’s
eyes, no state achieved more headway in these respects during the 20th century than Sweden. It became a symbol of modernity. The freedom which Sweden sought to realise has been a “freedom to”, aimed at making possible a “freedom from”. In this “freedom from” modernity seeks its own enigma, its own inherent meaning.

Sweden in the 20th century was also to actively assimilate the notion that it could abolish the contradictions of modernity. Modernity became Sweden’s self-image: the promise of a future which had left historical ties behind it, a harmonisation of modernity sustained by perpetual and continuous peace.

Sweden entered its fourth age of greatness: at one time (in the 17th century) a military power, in the 18th century it had become a great power in the field of science (Linnaeus, Celsius and others) and then, in the late 19th century, became a great power in the field of engineering (“industries of genius”): telecommunications, ball bearings, electronics. Starting in the 1930s, Sweden faced the modern age with its eyes wide open, and the fourth age of greatness began. From this perspective, the Second World War could only be termed a deviation, a temporary dip in the development curve. The casus belli between the great powers was really no concern of Sweden: the war centred round problems which Swedish society had already left behind it. Then, after the war ended, the modernity project could be resumed with full vigour. Under Social Democratic leadership a welfare state was formed, intended to give people the freedom which would enable them to realise their potential and in doing so find the meaning of secular life.

In one field after another Sweden, in relation to the size of its population, took the lead. An advanced technological culture resulted among other things in Sweden having two car manufacturers when most comparable countries had none at all. Swedish industry was able almost single-handed to rearm the country’s armed forces with ultra-modern weaponry. A close-knit social insurance system appeared to provide comprehensive security. Equality between the sexes is another pivotal criterion of a country’s modernity. Here again, Sweden took the lead.
For just over a decade now, though, the Swedish self-image has been disintegrating. “The world’s most modern country” – the paradigm no longer serves as a benchmark for the future. Sweden seems to have lagged behind. Swedish self-esteem is rocking on its heels. The welfare consensus supporting post-war society has been broken. What used to be the bulwark against harmful influences from the outside world – the policy of neutrality – seems to have lost its relevance in a world from which the great power blocs have vanished. After accession to the EU, Nato membership beckons. Sweden’s go-it-alone approach is finished and the sense of leading the world and being unique has gone. Sweden itself no longer believes in modernity – in the model of progress, willingness to negotiate and technical progress which was once fundamental.

Such, in part, is the perspective in which we have found the themes for this conference, aimed at drawing up a balance sheet for Sweden’s 20th century.

MODERATORS
Alf W. Johansson, Professor of History, Södertörn University, Stockholm, Sweden, Kay Glans, Journalist, Svenska Dagbladet, Stockholm, Sweden, Kristian Gerner, Professor, Department of Eastern European Studies, Uppsala University, Sweden, Kim Salomon, Department of History, Lund University, Sweden

LECTURERS
Rolf Torstendahl, Department of History, Uppsala University, Sweden, Sverige i ett europeiskt perspektiv – särväg eller huvudsära?
Rune Johansson, Professor, Ethnic Studies, Linköping University, Sweden, Konstruktionen av svenskheten
Jonas Frykman, Professor, Department of Ethnology, Lund University, Sweden, Svensk mentalitet
Håkan Arvidsson, Lecturer, Department of History, Roskilde University, Denmark, Modernitetsbegreppet
Henrik Berggren, PhD, Editor, Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden, Nationalism och modernism
Bo Stråth, Professor, European University of Florence, Italy, Neutralitet som mentalitet
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Mikael af Malmborg, PhD, Department of History, Lund University, Sweden, *Neutraliteten och lusten att bestämma själv*
Ann-Sofie Ohlander, Professor, School of Humanities, Education and Sciences, Örebro University, Sweden, *Den välsignade tillväxten av människovärdet*
Hans Ingvar Roth, Master of Letters, Researcher, Uppsala University and Department of Theology, Lund University, Sweden, *Det multi-kulturella Sverige*
Klas-Göran Karlsson, Lecturer, Department of History, Lund University, Sweden, *Förintelsen – ett svenskt problem?*
Anders Isaksson, Author and Journalist, Dagens Industri, Stockholm, Sweden, *Normaliseringen av Sverige*
Per Molander, Researcher, SNS (Centre for Business and Policy Studies), Stockholm, Sweden, *Vad har gått förlorat under moderniteten?*

COMMENTATORS

Sheri Berman, Dr., Department of Politics, Princeton University, Princeton NJ, USA
Bernt Henningsen, Professor, University of Humboldt, Berlin, Germany
Fredrik Schoug, PhD, Department of Ethnology, Lund University, Sweden
Olav Riste, Professor, Institutt for Forsvarsstudier, Oslo, Norway
Patrick Salmon, Professor, Department of History, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK
Madeleine Hurd, Lecturer, Södertörn University, Stockholm, Sweden
Kajsa Ekholm Friedman, Assistant Professor, Department of Social Anthropology, Lund University, Sweden
Göran Dahl, Lecturer, Department of Sociology, Lund University, Sweden
Kjell Östberg, Associate Professor, Södertörn University, Stockholm, Sweden
Per-Olof Bolander, Editor, Stockholm, Sweden
The 20th century came to an unexpected ending. For a long time during the Cold War, two evenly balanced blocs appeared to be confronting each other, but suddenly the communist empires collapsed, at the same time as capitalist societies introduced a revolution in information technology, the further consequences of which we can, at present, only guess at. Meanwhile, the outlines are appearing of a genetic engineering revolution which is probably going to change the world even more than the IT revolution has done already.

There have been other periods in history when people have felt themselves faced with steadily accelerating changes, but never, it seems, has that feeling been more justified than today. We have a profound crisis of orientation: everything that used to be solid is evaporating. The old patterns of interpretation are weighed and found wanting. What economic, political, and technical opportunities and problems lie ahead of us and by what values and norms are our actions to be governed? The unexpected ending of the 20th century reminds us of the unpredictability of future developments, but without asking questions of this kind we will be less prepared than ever for the complex issues with which we are going to be confronted.

The world that is now taking shape as we enter the 21st century seems different in many ways from the world we have been accustomed to. What kind of society awaits us? What role will be played by the nation state and what lies in store for political democracy? What counterpoises will there be to global capitalism? What will the working life of the future be like? How will science and technology develop? What kind of wars and conflicts will we see?

What is the import of being human if we are able to take evolution into our own hands, and what would be the political
and cultural implications of such possibilities? What will become of our collective and individual identity in a world so changeable and devoid of frontiers? What will become of imagination and artistic narrative in a culture where opportunities for virtual experience and interactivity are so great and in which reality itself is tending to become more and more virtual?

MODERATOR
Göran Rosenberg, Writer, Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden

LECTURERS
Harold Bloom, Professor, Yale University and New York University, USA, *The Invention of the Human, How to Read* and *The Western Canon*
Michael Maccoby, PhD, Maccoby Group, USA, *The Changing Sense of Self*
Robert Jay Lifton, Professor, the City University of New York, USA, *The Protean Self: A Future of Many Shapes and Trickle-down Nuclearism*
Saskia Sassen, Professor, University of Chicago, USA, *Cities and Globalisation*
Johan Rådberg, Professor, Lund University, Sweden, *The Role of Architecture*
David Kimche, PhD, Israel Council for Foreign Relations, Israel, *The Future of War and Conflict*
Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Chairman of the Governing Board at SIPRI, Sweden, *War and Politics*
Martin van Creveld, Professor, Hebrew University, Israel, *The Future of War*
Robert Shapiro, PhD, United States Department of Commerce, USA, *A Global Perspective from America*
Allan Larsson, Chairman of the Swedish Television, Sweden, *A European Perspective*
Jeffrey Rosen, Associate Professor, George Washington University, USA, *The Eroded Self: Information and Knowledge in Cyberspace*
John Ziman, Professor, University of Bristol, UK, *The Globalisation of Science*

Panel Members
Ulf Pettersson, Professor, Uppsala University, Sweden
Peter Sylwan, Dr., Lund University, Sweden
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Agneta Pleijel, Author, Sweden
Nils Karlson, PhD, the City University, Sweden
Lars Magnusson, Professor, Uppsala University, Sweden
Johan Svedjedal, Professor, Uppsala University, Sweden
Anders Mortensen, Dr., Lund University, Sweden
Dan Laurin, Recorder Player, Professor, National University for Fine Arts and Music, Tokyo, Japan
Mikael Löfgren, Editor, Dagens Nyheter, Sweden
Ingvar Carlsson, former Swedish Prime Minister, Member of the Advisory Board to the UN Staff College, Sweden
Henry Etzkowitz, Associate Professor, State University of New York, USA
Bernt Ericson, Dr., LM Ericsson, Sweden
Joan Solomon, Professor, the Centre for Science and Education of the Open University, UK
Why does religion matter? Many answers have been put forth including that it grounds values, creates purpose and gives meaning in an ontological sense to our existence. Often science turns religious experience into an epiphenomenon but unfortunately offers nothing in return. How can modern society deal with this deficit of meaning?

The position of religion in the Western world today presents a contradictory picture. On the one hand there are many indications of a far-reaching secularisation having taken place. Traditional religions are in many places losing adherents and common knowledge of tradition is diminishing.

Has the individual, in religion as in other matters, become an individualistic, “cherry-picking” consumer? There are indications that the hectic pace of the information society and its insistence on flexibility probably are transforming the conditions governing religious experience.

Man’s increasing progression, through science and technology, from being created to himself becoming a creator, is probably also impacting on his relation to religion. On the other hand, it is arguable that secularisation is a myth. Perhaps people today believe in other things and in other ways and possibly this really implies a revitalisation of religious life.

Now, just as previously, there is a great need of meaning and coherence and the discrediting of the political utopias, which in many ways were substitute religions, has put religion back in focus again. Science is triumphant but apparently has little to say about the meaning of existence and the nature of good and evil, even though it sometimes takes on an element of religious conviction itself.

The new choices confronting us, for example due to the development of biotechnology, are perhaps making the normative system of religion still more important. There are fears
today of Western societies being fragmented, partly because they are no longer held together by common convictions and norms, and religion is perhaps necessary as an integrating force.

At the same time religion is obviously contributing towards fragmentation by giving rise to sects and fundamentalist movements. How can religious convictions be united with the pluralism of modern society and its insistence on respect for dissidents? Will the fundamentalist movements, like communism, be vanquished by Western liberalism, individualism and consumerism, or will they, on the contrary, acquire added importance? Or will the Gnostic “tradition” instead shape the future, with its scepticism towards doctrinal faith and its emphasis on inward enlightenment?

MODERATOR
Michael Maccoby, Dr., the Maccoby Group, Washington DC, USA

LECTURERS
Paul Heelas, Professor, Lancaster University, UK, *The Sacralization of Life*
Erik Davis, Contributing Editor, Wired, San Francisco, USA, *Techgnosis – The Incarnation of Ideas*
José Casanova, Professor, New School for Social Research, Department of Sociology, NY, USA, *Religion in a Global Age*
Morton Narower, Chief Rabbi, Stockholm, Sweden, *The Sacred and Profane*
Antoine Faivre, Professor, Directeur d’Études à l’École Pratique des Hautes Études, Sciences Religieuses, Sorbonne, France, *Western Esoteric Currents of this Turn of the Century – Continuity and New Perspectives*
Gilles Quispel, Professor Emeritus, University of Utrecht, the Netherlands, *Gnosis and the Future of Christianity – A Historical Survey*
Elaine H. Pagels, Harrington Spear Paine Professor of Religion, Princeton University, USA, *The Gnostic Approach to Religion*
Robert Jay Lifton, Professor, City University of New York, USA *Fundamentalism in a Psychoanalytic Perspective – The Self*
John C. Farrell, Associate Professor of Literature, Claremont McKenna College, Claremont, USA, *Religion and Freud – Secular Fundamentalism*
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Whitney S. Bodman, Doctoral Candidate, Harvard Divinity School, Harvard University, Massachusetts, USA, *Islamic Fundamentalism*

Massimo Introvigne, Dr., CESNUR (Center for Studies on New Religions), Turin, Italy, *The New Religions in Practice*

Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Chairman of the Governing Board at SIPRI, Sweden, *Future Threats*

John F. Haught, Professor, Georgetown University, Department of Theology, Washington, USA, *Science, Religion and the Question of Cosmic Purpose*

Harvey Cox, Professor, Harvard Divinity School, Harvard University, Massachusetts, USA, *The Future of the Great Religions*
All beings so far have created something beyond themselves. Do you want to be ebb of that great tide, and revert back to the beast rather than surpass mankind? What is the ape to a man? A laughing-stock, a thing of shame. And just so shall a man be to the Superman: a laughing-stock, a thing of shame.

You have evolved from worm to man, but much within you is still worm. Once you were apes, yet even now man is more of an ape than any of the apes.

Friedrich Nietzsche

*Thus Spake Zarathustra*

Does scientific research exist for man, as we understand him today, or is man something that exists for research, in its endeavour to realise the new man? Friedrich Nietzsche prophesied about this a little more than a hundred years ago, but where do we stand today? Nietzsche’s interpretation of Darwin’s theory interestingly portends present discourse.

The claims of the new biotechnology – apprehensions aside – must be allowed to be tested and in routine democratic order be addressed, in advance, by an earnest and serious debate concerning its potential consequences. What prospects has mankind, given the blessings of science in the shape of cloning, artificial intelligence and organ banking? How do theologians, philosophers, historians and social scientists look upon this progression? What is the humanistic response to what appears to be a new and seemingly victorious paradigm?

Is it due time to ask if evolutionary biology has gone too far by claiming issues that perhaps only can be addressed by philosophy and theology? Biology seems to maintain that it is essentially a matter of degree alone and not one of a kind that separates man from other animals. The resistance to the new technological advances in the field of biology and genetics likely derives from this very demotion and even qualitative deterio-
ration in man’s status, value and significance in the cosmos. In short, his ontological significance, even his very being, appears to be under attack from an apparently impersonal rational demiurge lacking all accountability: an altogether rational, free-floating, scientific reason.

Yet how does the present level of progress of science look from a historical perspective? What about science’s history of broken promises? On what exactly does this culture’s immense optimism but also its apprehensiveness hinge? Are we the victims of a utilitarian, bordering on pedestrian, philosophy when individual suffering can be examined only in the shadow of a far greater but entirely unpredictable future? Could it be that we are facing a new battle of universals, out of which will emerge a wholly new vision of man?

At the Engelsberg seminar, no answers are taken for granted and all avenues of approach are kept wide open. Yet one thing is certain: if biotechnology is able to keep its promise, then we are situated squarely in the middle of Nietzsche’s prophecy. Perhaps nothing can prevent this development, but then perhaps we can try to understand it, should we perchance remain the same human beings following the future triumphs of science.

MODERATOR
Michael Maccoby, Dr., the Maccoby Group, Washington DC, USA

LECTURERS
Sverre Sjölander, Professor, Linköping University, Sweden Evolution of Consciousness – Some Crucial Steps and Stages
Martin Alda, Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Dalhousie University Medical School, Canada, Genetics and Mood Disorders – A Lesson In Complexity
Evelyn Fox Keller, Professor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Massachusetts, USA, The Century of the Gene
Georg Klein, Professor, Microbiological and Tumour Biological Centre, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden, Brilliant, Malingered Queen: Reflections About the New Biology
Leonard Guarente, Professor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Massachusetts, USA, *Regulation of Ageing by Sir 2 – Possible Implications for Human Health*

Panayiotis Zavos, Professor, University of Kentucky, USA, *Reproductive Cloning Mode of Human Infertility Treatment*

Lee M Silver, Professor, Princeton University, USA, *Cloning, Genetic Engineering and the Future of Human Kind*

Johnjoe McFadden, Professor, University of Surrey, UK, *The Brain’s Electromagnetic Information Field = Consciousness*

Hilary Rose, Professor of Sociology, City University, London, UK, *Arguments Against an Evolutionary Psychology*

Max More, PhD, Extropy Institute, USA, *The New Enlightenment vs. The New Reactionaries*

Steven Rose, Professor of Biology, the Open University, Milton Keynes, UK, *Escaping Evolutionary Psychology*

Robert Wright, Author, New Jersey, USA, *Does Evolution Have a Spiritual and Moral Dimension?*

Mary Midgley, Professor of Philosophy, University of Newcastle, UK, *The Many Maps Model*

Erwin Bischofberger, Professor, LIME, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden, *A Humanistic Response to the Challenges of Genetics*

Raja Ramanna, Dr, National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bangalore, India, *Moksha – A Critique*


Richard Heinberg, New College of California, USA, *Are Democracy and Genetic Engineering Compatible?*

Kenan Malik, Author, London, UK, *In Defence of Human Agency*
Europe in recent decades has been increasingly characterised by an ethnic and cultural diversity with a growing non-European element. The conflicts and problems arising in this connection are perhaps to be viewed as a species of teething trouble on the road to a fruitful hybrid culture. Coupled with a growth of socio-economic stratification, they can also mark the beginning of a profound fragmentation whereby ethnic subcultures, instead of being integrated with European societies, reject the values and norms of the dominant culture. There are fears of such a society becoming characterised by strong suspicion and hostility, a “conflict of civilisations” in the everyday context.

The trend towards even greater ethnic and cultural diversity in Europe seems inevitable in the century that lies ahead of us. The European population is ageing steadily, and all the indications are that its low birth rate will have to be made up for by means of large-scale immigration. What will it take for this kind of Europe to become a smooth-running society? What demands will be made on European societies and on people migrating to them? On what philosophical and political foundations is such a society to rest? What, for example, will be the role of religion? Will a cosmopolitan culture arise as a consequence of generation changes, with new generations becoming less and less tied to their ethnic identity and adopting a global culture and lifestyle? Or will separate identities flourish but prove less of a problem than expected; perhaps the fear of them is just a legacy of the homogenisation ideals of modernism?

There are perhaps important lessons to be learned for the future by studying the situation in present-day Europe. Different countries – France, Britain and Germany, to take just a few examples – have adopted different standpoints on immigration,
and comparisons between them could provide important clues for what a future policy might bring and what can Europe learn from the United States, with its long tradition of being a melting pot?

MODERATOR
Göran Rosenberg, Author and Journalist, Sweden

LECTURERS
Philip Bobbitt, Professor, Texas University, School of Law, USA, *Sovereignty and Identity in a Historical Perspective*

Ingvild Saelid Gilhus, Professor, University of Bergen, Department of Religious Studies, Norway, *The Role of Religion in Cosmopolitan Cultures*

Richard Swartz, Author and Journalist, Sweden, *Historical Experience of European Cosmopolitanism – The Habsburg Empire and the Fall of Yugoslavia*

Zygmunt Bauman, Professor Emeritus of Sociology, University of Leeds and University of Warsaw, UK/Poland, *When Strangers Meet Strangers – The Challenges of Cosmopolitanism*

Nathan Glazer, Professor Emeritus, Harvard University, Department of Sociology, USA, *The Reality of Multiculturalism in America*

Russell Jacoby, Professor of History, UCLA, USA, *The Myth of Multiculturalism*

David Goodhart, Editor-in-Chief, *Prospect* magazine, UK, *Solidarity and Diversity: The Progressive Dilemma*

Norman Birnbaum, Professor Emeritus, Georgetown University Law Center, USA, *USA and Europe – The Identity Divide*

Catherine Audard, Dr, London School of Economics, Forum of European Philosophy, UK, *Multicultural Citizenship and the Politics of Recognition – The Case of France*

Michael Bommes, Dr, Professor, University of Osnabrück, Institute of Migration Research and Intercultural Studies, Germany, *German Identity and Ethnic Diversity*

Jytte Klausen, Professor, Brandeis University, Department of Politics, USA, *Euro-Muslims: Rejection and Belonging*

Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Member of Parliament, Volkspartij Voor Vrijheid en Democratie, the Netherlands, *The Case of Holland*

Elazar Barkan, Professor, Department of History and Cultural Studies, Claremont Graduate University, USA, *Historical Crimes and National Identity*
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Adam Kuper, Professor, Department of Human Science, Brunel University, UK, *The Culture of Discrimination: Reflections on Multiculturalism*

Kenan Malik, Author and Journalist, London, UK, *Multiculturalism and Individual Freedom*

Christopher Hitchens, Author and Journalist, UK/USA, *Should the World Become American?*
It is a widespread perception today that reality and media images are merging, the media becoming our reality. Shakespeare’s words “All the world’s a stage” would today be expressed: “All the world’s a studio”. We are bombarded with images and information from a global media network, which is spreading an increasingly fine-meshed net over our everyday world and our self-perception. Narcissus sees his reflection today not in a pond, but a screen. What mind creates this symbiosis between media and mentality? Power over opinion has always been an important dimension in politics, but today the dramaturgy of the media probably has more influence than ever before. How does it affect politicians and the thrust of politics?

If the media really have such power over politics and the mind, there is reason to ask who has power over the media and what governs the actions of these players. How do editors and journalists perceive the world? What do they base their stance on? Do media owners have set agendas, or do they simply try to adapt to whatever they think will sell? How do media moguls deal with other centres of power – political, economic and military? What power do advertisers have over the editorial content of the media? What role do the media play in forming the new world order, today seemingly dominated by the USA?

On the one hand, ownership in the media world is being concentrated; on the other hand, control over information has been much more difficult to acquire. During the war on Iraq, a network of individuals in the USA created their own alternative news agency, Commandpost.com. From Baghdad, via a blog, the Iraqi “Salam Pax” gave his views on the war – critical both of Saddam and the USA. No discussion on media power today can ignore the small players. They are developing new behavioural patterns, both as producers and as consumers. The
question is if in the final analysis it is the consumers, through their preferences, who have the last word, rather than the commercial media. Criticism of the media for “dumbing down” could then be rephrased: where have all the thinking consumers gone?

Or is it conceivably so that mass media and mass communication require archetypal themes to dramatise the message in order to capture their readers/spectators? Are mass media consumers furthermore in fact stirred by low gossip and great stories whether true or false in substance? If this is the formula that media are, consciously or unconsciously, determined by – where are we to end up in the future?

MODERATORS
Kay Glans, Editor-in-Chief, Axess Magazine, Stockholm, Sweden
Ove Joanson, Chairman, Sveriges Radio, Stockholm, Sweden
Christine Ockrent, Author and Journalist, France

LECTURERS
John Lloyd, Editor-in-Chief, Financial Times Magazine, UK Power and Responsibility – A Comparative Perspective on European Media
Thomas Steinfeld, Editor, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Germany Making up Which Mind? Print Journalism and Intellectual Culture in the West
Jonathan Fenby, Author and Editorial Director, EarlyWarning.com, UK, Ten Years On – How the Internet Has Changed Information and Media Power and How It Has Not
Niklas Ekdal, Political Editor-in-Chief, Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden, Editorial Journalism – A Thriving Dinosaur
David Frum, Author and Journalist, American Enterprise Institute, USA, A Free Market in Ideas: How Market Competition is Making the Media More Fair and More Useful
Adam Michnik, Editor-in-Chief, Gazeta Wyborcza, Imperfect Society – Reflections upon the Power of the Press in Poland
Laurent Joffrin, Editor-in-Chief, Le Nouvel Observateur, Paris, France, French Press and Its Political Influences
William H. Roedy, President, MTV Networks International, New York, USA, Rocking the Vote – A Global Perspective: How Young People can Change the World
David Goodhart, Editor-in-Chief, Prospect magazine, UK Media and Hyper-Democracy
Sidney Blumenthal, Author and Journalist, USA, *Media Power and the Crises of Democracy*

Thomas Hylland Eriksen, Professor, Department of Social Anthropology, University of Oslo, Norway, *Informing Ourselves to Death*

Nathan Shachar, Author and Journalist, *Dagens Nyheter*, Sweden, *The Middle Eastern Soap Opera – How One Conflict Monopolises News*

Isabel Hilton, Author and Journalist, *The New Yorker*, USA, *The Foreign Correspondent*

Edward Lucas, Journalist, the *Economist*, UK, *The Public’s Right to Incorrect Information*

Roy Greenslade, Professor of Journalism, City University, London, UK, *News: The Free Market’s Most Precious Commodity*

Tarun Tejpal, Editor-in-Chief, *Tehelka*, New Delhi, India, *Independent Media in India – Past, Present and Future*

Anna Politkovskaya, Journalist, *Novaya Gazeta*, Moscow, Russia, *The Freedom of Press in Russia*


Shuli Hu, Editor-in-Chief, *Caijing*, Beijing, China, *China and Media Reform*

Shashi Tharoor, Under-Secretary-General for Communications and Public Information, United Nations, *UN Perspectives on the Future of Media*
Empire got itself a bad name during the past century but recently more and more voices are making themselves heard in the international debate, speaking up for the notion of empire as a “benign form of order”. For instance, the British historian Niall Ferguson argues in his book *Colossus* for the notion of an American – yet reluctant – empire in the making.

We now know that the fall of communism did not, as many had expected, lead to a new world order. History did not come to an end, but seems to have taken a leap into a new era, whose contours are yet to be revealed.

The Engelsberg Seminar 2005 invites participants to discuss the subject of empire and world order from both historical and present perspectives. Is for instance the United States an empire? If it is, are its population and elite prepared to shoulder such a burden? Can an empire play a positive role in creating a stable, liberal and democratic order? What characteristics must an empire have to be successful in the long term? Or are imperial ambitions in fact essentially destabilising? If so, what are the alternatives to empire when it comes to creating a stable world order?

Are there other power centres in the world, such as the European Union and China, which can and want to challenge the US in this role or build supporting empires? What role will these giants play on the global stage? Historical analogies can provide us with a guide and valuable advice for the future, but only if used cautiously. What can be learnt from the history and development of the Roman, Ottoman, Spanish, Habsburg and British empires based on the concept of empire as a benevolent form of order?

Which bodies can promote an international order that creates stability and encourages development towards democracy and respect for human rights? The United Nations was intended to be such an organisation, but as its 60th anniversary approaches,
it is difficult to feel unbridled enthusiasm. Its victories have been many, but its failures hard to endure; even the Secretary General, Kofi Annan, a couple of years ago asserted that the entire UN system was in need of radical reform to regain its legitimacy. However, what can the UN accomplish without the approval and collaboration of powerful nations?

The only remaining superpower or hyperpuissance, the USA, through its unique position, plays a central role in the world order, but as developments in Iraq show, it is more difficult to win the peace than to win the war. What is the state of the US resolve and its ability to find allies? Europe appears the self-evident partner in such an alliance. Historical and political ties are strong – but perhaps they are dissolving. Europe has frequently distanced itself from US foreign policy, but what alternatives could the European Union offer? And last but not least, the often stated fact that globalisation is bringing the world closer does not of necessity lead to greater affinity: it may just as well create greater awareness of differences and in its turn lead to new conflicts.

MODERATORS
Niklas Ekdal, Political Editor-in-Chief, Dagens Nyheter, Sweden, Christine Ockrent, Journalist, France, Edward Lucas, Editor the Economist, UK

LECTURERS
Hugh Thomas, Writer and Historian, UK, The Rise of the Spanish Empire
Richard Pipes, Professor, Harvard University, USA, The Russian Imperialism – Past and Present
Nathan Shachar, Writer and Journalist, Dagens Nyheter, Sweden, The Portuguese Empire
Orhan Pamuk, Author, Turkey, The Loss of the Ottoman Empire
Jan Morris, Author, UK, Late Beauties of the British Empire
Charles Maier, Center for European Studies, Harvard University, USA, Order and Disorder – A Survey of European Systems of States in the 20th Century
György Schöpflin, MEP of EU Parliament, Brussels, Belgium, Austria-Hungary – Empire and Democracy Won’t Combine
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Toger Seidenfaden, Editor-in-Chief, Politiken, Denmark, Empire by Attraction – The EU Adventure

Peter Bender, Writer and Journalist, US, Are the Americans the Romans of Today?

Philip Bobbitt, Professor, Texas University School of Law, USA, Future Demands on Nation States – Reflections on Security

William Kirby, Professor, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University, USA, When Did China Become “China”?

Ross Terrill, Dr., Fairbank Center for East Asian Research, Harvard University, USA, Chinese Imperialism

David Rieff, Writer and Journalist, USA, The United Nations and the Crisis of the World System

Shashi Tharoor, Under-Secretary-General for Communications and Public Information, United Nations, UN and the Future World Order

David Coleman, Professor of Demography, Oxford University, UK, Future Demographic Trends

Robert Cooper, Director-General for External and Politico-Military Affairs at the Council of the European Union, The European Empire

Deepak Lal, Professor, University of California, USA, The British Empire – Maintaining a Liberal Global Order

Ian Buruma, Writer and Professor, Bard College, USA, Democracy and Culture
Only a few decades ago, the future of religion in the West seemed predictable and there was good reason to suppose that the rest of the world would follow suit, with society growing increasingly secularised. The question of the future of the secular state could be deleted from the agenda, for the simple reason that there would be ever fewer believers to challenge it. Evidence to the contrary – in America for example – was simply dismissed.

The theory seemed to have the backing of historical logic. Secularisation and the secular state marked the culmination of a long process in the West whereby Christianity had steadily lost ground. The ideas of the Enlightenment were surely in ascendance. Modernity indeed implied secularism. Science and social progress appeared victorious in the contest for souls and society. But western secularism was never without its complications: extreme utopian political creeds, such as communism and fascism, were arguably quasi-religions in their own right.

At the start of the 21st century, however, it seems as if we have entered a post-secular era. Religion has proved itself important in ways that have widely different meanings. The experience may be primarily an individual, inward concern, or it may represent the core of certain movements which respect, or profess to respect, the secular state but claim the right to determine its member’s lifestyles. But movements have also appeared which aspire to leave their imprint on society as a whole and thus to abolish the secular state. Are these fundamentalist movements akin to the religions whose divisions had such a destructive impact on Europe?

How is the secular state to act in relation to these manifestations of religions? Should it endeavour to remain neutral, as in the US, or support religion but show equal favour to all convictions, as in India? Does a weak state religion act as a safeguard against rivalry between religious groups as arguably
it does in the UK, or should a strict distinction between church and state prevail as in France or Turkey? What are the prospects for constructing secular constitutions in the Middle East, after the coalition forces dismantled a singular secularist, Saddam Hussein? Does it matter if those prospects are slight? And how should Europe respond to and fight the movements which challenge the secular state and perhaps wish to gain control of it? Under what conditions will those movements challenge such a state and in what ways? And above all, can the secular state endure in the long term without a secularisation of society? That is to say, if a majority of the population is religious, will they accept a secular state?

In this conference these issues are discussed in a threefold manner: first the historical forces behind the emergence of the secular state and society are outlined, and then the threats to secular society considering Europe and Islam are discussed taking examples from different European countries, and finally the future of multicultural society is addressed.

MODERATOR
Edward Lucas, Journalist, the Economist, UK

LECTURERS
Olivier Roy, Writer and Professor, EHESS, University of Paris, France, France and Islam
Theodore Dalrymple, Writer and Journalist, UK, Muslims in Britain – The Effects of Secularisation
Lars Hedegaard, Writer and Journalist, Denmark, The Growth of Islam in Denmark and the Future of Secularism
Carl Rudbeck, Writer and Journalist, Sweden, Sweden and Islam
Tariq Ramadan, Writer and President of the think tank European Muslim Network, Belgium, The Muslim Mission in Europe
Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Writer and Politician, the Netherlands The Price of Freedom – Muslim Women in Holland
Bassam Tibi, Writer and Professor, University of Göttingen, Germany, What Islam for a Post-Secular Europe? – The Case of Germany
Dogu Ergil, Professor, Ankara University, Turkey, Turkey, Europe and Islam
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Etyen Mahcupyan, Writer and Turkish Economic and Social Studies Foundation, Turkey, *Challenges of Change and Authoritarian Secularism*

Pierre Lellouche, Writer and Politician, Deputé of the Assemblée Nationale, France, *The Islamic Threat*

Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities, Sweden, *Contradictions in Secularism and Islam; Iraq*

Paul Scheffer, Writer and Journalist, the Netherlands, *The Multicultural Drama – European Experiences*

Ibn Warraq, Writer, Founder of ISIS (Institute for the Secularisation of Islamic Society), USA, *Identity, Culture, Reason and the West*

Kenan Malik, Writer and Journalist, UK, *The Failure of Multiculturalism*

Nathan Shachar, Author and Journalist, Sweden, *Multiculturalism – Some Views on a Conceptual Muddle*

Hugh Roberts, Dr., Director, International Crisis Group, Cairo, Egypt, *Against Identity Politics*
After a life lived in India, Rudyard Kipling famously remarked that East is East and West is West and never the twain shall meet. But now they do: through immigration, through travel, through globalisation. But are the terms West and East merely a mental map that creates boundaries where none should exist? Can the distinction be meaningful when it is used to explain everything from the division of the Roman Empire to the Cold War and now the fight against jihadism? Japan, Brazil, Israel and Australia all defy geography to claim to be “West”. Despite Russia’s European Christian roots it still counts as “East”.

Substantive or not, the terms determine our cultural self-awareness and the way we make sense of the world. Since Oswald Spengler’s Der Untergang des Abendlandes, Westerners (and others) have been discussing its future. More recently, Samuel Huntington has cautioned of a clash of civilisations in which the West will lose its pre-eminent place.

Is the defining feature of the West hostility to the East? Edward Said’s critique of Orientalism, once fashionable, is now discredited. The new theory is that Westerners have been bewitched by the riches and civilisations of the East: close observation and awe have been the hallmarks of that, not ignorant belittlement. Maybe the real prejudice today is not the idea of the “noble savage” but the outsider’s “Occidentalist” stereotypes about “depraved Westerners” and their dehumanised culture and society.

So how and where did ideas about the Western world arise? And how far are they accurate? How far is technological innovation and industrialisation a “Western” phenomenon? What are the spiritual characteristics and features that define the West today? Answers to these raise new questions. How do non-Westerners in modernised settings perceive the West? Are old national identities giving way to a new common Western identity at least, or at first, in Europe? Can the Euro-Atlantic
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West survive the decline of Atlanticism? If Western values are at least potentially universal is it practical or desirable to spread them across the world?

Moderator
Edward Lucas, Journalist, the Economist, UK

Lecturers
Roger Scruton, Writer and Philosopher, UK, The West and the Rest from a Historical Perspective
Philine Nemo, Professor, Economics, Law and Social Sciences Department, ESCP Europe, Paris, France, The Invention of Western Values
Georgios Varouxakis, doctoral student, Queen Mary University of London, UK, The Origins of the Idea of “the West”
David Landes, Professor, Harvard University, USA, Cornerstones in Western Development
Robert Irwin, Historian, Novelist and Writer on Arabic Literature, UK, The Orientalists and Their Enemies
Larry Siedentop, Dr., University of Oxford, UK, Democracy in Europe
Tøger Seidenfaden, Editor-in-Chief at Danish Daily Politiken, Denmark, Western Values, National Identities
Robert Shapiro, Dr., Chairman and Co-Founder, Sonecon, USA, Democracy in America
Sahin Alpay, Professor, Bahcesehir University, Istanbul, Turkey, Turkey and Westernization
Nadezhda Mihaylova, former Bulgarian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Institute for Democracy and Stability in South-East Europe, The West Viewed from the Balkans
Marina Warner, Writer, UK, The Compass of Story: Eastern Bearings in Western Literature
Avishai Margalit, Professor of Philosophy at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Co-author with Ian Buruma of Occidentalism (2004), Jerusalem, Israel, The West by the Rest
Pankaj Mishra, Writer, UK/India, The Legacy of Muslim Immigration
Ibn Warraq, Writer, Founder of ISIS (Institute for the Secularisation of Islamic Society), USA, Self-Criticism: The Redemptive Grace of Western Civilisation
Hans Kollhoff, Architect, Germany, Go West: Welcome in Europe
Philip Bobbitt, Professor, Texas University School of Law, USA, *The Wars on Terror*

David Frum, American Enterprise Institute, USA, *The Universality of Western Values*

Göran Rosenberg, Journalist, Sweden, *The Future of the European Gemeinschaft*

Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities, Sweden, *Threats to European Integration*

Bo Huldt, Professor, Swedish Defence College, Sweden, *The Future of Transatlantic Relations*
European and Russian history have long been intertwined. Over the centuries, the Russian Tsars tried to turn the Russian people towards European culture. Peter the Great opened a gateway to the West by creating St Petersburg (on what was then Swedish soil). Catherine the Great was absorbed by the ideas of the Enlightenment.

Yet there also linger long term, perhaps deeper, divergences. The influence of the Enlightenment was fairly superficial in Russia, compared to other European countries. The move to the industrialisation was less of a development than a leap – made first during the 19th century, a phase that was interrupted by the First World War, and then later forced through by Stalin.

Could Russia have become part of a similar development that took place in other parts of what we now call the West? On what does the alleged Russian sonderweg actually depend – geographical factors, language, religion, or cultural differences? Russia has not been asked to join the European Union, nor have the Russians themselves shown an interest in joining. Some argue that it depends upon geopolitical factors, or that Russia is too large to become a member, bordering Norway in the west and North Korea in the east, covering eleven timezones.

After the fall of the Soviet Union at the end of the Cold War, so-called shock therapy was applied in Russia in order to rid its people of the communist joke for good. But did the West have the right response? Did relief at the end of the Cold War blind it to potential risks? One might ask if the legacy of Russian history doomed its post-communist experiments, and also what the long-term influence of the Orthodox Church has been on Russia’s relationship to the West at a cultural level.

Today, many observers are alarmed by recent developments. From a Western perspective, things appear to be moving in the wrong direction: away from democracy, free media and the rule
of law. Questions abound as to how Russian society may be developing.

In this conference we addressed such issues, focusing on the following broad themes: continuity and change in Russian history and the Russian self-image, recent economic developments, the “near-abroad”, and the implications of the resurgence of the strong Russian state.

MODERATORS
John Lloyd, Financial Times, UK; Martin Ådahl, Fores Think Tank, Sweden

LECTURERS
Dominic Lieven, Professor of Russian Government, London School of Economics, UK, Russia as Empire and Periphery
Geoffrey Hosking, Professor Emeritus of Russian History at the School of Slavonic & East European Studies, University College, London, UK, Power and the People in Russian History
Catherine Merridale, Professor of Russian History, Queen Mary College, London University, UK, A View from the Kremlin
Andrei Zorin, Professor of Russian Literature, University of Oxford, UK, Westernisers, Slavophiles & Russian Literature
Per-Arne Bodin, Professor of Slavic Languages, Stockholm University, Sweden, The Influence of the Russian Orthodox Tradition
Arkady Ostrovsky, Moscow Bureau Chief, the Economist, Russia, Teaching Soviet History
Anne Applebaum, Journalist and Columnist, USA, The Ideology of Putinism
Vladimir Ryzhkov, Independent Russian Politician, Deputy in Russian Duma until 1997, Russia, Risks of the New Authoritarianism
Andrei Melville, Professor of Political Science, Vice-Rector of MGIMO-University of the MFA of Russia, Russia in 2020
Philip Hanson, Associate Fellow, Royal Institute of International Affairs, UK, The Political Economy of Russian Statism
Erik Berglöf, Chief Economist, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), UK/Sweden, (Re-)Building Democracy and Markets in Russia
Konstantin Sonin, Assistant Professor at NES and Columnist for Vedomosti/the Moscow Times, Russia, Is Russia a Typical Oil Exporter? The Political Economics of the Resource Curse
Yegor Gaidar, former Prime Minister of Russia, *Key Risk for the Stable Growth of the Russian Economy*

Kadri Liik, Director of the International Centre for Defence Studies, Tallinn, Estonia, *On the Baltic States*

Ekaterina Sokirianskaia, Executive Director, Memorial Human Rights Centre (North Caucasus), Russia, *On the Caucasus*

Fyodor Lukyanov, Editor of *Russia in Global Affairs*, Moscow, Russia, *On Russian Responses*
What is the origin of “the American idea”, how has it been shaped by history, and where is it heading?

In this conference, we will try to gain a clearer understanding of the original ideas and sources for what is known as the American idea, examine how this idea is nurtured in the US today and received elsewhere in the world, and consider the question of whether we are now approaching a “post-American world”. Who, in that case, will take over the US role as global leader – China, Russia or India; what kind of world would we then live in, and what ideals would we thus be guided by in the future?

The fate of the US is inextricably linked to Europe, and its inhabitants are without a doubt Europe’s most successful colonists. As early as the late 18th century, Americans had liberated themselves from the mother nation Great Britain and through clever moves managed to gradually eliminate competing colonial powers in North America; for instance, Louisiana was purchased from France and Alaska from Russia, the Spanish were expelled in 1898, and only a weak Canada remained under the British crown. America became the home of freedom, especially religious freedom, a place of refuge for those who were persecuted for their beliefs, and the country of free enterprise. Not only that – as the historian Thomas P. Hughes writes in *American Genesis*, “Men and women assumed, as never before, that they had the power to create a world of their own design.”

The US was already on par with Britain in many respects by around 1900, but it was the mistakes that the Europeans themselves made, in the form of the First and Second World Wars, that prepared the ground for the US, allowing it to become a real global power. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the US finally emerged as the undisputed winner of the Cold War. Despite America’s positive self-image, the world has never
really perceived American ambitions in the same way as the US evidently does. Instead of being seen as a liberator, the US rather has in general been viewed since the Vietnam War as an imperialist nation acting in sheer self-interest.

Today, following America’s efforts in Iraq, which have been less than successful and have had little backing, and with a financial crisis predominating in the midst of a recession, there are once again suggestions, like during the 1980s, that the American era is over: back then, it was Japan; today it is China and India that will probably take over from the US. But Russia’s Prime Minister Putin has also long entertained hopes of recreating Russia’s pride and glory. War in Georgia, among other places, has clearly filled this function, as have various forms of threatening manoeuvres against some of its tiny neighbours. The energy weapon in Putin’s hands may come to have great significance for Russia’s future ambitions for world power.

Fareed Zakaria writes in *The Post-American World* that “It is an accident of history that, for the last several centuries, the richest countries in the world have all happened to have small populations.” Now, he argues, nations with large populations are instead rapidly on the rise. “It is these two factors – a low starting point and a large population – that guarantee the magnitude and long-term nature of the global power shift.”

Do a low starting point and a large population really guarantee this global shift in power, and is it an accident that small countries have historically been more successful than large ones in creating prosperity? History will show whether Zakaria is right in his claim.

What then are the founding myths of the United States, how have the Puritans and the idea of the New World shaped American history and the country’s destiny, and how are these reflected in the American Constitution and present-day politics? How have key events in American history, like the American Civil War, the 1898 Spanish-American War, FDR and the New Deal, the First and Second World Wars, Korea, Vietnam etc., influenced the American idea?

Furthermore, how does the influence of American national
myths colour today’s American national consciousness, and how is this reflected in the American economy, in literature, art, and film? How is the idea of America reflected in the country’s reputation around the globe – in the Arab world, Europe, Russia, Asia, South America?

Can America remain the top dog and should it? Are we beginning to see the beginning of the end or is it still only the beginning of the American era?

MODERATOR
John Lloyd, Director, Reuters Institute, Oxford, UK

LECTURERS
Pauline Maier, Professor, MIT, USA, *The Founding Myths of America in the 18th Century*
Daniel Walker Howe, Professor Emeritus, Oxford University and UCLA, USA, *What Hath God Wrought: Rival Visions of America’s Mission in the 19th Century*
David Reynolds, Professor, Cambridge University, UK, *The Founding Myths in the 20th Century*
Philippe Roger, Research Programme Director, CNRS, France, *The Impact of the Idea of America on Europe*
Kathleen Burk, Professor, University College London, UK, *The Impact of the Idea of America on Britain*
Reinhold Wagnleitner, Associate Professor, Salzburg University, Austria, *The Empire of Fun*
David Ellwood, Associate Professor, University of Bologna, Italy, *America and the Politics of Modernisation in Europe*
Anatol Lieven, Professor, King’s College, London, UK, *American Nationalism: Sleeping or Dead*
Godfrey Hodgson, Journalist and Historian, UK, *American Exceptionalism*
James Carroll, Author and Columnist for the *Boston Globe*, USA, *Messiah Nation*
Deepak Lal, Professor, UCLA, USA, *The View from India*
Jong-Yil Ra, President, Woosuk University, South Korea, *The View from Korea*
Peter Baldwin, Professor, UCLA, USA, *A Reality Check*
Robert J. Shapiro, Chairman and Co-Founder, Sonecon, USA, *American Markets*

Edward Luce, Bureau Chief, Financial Times, Washington, USA, *On the Continuing Power of the US Economy*

Göran Rosenberg, Journalist, Sweden, *Is the Future of the American Idea Possible?*

Anders Stephanson, Professor, Columbia University, USA, *America as the End of History*

Alan Wolfe, Professor, Boston College, USA, *The Future of Liberal Interventionism*

Peter Beinart, Senior Fellow, Council of Foreign Relations, UK, *The Solvency Doctrine: Understanding Obama’s Foreign Policy*

Douglas Murray, Author, Director, Centre for Social Cohesion, UK, *Interventionism Post-Iraq*
With the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and later Fukuyama’s famous thesis about the “end of history”, many people believed that history had taken a completely new turn towards freedom, liberalism and the values of Western Enlightenment. But happiness does not last forever. Today, twenty years after the fall of the Wall, nostalgia is spreading in the media, and many communists and critics of the free market are seeing their chances after the dramatic economic developments we have experienced in the stock markets and elsewhere since the summer of 2007.

Are we really facing a return to a society governed by planned economies at the global level or is it simply a blip on a curve from the perspective of eternity? What does the future of capitalism look like? Will the successful variety of capitalism from the past few decades that we call globalisation continue or will regional and perhaps even strong national forces gain ground in the international arena on economic matters?

In this conference, we will first look back in time and consider the rise of economic man in the anthropological sense. We will follow this development in history through the theories and ideologies that mankind has used to try to control economic impacts and movements in history.

We will reflect on the lessons that can be drawn from the recent crisis in intellectual and political terms from a comparative perspective and then shift to speculations about the possibilities, or the impossibility, of correcting or preventing financial bubbles.

What non-economic factors influence capitalism in its various forms of expression? Weber talked about the Protestant work ethic and the spirit of capitalism, Montesquieu emphasised the importance of climate in our economic activity. Today, when capitalism is advancing in Russia, China, Brazil and India, we consider what importance culture, religion and climate have
for the development of capitalism in these countries and what social and political consequences this will have, for instance, in rural parts of India and China. Will we see new environments of Dickensian dimensions develop, for instance in Asia?

Who will be winners and who will be losers in the future capitalist game: Asia, the US, Europe, India, or will regions without national agendas step up and form new centres of power?

What are the real threats to global capitalism and what social problems do they create? Will there be not just enormous economic growth but also acute poverty and alienation in the wake of global capitalism? What sleeping forces will come to life when traditional patterns of living, culture and religion are challenged by this capitalist wave, what security problems will this development give rise to, and how will the absence of nations as objects of identification affect the identity and self-image of people in the future?

MODERATOR
Evan Davis, Presenter, BBC, UK

LECTURERS
Joel Mokyr, Professor, Northwestern University, USA, and Eitan Berglas School of Economics, Israel, *Commercial vs. Industrial Capitalism and the Roots of the Modern Economy*

Donald Winch, Professor Emeritus, Sussex University, UK, *Uses and Abuses of the History of Economics*

Emma Rothschild, Professor, Harvard University, USA, *On Adam Smith and Globalisation*

Donald Sassoon, Professor, University of London, UK, *The Anxious Triumph of Capitalism*

Edward Chancellor, Investment Manager, Asset Allocation Division GMO, USA, *The Forgotten Lesson of Financial Crises*

Carlota Perez, Professor of Technology and Socio-Economic Development, Tallinn University of Technology and Visiting Senior Research Fellow, Cambridge University, Estonia/UK, *The Advance of Technology in Boom and Bust*

Philip Mirowski, Carl E. Koch Professor of Economics, University of Notre Dame, Illinois, USA, *Hunting Scapegoats vs. Clarifying Causes: How to Tell the Difference in the Crisis of 2007*
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Oliver Kamm, Editorial Writer, The Times, UK, The Crisis of Finance
Johan Norberg, Freelance Free-Marketeer and Author, Sweden, How We are All to Blame
John Kay, Author and Economist, Visiting Professor, London School of Economics, UK, On Inefficient Markets
Kevin Hassett, Director of Economic Policy Studies and Senior Fellow at AEI, USA, A Bump in the Road
Minxin Pei, Professor and Director, Keck Centre for International and Strategic Studies, USA, Chinese Features of Capitalism
Nathan Shachar, Foreign Correspondent, Member of the Editorial Board of Axess Magazine, Sweden, Statism or Development: the Brazilian Test Case
Deirdre McCloskey, Professor, University of Illinois, USA, The Virtues of Capitalism – the Sky is Rising, not Falling
Avner Offer, Professor, Oxford University, UK, Self Control and The Future of Globalisation
Kjell A. Nordström, Dr. of Economy, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden, Future(s) of Global Capitalism
Geoff Mulgan, Director, Young Foundation, UK, What might Capitalism Evolve into?
Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Sweden, On Security Threats to the Global Economy
Erik Berglöf, Chief Economist, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Sweden, The Great Recession Wasn’t so Great – or Will It Be
Wolfgang Münchau, Co-Founder and Director of Eurointelligence Advisers and Associate Editor of the Financial Times, Belgium, The Implications of Crisis in the Eurozone
Where are we heading in the global political landscape? Will old ideologies disappear, fade away or be reborn, and if the former is the case, what will the new ideological landscape look like and how will it affect the conditions of political life? The death of ideology has been predicted repeatedly over the years, but time and time again we have also seen old ideologies return under new covers.

Most of the major political parties in the Western world have, in recent times, moved towards the centre, motivated by the idea of universal welfare, and in our global era all Western states embrace the idea of the welfare society.

In a country like Sweden, some on the left see the adjustments of the Social Democratic party as treason or an adaptation to “neo-liberalism”, blaming the decline of the party on its drift towards the “right”. Meanwhile, in the conservative and liberal parties, critics rail against the adjustment to the left in their own parties.

Nevertheless, the centre-rightwing alliance in Sweden has won two elections in a row with this policy. Do these developments signal a general international trend, where the old struggle between labour and capital has finally been settled in a universally embraced welfare ideology, and classical social democratic components are spiced up with a dose of life-style liberalism?

All over Europe, parties characterised as national “welfare huggers” are being set up. That includes the Sweden Democrats, a party difficult to pinpoint on the left/right scale, and whose sympathisers are often members of the labour union.

Not everyone, however, sees “the end of history” in the form of the welfare state. Irrational exuberance of course also applies to careless politicians who have allowed citizens to over-consume, as in Britain and Greece. Some have also begun to question the sustainability of the welfare state as such, asking
how deep the cuts in the welfare systems will be in the developed world. In some ways the “sacred cow” of universal welfare has already suffered its first serious blow; families with an income over £40,000 in the UK will no longer receive child care benefits from the state.

And last but not least: some ask whether the national welfare state in the long run is compatible with liberal ideals such as free immigration.

In this conference we will address the present but also the past. We will highlight some of the historical political ideas and systems which impact on the present. We also look at authoritarian state capitalism, as in the case of China, asking if it is sustainable. And if it is, how will it influence the world? Will it become the exemplary model, just as liberal democracy has been for a long time to many peoples and nations? Will Islamism, xenophobic and anti-immigrant parties and other movements on the fringes of the political and ideological spectrum in Europe, US and the Islamic world, strengthen the existing order of things, or undermine confidence in them? And what are the long-term consequences of the recent developments in the Arab world – liberal democracy or democracy bringing Islamism to power?

Has globalisation meant that politics has taken a quantum leap, so that the ideologies from the 18th and 19th century – communism, conservatism, social democracy and liberalism – are no longer relevant as expressions of the class interests that characterised the modern era? In the final analysis, what are the implications of globalisation for politics and ideology? Will a world parliament, a worldwide green movement, or various movements with religion as the common denominator be the answer? Or will we perhaps instead see the return of another old phantom: nationalism?

MODERATOR
Ulf Wickbom, Political Editor, Barometern, Sweden
LECTURERS

Richard Miles, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Classics and Ancient History, University of Sydney, Australia, *Politics & Ideology in the Ancient World*

Dick Harrison, Professor, Lund University, Sweden, *Politics Before the French Revolution*

Kenneth Minogue, Emeritus Professor of Government, LSE, UK, *Ideology versus Politics in History*

Michael Bentley, Professor, University of St Andrews, UK, *British Ideologies: Separation and Fusion*

Richard Evans, Regius Professor of History and Professor at Wolfson College, University of Cambridge, UK, *German Ideologies*

John Keane, Professor of Politics at the University of Sydney and at the Wissenschaftszentrum, Berlin, Germany, *Ideology of Democracy*

Michael Freeden, Professor of Politics and Professor at Mansfield College, Oxford, UK, *Ideology: From Temporal Contingency to Political Ubiquity*

Vernon Bogdanor, Research Professor, Institute of Contemporary History, King’s College, London, UK, *On the Journey of British Liberalism*

Nicholas Boles, MP and Parliamentary Private Secretary, Political Fellow, Institute for Government, UK, *Role of Ideology in Modern Conservatism*

Ulrike Ackerman, Professor and Head of the John Stuart Mill Institute for Research on Freedom, Germany, *Eco-Egalitarianism*

John Lloyd, Contributing Editor to the *Financial Times*. Director of the Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy. Director of Journalism, Reuters Institute, Oxford, UK, *Strains in the Centre-Left*

Per Schlingmann, State Secretary, Prime Minister’s Office, Sweden, *Swedish Welfare: A Moderate Future*

Robert Shapiro, Chairman of Sonecon. Member of the Board, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, USA, *America and the Reluctant Welfare State*

James Bartholomew, Journalist and Author, UK, *The Welfare State as Drug Addiction*

Stephan Eisel, Member of the Editorial Board of *Die Politische Meinung*, Germany, *Social Market Economy: An Alternative*

Minxin Pei, Professor and Director, Keck Center for International and Strategic Studies, Claremont McKenna College, USA, *Strains in Authoritarian Capitalist Regimes*

Mark Leonard, Co-Founder and Director of the European Council on Foreign Relations, UK, *China’s Intellectual Emancipation*
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Johan Lagerkvist, Senior Research Fellow, Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Sweden, *Uneasy Coexistence: Social Media and China’s Authoritarian Capitalism*

Robert Kaplan, Author and Senior Fellow at the Center for a New American Security in Washington, USA, *Is Authoritarian Capitalism an Ideology?*

Scott Atran, Research Director, National Center for Scientific Research, France. Visiting Professor, University of Michigan, USA, *The Science of the Sacred*

Malise Ruthven, Writer, UK, *Religion, Ideology, Identity*

Paul Berman, Author, USA, *Religion and Intolerance*

Maria Wetterstrand, former Spokesperson Green Party, Swedish Parliament, Sweden, *The Greens in Between*

Roger Scruton, Visiting Fellow, American Enterprise Institute, Senior Research Fellow, Blackfriars Hall, Oxford. Visiting Research Professor, University of St Andrews, UK, *Mass Movements and Local Loyalties*

Anna Jardfeldt, Director, Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Sweden, *Challenges to Overcome*

Hisham Melhem, Washington Bureau Chief, Al Arabyia, USA, *Arab Springs: The Promise and the Perils*

Nathan Shachar, Foreign Correspondent, *Dagens Nyheter*. Member of the Editorial Board, *Axess Magazine*, Sweden, *Western Influences on Arab Ideologies*

David Frum, Editor, FrumForum.com, USA, *Will America Turn Hard Right?*


In Greek mythology, Europa was the Phoenician princess whom Zeus pursued and raped while dressed as a white bull. But if Europe was once a Greek dream, she has inspired several subsequent dreams in the aftermath of war and disaster – of unity, peace, national cooperation, a single market and latterly a single currency – which now seem to haunt the present. Will the modern European project be derailed by the sheer ambitions of those dreams?

But what is Europe? Is it merely a continent, a geographical entity? And when did it come to have any sense of identity or political unity?

Did Europe become a rallying cry to stave off the bellicose nature of Europeans as a misplaced peace initiative? The pursuit of the idea of Europe has been a story in itself.

This conference will seek to probe Europe’s historical antecedents, and to establish the self-perceptions of Europeans across a wide range of its past. When did Europeans start to identify as European? Why has European unity been so elusive in history? And as the French historian of the 19th century, François Guizot, once remarked, that Europe’s strength and creativity is in its very lack of unity. Something, after all, needs to explain the sheer dimension of Europe’s creativity in the arts, music, painting, sculpture, literature, sciences, physics, philosophy, political ideas and so much more: indeed it invented most of these spheres of learning and human expression. As the birthplace of Western civilisation, Europe invented much of the modern world.

But the term Europe has in fact meant different things at different times. Herodotus spoke of the world being divided into three parts: Europe, Asia and Libya, with the Nile and the River Phasis forming their boundaries. By the 1st century, the geographer, Strabo, stated that the eastern frontier was at the River Don.
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A definition of Europe as the lands of Western Christianity arose in the 8th century, signifying the contrast with Byzantium and Islam. Europa often figures in the letters of Charlemagne’s cultural minister, Alcuin. In 1730, the Swedish geographer and cartographer von Strahlenberg proposed the Ural Mountains as the most significant eastern boundary (instead of waterways), a suggestion that found favour throughout Europe.

Today, the word Europe is often used in a geopolitically limiting way, to refer only to the European Union, or even more exclusively, a particular culturally defined core. However, the Council of Europe has 47 member states and only 27 are in the EU. Also, people living in outlying areas or islands such as Ireland, the United Kingdom, the North Atlantic and Mediterranean islands as well as Scandinavians may refer to “Continental Europe” or Europe simply as “the continent”.

What were the intentions of the early founding fathers of the European Community? And what of Europe’s future in this respect? Will Europe stick together or will we once again be hearing the eerie cry evoking the spirit of British weather forecasts from the 1930s: “Fog in Channel; Continent Cut Off.”

Moderator
Ulf Wickbom, Political Editor, Barometern, Sweden

Lecturers
Peter Alter, Professor of European History, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany, The Concert of Europe 1780–1830: Europe in an Age of Nationalism
Ariane Chebel d’Appollonia, Associate Professor and Senior Researcher, School of Public Administration, Rutgers University, US, United in Adversity? European Identity in Times of Crisis
José M. de Areilza, Professor of European Union Law and Jean Monnet Chair at IE Law School, Madrid, Spain, Secretary General of Aspen Institute, The Challenges of European Integration
Patricia Clavin, Professor of International History, Jesus College, University of Oxford, UK, Economic Crises and the Making of Europe
Robert Cooper, Counsellor, European External Action Service, Brussels, UK, EU Foreign Policy in Times of Peace: Power Without Statehood
Argita Daudze, Latvian Ambassador to the Ukraine, Latvia, *Expansion East and the Erosion of Memory*

Konstantin von Eggert, Commentator and Host, Kommersant FM radio Moscow, Russia, *The View From Russia*

John Elliott, Regius Professor Emeritus of Modern History, University of Oxford, UK, *The Difficulties of Unity 1500–1750*

Ahmet Evin, Jean Monnet Professor of European Policy Studies at Sabanci University, Turkey, *Muslims in Europe: Integration or Isolation?*

Pierre Hassner, Senior Research Fellow Emeritus, Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches Internationales (CERI), Paris, France, *The Paradoxes of European Identity*

Hans-Olaf Henkel, Professor of International Management at the University of Mannheim, Germany, former President of German Federation of Business (BDI), *The Mistakes of Euromanics*

Gunnar Hökmark, Swedish Member of the European Parliament, Vice-President of the EPP Group, Sweden, *The Spirit of Europe*

Peter Jay, former Economics Editor of *The Times*, London, UK, and of the BBC, former British Ambassador to the USA, *Europe’s Association of Democracies: Third French Empire or Fourth Reich?*

Josef Joffe, Editor of *Die Zeit*, Germany. Senior Fellow, Freeman-Spogli Institute for International Studies, Stanford University and Fellow of the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, *The Euro: Too Soon, Too Much, Too Bad*


Eric Kaufmann, Professor, Department of Politics, Birkbeck College, London, UK, *The Return of Religion*

Nigel Lawson, former Chancellor of the Exchequer, UK and Member of the Economic Affairs Committee of the House of Lords, UK, *The Disaster of European Monetary Union*

Philippe Legrain, Economic Adviser to the President of the European Commission, UK, *Prospects for the Euro*

Mark Leonard, Director, European Council on Foreign Relations, UK, *Make or Break: A New Europe?*

Jan-Werner Müller, Professor of Politics University of Princeton, USA, *Democratic Exclusion and Europe’s Political Identity*

Anthony Pagden, Professor of Political Science and History, UCLA, USA, *The Idea of Europe: From the Great Republic to the European Union*

George Pagoulatos, Senior Adviser to the Greek Prime Minister and Professor of European Politics and Economy at the Athens
University of Economics and Business, Greece, The Eurozone Crisis: A View From Greece
Kiran Klaus, Patel Professor of European and Global History, Maastricht University, Belgium, Foes into Friends: Germany’s Role in Postwar European Integration
Agnès C. Poirier, Political Commentator, Writer and Broadcaster, France, Victor Hugo and Greater Europe
Alan Posener, Columnist, for Die Welt and Welt am Sonntag, Berlin, Germany, Germany’s Burden: Kohl, Thatcher and the Future of the Euro
David Rennie, Political Editor, the Economist, London, UK, Three Threats to Europe’s Internal Market
Giulia Sissa, Professor of Political Science and Classics, UCLA, USA, Rediscovering Europe and Inventing Eutopia
Pär Stenbäck, former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Finland, ExCom Board member, International Crisis Group (ICG), Chairman, European Cultural Parliament, Finland, Will Europe Prevail on the World Scene?
Bruce Stokes, Director Global Economic Attitudes, Pew Research Centre, former Senior Transatlantic Fellow for Economics at the German Marshall Fund of the United States, USA, The View from the US
David Voas, Professor of Population Studies, University of Essex, UK, The Future of Europe: Secular but not Secularist; Diverse not Divided
Yu Yongding, Academician of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and former member of Monetary Policy Committee of the People’s Bank of China (Central Bank of PRC), China, The View from China
Jan Zielonka, Professor of European Politics, St Antony’s College, University of Oxford, UK, Europe: The Model Power?
What is civilisation? I don’t know. I can’t define it in abstract terms – yet. But I think I can recognise it when I see it...” Sir Kenneth Clark’s use of the term “civilisation” in his series with the same name illustrates the ambiguity of the concept; it can therefore perhaps best be described as an *Idealtypus* similar to Max Weber’s concept, in that its legitimacy can be determined only in terms of adequacy.

Civilisation has been described as a set of values of a people or society; it can indicate a level of economic development, and can also point to a certain level of intellectual and artistic excellence. Furthermore, it can denote a boastful ideal of sophisticated civility, distinguishing our own regular habits from those of our neighbours. The distinction between what is supposed to be civilised or not has often bordered upon the xenophobic, and has sometimes also very much been an expression of that: not only the ancient Greeks distinguished between themselves and other peoples that they saw as barbarians.

Another distinction of importance in more modern times is the notion that the German peoples are cultured whereas as French and Anglo-Saxons only display a superficial civilisation without depth; a notion that played a significant role in propaganda during the First World War.

But what are the roots of civilisation and how did particular civilisations emerge in the ancient world? What do we today have in common with early civilisations, and what values do we still uphold that have their origins in the ancient world?

What explains the rise and fall of civilisations, and how did the present Western ideals of civilisation emerge? In what way have the alleged values of past civilisations re-emerged as exemplary models in a new context? How true is the popular golden age stereotype “already the Greeks”? What is really unique about Greek culture and which cultures influenced what we recognise as Greek?
The supposed superiority of Western culture and its achievements was for a long time taken for granted. However, in the era of globalisation countries like India and China are already challenging Western dominance.

Rome conquered Greece, but it is said that Greek culture conquered Rome; will we see new civilisations emerge and dominate the world, or will the challengers instead in practice become Westernised as Western technology and capitalism triumphs? And will then “Greek culture” once again conquer “Rome”?

In the final analysis: is it possible to sustain a civilisation without the use of aggression and the willingness to defend its values by means of war?

MODERATOR
Ulf Wickbom, Journalist and Author, Sweden

LECTURERS
John Armstrong, Senior Adviser in the office of the Vice-Chancellor at the University of Melbourne, and Author, Australia. Civilisation as an Ideal

Graeme Barker, Professor of Archaeology and Director at the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research at the University of Cambridge, UK, Origins of Human Settlement

Örjan Berner, Ambassador, Sweden. Implications of the Rise of China

Philip Bobbitt, Herbert Wechsler Professor of Federal Jurisprudence and the Director of the Center for National Security at Columbia University, USA, The Problem of American Power

Peter Burke, Professor Emeritus of Cultural History, University of Cambridge, UK, Civilisation: A Historian’s View

Richard Buxton, Professor of Greek Language and Literature, University of Bristol, UK, Can Ancient Greece still Offer us Viable Models of Behaviour and Thought?

Stephen Cave, Philosopher, Author, UK, Civilisation and the Promise of Immortality

Christopher Coker, Professor of International Relations, LSE, UK, Civilisation and its Malcontents

Harriet Crawford, Honorary Visiting Professor at the Institute of Archaeology, UCL, and a Fellow of the McDonald Institute, Cambridge, Civilisation: An Example from Fourth Millennium Mesopotamia
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Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, former Ambassador to the US, Ambassador to the Conference on Disarmament and Director of United Nations Special Commission on Iraq, Sweden, Civilisation and its Challenges

Karsten Fischer, Professor of Political Science, Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich, Germany, Sublimation and its Discontents: On the Modern Semantics of Decadence

Jack Fuller, Author, Australia, Civilisation as the Good and Ambitious Use of Freedom

Anthony Grafton, Henry Putnam University Professor of History, Princeton University, USA, The Revival of Greek in Renaissance Europe: The Changing Contours of a Canon

Jonathan Haslam, Professor of the History of International Relations at Cambridge University, UK, The Rise and Rise of China or the Rise and Fall of China? Implications for Western Policy

Eva Hoffman, Author and Broadcaster, UK, Freedom, Fragmentation, Conversation: The Good Life Today

Tom Holland, Historian, Author and Broadcaster, UK, The Rise of Rise and Fall

Jonathan Israel, Professor of Modern History at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, USA, Civilisation Versus the “State of Nature”

Robert Johnson, Director of the Changing Character of War (CCW) research programme at Oxford University, UK, The Paradox of the Nature of War

Richard Miles, Senior Lecturer in Classics, University of Sydney, Australia, The End of (Roman) Civilisation and the Rise of Decline

Rana Mitter, Professor of History and Politics of Modern China at the University of Oxford, UK, The Rise of China, the Decline of the West and the New Nationalism

Sheldon Pollock, Professor of Sanskrit and South Asian Studies at Columbia University, USA, Classicism: A Greek and Indian Comparison

Göran Rosenberg, Author and Journalist, Sweden, What Makes the Values of Auschwitz Possible?

Donald Sassoon, Professor Emeritus of History, Queen Mary College, University of London, UK, Trailblazers and Laggards in the Long 19th Century

Nathan Shachar, Journalist and Author, Sweden, Greeks and Jews: A Relationship Like No Other

Richard Swartz, Author and Journalist, Sweden, Are the Basic Values of Civilisation Challenged?
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David J. Taylor, Author and Critic, UK, *George Orwell and the Idea of Civilisation*

Ruut Veenhoven, Professor Emeritus of Social Conditions for Human Happiness at Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Netherlands, *Does Civilisation Add to the Value of Life?*

David Wengrow, Professor of Comparative Archaeology at the Institute of Archaeology, University College, University of London, UK, *Civilisation Before the State*

Martin West, Emeritus Fellow of All Souls, University of Oxford. A former Fellow and Praelector in Classics at University College, Oxford, UK, *The Greeks’ Concept of Civilisation*

Rita Wright, Anthropological Archaeologist and Professor of Anthropology at New York University, USA, *Comparing Civilisations: Frameworks for Understanding their Variability*
God is dead. God remains dead. And we have killed him. Yet his shadow still looms. How shall we comfort ourselves, the murderers of all murderers? What was holiest and mightiest of all that the world has yet owned has bled to death under our knives: who will wipe this blood off us? What water is there for us to clean ourselves? What festivals of atonement, what sacred games shall we have to invent? Is not the greatness of this deed too great for us? Must we ourselves not become god simply to appear worthy of it.

Friedrich Nietzsche

*The Gay Science*

Even though Nietzsche declared God dead more than a hundred years ago his shadow still seems to be more than just looming. More than 80 percent of the world’s population has a religious affiliation. In secular states religion continues to play an important role in public and intellectual life. Politics and international relations can’t be understood without accounting for the element of religion in cultural contexts. Indeed, in order to understand ourselves we need to understand religion.

This conference will investigate the role religion plays in society today and in the past. We will examine religion in relation to the human condition and religion as individual experience. Or as William James put it in one of his Gifford Lectures in 1901: religion as “feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in their solitude, so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to whatever they may consider the divine”.

Starting in the Near East we will discuss the early religions and what their existence tells us about ancient societies and the needs of human beings of past civilisations. We will analyse the existence of a “sacred economy” in the Uruk culture, the notion of “ordered chaos” in ancient Indian thought and religion as collective practice in the Hellenistic and Roman worlds. We will
continue with a conversation on the many varieties found within the Abrahamic tradition and what it means for our view on Judaism, Christianity and Islam today.

The second day of the conference will concentrate on religion in relation to the fundamentals of the human condition. How has religion dealt with human experiences such as suffering, violence or love? And how has the sensation of the divine been interpreted outside the confines of orthodox religion? We conclude the day with an overview of how cognitive sciences and neurology understand religion and the way religious belief can be viewed in light of evolutionary theory.

Understanding in what ways religion matters and why we are religious also means looking at its role in current politics. Using the situation in the Middle East as a lens the conference will highlight the problems and possibilities of religion in international relations. Furthermore, we will discuss religion’s role in modern society, a society that maybe more accurately should be referred to as “post-secular”. Is God back? Or did he just never leave?

MODERATOR
Ulf Wickbom, Journalist and Author, Sweden

LECTURERS
Reza Aslan, Associate Professor of Creative Writing, University of California, Riverside, US, *Muhammad and Monotheistic Pluralism*
Esther Benbassa, Professor of Modern Jewish History, École Pratique des Hautes Études, Sorbonne, Senator in the French Senate, France, *Suffering as Identity: the Jewish Paradigm*
Benedetta Berti, Fellow and Lecturer, Institute for National Security Studies and Tel Aviv University, Israel, *Religious Identities, Political Islam and Sectarianism in the New Middle East*
Jessica Frazier, Fellow, Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies, UK, *Religion and Passion*
Armin W. Geertz, Professor, Department of Culture and Society, Aarhus University, Denmark, *Whence Religion? Reflections on the Origins of Religion, Cognition and Culture*
Ariel Glucklich, Professor, Department of Theology, Georgetown University, USA, *Religion and Self-Directed Violence*
Martin Goodman, Professor, Oriental Institute, University of Oxford, UK, *Variety in Judaism*

Janne Haaland Matlary, Professor, University of Oslo and the Norwegian Defence University College, Norway, *The Catholic Church’s International Role: The Ideological Basis of Its Diplomacy*

Wouter Hanegraaff, Professor of History of Hermetic Philosophy and Related Currents, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, *Open Access to the Absolute: Hermetic Gnosis and the Concept of Religion*

Hugh N. Kennedy, Professor, SOAS, University of London, UK, *Deconstructing the “Clash of Civilisations”: How the Study of History Can Help*

Gary Lachman, Writer, UK, *Mystical Experience and the Evolution of Consciousness*

Julius J. Lipner, Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Divinity, University of Cambridge, UK, “*Ordered Chaos*” in Ancient Indian Thought

Diarmaid MacCulloch, Professor of the History of the Church, University of Oxford, UK, *Rethinking the Shape of the Christian Past, Present and Future*

Simon May, Professor of Philosophy, King’s College London, UK, *Love as Religion*

Richard Miles, Associate Professor, Department of Classics and Ancient History, University of Sydney, Australia, *Tough Love: Correcting Sinners in the Early Christian Church*

Candida R. Moss, Professor of New Testament and Early Christianity, University of Notre Dame, USA, *The Redemption of Suffering and the Birth of Christianity*

Robin Osborne, Professor, Faculty of Classics, University of Cambridge, UK, *Collective Practice as Individual Experience*

William O’Reilly, University Lecturer, Faculty of History, University of Cambridge, UK, *Religion and the Secular State*

Elaine Pagels, Harrington Spear Paine Professor of Religion, Department of Religion, Princeton University, USA, *Variety in Early Christianity*

Wolfgang Palaver, Professor, Department of Systematic Theology, University of Cambridge, UK, *The Complex Relationship Between Violence and Religion*

Marco Pasi, Associate Professor in the History of Hermetic Philosophy and Related Currents, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, *Esoteric Experiences and Critical Ethnocentrism*

Daniel T. Potts, Professor of Ancient Near Eastern Archaeology and History, Institute for the Study of the Ancient World, New York
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University, USA, *Accounting for Religion: Uruk and the Origins of the Sacred Economy*
Chakravarthi Ram-Prasad, Professor, Department of Politics Philosophy and Religion, Lancaster University, UK, *Reading Religion Today and Tomorrow: Two Interrelated Patterns*
Göran Rosenberg, Writer and Journalist, Sweden, *Judah at the Crossroads: Jews and Judaism between Zion and Diaspora*
Malise Ruthven, Independent Writer, UK, *The Islamic Search for Gnosis*
John Scheid, Professor, Chair in Religion, Institutions and Society in Ancient Rome, Collège de France, France, *Religious Practice in the Roman World*
Mona Siddiqui, Professor of Islamic and Interreligious Studies, Edinburgh University, UK, *Suffering – the Price of Being Alive: An Islamic Perspective*
Pär Stenbäck, Minister, Finland, *Religion and Politics in the Middle East*
Jayne Svenungsson, Associate Professor of Systematic Theology, Stockholm School of Theology, Sweden, *Divining History, the Visionary Potential of the Biblical Legacy*
Harvey Whitehouse, Professor, Institute of Social and Cultural Anthropology, University of Oxford, UK, *Ritual, Community, and Conflict*
A. N. Wilson, Writer, UK, *Dante and European Religion*
David Sloan Wilson, Professor, Departments of Biology and Anthropology, Binghamton University, USA, *How Can the Same Sacred Text Give Rise to so Many Religions?*
Adrian Wooldridge, Management Editor, the Economist, UK, *Is God Back?*
According to Herodotus, the Persians taught their sons three things only: “riding and archery and truth-telling”. There could be no empire without warriors. This seminar will deal with war as both creator and demolisher of civilisation, and investigate the driving forces of armed conflict through a long historical perspective. What role does war play in the creation of societies?

During three days we will consider the long history of war, current conflict zones and the future of armed conflict. The first day will examine the intrinsic part war plays in the formation of societies and the concrete driving forces behind armed conflict. Can we see any patterns? What does the constant recurrence of conflict say about human nature and the human condition?

We will also explore how war has been perceived – from the discrepancy between the eye-witness accounts and the official propaganda of the Thirty Years’ War to images of war in contemporary jihadist poetry. What are the realities of war and how do writers and thinkers explain them?

During the second day of the seminar we will focus on the 20th century and the wars that defined the era and still shape our understanding of modern conflict. We will discuss the world wars, the transition from the Cold War to small wars and current conflict zones such as the Levant and the Russian borders. We will also ask what the future of war will look like as advanced technology challenges accepted concepts of strategy and combat.

We will end Engelsberg 2015 by investigating the current and future role of the US in a world where large-scale conflicts seem increasingly likely. We will also discuss the question of Europe in the Atlantic partnership. What threats to peace and security are on the horizon? What wars will shape our time?
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MODERATOR

Ulf Wickbom, Journalist and Author, Sweden

LECTURERS

Alexei Arbatov, Head of the Center on International Security, IMEMO, Russian Academy of Science; Scholar in Residence, Carnegie Moscow Center, Russia, The Ukrainian Crisis and Nuclear Deterrence

David Betz, Reader, Department of War Studies, King’s College London, UK, The Restless Pursuit of the “Fun Wars”

Philip Bobbitt, Herbert Wechsler Professor of Federal Jurisprudence; Director, Center for National Security, Columbia University, USA, War and Statehood

Christopher Coker, Professor of International Relations, London School of Economics, UK, War and the Human Imagination

Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Sweden, How to End Wars – Lessons from the Wars in Iraq

Richard J Evans, Professor Emeritus of History, University of Cambridge, UK, War in Nazi Imagination

Gregory Feifer, Author, USA, How War Serves Putin’s Russia

Lawrence Freedman, Professor Emeritus of War Studies, King’s College London, UK, The Long Peace and Nuclear Deterrence

Janne Haaland Matlary, Professor of Political Science, University of Oslo and the Norwegian Defence University, Norway, Can Europe Act Strategically? The Response to Russia in 2014–2015

Dick Harrison, Professor of History, University of Lund, Sweden, The History of the Thirty Years’ War: On the Gap Between the Official Versions and the Forgotten Eye-Witness Accounts

Jonathan Haslam, Professor of History, University of Cambridge, UK, Why the Russians Could Not Break Enigma

Tom Holland, Author, UK, The Sacralisation of Violence

Robert Johnson, Senior Research Fellow, University of Oxford, UK, “Modernity” and War

Frederick Kagan, Christopher DeMuth Chair and Director, Critical Threats Project, American Enterprise Institute, USA, Development of US Warfare Since 1991

Kimberly Kagan, President, Institute for the Study of War, USA, The United States and the New Way of War

Elisabeth Kendall, Senior Research Fellow in Arabic, University of Oxford, UK, Militant Jihadist Poetry – the Battle for Hearts and Minds
Fredrik Logevall, Professor of History, Cornell University, USA, *The Permissive Context of Recent US Military Interventions*

Rana Mitter, Director, University of Oxford China Centre, University of Oxford, UK, *Memory of the War of Resistance and the Reconstruction of Asian Order*

Peter Pomerantsev, Senior Fellow, Legatum Institute, UK, *The Information Age Is Turning into the Disinformation Age*


Magnus Ranstorp, Research Director, Center for Asymmetric Threat Studies, Swedish National Defence College, Sweden, *Recruitment of Jihadist Fighters in Sweden*

Malise Ruthven, Writer, UK, *The Challenge of ISIS*

Charly Salonius-Pasternak, Senior Research Fellow, Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Finland, *Nordic and Baltic Countries Prepare for an Unwelcome Guest*

Nathan Shachar, Journalist and Author, Sweden, *Spain 1936: How the Press Turned a Complex Tangle into a Straightforward Communist-Fascist War*

Lilia Shevtsova, Nonresident Senior Fellow, Brookings Institution, USA, *Why War Again? How the World Is Threatened with a New Challenge*

Jessica Stern, Fellow at the FXB Center for Health and Human Rights, Harvard University, USA, *What Can we Do to Stop ISIS?*

Tommy Stiansen, CTO/Co-Founder, Norse Corp, USA, *Perspectives on Cyber Warfare*

Hew Strachan, Professor of International Relations, University of St Andrews, UK, *The Impact of the First World War on Strategy*

Pascal Vennesson, Professor, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, *War in the Age of Transnational Politics*

Michael Weiss, Journalist, USA, *The Battle of Narratives*
“Foremost among the countless blessings of war is its power of teaching geography”, an old joke goes. The geographical element of international politics endures despite technological advances, the forces of globalisation and the spreading of liberal democracy. The seas, the rivers, the deserts and the mountains continue to shape our world order. Would Russia, past and present, have acted differently had there not been the vast North European Plain? Would India and China have seen each other in a different light in the absence of the great Himalayas dividing them? And would Sweden have been able to keep its two hundred years of peace had it not been embedded in a buffer zone of friendly neighbors?

This seminar will address the question of geopolitics both as reality and ideology. The geographic foundations of a country will inevitably shape its identity and prospects. Natural resources, ecology and climate must be considered if one wants to understand a territory. Yet, as static as the geographic foundations might seem, our perception of them differs widely. As the history of cartography shows, there are many ways of mapping the world. Politics is shaped by geography, but the understanding of geography is also shaped by politics.

The first day of this seminar will tackle the question of the “geography factor” and how we should define and comprehend geopolitics. We will discuss the concept in relation to history and the attempts to overcome the cage that geography seems to impose on world politics. We will also discuss early empires and geopolitics – from the Greeks of antiquity to the Mongol Empire.

The second day will focus on the issue of competition and strength embedded in the concept of geopolitics. We will discuss “sea powers”, interconnection and early globalisation; the dramatic history of France and Germany, also referred to as “the engine of Europe”, and the role geopolitics as ideology
played in the horrors of World War II; and we will examine the competition between the United States and Russia over the past century and the renewed tensions visible today. The day will end with an analysis of the geopolitical situation of the High North. Is the two-hundred-year-old Swedish peace under threat?

We will sum up The Engelsberg Seminar by examining present geopolitical hotspots like India, China and the Levant. What lies ahead and what lessons can we learn from history? What will the return to geopolitics mean for the world order?

MODERATOR
Ulf Wickbom, Journalist and Author, Sweden

LECTURERS
Jeremy Black, Professor, University of Exeter, UK, *Rethinking Geopolitics*

Philip Bobbitt, Herbert Wechsler Professor of Jurisprudence, Columbia Law School, USA, *Geography, the Connectivity Paradox and the Rise of Market States*

Michael Broers, Professor, University of Oxford, UK, *The Napoleonic Empire: Global Ambitions; the Creation of a Trans-National Euro-Region*

Roger Crowley, Author, Historian, UK, *The Portuguese: Pioneers of Globalisation*

Karl Engelbrektson, Chief of Army Staff, Swedish Armed Forces, Sweden, *Military Strategic Challenges on Geopolitics From a Nordic Baltic Perspective*

Karin Enström, Deputy Chair of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, Sveriges Riksdag, Sweden, *Forms of Cooperation for Better Security*

Noah Feldman, Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law, Harvard University, USA, *Competition and the Future of Geopolitics*

Jonathan Fenby, China Director, Trusted Sources, UK, *Geopolitics with Chinese Characteristics*

Gregory Fiefer, Author, USA, *Why did Russia Turn Its Back on International Integration, and What Does it Mean for the West?*

David Frum, Senior Editor, The Atlantic, USA, *The Empires Strike Back*

Gabriel Gorodetsky, Professor of History, All Souls College, Oxford, UK, “Continuum” – Persisting Geopolitical Factors in Russian Foreign Policy and Strategy

Banashri Bose Harrison, Ambassador of India to Sweden and Latvia, India, *The Security Landscape of India*
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Peter Heather, Professor, Department of History, King’s College London, UK, Empire and the Creation of Europe

Josef Joffe, Publisher-Editor, Die Zeit, Germany, The End of the End of History and the Return of Power Politics

Frederick Kagan, Christopher DeMuth Chair and Director, Critical Threats Project, American Enterprise Institute, USA, The Northern Policy of Tsar Vladimir I (IV), Emperor and Autocrat of All the Russians

Kimberly Kagan, President, Institute for the Study of War, USA, Russia in the Middle East

Elisabeth Kendall, Senior Research Fellow in Arabic & Islamic Studies, Oxford University, UK, The Geopolitics of Jihad: From Global to Local

Anna-Lena Laurén, Moscow Correspondent, Dagens Nyheter, Sweden, Russia and Geopolitics

John H. Maurer, Alfred Thayer Mahan Professor of Sea Power and Grand Strategy, U.S Naval War College, USA, Alfred Thayer Mahan, Geopolitics, and Grand Strategy

Sean McMeekin, Professor of History, Bard College, USA, Geopolitics and History: Framing the Debate

Walter Russell Mead, Distinguished Scholar in American Strategy and Statesmanship for the Hudson Institute, Hudson Institute, USA, The Crisis of World Order: The Return of Geopolitics in the 21st Century

Richard Miles, Associate Professor and Head of the School of Philosophical and Historical Inquiry, University of Sydney, Australia, Mythology and the Geopolitics of Early Roman Imperialism

Fraser Nelson, Editor, The Spectator, UK, Brexit: The Beginning of a New Era?

Christine Ockrent, Editor-in-Chief, France Culture, France, Old Couple Fatigue: the French-German Relationship

Richard Overy, Professor of History, University of Exeter, UK, Geopolitics and Empire in the Third Reich: the Issue of Space

Lincoln Paine, Maritime Historian, USA, Elements of Sea Power – Past and Present

Andrew Preston, Professor of American History, Clare College, University of Cambridge, UK, American Geopolitics: The Anatomy of a Tradition

Morris Rossabi, Distinguished Professor of History, Columbia University and City University of New York, USA, Geopolitics and the Mongol Empire

Charly Salonius-Pasternak, Senior Research Fellow, Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Finland, The Changing Geopolitics of the
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Nordic Baltic Region – is Conflict Inevitable When Two Core Regions Overlap?
Norman Stone, Professor of International Relations, Bilkent University, Turkey, Thoughts From the 1860’s
Barry Strauss, Professor of History, Cornell University, USA, Hard and Soft, East and West, Land and Sea: The Greeks on Geopolitics
Mikael Wigell, Senior Research Fellow, The Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Finland, Geopolitics, Geoeconomics, and the Struggle for Supremacy
International Seminars

* 

2000

Psychological Utopias Seminar

MODERATOR: Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland.

LECTURERS: Jonathan Beecher, Professor at the University of California, Santa Fe, USA, Paul Bishop, Professor of Physical Geography, Department of Geographical and Earth Sciences, University of Glasgow, UK, Alan C. Elms, Professor, Department of Psychology, University of California, USA, Alexander Etkind, Associate Professor, European University at Saint Petersburg, Russia, Olav Hammer, PhD in History of Religion, Lund University, Sweden, Gottfried Heuer, Doctoral Student, University of Essex, UK, Juhani Ihanus, University of Helsinki, Finland, Bruce Mazlish, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA, PhD, Inga Sanner, Stockholm University, Sweden, Janet Stewart, University of Aberdeen, UK, Fil. lic Lennart Warring, Institute for Analytical Psychology, Stockholm, Sweden. Avesta Manor, June 16th–18th, 2000

The Gnostic Religion

LECTURER: Harold Bloom, Berg Professor of English, New York University and Sterling Professor of the Humanities, Yale University, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm August 31st, 2000
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

On Shakespeare
LECTURER: Harold Bloom, Berg Professor of English at New York University and Sterling Professor of the Humanities at Yale University. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, September 2nd, 2000

Violence in Schools Research Seminar
LECTURER: Allan Guggenbühl, Psychologist, Switzerland. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November 14th, 2000

Right Livelihood Award 2000
Seminar with the award winners and Jakob von Uexküll, founder of the prize.
LECTURERS: Tewolde Berhan Gebre Egziabher, Right Livelihood Award winner, Ethiopia, Munir, Right Livelihood Award winner and human rights and anti-corruption activist, Indonesia, Birsel Lemke, Right Livelihood Award winner and environmentalist, Turkey, Wes Jackson, Right Livelihood Award winner and Founder of the Land Institute, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, December 12th, 2000
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

2001

Compact Cities, Green Cities or Network Cities?

American Politics after Bill Clinton

The Reckoning Heart. An Anthropologist Looks at Her Worlds
LECTURER: Manisha Roy, PhD, Jungian Analyst, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, August 27th, 2001

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
LECTURERS: Inga Sanner, Associate Professor, Department of the History of Ideas, Stockholm University, Sweden, Så vad är egentligen det omedvetna för något? Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland, Madness and the Unconscious. A History of Psychodynamic Psychiatry in Sweden, Lennart Warring, MA, Teacher, Institute for Analytical Psychology, Stockholm, Sweden, Bland helare, orakler och psykopater? Bilden av psykiatrin och dess yrkesutövare i europeisk film, Kate Larson, Doctoral Student, Department of Philosophy, Uppsala University, Sweden, Själens verklighet. Kan fakta och värde skiljas åt? Susanne Gieser, PhD, Department of History of Science and Ideas, Uppsala University, Sweden, Den tidiga receptionen av Jungs idéer i Sverige. En gammal historia betraktad med nya ögon, Peter Södergård, PhD, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Ivar Alm och den religiösa funktionen i människosjälen. En bortglömd pionjärinsats, Martin Lindgren, Doctoral Student, Department of Cultural Anthropology and Ethnology, University of Uppsala, Sweden, Fenomenologisk antropologi och antropologins ironi, Allan Guggenbühl, Psychologist, PhD, Switzerland, Present State of Jungian Psychology – A Critique, Jay Livernois,
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

Towards a Global Society?
A one-day conference in association with the Stockholm School of Economics and Finanstidningen.

The conference was aimed at bringing together advocates, opponents and sceptics to discuss the serious implications of globalization and how it is viewed in different regions of the world, not least outside the West. During the conference the first issue of the magazine *Axess* was presented.

**Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom, Author and Journalist, Sweden.

INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar: Psychoanalysis – Winners and Losers

LECTURER: Paul Roazen, Professor Emeritus of Psychology, York University, Canada. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May 17th, 2002

Literature Seminar

LECTURER: Katherine Hayles, Professor of English, University of California, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May 28th, 2002

Evolutionary Psychology

LECTURER: Robert J. Wright, Author, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, June 17th, 2002

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar: Psychology of the Future – Lessons from Modern Consciousness Research

LECTURER: Stanislav Grof, MD, California Institute of Integral Studies, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, August 30th, 2002

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

LECTURER: Michael Maccoby, President of the Maccoby Group, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, September 5th, 2002

From Sick Care to Health Care in the Age of Learning

A two-day seminar on health care today with the purpose of discussing the problems on rising costs, limited access to treatment, the explosion of knowledge, variability of treatments and errors causing avoidable deaths.

MODERATOR: Michael Maccoby, PhD, President of the Maccoby Group, USA.

LECTURERS: Marie C. Nelson, Professor, Department of History (TEMA) and Department of Health and Society, Linköping University, Sweden, Historical Perspectives on Medical Care, Roger Bulger, MD, President and Chief Executive Officer, Association of Academic Health Centers, USA, Universal Access
to Health Care: An American Dream or a Cultural Hallucination?
Johan Calltorp, Professor, Director of Health Services, Western Health Services Region, Skövde, Sweden, The Swedish Model, Richard Normann, Professor, Management Consultant, La Celle Saint Cloud, France, Good Health Systems Require Enabled Customers, David M. Lawrence, MD, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, USA, From Chaos to Care, Stanley Pappelbaum, MD, Managing Partner, Pappelbaum, Turner & Associates, USA, A Transformational Healthcare Initiative in California: How and Why it Failed, Carola Lemne, MD, General Manager, Danderyd Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden, “What’s in it For Me?” – Promoting Change in an Expert-based Organisation, Mats G. Hansson, Associate professor, Biomedical Ethics, Department of Public Health and Caring Science, Uppsala University, Sweden, Ethical Management and Team-Building with the Patient in Focus: Ethical Rounds in Uppsala, Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author, Sweden, Insatiable Demand and Infinite Supply – The Moral Limits to Healthcare, Lawrence Altman, MD, Medical Correspondent and Columnist, New York Times, USA Medical Journalism. The Swedish Medical Society, Stockholm, September 7th–8th, 2002

Identity and Globalization Seminar

Lecturer: Richard F Doner, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Emory University, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, September 27th, 2002

Urban City Research seminar. New Urbanism – An Introduction to the Art of City Building

Moderator: Jerker Söderlind, Architect, MSA, Researcher, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

Lecturers: Ellen Dunham-Jones, Architect, Associate Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA, David Rudlin, PhD, Director, Sustainable Urban Neighbourhood Initiative, UK, Jeff Speck, Director of Town Planning, Duany Plater-Zyberk, USA. Tullhus 2, Stockholm, October 11th–12th, 2002
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

40 Years of The New York Review of Books

Identity and Globalization Seminar
LECTURER: Razeen Sally, International Relations Department, London School of Economics, UK. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm December 7th, 2002

The Prospect of Prospect – Can Intellectual Journalism Succeed?
LECTURER: Alexander Linklater, Co-Editor, Prospect magazine, UK. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, December 12th, 2002
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

2003

The Role of Sweden and Thailand in Their Respective Regions: Similarities and Differences
A two-day-seminar at the Thammasat University.

Lecturers: Pisanu Sunthraraks, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat University, Thailand, Sverker Åström, Ambassador, Sweden, Anders Hellner, Programme Director, Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, Sweden, Charit Tingsabadh, Assistant Professor, Centre for European Studies of Chulalongkorn University, Thailand, Theera Nuchpiam, Assistant Professor, Coordinator of Asia-Europe Studies Programme, Thailand Research Fund, Bangkok, Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand, February 26th–27th, 2003

Hong Kong, China and the Future
Lecture by Emily Lau, Member of the Legislature, representing the Liberal Party, Hong Kong. Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, April 23rd, 2003

Urban City Research Seminar: A Study of Neo-Traditional Tourist Amenities

Axess Seminar. The Modernity of Religion in India
Lecturer: Pankaj Mishra, Author and Writer, India. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May 16th, 2003

Violence in Schools Research Seminar
Lecturer: Allan Guggenbühl, Psychologist, PhD, Switzerland. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May 22nd, 2003

Urban City Research Seminar: Streets, Main Streets and Meeting Places
Moderator: Louise Nyström, Professor of Spatial Planning, Blekinge Institute of Technology and Director, Swedish Urban Environment Council, Sweden
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

LECTURERS: Karl-Olov Arnstberg, Professor of Ethnology, Stockholm University, Sweden, *The Demonization and Abandonment of the Street*, Jan Gehl, Professor of Urban Design at the School of Architecture at Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen, Denmark, *Physical and Human Aspects of the Street*, Charles C Bohl, Associate Professor and Director, Graduate Program in Real Estate Development and Urbanism, Miami School of Architecture, USA, *The Public Realm of Town Centers and the Civic Roles that they Perform for Communities and Planning and Design Practices for Great Retail Streets*, Ray Oldenburg, Professor Emeritus of Sociology, University of West Florida, USA, *The Importance of Cafés, Coffee Shops, Bookstores, Bars, Hair Salons and Other Informal Gathering Places at the Heart of the Community*, Richard A. Hall, Professor at Florida State University, Department of Urban and Regional Planning, USA, *Engineering Streets for the Urban Context*, Ellen Dunham-Jones, Architect, Associate Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA, *Rethinking the Suburban Corridor and Design of Nodes as Town Centers*. The Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm, June 3rd–4th, 2003

*Is There an American Opposition? Democrats and Others*

LECTURER: Norman Birnbaum, Professor Emeritus, George-town University Law Center, USA. The Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, June 12th, 2003

*The Only Revolution in Town*

LECTURER: Christopher Hitchens, Author and Journalist, UK/USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, June 16th, 2003

*Urban City Research Seminar: Poundbury – A Newly Built, Classical City*


*The Legal Divide: The Real Problem with Globalization*

**INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS**

*The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar*

**Lecturers:** David Healy, Department of Religious Studies, Lancaster University, UK, *Risk Management – The New Pharmaceutical Marketplace*, Edward Shorter, Professor, Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto, Canada, *The Drug Industry and Academics in Psychopharmacology: A Dance with the Devil?* Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, September 24th, 2003

*Modernity and its Discontents: the Tyranny of Intimacy?*
A seminar that addressed the question of whether modern society produces distinctive psychological forms of discontent.

**Moderator:** Jan-Olov Johansson, Head of Science Radio, Sveriges Radio, Uppsala, Sweden

Perspectives on Russia in Transition
A seminar on the ongoing economic, political and social situation in Russia and its effects on the neighbouring countries Finland and Sweden.

MODERATOR: Anders Hellner, Programme Director of the Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, Sweden

LECTURERS: Mauno Koivisto, former President of Finland, Finnish and Swedish Perspectives on Russia, Matti Vanhanen, Prime Minister of Finland, A Finnish Perspective, Örjan Berner, former Swedish Ambassador to Soviet Union/Russia, Swedish Perspectives on Russia in Transition from 1989 until Today, Pekka Sutela, Head of the Bank of Finland Institute for Economic Transition, Helsinki, Finland, Russia in the World Economy of the Future – A View from Finland, Krister Wahlbäck, Ambassador, Expert on Security Policy Issues at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden, Continuity and Change in the Russian Problem – A Swedish Perspective, Christer Pursiainen, Associate Professor, Senior Researcher Fellow at Nordregio, Sweden, Finnish Perspectives on Russia’s Foreign Policy, Isabelle Facon, Researcher of the Foundation pour la Recherche Stratégique, Paris, France, Russia and Nato – The Future of Security and Cooperation, Boris Kashnikov, Director of the International Crisis Group, Moscow, Russia, The Historical Discourse on Russian Justice, Lev Timofeev, Economist, Political Commentator, Russia, Illegal Economic Activity: The Effects on the Social and Economic Behaviour in Russia, Arkady Moshes, Senior Researcher at the Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Helsinki, Finland, The Future Partnership between the EU and Russia, Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Sweden, The Future of Russia.

Hotel Kämp, Helsinki, October 8th, 2003

Urban City Research Conference Urban City Research Seminar: Good Mixed-Use for the 21st Century

MODERATOR: Peter Elmlund, Urban City Research, Sweden

INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

A New Evaluation of Problems in Mandaean Research: Early History, Influences and Gender

LECTURER: Jorunn Jacobsen Buckley, Assistant Professor of Religion, Bowdoin College, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, January 23rd, 2004

St Petersburg in the 21st Century. Views on Growth, Culture, Science and Economics. An international conference in cooperation with the City of Stockholm and The Stenbeck Group

MODERATOR: Anders Hellner, Programme Director of the Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, Sweden

LECTURERS: Annika Billström, Mayor, City of Stockholm, Sweden, Valentina I. Matvienko, Governor of St Petersburg, Russia, Sven Hirdman, Ambassador of Sweden to Russian Federation, Sweden and Russia: Past and Present with Special Emphasis on St Petersburg and Stockholm, Zhores I. Alferov, Professor and Director of A.F. Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia, Science in St Petersburg – Past, Present and Future, Erik Berglöf, Director of SITE, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden, The Repatriation of Russian Academics, Alf Göransson, President and CEO of NCC, Stockholm, Sweden, NCC in St Petersburg, Lars-Johan Jarnheimer, CEO, Tel2, Sweden, The Stenbeck Group in Russia, Hans-Holger Albrecht, President and Chief Executive, Modern Times Group Sweden, The Stenbeck Group in Russia, Björn Rosengren, Senior Adviser, The Stenbeck Group, Sweden. Grand Hôtel, Stockholm, May 19th, 2004

Axess Seminar in cooperation with ABF: The Legal Divide. The Real Problem with Globalization

INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar: DSM and the Culture of Psychiatric Diagnostics in the Early 21st Century
LECTURER: Mark S. Micale, Professor of History, University of Illinois, USA, Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May 27th–28th, 2004

Urban City Research seminar: The Sustainable Arterial Street
LECTURER: Stephen Marshall, Lecturer in Transport Planning and Urban Design, the Bartlett School of Planning, University College London, UK. Piperska Muren, Stockholm, June 3rd, 2004

What is George W Bush Doing?
In cooperation with the Institute of International Affairs
LECTURER: David Frum, Journalist and Author, American Enterprise Institute, USA. Lilla Nygatan 23, Stockholm, June 16th, 2004

The American Crisis
LECTURER: Sidney Blumenthal, Author and Journalist, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, June 21st, 2004

The Danish Media Situation in a Comparative Perspective
LECTURER: Tøger Seidenfaden, Editor-in-Chief, Politiken, Copenhagen, Denmark. Stureplan 3, Stockholm, September 20th, 2004

Contemporary Feminism Seminar: Sex Lies and Feminism
LECTURER: Christina Hoff Sommers, Author and Journalist, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November 3rd, 2004

Garden Architecture Seminar: The Pleasure of Mixing Formal and Organic Design in Private and Public Gardens
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

*Media Arrogance. Is Journalism Capable of Self-Criticism?*

*Gulag*

**Lecturer:** Anne Applebaum, Journalist and Author, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, December 10\textsuperscript{th}, 2004
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

2005

Contemporary Feminism Seminar

Contemporary Feminism Seminar
Lecturer: Jane Freedman, Lecturer in French Politics, University of Southampton, UK. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm February, 2005

Contemporary Feminism Seminar
Lecturer: Daphne Patai, Writer and Professor, Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures, University of Massachusetts, USA. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, March 15th, 2005

Opportunities and Risks of Doing Business in China
Lecturers: Erik Berglöf, Professor, Director of SITE, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden, Frédéric Cho, Head of Asia, HQ Bank, Stockholm, Sweden, Ray Field, Executive Vice President in charge of the Asia, Oceania and Middle East Region, Alfa Laval, Sweden, Staffan Heimerson, Journalist and Writer, Sweden, Thomas Lagerqvist, Partner, Mannheimer Swartling, Stockholm, Sweden, Torbjörn Lodén, Professor of Chinese, Stockholm University, Sweden, Rutger Palmstierna, former Diplomat, Responsible for Country Risk Analysis at SEB, Sweden, Henrik Scharp, CEO, 42 Networks, Sweden, Harald Steinbrecher, Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers, Stockholm, Sweden, Torbjörn Sternsjö, Sapa Heat Transfer, Shanghai, China. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, April 13th, 2005

Contemporary Feminism Seminar
Lecturers: Germund Hesslow, Professor, Department of Physiological Sciences, Lund University, Sweden, Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist and Author, Stockholm, Sweden, Sofia Nerbrand, Journalist, Stockholm, Sweden, Petra Östergren, Author, Stockholm, Sweden, Staffan Ulfstrand, Professor
Emeritus of Zoology, Department of Ecology and Evolution, Animal Ecology, Uppsala University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, 22nd September, 2005

Urban City Research seminar: Swedish Grace. The Forgotten Modern Movement in Architecture and Town Planning

MODERATOR: Göran Cars, Professor, School of Architecture and the Built Environment, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden.

INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

Practitioners? Skandia Cinema, Drottninggatan 82, Stockholm, September 12th – 14th, 2005
International Seminars

2006

Urban City Research Seminar: The Contribution of Spain to Urbanism. The Ensanches and the New Towns

Lecturer: Javier Cenicacelaya, Architect, Professor of Architecture at the University of Bilbao, Spain. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, September 8th, 2006
Salong Axess: USA – landet vi älskar att hata. United States – the country we love to hate
Debate on Swedish Anti-Americanism.
MODERATOR: Anders Hellner
PARTICIPANTS: Paul Hollander, Journalist and Author, Per T. Ohlsson, Journalist and Columnist at Sydsvenskan, Per Svensson, Cultural editor Expressen and Staffan Thorsell, former Editor-in-Chief at Expressen, Engelsberg Studios, Stockholm

October 4th, 2007

The Future of Public Service Broadcasting
PARTICIPANTS: Keynote: The History of Public Service Broadcasting in Europe, Jean Seaton, Professor of Media History at the University of Westminster in London, UK

Session 1. The State & the Market. The Changing Nature of Public Service Broadcasting
David Levy, Associate Fellow, Said Business School, formerly Controller Public Policy, BBC, UK, David Elstein, Chairman, British Screen Advisory Council, Broadcasting Policy Group, DCD Media plc and Screen Digest Ltd, Director, Virgin Media Inc, UK, Ismo Silvo, Director of Strategy & Development of YLE, Finland, Ove Joanson, Chairman of Sveriges Radio, Stockholm, Sweden

Session 2. Cultural Identity in a Multicultural Society
Isabella Thomas, Project Leader, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, UK, John Lloyd, Director of the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism at Oxford University, Kerstin Brunnberg, CEO of Sveriges Radio, Stockholm, Sweden, Aaqil Ahmed, Commissioning Editor for Religion, Channel 4, UK, Ed Klute, Director of Mira Media, the Netherlands, Mukti Jain Campion, Director of Culture Wise, Author of report on PSB and Cultural Diversity ”Look Who’s Talking”, UK

Session 3. Impartiality and Impact. Reliability of News and Information in an Internet World
Tim Gardam, Principal of St. Anne’s College, Oxford, Chair of the Steering Committee of the Reuters Institute, Oxford,
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

Formerly Director of Television at Channel 4, UK, John Bridcut, Author of BBC report “Impartiality in the 21st century”, UK, Michael Parks, Professor of Journalism and International Relations, University of Southern California, USA, Terhi Rantanen, Professor in Global Media and Communications, London School of Economics, UK, Niels Rasmussen, Deputy Editor-in-Chief at tagesschau.de, Central Online News Department of the ARD, Denmark, Jamil Azar, Presenter/Editor, Al Jazeera, Erik Fichtelius, Director of SVT 24, Sweden

Session 4. The Future of Public Service Broadcasting


Salong Axess: Rasismens ansikten. The faces of racism

Debate on contemporary racism from an international perspective.

MODERATOR: Anders Hellner, Programme Director, Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Sweden

LECTURER: Frank Dikötter, Professor of the Modern History of China, University of London, UK and Chair Professor of Humanities at the University of Hong Kong.

COMMENTATORS: Staffan Heimerson, Journalist and Writer, Thomas Gür, Journalist and Columnist at Svenska Dagbladet and Henrik Bachner, PhD in History of Ideas and Sciences, Lund University. Engelsberg Studios, Kungsholmsgatan 21, December, 6th, 2007
The Swedish Gnosis Seminar
 PARTICIPANTS: Jörgen Magnusson, Doctor of Theology, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Antti Marjanen, Professor, University of Helsinki, Finland, Anna Andersson, Student, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Michaela Andersson, Student, Department of Philosophy, Gothenburg University, Sweden, Pernilla Rosell, PhD, Uppsala University, Sweden, Karima Loucif, Doctor of Theology, Sweden, Risto Auvine, PhD Student, Department of Theology, University of Helsinki, Finland, Martin Lindgren, PhD Candidate, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Tatiana Polskaia, Student, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Micael Carreras, Student, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Niklas Ahlin, Student, Department of Philosophy, University of Gothenburg, Sweden David Westberg, PhD Student, Uppsala University, Sweden, Stefan Larsson, Student, Department of Philosophy, Örebro University, Sweden. The Department of Theology, Uppsala University, May 20th–21st, 2008

Arranged by the Ax:son Johnson Institute at Lund University with the purpose to investigate new subjects for the foundation to support. Avesta Manor, October 23rd–24th, 2008
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

2009

The Swedish Gnosis Seminar

Participants: Jörgen Magnusson, Dr of Theology, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Einar Thomassen, Professor, University of Bergen, Norway, Kalle Bengtz, Student, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Martin Lundh, PhD Candidate, Department of Theology, Lund University, Sweden, David Brenner, Student, Department of Philosophy, University of Gothenburg, Sweden, Niklas Ahlin, PhD, University of Gothenburg, Sweden, Ylva Vramming, Doctor of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Michaela Barck, PhD, University of Gothenburg, Sweden, Runa Nilsson, Student, Department of Philosophy, Uppsala University, Sweden. The Department of Theology, Uppsala University, February 3rd–5th, 2009

The Loss of Finland Seminar: The Year to Mark 1809 and its Significance

Lecturer: Alec Aalto, Finland’s Ambassador to Stockholm, Sweden. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, February 17th, 2009

The Loss of Finland Seminar: The Finnish War in an International Context

Lecturer: Matti Klinge, Historian, Finland. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, March 19th, 2009

The Loss of Finland Seminar: The Great Principality in Finland 1809–1810

Lecturer: Johan Engström, PhD in Archaeology, Deputy Director, National Swedish Museums of Military History, Stockholm, Sweden. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, April 28th, 2009

The Loss of Finland Seminar: How to Improve Further the Collaboration between Sweden and Finland?

Lecturer: Pär Stenbäck, former Finnish Minister of Foreign Affairs, Finland, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, May 7th, 2009
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

In Treatment

Transatlantic Security in the 21st Century and the Northern Dimension –A Dialogue between Young American, Canadian and Nordic Leaders
Seminar with the Swedish Institute of International Affairs (UI). Avesta Manor, September 13th–17th, 2009

A panel discussion organised in collaboration with the department of Italian Studies at University of Oxford and the Oxford Italian Society on the 10 questions La Repubblica put to Silvio Berlusconi. The questions were published daily by the newspaper and became the topic of a special page on the newspaper’s website.

MODERATOR: John Lloyd, Director of the Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, UK.
Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy: Beppe Grillo on Internet and Democracy in Italy

Beppe Grillo, Italian blogger. Chaired by David Forgacs, Professor of Italian, University College London, UK, John Lloyd, Director of the Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, UK. Taylor Institution, Oxford, UK, January 25th, 2010

Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy: Italian Politics in the Foreign Media

In a seminar organised with Italian Studies at Oxford, and in collaboration with the Oxford University Italian Society, the Axess Programme compared the coverage received by Silvio Berlusconi in the Russian media and in the British press to understand how the foreign media interpret the Italian Prime Ministership and reasons for the differences

MODERATOR: Dr Daniele Albertazzi, University of Birmingham, UK

LECTURERS: James Blitz, Diplomatic Editor and former Rome Correspondent of the Financial Times, UK, Anastasia Grusha, Faculty of Journalism at Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russia, Natalia Skripkina, Faculty of Journalism at Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russia. Taylorian Institute, Oxford, UK, June 14th, 2010

Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy: The Future of Journalism Seminar

Keynote Speaker Philip C. Bobbitt, Professor, Texas University School of Law, USA, The State Gets the Media it Deserves

LECTURERS: Stephen Coleman, Professor of Political Communication and Director of Research, Institute of Communication Studies, University of Leeds, UK, The Internet – Power for the People, Abiye T. Megenta, Ethiopian Journalist and Oxford University Researcher, UK, The Internet – Power for the People, Turi Munthe, Founder and CEO of Demotix, London, UK, The Internet – Power for the People, Evgeny Morozov, Visiting Scholar at Stanford University, Contributing Editor to Foreign Policy

*Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy: Journalism and Democracy. Media, Politics and the Public*

**Moderator:** John Lloyd, Director of Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, UK.

INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

Between Legacy of the Past and Television Culture, Janice Winter, Programme Manager, Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, UK, The Struggle Continues, Guy Berger, Professor of Journalism and Head of School of Journalism and Media Studies, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa, Looking for Logics in the Challenges to Press Independence, Pippa Green, Professor and Head of Journalism Department, University of Pretoria, South Africa, The Role of the Media in New Democracies: the Case of South Africa, Arkady Ostrovsky, Moscow Bureau Chief, The Economist, Russia, A New Media Orthodoxy? Svetlana Sorokina, TV Journalist, Russia, The State of Russian Television, Julia Latynina, Journalist and Radio Host, Radio Station Echo of Moscow, Russia, How Russian Official Propaganda Portrays the World, Haiyan Wang, Project Leader, Axess Chinese Programme on Journalism and Democracy, Hong Kong, What Space for Chinese Reporters? Jiang Zhan, Professor, Department of International Journalism and Communication, Beijing Foreign Studies University, China Watchdog Journalism in China Since 2001, Agnès Gaudu, China Editor, Courrier International magazine, Paris, France, The Evolution of Journalistic Styles in China, IVA. Wallenbergshall, Stockholm, October 22nd, 2010
Images of Sweden

Is Sweden what it appears in the imagination of people around the globe – a universal role model? How did Sweden become a model for many countries whose populations and circumstances are so varied and so different from the facts of life in Sweden? And is the Swedish model really so very model? These were some of the issues and questions that were asked at the seminar Images of Sweden

Moderator: Ulf Wickbom, Political Editor, Barometern, Sweden

Lecturers: Åke Daun Cultural Evolutions, Dick Harrison, Professor of History, Lund University, Sweden, History and Identity: Ideas of Swedish Particularity through the Ages, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Sweden, Neutrality as Virtue: Sweden 1914–50, Neil Kent, Associate of the Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge Professor of European History and Culture at the Russian Academy of Art, in St Petersburg, UK/Russia, Ethical Diplomacy in Swedish History, Lars Trägårdh, Professor of History and Civil Society Studies at Ersta Sköndal University College, Stockholm, Sweden, Social Trust and Radical Individualism: The Paradox at the Heart of the Swedish Social Contract, Polly Toynbee, Political Commentator, The Guardian, UK, A British View of Sweden, Thomas Steinfeld, Editor of the Arts and Features Section at Süddeutsche Zeitung, Munich, Germany, Professor of Literature, University of Lucerne, Switzerland, A German View of Sweden, Timur Atnashev, PhD, Lecturer, Department of Public Administration of the Russian Academy of National Economy, Russia, A Russian View of Sweden, Olle Wästberg, Consultant, former Director General of the Swedish Institute and former MP, Sweden, How Many Times Can a Country Lose its Innocence? The Lagging Image of Sweden, Andrew Brown, Journalist, The Guardian, Author of Fishing in Utopia, UK, Immigrants and Their Role in the Demonology of Sweden, Thomas Gür, Writer and Consultant, Sweden, Immigration and the Swedish Welfare State, Richard Swartz, Journalist and Writer,

*The Good Italy vs the Bad Italy: A Post-Berlusconi Agenda for Levelling the Playing Field*


*The Inevitability of Polemical Broadcasting: the Foxes are Coming*

A recent talk by the BBC’s Director General, Mark Thompson, foreshadowed the coming inevitability of politically engaged TV channels in the UK. In the first debate on the issue, the *Royal Society of Arts*, UK and *Axess* brought expert commentators together to argue the pros and cons.
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

CHAIR: John Lloyd, Director, Axess Programme and Contributing Editor, Financial Times

PARTICIPANTS: Peter Hitchens, Columnist, Mail on Sunday, David Jordan, Director of Editorial Policy and Standards, BBC. RSA, 8 John Adam Street, London, February 17th, 2011

The New Generation in the Middle East – a generation for democracy?
The first seminar in the series “Middle East: Shifting Sands”, which explored and debated the character and future developments in this challenging region.

In just a few intense and dramatic weeks, the new generation in the Middle East showed its discontent with the regimes in place. Will it be possible to transform street activism into representative institutional politics? What kind of democracy can we expect in the Middle East? What role will Islamists play in the new Middle East? These and more issues were discussed in the first seminar.

MODERATOR: Nathalie Besèr, Journalist

PARTICIPANTS: Mustafa Al Nagar, Egypt, Campaign Manager for Mohamed el Baradei, Salim Amamou, Tunisia, Deputy Minister for Youth and Sports, Shadi Hamid, Qatar, Director of Research, Brookings Doha Center, Stéphane Lacroix, Professor, Assistant Professor of Political Science at Sciences Po, Paris, France. Utrikespolitiska Institutet, Stockholm, April 7th, 2011

Shia Expansionism
The second seminar in the series “Middle East: Shifting Sands”, which explored and debated the character and future developments in this challenging region.

The Wikileaks reports seems to confirm what many have long suspected: that the ayatollah regime in Iran has an offensive strategy to expand and strengthen the Shia Muslim strategic influence throughout the region – from Afghanistan to Saudi Arabia, from Iraq to Lebanon.

Does Iran have the financial resources and well organised
networks to realise a Shia Muslim political breakthrough in the region? What role does the Iranian nuclear programme play in such a strategy? Can the “Arab Spring” of 2011 result in Iran’s emergence as the leading great power of the Middle East?

**Moderator:** Nathalie Besèr, Journalist

**Participants:** Mr Mehdi Khalaji, Senior Fellow, The Washington Institute, Dr Laurence Louër, Research Fellow, Science Po, Paris, Sheikh Tawfiq al-Amer, Saudi Shia Cleric. Utrikespolitiska Institutet, Stockholm, May 5th 2011

*Middle East and North Africa after the Revolution and the Financial Crisis – the New BRIC?*

The third seminar in the series “Middle East: Shifting Sands”, which explored and debated the character and future developments in this challenging region.

The revolutions in the Arab world may change the political systems. At the same time they will also have an effect on the financial situation in the region.

How do the current political developments affect the financial prospects of this region? What will be the long-term consequences? How should Europe respond to its neighbours? What are the biggest challenges to sustainable economic development in these countries?

**Moderator:** Nathalie Besèr, Journalist

**Participants:** Ioannis Kaltsas, Greece, Senior Adviser to the Board of the European Investment Bank (EIB), Oussama Kanaan, USA, Deputy Division Chief of the Monetary and Capital Markets Department, International Monetary Fund (IMF), Peter Stein, Sweden, economist specialising in emerging markets. Utrikespolitiska Institutet, Stockholm, May 16th, 2011

*A Palestinian State*

The fourth seminar in the series “Middle East: Shifting Sands”, which explored and debated the character and future developments in this challenging region.

The Palestinian Authority is making an effort to build a state
in the West Bank that is supposed to be completed by the end of the summer.

What obstacles remain before the Palestinians get their own state? What are the consequences for Israel and the region? How stable is the agreement between Fatah and Hamas?

Moderator: Nathalie Besèr, Journalist

Participants: H.E Dr. Riad Al Malki, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Palestinian National Authority, H.E Mrs. Gunilla Carlsson, Minister for International Development Cooperation, Sweden, Dr Gershon Baskin, Co-Director and founder of the Israel/Palestine Center for Research and Information (IPCRI), Dr. Corinna Mullin, Lecturer in the Politics of the Middle East, Department of Politics and International Studies, School of Oriental & African Studies, University of London. Utrikespolitiska Institutet, Stockholm, June 1st, 2011

What’s Wrong (and Right) With Italy?
International Seminars

2012

Roots of Violence – an interdisciplinary seminar in honour of Ambassador Rolf Ekéus

Recent events, including the uprisings, revolutions, warfare and ongoing violent repression in Syria, Afghanistan, Sudan, Somalia and many other places around the world, as well as isolated incidents of mass murder such as that at Utøya, Norway, and the recent killings in Toulouse, France, confront us with difficult questions about human nature. War, ethnic conflict, revenge, terror and genocide – such acts have occurred through the millennia but how much do we know about where they stem from? The seminar aimed to explore the roots of these outrages from different perspectives. We looked at the past and compared the experiences of different periods to understand what conditions provoke violence. We introduced the insights of psychology and biology, as well as the learning of historians and political scientists. By looking at religion and its relation to violence, political violence and the state monopoly of violence, the meaning of war and terror, we sought to fasten on some of the causes of the darker parts of ourselves.

Do we all carry within us the roots of violence? Are we born with aggression and rage and is it equally distributed or is it something passed on to us through culture and society? Is it possible to understand its meaning, or meaninglessness? Do violent reactions always create more violence? What is the relationship between freedom, justice/injustice and violence? What role does religion play? And last but not least could it be that we are becoming less violent and is it possible to find ways to create peaceful societies, or are we doomed by human nature to perpetrate the evil that we want to resist?

The Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation organised the seminar to facilitate interdisciplinary discussion of the roots of violence and disseminated the results through Axess Magazine and Axess TV.

Moderator: Ulf Wickbom, Political Editor, Baromatern, Sweden
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

**Who Takes Care of World Heritage Sites?**

The Unesco Convention on World Heritage was ratified almost 40 years ago. The intention was to secure our shared cultural and natural heritage, make it accessible and bring it to life for all people. Almost 1,000 cultural and natural sites from more than 150 countries around the world are included in the official World Heritage List. In Sweden we now have 15 items including such diverse environments as the Royal Domain of Drottningholm, the Church Town of Gammelstad, the Agricultural Landscape of Southern Öland, the Naval Port of Karlskrona and Grimeton Radio Station in Varberg. The Swedish list also includes Struve Geodetic Arc, a series of data points which at the beginning of the 1800s made it possible to define the exact size and shape of the globe. This summer the decorated farmhouses of Hälsingland were added. The World Heritage Convention supports the idea of a common human heritage. It is time to summarize the ideas of the Convention and how it is translated into reality. It is also time to evaluate what we now want to accomplish with our heritage and what we want from the future. The owners of World Heritage sites are usually public authorities or organisations, but may also be private individuals or companies. The World Heritage properties exist under different conditions and types of management. Who is ultimately responsible and who cares for World Heritage?

How has the World Heritage issue evolved and how have the original ideas around a common cultural and natural heritage been understood?

What does World Heritage status mean today, and what are the consequences of a World Heritage listing for the different sites?

What happens to them after they have been established? What are the positive and negative effects due to the development of accessibility and exploitation? How do Unesco and national authorities consider the differences in ownership and character of the World Heritage sites? These are some of the issues that this seminar discussed. Invited speakers were professors, managers, architects, curators and researchers in the cultural
and natural heritage area. The seminar took place at Engelsberg Ironworks, an industrial complex that reflects the physical and business environment from 1600 to the 1800s.

**Moderator:** Mark Isitt


**Can Non Profit Save the Swedish Welfare Model?**

The Swedish Non-profit Sector in a Comparative Perspective: Historical Legacies, Contemporary Politics, and Future Prospects.

From a global perspective, Sweden has a small, service-producing, non-profit sector. This is a function of the historical
transition from private charity to social rights, and the subsequent dominance of the public sector, which for long had a near-monopoly on the provision of education, healthcare and social services. However, in the wake of the radical reforms of the Swedish welfare state, which separated the financing from the provision of services, a market for providers of education, healthcare and elderly care has emerged. New possibilities have opened up for both nonprofit and for-profit actors to establish themselves as major players in the provision of welfare. This development has revealed a need for a deeper understanding of the role of philanthropy and the non-profit sector – past, present, future – in Sweden. In response, we invited a number of leading scholars and public intellectuals from the UK, the US, Germany and the Netherlands to join with Swedish counterparts in a two-day conference on the Swedish non-profit sector. The first day provided a comparative input from abroad; the second day focused on Sweden. The first day was conducted in English; the second day in Swedish. The conference tackled the current debate over the future of “the Swedish model” including hot-button issues like the emergence of for-profit providers of core welfare services, the return of charity and the rise in private, supplementary insurance.

**Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom, Journalist and Author, Sweden

**Lecturers:** Widar Andersson, Editor-in-Chief Folkbladet Östergötland, Dynamisk mix av nonprofit och företag, Henrik Berggren, Author and journalist, Granskningssamhället: ett hot mot kvalitet och valfrihet inom välfärden? Clarence Crafoord, CEO Centrum för rättvisa, Betydelsen av ideella, initiativ för skyddet av fri- och rättigheter, Paul Dekker, Professor of Civil Society, Tilburg University, From Private Initiatives to Privatization: Non-profits in the Dutch Welfare State, Hanna Hallin, CEO Sektor 3, Civila samhällets roll och förutsättningar i en förändrad välfärdsstat, Tove Lifvendahl, Writer and political commentator, Dags att omhandla samhällskontraktet? Maribel Morey, PhD Candidate in History, Princeton University, A Transatlantic Perspective on Philanthropy and Charity in the Swedish Welfare Model, Duncan O’Leary, Deputy Director, Demos, From Public Sector to Public
Images of Sweden II

While Sweden has some of the lowest crime rates in the world, Swedish crime fiction has become one of its booming industries. From Stig Larsson to Henning Mankel, the modern crime thriller genre is dominated by Swedish fantasies. Where once Sweden was associated with the inner turmoil of a Bergman film, the upbeat pop extravaganza of ABBA or the stripped pine of an IKEA kitchen, the girl with the dragon tattoo and her tormenting experiences have become an identifying feature of modern Sweden. What explains this extraordinary phenomenon? Does the absence of realistic bogeymen make fantasy the only recourse for those determined to see the world in such stark Manichean terms? Has this changed the reputation of Sweden?
Sweden’s political reputation remains remarkable: the inferences drawn from it are nonetheless manifold. After its own debt crisis of the early 1990s, Sweden’s restructured economy has stood above the fray of the European financial crisis, and served as source of guidance to many countries seeking a way out. What does this signal for Sweden’s model of political development? How has the image of Sweden changed in recent years? How has Sweden used its experience of debt in the early 1990s? And how comparable is it to the situation facing other European countries today? Can Sweden’s free market reforms in education, health and pensions be replicated in other countries? For many people of very different political persuasions, Sweden has stood as a beacon of political sanity and well-organised welfare arrangements. Its education and health systems are enviably well maintained. Sweden’s welfare system combines with a thriving globalised marketplace. Furthermore Sweden’s role as an ethical diplomat affords the country prodigious international influence. But how is it that Sweden is cited as a model for those on both the right and the left of the political spectrum in countries such as Britain?

For Sweden is a model not just for Guardian readers in Britain, but as its own political outlook subtly shifts, it has become a model for those on the right of the political spectrum also. Swedish free schools have been cited repeatedly as a model for the Conservative government’s new school agenda, as has the lead it has taken in childcare arrangements.

How did this situation arise? How did Sweden become a model for countries whose populations and circumstances are so different and so varied? Has it been useful and pertinent? And is the model described above so very model? Is there a gap between perception and reality? Is there a yearning for a different political order?

MODERATOR: Oliver Kamm, Moderator, Leader writer and columnist for The Times, London.

In the spring of 2013 Moderna Museet dedicated a major exhibition to Hilma af Klint (1862–1944), featuring many works that had never been shown in public before. This retrospective exhibition of a pioneer of abstract art was Moderna Museet’s tribute to Hilma af Klint as one of the greatest Swedish artists. A woman whose work is still not widely enough known, Hilma af Klint eschewed representational painting as early as 1906. Between 1906 and 1915 she produced nearly 200 abstract paintings, some of which are in monumental formats.

Like Vassily Kandinsky, Piet Mondrian and Kazimir Malevich, who have long been regarded as the main protagonists of abstract art, Hilma af Klint was influenced by contemporary spiritual movements, such as spiritism, theosophy and, later, anthroposophy. Hilma af Klint’s oeuvre builds on her awareness of a spiritual dimension of consciousness, an aspect that was being marginalised in an increasingly materialistic world. When she painted, she believed that a higher consciousness was speaking through her. In her astonishing works she combines geometric shapes and symbols with ornamentation. Her multifaceted imagery strives to give insights into the different dimensions of existence, where microcosm and macrocosm reflect one another. Hilma af Klint left more than 1,000 paintings, watercolours and sketches. Although she exhibited her early representational works, she refused to show her abstract paintings during her lifetime. In her will, she stipulated that these groundbreaking works must not be shown publicly until 20 years after her death. She was convinced that only then would the world be ready to understand their significance.

Moderna Museet’s retrospective exhibition presented Hilma af Klint’s most important abstract works, as well as paintings and works on paper that had never been presented publicly before, enhancing our understanding of her oeuvre. Her extensive diaries and notebooks were included in the research for this exhibition, which comprised paintings and works on paper and toured internationally in 2013–2015. The Axel and
Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation together with Moderna Museet arranged this two-day meeting to provide an opportunity for discussing Hilma af Klint and her work. The seminar is a part of the Foundation’s ongoing effort to disseminate scholarly knowledge.

MODERATOR: Mark Isitt, Journalist

LECTURERS: David Lomas, Professor of Art History, University of Manchester, UK, Routes/Roots to Abstraction – Hilma af Klint and Botany, Iris Müller-Westermann, Dr Curator, Moderna Museet, Sweden, A Pioneer in Seclusion, Pascal Rousseau, Professor of Contemporary Art History, Université de Paris Panthéon-Sorbonne, Ultravision. Abstraction, Mediumism and Analogies, Helmut Zander, Professor of Religious Studies in the Faculty for Catholic Theology, Université de Fribourg, Switzerland, Open Boundaries of Art and the Search for the True Religion in the Work of Hilma af Klint.

PANEL MEMBERS: Briony Fer, Professor of History of Art, University College London, UK, Marco Pasi, Associate Professor in History of Hermetic Philosophy, University of Amsterdam, Raphael Rosenberg, Professor of Art History, University of Vienna, R. H. Quaytman, painter. Moderna Museet, Stockholm and Engelsberg Manor, February 15–16, 2013

Immigration and Migration
Humans have a long history of migration. Throughout the ages we have been constantly on the move across the globe – sometimes to find new partners or better hunting grounds, climate or soil; sometimes to flee enemies but also to conquer, our sights set on other people’s property, food and women.

In a world of rapid population growth, war and globalization, immigration and integration are among the most pressing issues and challenging problems of the modern era. They involve two of the most essential principles of an open, liberal society – freedom of movement and the right of ownership.

Today these principles are being discussed in much of Europe, backed by both economic and political arguments. For instance, in many countries, political parties are gaining ground
with their implicit argument that immigrants are a drain on their nation’s collectively owned capital. In other words, the collectively owned welfare state is incompatible with freedom of movement. Some argue instead that immigration is in fact economically beneficial, while others maintain that it constitutes a cost for the recipient society. Still others insist that immigration on humanitarian grounds should take place no matter what the cost is to the host country.

How is this debate being conducted in Europe and where is the debate in Sweden headed? For or against free immigration and integration? Speakers from Germany, the Netherlands, Britain, Spain, Hungary and Sweden shed light on how different countries in Europe view and handle migration issues.

MODERATOR: Mats Wiklund

LECTURERS: René Cuperus, Director for International Relations, Wiardi Beckman Foundation, Beyond Multiculturalism. How Illmanaged migration caused populist resentment, Adam Cwejman, Writer and liberal commentator, Migration as a Political Dilemma, Åke Daun, Professor emeritus of ethnology, Stockholm University, Work as Identity, Unemployment as Social Stigma, Peter Elmlund, Editor-in-Chief, Axess Magazine, Migration and the City, Miquel Àngel Essomba Gelabert, General, co-ordinator of SIRIUS, Building Bridges, Breaking Borders. Two Decades of Migration Processes in Spain, David Goodhart, Director, Demos think tank, The British Integration Story, Thomas Gür, Journalist and Writer, Migration Involves Communities, not just Individuals, András Kováts, Director, Menedék – Hungarian Association for Migrants, From Transition to Transit – Migration and Society in Contemporary Hungary, Thomas Lindkvist, Professor of medieval history at Gothenburg University, Migration, Ethnicity and the Making of Europe in the Middle Ages, Ulf Rinne, Senior Research Associate, IZA, A Brief History of German Immigration: From Guest Workers to Integration and the Tug-of-War for Talents, Tino Sanandaji, Researcher, Research Institute for Industrial Economics, Immigration and the Challenge to the Welfare State, Fredrik Segerfeldt, Author, co-founder of think tank Migro, The power of Migration – the Need for Open Borders, Staffan Ulf-
Ten Years of Urban City Research – The Art of Placemaking and the New Urbanism

The Engelsberg Manor’s Seminar & Debates on placemaking and the New Urbanism explored a nexus between social life and urban form, that of placemaking and especially its relation to New Urbanism.

The seminar also focused on the future of urbanism(s). The seminar featured talks and panel sessions by renowned urban design theorists and/or practitioners and advocates. Moderator will be Tigran Haas, KTH – Royal Institute of Technology, and organizer is Peter Elmlund of Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

The seminar explored the concept of placemaking which implies a strong preference for things associated with “good urbanism” and a preoccupation with the “liveable and vibrant public realm” within the framework of “building sustainable communities and places”.

Placemaking also emphasises the combination of the physical characteristics of places, the activities performed there, and the significance (or meanings) that these places have for people.

**Moderator:** Tigran Haas, Associate Professor of Urban Planning

**Lecturers:** René Cuperus, Director for International Relations at the Wiardi Beckman Foundation, Charles Bohl, Associate Professor, Director, Masters in Real Estate Development and Urbanism (MRED+U) program, University of Miami, Rebuilding a Culture of Good Placemaking, Victor Dover, established Dover, Kohl & Partners Town Planning, Great Cities, Great Streets, Great Placemaking, Ethan Kent, Vice President, PPS (Project for Public Spaces), Localism, Shared Responsibility and Citizen Empowerment, Elizabeth Moule, Architects, Urban designers,
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS


*The Art of Seeing the Invisible – on Hilma af Klint and Other Visionaries*

This international, interdisciplinary symposium aimed to examine the Zeitgeist at the turn of the 20th century, with its dramatic interplay between the revolutionary new expressions within the arts on the one hand and scientific breakthroughs on the other. Both these developments were fascinated and inspired by the ideas coming from the occult currents at the time such as spiritualism, theosophy and anthroposophy.

What were the causes for this eruption of creative visionaries at this particular point in time? What are the commonalities behind their ideas and expressions and in what ways did they give shape to the new forms of art as well as views of humanity in the new century? How can we understand the occult roots of modernity, the idea of the individual, modernity and the beginnings of abstract art? How were the cultural, historical and physical realities changed in a time of radical technological breakthroughs such as the X-ray, electromagnetic waves and the telegraph? What can we learn of this intriguing interplay between the artistic, scientific, cultural and spiritual spheres? Who were Hilma af Klint’s contemporaries and in what way did these ideas influence both her and their work?

The symposium was organised together with Moderna Museet in order to create a dynamic discussion about Hilma af Klint and her historical context as well as to further the understanding of the influences upon art and science at the turn of the 20th century, as a part of the Foundation’s ongoing effort to disseminate scholarly knowledge.
MODERATOR: Mark Isitt, Journalist
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Today’s urbanisation process faces both great challenges and great opportunities. A fundamental challenge for most mayors and city administrators today is that the apparatus for building and managing cities – professional and legal systems – is adapted for a 20th-century industrialist realm that focuses on technical systems, whereas the 21st-century focus should rather be on human interaction. A political initiative on the local level is needed in order to change these objectionable building traditions that conflict not only with the contemporary economic system, but also with the long-term goals of the building industry and the needs of ordinary people. The organisers of the Future of Places conference series – United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) Project for Public Spaces and the Ax:son Johnson Foundation – are convinced that the most productive way for a renewed approach to cities is a shift of focus from objects (architectural displays) to places (public spaces). This conference series aimed to demonstrate and reiterate that simply having access to public space is not the sole concern; equally as important is the planning, design, and management of these public spaces. The primary objective was to ensure that a people-centered agenda highlighting public space as a priority of discussion, became part of the 2016 UN Habitat III conference on reshaping the “urban agenda” for the 21st Century.

Future of Places comprised a series of three conferences, one a year in the lead up to Habitat III in 2016. Citizens from over 50 nations attended the first conference; the hope was that they would be able to influence their domestic representatives attending Habitat III, and ensure that public space plays a fundamental role in the new urban agenda. In terms of the economic, social and ecological pillars of sustainability (and often a fourth cultural pillar), a high-quality public space environment can have a meaningful impact, significant benefits and play a major role in the economic vitality of urban centres (be they large or small). A public space is therefore a necessary part of a successful regeneration strategy in towns, cities, and
the wider communities. Furthermore, the social dimensions of public spaces are essential in terms of democracy, inclusiveness and openness to all citizens, regardless of age, ethnicity and gender. With adequate design and management public spaces can create contemporary agoras and foster social ties links and networks of a kind that have recently been disappearing in many urban areas. Public space has always been the nexus of conflict and struggle over claims to its control and over the rights of occupation of different groups in society. The contemporary postmodern condition of the city, the escalating economic crisis and the societal divide has created new forms of insurgency and appropriation of public spaces in the wider sphere of the right to the city by different ethnic, social, economic, age and cultural groups. Examples of successful and prominent public spaces can be found both in developing and developed countries, from the great square of jemaa el-Fnaa in Marrakesh to Plaça del Sol in Barcelona or the new Superkilen urban park in Copenhagen, from Stockholm’s Kungsträdgården to The Circle in uptown Normal, Illinois or Plaza Hidalgo in Mexico City.

**Moderators:** Tigran Haas, Associate Professor, PhD, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, Charles Bohl, Associate Professor, University of Miami School of Architecture, USA, Ethan Kent, Vice President of PPS (Project for Public Spaces), USA, Nayoka Martinez-Backstrom, Project Manager for Planning and Public Space, UN-Habitat, Kenya, Rafael Tuts, Coordinator of the Urban Planning and Design Branch, UN-Habitat, Kenya, Ryan Locke, PhD Fellow, School of Architecture and the Built Environment at Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden, Paul Murrain, Urban Design Practitioner and Landscape Architect, UK.

**Lecturers:** Andrés Borthagaray, Director of Strategic Planning in the City of Buenos Aires and Director of the Latin American programme of the City on the Move Institute, Argentina, *Mobility Systems and the Daily Life in Cities*, Alfredo Brillembourg and Hubert Klumpner, Principals of Urban-Think Thank (UTT) and Professors/Chairs for Architecture and
Duany Plater Zyberk & Company (DPZ), Co-Founder of Congress for New Urbanism (CNU), Professor and Dean of the School of Architecture, University of Miami, USA

Panel: Back to the Past Futures, David Sim, Architect, Partner at Gehl Architects, Human Dimension and Quality of Cities, Peter Smith, Chief Executive Officer, Adelaide City Council, Australia, City Governance and Citizen Input, Shipra Narang Suri, Vice President of ISOCARP, University of York, UK, Building Inclusive Cities for All. City Conference Center, Norra Latin, Stockholm, June 24th–26th, 2013

Colourful Images – Past and Present Perspectives on the Work of Hilma af Klint

The exhibition at the Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin entitled Hilma af Klint: A Pioneer of Abstraction, ran until October 6th, 2013 and was produced by Moderna Museet in Stockholm after a comprehensive study of the artist’s archive, and was a stepping stone for further research into the artistic œuvre of Hilma af Klint.

In considering the influence of cultural, intellectual and scientific movements of the late 19th and early 20th century upon the work of the Swedish artist a vast number of questions can be raised and discussed. To what extent did spiritism, theosophy and anthroposophy form the art and culture of modernity? What significance can be ascribed to biology and vitalism in af Klint’s representations? What were the opportunities for development and the limitations in the artistic career of women around 1900? Many of these topics were already reflected upon during the run of the exhibition in Stockholm.

The one-day international symposium held in Berlin discussed the significance of Hilma af Klint’s œuvre for the history of abstraction, a question that was much debated in the context of the exhibition. Furthermore, we traced and debated the influence of colour theories on the works of af Klint. Finally, the exhibition staged at the Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin’s museum for contemporary art, created a rare opportunity to
consider the relevance of Hilma af Klint’s œuvre for contemporary artistic production.

This international symposium was arranged by Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation together with Hamburger Bahnhof Museum für Gegenwart Berlin in order to create a dynamic discussion about Hilma af Klint and her historical and contemporary context as a part of the Foundation’s ongoing effort to disseminate scholarly knowledge.

MODERATOR: Dr. Julia Voss, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany

LECTURERS: Dr. Gabriele Knapstein, Curator, Hamburger Bahnhof Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin, Germany, Professor Dr. Hanne Loreck, University of Fine Arts of Hamburg, Germany, Ornamental and the Diagrammatic – On Early Abstraction and Spiritual Statements, Mr. Tal R, Artist, Denmark, Colour, Contemporary Painting and the Significance of Hilma af Klint, Professor Dr Raphael Rosenberg, University of Vienna, Austria, Was There a First Abstract Painter? Amimetic Images and Abstract Art. Professor Gertrud Sandqvist, Lund University, Sweden, Hilma af Klint and the Contemporary Art. Dr. Pehr Sällström, Sweden, Goethe’s Colour Theory. Dr. Iris Müller-Westermann, Curator, Moderna Museet, Sweden, Hilma af Klint in Stockholm

RESPONDENT: Professor Dr. Beat Wyss, Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design, Germany. Berlin, October 4th, 2013
Future of Places (Urban City Research): Australasia and the Asia-Pacific

The Future of Places forum was arranged and financed by Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation in collaboration with UN Habitat and Project for Public Spaces. The overall purpose was to indicate the importance of public space and placemaking in city planning at Habitat III 2016.

Future of Places organised a regional conference in cooperation with Place Leaders Asia Pacific with nearly 200 delegates from Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore, the USA and Scandinavia. Included among the 28 presenters was an opening panel featuring the lord mayors of all seven Australian capital cities. Among the special events were the launch of two new publications: Smart Growth: Unlocking Smart Growth in Australia’s Capital Cities – and the Property Council of Australia’s Mainstreets – a Best Practice Guide.

Moderator: Greg Mackie, CEO, Place Leaders Asia Pacific, Australia

Lecturers: Michael Barlow, Director, URBIS, Australia, Using Place to Focus Smart Growth in Australian Cities, Penelope Coombes, Co-Founder & Managing Director, People 4 Places and Spaces, Australia, Transforming Places: What Matters Most, Robert Doyle, Lord Mayor of Melbourne, Australia, Peter Elmlund, Project Leader, Urban City Research, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Sweden, It’s the Streets, Stupid! Behaviour, Opportunity and Cultural Diversity in Places, Douglas Gautier, CEO & Artistic Director, Adelaide Festival Centre, Australia, Arts Centres – their Role in Place Making and Civic Society – in Conversation with Greg Mackie, Andrew Hammonds, Urban Planner, Place Focus, Australia, Moving from Place-telling to Place-doing, Lucinda Hartley, co-Founder & CEO, CoDesign Studio, Australia, Unleashing the Human Potential of Cities, Stuart Heseltine, Principal, Hemisphere Design, Australia, “%&*!! – You can’t do that here!” – Place Management: the Challenges that Lie Ahead, Ben Hewett, Adjunct Professor of Architecture, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia, Excellent and Effective Outcomes
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for People and Places: Design Review in South Australia, Timothy Horton, CEO, Committee for Adelaide, Australia, 3:6:10 – a practical guide to integrated place shaping, Kylie Legge, Director, Place Partners, Australia, “Creativity, Collaboration, Leadership and Language; Defining the future of the Shared City” Steffen Lehmann, Professor of Sustainable Design, UniSA, Australia, Transforming Cities. The Power of Place, Daniel Lim, Programme Manager, Think City, Malaysia, Sharing the Street: Community, Culture and Programming in George Town UNESCO World Heritage Site, Katrina Fong Lim, Lord Mayor of Darwin, Australia, Peggy Liu, Chair, JUCCCE, China, Time for China to Design for Human Scale (and not just high growth), Madonna Locke, Urban Designer, URBIS, Australia, Brisbane City Centre Master Plan 2014 – Engaging the future leaders of our city to shape our experience, Katherine Loffin, Loffin Consulting Solutions, USA, The Place Imperative: Discoveries and Opportunities in Placemaking, Wilfred BH Loo, Planner, Singapore, Creating New Places through the Power of “C”s, Thomas Melin, Head of External Relations, UN-Habitat Nairobi, Kenya, Clover Moore, Lord Mayor of Sydney, Australia, Graham Quirk, Lord Mayor of Brisbane, Australia, Chris Sands, Co-Founder, Totally Locally, UK, Totally Locally – sustainable towns though innovative campaigns, Lisa Scaffidi, Lord Mayor of Perth, Australia, Peter Smith, CEO, Adelaide City Council, Australia, Placemaking – from temporary to legacy, Malcolm Snow, Chief Executive, National Capital Authority, Australia, The Challenge of Effective Place Governance, Damon Thomas, Lord Mayor of Hobart, Australia, Rafael Tuts, Coordinator, Urban Planning and Design Branch, UN-Habitat Nairobi, Kenya, Stephen Yarwood, Lord Mayor of Adelaide, Australia. Adelaide, Australia, March 6th–7th, 2014

The State of the Arts – The Future of the Humanities in the UK

MODERATOR: Alice Sherwood, Visiting Senior Research Fellow, King’s policy institute, London, UK

LECTURERS: Jonathan Bate, Professor of English Literature, Provost of Worcester College, Oxford, UK, Stefan Collini, Professor of Intellectual History and English Literature,
Images of Sweden III

In 1946 English replaced German as the first foreign language to be taught in the Swedish school system. The process of replacing German with English had been going on for some time, but there had certainly been voices raised against the reform. German elite culture had a strong standing among Swedish intellectuals and studying German was considered essential in getting access to the deep currents of European history and civilisation. By the mid-forties, however, opposition to English as first foreign language was hard to find. German had been tainted by the atrocities of World War II and it was clear that the future belonged to the Anglo-Saxon cultural sphere.

The language reform of 1946 illustrates a change in Swedish-German cultural relations. If the cultural ties between the two countries had seemed almost unbreakable in the early 20th century Sweden was now looking in another direction for inspiration and ideas.

Yet in Germany, Sweden would keep its allure. The image of Sweden in the German context can be described as almost utopian during the second part of the 20th century: the country that is what Germany could have been.

In this seminar we discussed the different images of Sweden in Germany – of both past and present: Swedish-German relationships during the 20th century and what shaped them; the reception of Swedish literature historically and its role today in the shadow of the successful Swedish crime novel; the changing perception of Sweden in German media and the limitations of the “designed” image of Sweden.
In a time when German and Swedish cultural relations are growing stronger again, is Sweden still going to be perceived as “Swetopia”?

**Moderator:** Dr. Matthias Hannemann, Historian and Journalist, Germany


**Future of Places (Urban City Research): Public Space in Slums and Favelas**

The Future of Places forum was arranged and financed by Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson foundation in collaboration with UN Habitat and Project for Public Spaces. The overall purpose was to indicate the importance of public space and placemaking in city planning at Habitat III 2016.
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

The Future of Places participated in the Seventh World Urban Forum in Medellín, Colombia April 5th–11th. 25,000 people registered for the forum, which was dedicated to Urban Equity in Development – Cities for Life. Future of Places together with Shack/Slum Dwellers International and ICLEI organised the networking event “Future of Places – Public Spaces in Favelas and Slums”, with approximately 100 participants. It took place on Wednesday April 9th from 4pm to 5pm in the City Changer Room B. This seminar was a component of the Future of Places Conference series, which aimed to ensure that public space and placemaking were part of the new urban agenda that was to be decided upon at the upcoming Habitat III Conference in 2016.

MODERATOR: Maria Eugenia Torrico, Shack/Slum Dwellers International/Red de Accion Comunitaria, Bolivia

LECTURERS: Ibrahim Baidoo, Mayor of Ashaiman, Ghana, Andres Borthagaray, Director, City on the Move Institute, Argentina, Farouk Braimah, Shack/Slum Dwellers International – People’s Dialogue Ghana, Ghana, Mary Jane Ortega, ICLEI/Former Mayor of San Fernando, Philippines. Medellín, Colombia, April 9th, 2014

Museum of the World: Richard Fitzwilliam, 7th Viscount Fitzwilliam of Merrion and Sir John Soane: Two Regency Collectors and their Museums

LECTURER: Tim Knox, Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, former Director of the Sir John Soane’s Museum, UK. The Hallwyl House, Hamngatan 4, April 10th, 2014

Museum of the World: Gardens Fit for a Queen

LECTURER: Todd Longstaffe-Gowan, Landscape Architect and Historian, UK. Prince Eugen’s Waldemarsudde, Prins Eugens väg 6, April 11th, 2014

On Hilma af Klint and the Spirit of Her Time

MODERATOR: Dr. Julia Voss, Art Critic, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany
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The State of the Arts – The State of History

LECTURERS: David Abulafia, Professor of History, University of Cambridge, UK, Lord Bew, Professor at Queen’s University, Belfast, UK, Arthur Burns, Royal Historical Society. King’s College, London, UK, Kwasi Kwarteng, Conservative MP & Author of “Ghosts of Empire”, UK, Sean Lang, Director of Better History Group, UK, Jean Seaton, Historian of BBC, Professor, Westminster University, UK. British Academy, London, May 13th, 2014

The State of the Arts – The Study of Languages in Britain

LECTURERS: Roderick Beaton, Professor of Modern Greek, King’s College, London, UK, Richard Hardie, UBS, Speak to the Future, UK, Michel Hockx, Professor of Chinese History, University of London, UK, Elisabeth Kendall, Professor of Islamic Studies, University of Oxford, UK, Pam Moores,
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Professor of Languages, University of Aston, Birmingham, UK, Michael Moriarty, Professor of French, University of Cambridge, UK, Ritchie Robertson, Professor of German, University of Oxford, UK. British Academy, London, May 27th, 2014

Future of Places (Urban City Research): Placemaking

The Future of Places forum was arranged and financed by Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation in collaboration with UN Habitat and Project for Public Spaces. The overall purpose was to indicate the importance of public space and placemaking in city planning at Habitat III 2016.

A one-day Future of Places seminar was organised by the KTH – Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm on the theme “The Art and Science of Placemaking: Conceptualization, Grounding and Understanding the New Paradigm in Urbanism”. The seminar explored the complex and often ethereal, ambiguous, and intangible concept of placemaking; one for which there is no real or universal definition or consensus among the academic or practitioners’ community.

Moderator: Tigran Haas, Associate Professor, PhD, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

Lecturers: Mahyar Arefi, Professor; PhD in Planning, DAAP, University of Cincinnati, USA, Matthew Carmona, Professor of Planning and Urban Design, UCL Bartlett School of Planning, UK, Susan Silberberg, Lecturer in Urban Design and Planning, Department of Urban Studies and Planning, MIT Boston, USA. School of Architecture, Östermalmsgatan, Stockholm, June 16th, 2014

Future of Places (Urban City Research): Streets as Public Spaces and Drivers of Urban Prosperity

The Future of Places forum is arranged and financed by Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson foundation in collaboration with UN Habitat and Project for Public Spaces. The overall purpose was to indicate the importance of public space and placemaking in city planning at Habitat III 2016.

The second Future of Places conference brought together 300
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people from 40-plus countries that were interested in advancing the public space agenda. The conference included plenary discussions, academic sessions, practical workshops and discussion forums as well as key events throughout the beautiful city of Buenos Aires.

The speakers highlighted a broad range of issues in relation to public space (rapidly urbanising cities, street networks, building cities to human scale, multidisciplinary spaces, land value capture, a city-wide approach to planning, access to public space, inclusive public space with particular focus on vulnerable groups, a people-centred approach to planning public spaces, and the importance of including public space in the sustainable urban development agenda). These issues are essential not only to building good public spaces, but also to promoting key principles of sustainable urban development – such as integration instead of segregation, compactness instead of sprawl and connectivity instead of congestion.

MODERATORS: Joanna Alimanestianu, Principal at Joanna Alimanestianu Architect, USA, Paula Bisiau, Director of Sustainable Mobility, Department of Transportation, Government of the City of Buenos Aires, Argentina, Dr. Charles Bohl, Associate Professor and Director of the Masters in Real Estate Development and Urbanism program, University of Miami’s School of Architecture, USA, Andres Borthagaray, Director of the Strategic Planning in the City of Buenos Aires and Director of the Latin American programme of the City on the Move Institute, IVM, Argentina, Pietro Garau, Centro PVS, DIPTU Sapienza Università di Roma, Italy, Elahe Karimnia, PhD Fellow, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, Ethan Kent, Senior Vice President, Project for Public Spaces, USA, Hélène Littke, PhD Fellow, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, Michael Mehaffy, Consultant, Researcher, Educator and Author in Urban Development Innovations, USA, Femi Oke, International Journalist, UK, Peter Smith, Chief Executive Officer, Adelaide City Council, Australia, Rafael Tuts, Coordinator, Urban Planning and Design Branch, UN-Habitat in Nairobi, Kenya.
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**International Seminars**


*The State of the Arts – The Future of the US as a Global Superpower*  
**Moderator**: Jeremy O’Grady, Editor in Chief, The Week, UK  

*The Declinism seminars: Decadence*  
**Moderators**: Dr. Richard Miles, Associate Professor, Department of Classics and Ancient History, University of Sydney, Australia, Dr. William O’Reilly, University Lecturer, Faculty of History, University of Cambridge, UK  
**Lecturers**: Richard Baker, Professor, Guildhall School of Music and Drama, UK, ‘Enough! Or Too much!’: Decadence and
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*The State of the Arts – The Moral Teaching of the Humanities*

**Moderator:** Alice Sherwood, Visiting Senior Research Fellow, King’s Policy Institute, London, UK

INTRODUCTION

Urban City Research Seminar: The New Ruralism

**Moderator:** Tigran Haas, Associate Professor, PhD, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden


The State of the Arts – Russia and the new Cold War?

**Moderator:** Daniel Johnson, Founding Editor, Standpoint Magazine, UK
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*Museum of the World: Modern Russia and the Heritage of Andrei Sakharov*

A seminar by Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation together with Civil Rights Defenders.

**Moderator:** Robert Hårdh, Executive Director, Civil Rights Defenders, Sweden

**Lecturer:** Sergei Lukashevsky, Director, the Sakharov Museum, Russia. Tessinsalen, Stockholm Stadsmuseum, Stockholm, November 26th, 2014
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The State of the Arts – Seminars on the Future of the Humanities: What is the Point of Philosophy?

Moderator: Jane O’Grady, Founding member of London School of Philosophy, UK

Lecturers: Tim Crane, Professor of Philosophy, University of Cambridge, UK, Philosophy as a form of Understanding, Claire Fox, Journalist and Director, Institute of Ideas, UK, Against the New Instrumentalism, Rebecca Goldstein, Novelist and Philosopher, USA, Why Diminish the Resources of Reason just when Reason is Needed more than ever? Stephen Law, Professor of Philosophy, Heythrop College, London, UK, Enlightened Citizens, Simon May, Visiting Professor of Philosophy, King’s College, London, UK, Philosophy as Architecture, Greg Radick, Professor of History & Philosophy of Science, Leeds University, UK, The Argument from Science. British Academy, London, February 16th, 2015

The Declinism seminars: Decay

Moderator: Dr. Richard Miles, Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Classics and Ancient History, University of Sydney, Australia, Dr. William O’Reilly, University Lecturer, Faculty of History, University of Cambridge, UK and Visiting Scholar, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, USA

Lecturers: Robert Beauregard, Professor of Urban Planning, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation, Columbia University, USA, When Buildings Decay and Cities Decline, Daniela Cammack, Junior Fellow, Harvard Society of Fellows, USA, The Decay of Democracy from the Ancient to the Modern World, John R. McNeill, Professor, History Department, Georgetown University, USA, Decay and Decline in Environmental History, Michael L. Nelson, PhD, Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science, Old Dominion University, USA, Information Loss and the Decay of the World Wide Web, William O’Reilly, University Lecturer, Faculty of History, University of Cambridge, UK, Non-Knowledge and the Decay of Knowledge in History and Economics, Pernille Røge, Assistant Professor, PhD,

**Museums of the World: An Exchange of Ideas**

Today, the term “museum” covers an extraordinary variety of institutions spread over all parts of the world. Through its long and fascinating history, the museum has touched upon almost all aspects of human experience, creation and knowledge. How, then, should we understand this institution that itself claims to understand almost anything? What role can this historic institution play in a rapidly changing, globalised and interconnected world?

A conversation with Director Bruce J. Altshuler, New York University, Beatrix Ruf, Director Stedelijk Museum and Jasper Sharp, Adjunct Curator Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien. The panel discussion will be led by Daniel Birnbaum, Director Moderna Museet. Moderna Museet, March 3rd, 2015

**Museums of the World: Towards a New Understanding of a Historical Institution**

Throughout its history, the museum has always had a profound impact on human knowledge, identity and politics. As an institution it has shaped our view of the world and been crucial in spreading values from humanism and tolerance to nationalism and other political agendas. It retains its influential position today, while meeting new demands in a changing world.

**Moderator:** Jasper Sharp, Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, Austria

**Lecturers:** Professor Naman P. Ahuja, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India, *The Museum as Defender of Religious Pluralism,*

*Kremlin’s Weaponization of Media*

Peter Pomerantsev is a Senior Fellow at the Legatum Institute, a London-based think tank. In 2014, together with Michael Weiss, he published a report on Putin’s media strategy *The Menace of Unreality: How the Kremlin Weapons Information, Culture and Money* in which they describe how the Kremlin exploits the freedom of information, injecting large-scale disinformation via conspiracy theories and falsehoods.

A conversation with Peter Pomerantsev, Journalist and Author and PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief, Axess Magazine. Jakobsbersgatan 2, March 10th, 2015
The State of the Arts – The Future of Political Stability in Europe: Are Mainstream Parties Becoming Marginalised?

**Moderator:** Jeremy O’Grady, CEO, *The Week*; Co-Founder, Intelligence Squared, UK


The State of the Arts – Seminars on the Future of the Humanities:

**Moderator:** Nathalie Haynes, Writer and Comedian, UK


The State of the Arts – Seminars on the Future of the Humanities:

**Moderator:** Jeremy Jennings, Professor of Political Theory, King’s College, London, UK

**Lecturers:** Dr Monica Brito Vieira, Department of Politics,

*The State of the Arts – The Future of the Welfare State*


The Royal Garden

MODERATOR: Susanna Popova, Journalist and Author, Sweden

LECTURERS: Göran Alm, former Director of the Bernadotte Library, Sweden, The Paradise – A Swedish Royal Garden Recreation, Åsa Ahrland, Associate Professor and Senior Lecturer, Department of Landscape Architecture, Planning and Management, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, SLU, Sweden, The Royal Park – from Regal Pursuit to Public Recreation, Patricia Bouchenot-Déchin, Writer, Historian, Curator and Research Associate, Centre de Recherche du Chateau de Versailles and Laboratoire de l'Ecole d'Architecture de Versailles, France, Louis XVI, André Le Nôtre and the Royal Garden of Versailles, John Dixon Hunt, Emeritus Professor of the History and Theory of Landscape, University of Pennsylvania, USA, The Royal Garden as an Historic Concept, Renske Ek, Conservator Tuinen/Garden Curator, Het Loo Palace, the Netherlands, The Royal Baroque Garden at Het Loo as a Work of Art, Todd Longstaffe-Gowan, Gardener and Landscape Historian, Todd Longstaffe-Gowan Landscape Design, UK, Sweet Prospects and Stately Avenues – the Role and Importance of the Lime Tree Avenues at Hampton Court, Erland Montgomery, Castle Architect, AIX Architects AB, Sweden, At Slottsbacken, Accredited Architect Drottningholm Palace, Presentation of the Drottningholm Palace Park, Magnus Olausson, Director of Collections and Research,
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*The State of the Arts – On Individualism*

**Moderator:** Daniel Johnson, Editor of Standpoint, UK  

*Changes to Transatlantic Security*

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of *Axess Magazine* and CEO for Axess Publishing, Sweden  

*The Return of Consciousness – A new science on old questions*

**Moderator:** Anders Haag, Author, Sweden  
**Lecturers:** Susan Blackmore, Freelance Writer, Lecturer and Broadcaster, UK, *The New Science of Out-of-body Experiences*,
Paul Broks, Neuropsychologist, Science and Playwright, UK, *I Think Therefore I am Dead*, Amber Carpenter, Associate Professor at Yale NUS College, Senior Lecturer at University of York, UK, *A Sense of Self and Responsibility among Buddhists*, David Chalmers, Professor of Philosophy and Director, Centre for Consciousness, Australian National University, Australia, *The Character of Consciousness*, Patricia Churchland, Professor Emerita, Analytical Philosopher, University of California, USA, *Bamboozled by Modal Logic*, Andy Clark, Professor of Philosophy and Chair in Logic and Metaphysics, University of Edinburgh, UK, *Consciousness Deflated*, Owen Flanagan, James B Duke Professor of Philosophy and Professor of Neurobiology, Duke University, USA, *The Disunity of Consciousness*, Michael S. Gazzaniga, Professor of Psychology, University of California, USA, *Can Consciousness Be Split?* Michael Graziano, Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience, Princeton University, USA, Sakari Kallio, Researcher and Head of the Department of Cognitive Neuroscience and Philosophy, Skövde University, Sweden, *The Existence of a Hypnotic State Revealed by Eye Movements*, Julian Kiverstein, Assistant Professor of Neuropyschology, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, *Why Consciousness is not in the Head*, Victor Lamme, Head of the Cognitive Neuroscience Group, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, *Why Consciousness is not What we Think it is*, Thomas Metzinger, Dr. and Director of the Theoretical Philosophy Group, Department of Philosophy, Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz, Germany, *Consciousness, the Phenomenal Self and the First Person Perspective*, Thomas Nagel, Philosopher, Professor of Philosophy and Law, New York University, USA, *Consciousness and the Physical Sciences*, Kevin O’Regan, Senior Research Scientist, Laboratoire Psychologie de la Perception (LPP), France, Antti Revonsuo, Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience at the University of Skövde in Sweden, Professor of Psychology at the University of Turku, Finland, *Dreaming and Consciousness*, Nicholas D. Schiff, Professor of Neurology and Neuroscience, Weill Cornell Medical College, USA, *Mechanisms Underlying Recovery of Consciousness after Injuries to the Human Brain*, Anil

*The State of the Arts – The Future of Diplomacy*


*Future of Places (Urban City Research): Public space in the new urban agenda*

The Future of Places forum was arranged and financed by Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson foundation in collaboration with UN Habitat, Project for Public Spaces, SDI, Citynet and INU. The overall purpose was to indicate the importance of public space and placemaking in city planning at Habitat III 2016.

Over the course of three years, the Future of Places partners
and participants have reflected on the importance of public space as the connective matrix on which healthy and prosperous cities grow. Its aim was to prevent this issue from being overlooked in the negotiations surrounding the Post 2015 Development Agenda and the Third United Nations Conference on Housing and Urban Development (Habitat III), the Future of Places was assembled. The discussions that took place over the three Future of Places conferences and additional supporting events have been captured in a carefully crafted set of key messages.

1) People-centered approach to planning, 2) Inclusive public space for all, particularly vulnerable groups, 3) Public space that respects human scale and behavior, 4) A citywide network of connected streets and public spaces, 5) Economic productivity of public space, 6) Access to public space – public and private spheres, 7) Sustainable public spaces that are healthy, safe, resilient, energy-conserving and resource efficient, 8) Culture and context of public space.

MODERATORS: Robert Adam, Architect and Director, ADAM Urbanism, Co-Founder of ADAM Architecture, UK, Julian Agyeman, Professor, Tufts University, USA, Joanna Alimanestianu, Architect, Urban Designer, Resilient Urbanism, USA, Inga Björk-Klevby, Ambassador and former Deputy Executive Director of UN-Habitat, Sweden, Towards the City We Need, Charles Bohl, Associate Professor, University of Miami School of Architecture, USA, Kyle Farrell, PhD Candidate, UN-Habitat and KTH, Sweden, Harrison Fraker, Professor of Architecture and Urban Design, UC Berkeley, USA, Environmental Performance of the Public Realm, Pietro Garau, Architect-Planner and a Tenured Lecturer/Researcher in Planning, University of Rome, Italy, Tigran Haas, Associate Professor, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden, Mamadou Kalifa Tangara, Mayor of Urban Community of Sikasso, Mali, Elahe Karimnia, PhD Student KTH, Sweden, Ethan Kent, Senior Vice President, Project for Public Spaces, USA, Jean-Luc Lemahieu, Director Policy Analysis and Public Affairs, UNODC, Austria/Afghanistan, Helene Littke, PhD Fellow, KTH, Sweden, Ryan
LOCKE, PhD Student, KTH, Sweden, Kathy Madden, Co-Founder and Director of Education and Training, Project for Public Spaces, USA, Cecilia Martínez, International Consultant, former UN-Habitat, Mexico, Michael Jehaffy, Strategic Planner, Researcher and Project Manager for Sustainable Urban Developments, President of Structura Naturalis Inc., USA, Thomas Melin, Head of the Office of the External Relations Division, UN-Habitat, Kenya, Paul Murrain, Urban Design Consultant and Landscape Architect, Prince’s Foundation, UK, Jacques Lapouge, Ambassador, Embassy of France in Stockholm, Sweden, Cities & COP21, Angelique Nireberaho, Vice Mayor of Kibeho City, Rwanda, Sofie Rådestad, PhD Student, KTH, Sweden, Rafael Tuts, Coordinator of the Urban Planning and Design Branch, UN-Habitat, Kenya, Mariam Yunusa, Director, Partners and Inter-Agency Coordination Branch, UN-Habitat, Ethiopia.

Lecturers: Julian Agyeman, Professor, Tufts University, USA, Just Sustainabilities, Christine Auclair, Project Leader of World Urban Campaign, UN-Habitat, Kenya, Towards the City We Need, Eugenie Birch, Lawrence C. Nussdorf Professor of Urban Research and Education, University of Pennsylvania, USA, Towards the City We Need, Andres Borthagaray, Director of the Strategic Planning in the City of Buenos Aires and Director of the Latin American program of the City on the Move Institute, Argentina, Social Life and Movement in Cities, Ludo Campbell-Reid, Design Champion and General Manager of the Auckland Design Office, Auckland Council, New Zealand, Placemaking in Auckland, Carlos Dora, Coordinator, Department of Public Health and Environment, WHO, Switzerland, Peter Elmlund, Project Leader, Urban City Research, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Sweden, Future of Places, Jeffrey Fleisher, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Rice University, USA, Multiple Histories of Public Space, Stefanos Fotiou, PhD, Head of the “Cities and Lifestyles” Unit, United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), France, Arif Hasan, Architect and Planner, Urban Resource Centre and the OPP-Research & Training Institute, Pakistan, Density, Ecology and Human Settlements, Kate
Malaysia, Cindy J. Smith, Director, UNICRI Research Institute, USA, Fran Tonkiss, Professor of Sociology, Director of the Cities Programme, London School of Economics, UK, Social Life of Urban Form: Size, Density, Diversity, Conny Wahlström, State Secretary to the Swedish Minister for Housing, Urban Development and Information Technology, Sweden, Message from the Ministry for Housing and Urban Development. Elite Hotel Marina Tower, Stockholm, Sweden, June 29th–July 1st, 2015

Book Launch and Lecture: Hilma af Klint – The Art of Seeing the Invisible
Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation has launched the essay volume Hilma af Klint – The Art of Seeing the Invisible. This volume of essays contains many of the lectures given in conjunction with the exhibition Hilma af Klint – A Pioneer of Abstraction that took place during 2013 and 2014 at Moderna Museet in Stockholm, Engelsberg Manor in Sweden, Hamburger Bahnhof Museum in Berlin and the Museum of Modern Art in Louisiana, Denmark. Scholars and experts in abstract art, art history, history of ideas and cultural and religious studies have made important contributions. The topics range from early abstract art, the impact of Darwinism, Goethe’s colour theory, as well as the importance of occult religious movements such as theosophy and anthroposophy that influenced the early modernists, to Hilma af Klint’s own personal diary notes and research.

Dr. Julia Voss gave a lecture on Hilma af Klint and the Evolution of Art, followed by a discussion with Artistic Director Sam Thorne from Tate St Ives. Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, Oslo Norway, October 2nd, 2015

Museums of the World: Cultural Heritage at Risk – The Role of Museums in War and Conflict
Today, the ongoing violence in the Middle East provides a severe challenge to our cultural heritage. How do we protect and safeguard our cultural heritage in the face of terror and deliberate destruction? How has the museum faced this task historically?
What are the safeguarding methods available today? What security measures are in place to keep objects and art works from falling into the wrong hands or being sold on the black market? How do Interpol and Unesco deal with this difficult task? Can looting be prevented? How can museums and the academic world respond to these challenges? And last but not least, what is the role and meaning of original objects for mankind’s collective memory and understanding of history? These and other questions were discussed together by experts from British, French, German, US and Nordic institutions as well as experts on Iraqi, Libyan and Syrian heritage to provide an overview of how the different ways in which the museum world can respond.

**MODERATOR:** Ulf Wickbom, Journalist and Author, Sweden

**LECTURERS AND PANEL MEMBERS:** Paul Bennett, Director, Canterbury Archaeological Trust, Head of Mission, Society for Libyan Studies, UK, Matthew Bogdanos, Colonel US Marine Corps & Assistant District Attorney, New York, USA, Irina Bokova, Director-General, Unesco, France, Marianne Boqvist, Project Manager, Cultural Heritage Without Borders, Sweden, Ove Bring, Professor Emeritus of International Law, Stockholm University and the Swedish Defence University, Sweden, Neil Brodie, Senior Research Fellow, Scottish Centre for Crime and Justice Research, University of Glasgow, UK, Markus Hilgert, Director, Vorderasiatisches Museum, Berlin, Germany, Vincent Négri, Researcher, National Centre for Scientific Research and Institute of Social Policy Science, France, Magnus Olausson, Associate Professor, Director of Collections and Research, Nationalmuseum, Sweden, Rubina Raja, Professor of Classical Archaeology, Aarhus University, Denmark, Jonathan Tubb, Keeper (Head) of the Middle East Department, British Museum, UK. Medelhavsmuseet, Stockholm, November 26th, 2015

*The Declinism seminars: Declinism*

**MODERATORS:** Mattias Hessérus, PhD Candidate, Department of History, Uppsala University, Ax:son Johnson Foundation
Stockholm, Sweden, William O’Reilly, Dr., University Lecturer, Faculty of History, University of Cambridge, UK

LECTURERS: Peter Bedford, Wold Professor of Religious Studies, Director, Program in Religious Studies, Union College, USA, Before ‘Decline’: Threats to Social Order in the Neo-Assyrian Empire, Professor Andreas Eckert, Chair African History, Institute for Asian and African Studies, Humboldt University Berlin, Germany, “Only Bad News on Radio Africa”: Postcolonial Africa as a History of Decline, Jon Hesk, Dr., School of Classics, University of St Andrews, UK, Inter-generational Rhetorics of Decline and Progress from Homer to Hyperides, Dr Franz Mauels-hagen, Senior Fellow, Anthropocene/Sustainable Interactions with the Atmosphere, Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies, Germany, Environment and Societal Collapse in Human History, Dr Natalia Nowakowska, History Faculty, University of Oxford, UK, The Jagiellonian Dynasty: Ideas of Decline and Rebirth, Dr Igor Pérez Tostado, Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Spain, Decadence Critique and Reform in the 17th Century Iberian World, Andrew Preston, Professor of American History, Clare College, University of Cambridge, UK, American Hegemony and Its Discontents, Martyn Rady, Professor of Central European History, School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University College London, UK, Ideas of Decline in Central Europe, William Smiley, Assistant Professor of History and Humanities, Reed College, USA, Decline and its Uses: A Eurasian View from the Ottoman and Russian Empires, María Fernanda Valencia Suárez, Dr., National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico, Decline and Fall of the Aztec Empire from the Perspective of Early Modern Europeans. Engelsberg Manor, Sweden, December 14th, 2015
Partners with a Mutual Interest? Sweden and Finland in a New Security Environment

MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom, Sweden


*The Future of Intelligence and Espionage*

**MODERATOR:** Ulf Wickbom, Sweden

**LECTURERS:**
- Christopher Andrew, Emeritus Professor of Modern & Contemporary History, Convenor Cambridge University Intelligence Seminar, Co-Chair Cambridge Security Initiative, University of Cambridge, UK, *The Future of the Past: Why Intelligence Finds it so Difficult to Learn from Past Experience*,
- Gill Bennett, formerly Chief Historian, Foreign & Commonwealth Office, UK, *The Spy and the State*,
- Philip Bobbitt, Professor, University of Texas, Columbia Law School, USA, *The Future of the Intelligence Organisation*,
- Christopher Coker, Professor, London School of Economics, UK, *Betrayal – Virtue or Vice?*,
- Keith P. Dear, Wing Commander (Royal Air Force), Oxford University Department of Experimental Psychology, UK, *The Psychology of Intelligence & PSYOPS*,
- Michael S. Goodman, Professor of Intelligence and International Affairs, Department of War Studies, King’s College London, UK, *The Contours of Intelligence Activity: Plus ça change?*,
- David E. Hoffman, Author, USA, *The Billion Dollar Spy*,
- Robert Johnson, Dr, Senior Research Fellow, Director of the Changing Character of War Centre, Pembroke College, University of Oxford, UK, *Human Intelligence: Value and Relevance in an Information Age*,
- Elisabeth Kendall, Dr, Senior Research Fellow in Arabic & Islamic Studies, Pembroke College, University of Oxford, UK, *Understanding the Enemy: The Unacknowledged Arabic Problem*,
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The Decline of Rome

MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO for Axess Publishing, Sweden
LECTURERS: Robert Coates-Stephens, Dr, Cary Fellow, British School at Rome, Italy, Reflections of Decline in the City-Scape of Late Antique Rome, Peter Heather, Professor, Medieval History, King’s College London, UK, Decline, Fall and the Cultural Turn, Neil McLynn, Dr, Corpus Christi College, University of Oxford, UK, Accentuating the Positive: Decline and Denialism at the End of Empire, Richard Miles, Dr, Associate Professor, University of Sydney, Australia, Crying Wolf and the Decline of Rome. The Swedish Institute, Rome, March 21st, 2016

Future of Places (Urban City Research): The Death and Life of Public Space

MODERATOR: Paul Murrain, Senior Fellow at the Prince’s Foundation, Urban Design Practitioner and Landscape Architect, UK
LECTURERS: Hans Karssenberg, Partner and Founder at Stipo, Board Member and Founder at Inspiring Cities International Network for Cities and Culture, Netherlands, Setha Low, Professor of Anthropology, Environmental Psychology, Geography and Women’s Studies, Director of the Public Space Research Group at The Graduate Center, City University of New York, USA, Michael Mehaffy, Academic Chair, Future of Places Forum, Strategic Planner and Researcher, USA, Vikas Mehta, Fruth/Gemini Chair at the Ohio Eminent Scholar of Urban/Environmental Design, Associate Professor of Urbanism in the School of Planning, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning at the University of Cincinnati, USA, Laura Petrella, Architect and Urban Planner, Leader of the City Planning Extension and Design Unit, UN-Habitat, Italy. Aula Magna, Historic Building of the University of Barcelona. April 4th, 2016
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Female Rulers – Portraits of Power. Their Time, Personalities and Ruling Strategies

Moderator: Susanna Hakelius Popova, Journalist and Author, Sweden

Lecturers: Göran Alm, PhD, Former Director of the Bernadotte Library, Sweden, The Modern Female Ruler – Elizabeth II, Margrethe II and further on, Louise Berglund Senior Lecturer, Associate professor, Örebro University, Sweden, Queen Margretha I of the three Nordic realms: a woman in the role of a regent, Philip de Heer, Dr, former Dutch Ambassador to Sweden, “It is only a girl” – Queen Wilhelmina of Orange-Nassau, Alexander B. Kaminskii, Professor, National Research University – Higher School of Economics, Russia, Catherine the Great: The Art of Unlimited Power, Åsa Karlsson, PhD, Editor in Chief, Dictionary of Swedish National Biography, Sweden, Hedvig Eleonora – Patron of the Arts and Mother of the Swedish Nation, PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO for Axess Publishing, Sweden, The Ideas Behind Monarchy – historically and now, Erik Petersson, Doctoral student, Linköping University, Sweden, Queen Christina and the Difficulties of Power, Nathan Shachar, Foreign Correspondent, Dagens Nyheter, Sweden, Isabel of Spain – Saintly Nation-builder or Dangerous Fanatic?, A. N. Wilson, Author, UK, The Political Victoria, Martina Winkelhofer-Thyri, PhD, Historian, Habsburg rebooted – Maria Theresia of Austria (1717–1780). Engelsberg Ironworks, April 21st, 2016

Seeing is Believing – On Hilma af Klint’s Importance Today

Moderator: Daniel Birnbaum, Director, Moderna Museet, Sweden

Lecturers: Hans Ulrich Obrist, Director, Serpentine Galleries, London, UK, David Lomas, Professor of Art History, The University of Manchester, UK, The Botanical Roots of af Klint’s Abstraction, Briony Fer, Professor of History of Art, University College London, UK, Hilma af Klint: Image-worlds and Spirit-worlds, Branden W. Joseph, Frank Gallipoli Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art, Department of Art History and Archaeology, Columbia University, USA, Abstract Painting
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Professor Sunil Khilnani; 21st Century India: Democracy, Growth and the Future of History

MODERATOR: Louise Belfrage, International Adviser, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Sweden
LECTOR: Sunil Khilnani, Professor and Director of India Institute at King’s College, London, UK. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, May 18th, 2016

Security and Intelligence in a New Era

MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom, Sweden
LECTURERS: Christopher Coker, Professor of International Relations, London School of Economics, UK, Joe Maiolo, Professor of International History, King’s College London, UK, Gunnar Karlson, Major General, Director for the Swedish Defence Forces Military Intelligence and Security Directorate, Sweden. Almedalen, Gotland, July 7th, 2016

Japanese Self-Images – The Idea of Uniqueness

MODERATOR: Yukiko Duke, Journalist, Sweden
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

Help of Fluid Ideas, Dick Stegewerns, Associate Professor, University of Oslo, Norway, The Bridge? – Japanese Identity Between East and West, Masahiro Yamada, Professor, Department of Sociology, Chuo University, Japan, The Marriage Crisis and Development of Virtual Relationships, Kosaku Yoshino, Professor, Department of Sociology, Sophia University, Japan, Cultural Nationalism in Japan: Changes and Continuities. Engelsberg Ironworks, September 8th 2016

Future of places (Urban City Research): The New Urban Paradigm
Seminar at the Placemaking Leadership Forum in Vancouver.

MODERATORS: Peter Elmlund, Project Leader, Urban City Research, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Sweden, Fred Kent, President and Founder, Project for Public Spaces, USA

The New Urban Paradigm: Placemaking & Innovation for All
LECTURERS: Bruce Katz, Vice President and Founding Director, Brookings Institution, USA, Fred Kent, President and Founder, PPS, USA.

The New Urban Paradigm: Learning from Detroit and Los Angeles
PANELISTS: Robert Gregory, Chief Public Spaces Officer, Downtown Detroit Partnership, USA, Megan Lee, Senior Manager for Community Outreach, Southwest Airlines, USA, Eduardo Santana, Executive Director, Pershing Square Renew, USA, Sarida Scott Montgomery, Executive Director, Community Development Advocates of Detroit, USA

The Old Paradigm: The Wrong Kind of Urbanisation
LECTURERS: Patrick Condon, Professor and Chair, Urban Design, University of British Columbia, Canada, George Ferguson, Past President, Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), former Mayor of Bristol, UK, Paul Soglin, Mayor of Madison, Wisconsin, USA

The New Urban Paradigm: Research into Action
LECTURERS: David Brain, Professor of Sociology and Environmental Studies, New College Florida, USA, Hans Karssenberg, Partner and Founder at Stipo, Board Member and Founder at Inspiring Cities International Network for Cities
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS

and Culture, Netherlands, Setha Low, Professor of Anthropology, Environmental Psychology, Geography and Women’s Studies, Director of the Public Space Research Group at The Graduate Center, City University of New York, USA, Vikas Mehta, Fruth/Gemini Chair at the Ohio Eminent Scholar of Urban/Environmental Design, Associate Professor of Urbanism in the School of Planning, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning at the University of Cincinnati, USA. Grand Ballroom, Sheraton Vancouver Wall Centre, Canada, September 15th, 2016

Future of Places (Urban City Research): Public Space in the New Urban Agenda
Seminar at the Habitat III conference – Networking events.
Moderator: Michael Mehaffy, Academic Chair, Future of Places Forum, Strategic Planner and Researcher, USA
Panel: Joanna Alimanestianu, Principal at Joanna Alimanestianu Architect, Co-Founder of Council for European Urbanism, USA, The Role of Professionals, Doug Kelbaugh, Professor of Architecture and Urban Planning, Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning, The Role of Non-governmental organisations, Setha Low, Professor of Anthropology, Environmental Psychology, Geography and Women’s Studies, Director of the Public Space Research Group at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, USA, The Role of Research Institutions, Rafael Tuts, Director of Programme Division of UN-Habitat, Kenya. Quito, Ecuador, October 19th, 2016

Japanese Architecture – Tradition and Modernity
Moderator: Yukiko Duke, Journalist, Sweden
Lecturer: Blaine Brownell, Associate Professor, Architect and Director of Graduate Studies, University of Minnesota School of Architecture, USA, Evoking Ihyou: The Role of Surprise in Contemporary Japanese Architecture, Kristina Fridh, PhD, Architect and Researcher, HDK, University of Gothenburg, Sweden, EN – Interacting Spaces in Traditional and Contemporary
INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS


Indian Roots of European Modernism – The Visual and Performing Arts
A workshop organised by the Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation together with the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.

M O D E R A T O R : Dr Naman P. Ahuja, Professor, SAA, Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), New Delhi, India

L E C T U R E R S : Dr Rupert Arrowsmith, Author, Cultural Historian and Poet, University College London, UK, Forgotten Ancestry: Western Modernism and its Debts to India, Kristine Michael, Artist, Art Educator and PhD Candidate, JNU, India, On the Influence of India on the Arts and Crafts Movement, Dr Rakesh Pandey, Assistant Professor, Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS), India, Ananda K Coomraswamy and His Influence in the West at the Turn of the 20th Century, Jane Pritchard, Curator of Dance, Victoria and Albert Museum, London, UK, Changing Appreciation of and Attitudes to Indian Dance Focusing on the Career of Anna Pavlova, Dr Kalpana Sahni, Former Professor at CRS, JNU, India, It Is not Surprising: The Flow of Indian Ways of Seeing to the West, Dr Julia Voss, Research Fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, Art Editor at Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany, Buddha’s Standpoint in Hilma af Klint’s Art. Bikaner House, New Delhi, India, December 12th, 2016
International Summer School

*  

2016  

European Summer School in Classical Architecture  
Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation in partnership with INTBAU Sweden. The course took place July 4th to 30th at Engelsberg Ironworks.  
Swedish Seminars

*

2000

Social sårbarhet – Social Vulnerability Seminar
Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA), Stockholm, February 10th, 2000

Renaissance Seminar

Lecturers: Bo Ralph, Professor of Nordic Languages at the Department of Swedish Language at Gothenburg University and Member of the Swedish Academy, Sweden, Eva Österberg, Historian, Professor of History, Lund University, Sweden, Göran Dahlbäck, Professor of Medieval History, Stockholm University, Sweden. Van der Noot Palace, Stockholm, May, 2000

The Human City Seminar

Moderator: Johan Rådberg, Associate professor, LTH, Lund University, Sweden, Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA), Stockholm, September 28th, 2000
The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturers: Suzanne Gieser, PhD, Department of History of Science and Ideas, Uppsala University, Sweden, Lennart Warring, MA, Doctoral Student of Cinema Studies, Stockholm University, Sweden, Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland, J Peter Södergård, PhD, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Inga Sanner, PhD, Department of the History of Ideas, University, Sweden, Kate Larson, doctoral student, Department of Philosophy, Uppsala University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, Sweden, April 19th–20th, 2001

Late Classical Antiquity Seminar: Meeting God in Dreams
– The Dream as a Revelatory Genre

Lecturers: Jörgen Magnusson, ThD, Lecturer in History of Religions, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, J Peter Södergård, PhD, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Carl-Martin Edsman, Priest and Professor Emeritus of the History of Religion, Uppsala University, Sweden, Lars Hartman, Professor, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Ezra Gebremedhin, PhD, Department of Theology, University of Uppsala, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, April 24th, 2001
The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturer: Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland, Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, February 7th, 2002

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturers: Lennart Warring, MA, Doctoral Student of Cinema Studies, Stockholm University, Sweden, Ruth Rajamaa, PhD, Department of Psychology, Stockholm University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, March 6th, 2002

The Irony of Journalism and Journalistic Irony


The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturer: Åsa Bergenheim, Professor, Department of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies, Umeå University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, October 2nd, 2002

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturer: Franz Luttenberger, PhD, Lecturer, Department of History of Science and Ideas, Uppsala University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, October 22nd, 2002

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturer: Eva Thulin, Doctoral Student, Division of History of Ideas and Sciences, Department of Arts and Cultural Sciences, Lund University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, December 4th, 2002

Late Classical Antiquity Seminar: Prayer, Invocation and Speaking in Tongues

Lecturers: J Peter Södergård, PhD, Department of Theology, Uppsala University, Sweden, Jörgen Magnusson, ThD, Lecturer in History of Religions, Department of Theology,
SWEDISH SEMINARS

Uppsala University, Sweden, Carl-Martin Edsman, Priest and Professor Emeritus of the History of Religion, Uppsala University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, December 5th, 2002
The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Brave New Europe

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
LECTURER: Inga Sanner, PhD, Department of the History of Ideas, Stockholm University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, February, 2003

The Future of Europe
Seminar in association with the Swedish Institute of International Affairs.
LECTURER: Carl Bildt, former Prime Minister, Sweden. The Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, February 11th, 2003

What Do We Talk about When We Talk about Identity?
LECTURER: Merete Mazzarella, Professor of Nordic Literature, University of Helsinki, Finland. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, February 20th, 2003

Urban City Research Seminar: Shaping the City by the Public Space
LECTURER: Johan Rådberg, Professor of Architecture, Lund University, Sweden, Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, February 28th, 2003

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
LECTURER: Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, 13th of March, 2003
SWEDISH SEMINARS

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

LECTURER: Eva Marie Rigné, Research Fellow, University of Linköping, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, March 26th, 2003

Urban City Research Seminar: The Intellectual History of Swedish Modernism


The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar


Protokollet

Book release and lectures with the journalists Susanna Popova and Mats Holm, on the subject of Estonia. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, April 23rd, 2003

Communicating with Mozart


The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

LECTURER: Suzanne Gieser, PhD, Department of History of Science and Ideas, Uppsala University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May 14th, 2003

The Life of Dr Axel Munthe


The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Seminar with presentations by Inga Sanner, Department of the History of Ideas, Stockholm University and Håkan Eriksson,

*The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar*

**Lecturer:** Anna Nilsson, Doctoral Student, Department of the History of Ideas, Stockholm University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November 19th, 2003

*From Ottoman Periphery to European Modernity*

**Lecturer:** Nathan Shachar, Journalist and Author, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November 24th, 2003

*Urban City Research seminar: P O Hallman’s Importance for Urban Planning Today*

**Lecturer:** Aleksander Wolodarski, Architect, Stockholm, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November 28th, 2003

*The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar*

**Lecturers:** Lennart Warring, MA, Doctoral Student of Cinema Studies, Stockholm University, Sweden, Eva Thulin, Doctoral Student, Division of History of Ideas and Sciences, Department of Arts and Cultural Sciences, Lund University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, December 10th, 2003
SWEDISH SEMINARS

2004

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
LECTURER: Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, January 21st, 2004

Al-Jazeera – Terrorist TV or an Arabic CNN?

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
LECTURER: Suzanne Gieser, PhD, Department of History of Science and Ideas, Uppsala, University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm February 19th, 2004

Contemporary Feminism Seminar: Career Barriers: A Seminar on Equal Career Opportunities.
LECTURER: Monica Renstig, Journalist and Author, CEO, Women’s Business Research Institute, Stockholm, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, March 5th, 2004

Johan Ludvig Runeberg Bicentenary Seminar: Runeberg and the Finnish Folk Soul
LECTURER: Merete Mazzarella, Professor of Nordic Literature, University of Helsinki, Finland. Finlandshuset, Stockholm, March 9th, 2004

Johan Ludvig Runeberg Bicentenary Seminar: The Political Runeberg
LECTURER: Matti Klinge, Historian, Finland. Finlandshuset, Stockholm March 23rd, 2004

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
LECTURERS: Inga Sanner, PhD, Department of the History of Ideas, Stockholm University, Sweden, Suzanne Gieser, PhD, Department of History of Science and Ideas, Uppsala, University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, March 24th, 2004
SWEDISH SEMINARS

Johan Ludvig Runeberg Bicentenary Seminar: Johan Ludvig and Fredrika Runeberg

Lecturer: Agneta Rahikainen, Author and Head of the Archive of the Svenska litteratursällskapet (Swedish Literature Society in Finland). Finlandshuset, Stockholm, March 30th, 2004

Contemporary Feminism Seminar: Faith and Facts in Today’s Feminism


History, Memory and Identity in Post-Soviet Estonia: The End of a Collective Farm

Lecturer: Sigrid Rausing, Publisher and Philanthropist, PhD, Department of Anthropology, University College London, UK. Stockholm School of Economics, Stockholm, April 23rd, 2004

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
Seminar with presentation by Anna Nilsson. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, April 28th, 2004

Urban City Research Seminar: How to Make Green Structures Cohabit with Urban Structures

Lecturer: Krister Sernbo, Social Ecologist, Stockholm, Sweden. Södra Teatern, Stockholm, April 29th, 2004

Free Research on Collision with the Swedish Government’s Production of Ideology

Lecturer: Shirin Ahlbäck Öberg, PhD, Department of Government, Uppsala University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May 4th, 2004

The Market of Insecurity

Lecturers: Alyson Bailes, Ambassador and Director of SIPRI, Stockholm, Sweden, Svante Cornell, PhD, Department
SWEDISH SEMINARS

of Peace and Conflict Research, University of Uppsala, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, August 31st, 2004

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturer: Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, September, 2004

Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar: Tecknen: Läkaren och konsten att läsa kroppar

Lecturer: Karin Johannisson, Professor of History of Ideas, Uppsala University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, October 14th, 2004

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar

Lecturer: Petteri Pietikäinen, PhD in History, University of Helsinki, Finland. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November, 2004

Urban City Research Seminar: North Western Kungsholmen

Introduction to New Urbanism
LECTURER: Peter Elmlund, Urban City Research, Stockholm, Sweden. Royal Institute of Technology School of Architecture, Stockholm, January 18th, 2005

Local Economy and Urban Form
Peter Elmlund of Urban City Research presented the report “Local Economy and Urban Form” to The Swedish Urban Environment Council. The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, Stockholm, March 9th, 2005

Skyscrapers as a Solution to Housing Problems
LECTURER: Dick Urban Vestbro, Professor in Town Planning, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, April 14th, 2005

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar
LECTURER: Katarina Piuva, PhD, Stockholm University, Sweden. Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, May, 2005

Urban City Research Seminar: Is it Possible to Create a Sustainable System of Transportation in Our Cities?

Urban City Research Seminar: The Future of Stockholm

Urban City Research Seminar: New Architecture Trends in Europe
LECTURER: Hans Ibelings, Architecture Critic, Writer and Exhibition Organiser, the Netherlands. Royal Institute of Technology School of Architecture, Stockholm, December 20th, 2005
Swedish Seminars

2006

Urban City Research Seminar: The Future Education of Urban City Planning

Contributors: Johan Rådberg, Professor of Architecture, Lund University, Sweden, Peter Siöström, Architect and Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering, Lund University (LTH), Sweden, Kerstin Barup, Professor, Faculty of Engineering, Lund University (LTH), Sweden, Peter Elmlund, Project Leader, Urban City Research, Stockholm, Sweden, Gunilla Lindholm, Landscape Architect.


Axess Seminar: The Invisible Contract
Lecture by Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas at Lund University, Sweden. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, August 31st, 2006
Axess Seminar: Orientalism

**Lecturer:** Frank Dikötter, Professor of the Modern History of China, University of London, UK, Paul Hollander, Journalist and Political Writer, Professor Emeritus of Sociology at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, USA, Studio Engelsberg, Kungsholmsgatan 21, Stockholm, September, 2007

A Tribute to Linnaeus: Trädgårdsarkitekturen som tidsavtryck

*A tribute to Linnaeus. Garden architecture as Zeitgeist*

**Moderator:** Lotte Möller, Writer and Journalist, Sweden

**Lecturers:** John Brookes, Writer and Garden Designer, UK, Michael van Gessel, Landscape Architect, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Karin Berglund, Journalist and Writer, Sweden, Ulf Nordfjell, Landscape Architect, Sweden, Thorbjörn Andersson, Professor and Landscape Architect, Sweden, The House of Nobility (Riddarhuset), Stockholm, October 31st, 2007
Axess Seminar: The Future of Religion
PARTICIPANTS: Helle Klein, Priest, Swedish Church and Journalist, Stockholm, Sweden, Mats Svegfors, Governor, Västmanland County, Sweden, Werner Jeanrond, Professor of Divinity at the University of Glasgow, UK. Studio Engelsberg, Kungsholmsgatan 21, Stockholm, February 8th, 2008

On Russia after Putin
MODERATOR: Kristian Gerner, Professor of History, Lund University, Sweden
PARTICIPANTS: Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Sweden, Per Arne Bodin, Professor of Slavic Languages and Literature, Stockholm University, Sweden, Claes Ericson, former Member of Staff at the Swedish Embassy in Moscow, Russia. Studio Engelsberg, Kungsholmsgatan 21, Stockholm, March 14th, 2008

Axess Seminar: The Think Tanks are Taking Over
MODERATOR: Lennart Persson, Axess TV, Stockholm, Sweden
PARTICIPANTS: Maria Rankka, CEO, Timbro, Stockholm, Sweden, Boa Ruthström, Economist and Director of the Think Tank Agora, Sweden, Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden. Studio Engelsberg, Kungsholmsgatan 21, Stockholm April 9th, 2008

Kårhusockupationen och revolutionsåret 1968 – Student Union building occupation and the revolutionary year of 1968
The hearing was attended by 150 people and many of whom participated in the occupation 1968, and was broadcast direct on Axess TV.
MODERATORS: Niklas Ekdal, Writer and Political Editor, Dagens Nyheter, Annika Hagström, Journalist, TV host and Writer

Robert McKee Story-Seminar

LeCturer: Robert McKee, former Professor at USC, Author and Founder of “Story Seminars”, USA. Scandic Hotell, Aniaraplatser 8, Sollentuna, November 7th–9th, 2008
New Master Plan for Upplands Väsby
Peter Elmlund, Urban City Research and Architects/Planners
Torbjörn Einarsson, Arken and Kjell Forshed, Brunnberg & Forshed presented the new master plan for Upplands Väsby to the city and its citizens. Upplands Väsby, July, 2009

Farliga Figurationer – Varför är konstkritikerna upprörda?
Ett samtal om konst, kitsch och kritik – Dangerous figurativism – Why Are the Art Critics Upset? A Conversation About Art, Kitsch and Criticism


Mona Mourshed, McKinsey, in discussion with Minister of Education, Jan Björklund

Moderator: Per Bauhn, Writer and Professor of Philosophy at the University of Kalmar, Sweden

Lecturers: Martin Ingvar, Professor in Integrative Medicine at the Osher Centre for Integrative Medicine and active at the Department of Clinical Neuroscience, Sweden, Om hjärnan, Gunnar Ohrlander, Journalist and Writer, Sweden, Om vikten av goda lärare, Mats Öhlin, Headmaster, Sweden, Om
situationen i skolan idag, Jonas Frykman, Professor of European Ethnology at Lund University, Sweden, Om invandrarelever, Inger Enkvist, Professor of Spanish Languages at Lund University, Sweden, Om betydelsen av elevernas attityd till undervisning med exempel från Kalifornien. Studio Engelsberg, Kungsholmsgatan 21, Stockholm, September 17th, 2009

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft: Bergslagen i globaliseringens tidevarv – Bergslagen in the Era of Globalisation

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
LECTURERS: Bengt Johannisson, Professor, Linnaeus University, Växjö, Sweden, All Businesses Are Global, Pontus Braunerhjelm, Professor at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Managing Director, Swedish Entrepreneurship, Forum, Sweden, Tillväxtens drivkrafter, Inga Aflaki, Doctoral Student, Jönköping International Business School, Sweden, Lärdomar från ett postsovjetiskt transitionskontext, Monica Johansson, PhD, Research Fellow, ESOL (Entrepreneurship, Strategy, Organisation and Leadership), Jönköping International Business School, Sweden, Politiska intentioner och lösningar för småföretagare Britt-Louise von Bergmann-Winberg, Professor, Department of Social Sciences, Mid Sweden University, Sundsvall, Sweden, Ingenting är omöjligt, det tar bara lite längre tid! Benny Hjern, Professor of Political Science, Jönköping International Business School, Sweden, Från järnbur till amöba, Thage G. Peterson, former Swedish Minister of Defence and Speaker of the Parliament, Sweden, Avsaknaden av regionalpolitiskt ansvar, Peter Backa, Member of Staff at Svensk Byaservice, Vasa, Finland, Governance – alla tillsammans, Mikael Genberg, Artist, Västerås, Sweden, Ett hus på månen, Lars Asplund, Professor at The Division of Intelligent Future Technologies, Mälardalen University, Västerås, Sweden, Robotiken: den tredje industriella revolutionen, Kjell A. Nordström, Dr. of Economy, Stockholm School of Economics, Writer and Public Speaker, Sweden, Från rätts­haverist och skattesmitare till vår tids hopp. Engelsberg Manor, November 5th, 2009
SWEDISH SEMINARS

Urban City Research Seminar: Urban Green and Urban Form.
Future Issues on Sustainable Urbanities

MODERATOR: Peter Elmlund, Project Leader, Stockholm
**From Iron to (h)Steel Power: New Parties and Protest Parties**

**Moderator:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden


**Kalla kriget: Kampen om själarna – The Cold War Seminar: The Struggle for Minds and Souls**

**Lecturers:** Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Sweden. *Kalla kriget och det nordiska perspektivet*. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, March 9th, 2010

**Kalla kriget: Kampen om själarna – The Cold War Seminar: The Struggle for Minds and Souls**

Visionen om Stockholm som Promenadstad. Om moderaternas syn på framtidens Stockholm

Lecturer: Kristina Alvendal, Vice Mayor of Stockholm, Responsibilities: City Planning and Real Estate, Stockholm, Sweden, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, March 25th, 2010

Kalla krigetseminarium: Kampen om själarna – The Cold War Seminar: The Struggle for Souls


Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraf: Climategate och hotet mot isbjörnarna – Climategate and the Threat to the Polar Bears

Moderator: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning Sweden

Lecturers: Niklas Ekdal, Freelance Journalist, Writer, Stockholm, Klimatfrågan i våra huvuden, Ulf Danielsson, Professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Uppsala University, Sweden, Det räcker inte med att lyssna till vetenskapen – man måste förstå vad den säger också, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Sweden, Vårt behov av undergång, Johan Rockström, Professor, Stockholm University, Sweden, Klimatkris, ekosystemkris och utvecklingskris i samverkan, Peter Stilbs, Professor of Physical Chemistry at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden, Voodoo Science – hur man förvandlar 100 procent vetenskaplig osäkerhet till 90 procent politisk sannolikhet, Markku Rummukainen, Professor, SMHI, Programme Director, Mistra-SWECIA, Sweden, Densken-vetenskapliga klimatdebatten, Maggie Thauersköld Crusell, Economist, Writer and Founder of the blog “The Climate Scam”, Sweden, Bort med koldioxidfokuseringen och fram för en

**Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraftseminarium: Välfärdsstatens framtid – The Future of the Welfare State**

**Moderator:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden.


**Urban City Research Seminar: Norra station. Ett expertseminarium om Stockholms utbyggnad**

**Moderator:** Monica Andersson, PhD in Political Science, Stockholm, Sweden

**Lecturers:** Peter Elmlund, Project Leader, Urban City Research, Stockholm, Sweden, Aleksander Wolodarski, Archi-
Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft: Framtidens arbetsmarknad
– The Labour Market of the Future

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning Sweden


Axess Seminar: Vem behöver kultursidorna? – Axess Seminar: Who Needs the Arts Pages?

MODERATOR: Peter Luthersson, Associated Professor, Publisher at Atlantis, Stockholm, Sweden.

Från järnbrook till (h)järnkraftseminarium: IT och rymden
– IT and Space

Moderator: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
**SWEDISH SEMINARS**

**2011**

*Greklands ekonomiska situation – Greece’s Economic Situation*

**LECTURERS:** Aliki Hadji, Greece’s Ambassador to Sweden, Andreas Hatzigeorgiou, international trade economist, Stockholm, Sweden, and Vassilios Vlachos, PhD in Economics, Sweden. January 12th, Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm


**SPEAKER:** Regina Kevius, City Planning and sports commissioner in Stockholm, Sweden February 1st. Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm

*Frukostseminarium – Den rumsrena extremismen (Breakfast Seminar – Extremism)*

**MODERATOR:** Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief Axess

**LECTURERS:** Karin Olsson, Culture Editor (Expressen), and Torbjörn Elensky, Author. Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm, February 6th, 2011.

*Hvad vilja Socialdemokraterna 2011 – What Do the Social Democrats Want in 2011?*

**MODERATOR:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

**LECTURERS:** Ilija Batljan, Councillor of Stockholm County, former Mayor of Nynäshamn, Kajsa Borgnäs, Chairman of the debate for global analysis of the Social Democrats’ Crisis Commission, Mikael Damberg, MP (S), Kjell Olof Feldt, former Minister of Finance, Author, Jytte Gutenberg, President of the SSU, Johan Hakelius, Writer, Morgan Johansson, Chairman of the Social Democrats’ Crisis Commission, Urban Lundberg, Historian and Researcher at the Institute for Future Studies, Tommy Möller, Professor of Political Science at Stockholm University, Veronica Palm, MP (S), Chairman of the Stockholm Workers’ Council, Karin Pettersson, Political Editor, *Aftonbladet*, Björn Rosengren, Adviser to Kinnevik, former Minister of Trade, and Chairman of the TCO. Engelsberg Manor, February 9th, 2011
SWEDISH SEMINARS

Markus Uvell – Timbro’s Vision of the Future

Speaker: Markus Uvell, President of Timbro, Sweden, February 14th. Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm.

Frukostseminarium – Blir vi verkligen smartare? Ett samtal om intellekt, intelligens och internet – Breakfast seminar – Are We Really Getting Smarter? A Conversation About Intellect, Intelligence, and the Internet

Moderator: Johan Lundberg, chief editor, Axess
Lecturers: Johan Norberg, Liberal Commentator and Author, Inger Enkvist, Professor at Lund University. Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm, March 10th, 2011

Frukostseminarium – Den marknadsförda människan – Breakfast seminar – The Marketed Human

Moderator: Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief, Axess
Lecturers: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden and Niklas Ekdal, Author. Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm, April 12th, 2011.

Bortom Multikulti – Beyond Multikulti

Moderator: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
Lecturers: Adam Cwejman, Chair of the Liberal Youth League (LUF), Mångfald på gemensam grund, Nima Dervish, Commentator, Integrationens fallgropar, Torbjörn Elensky, Author, Monokultur, mångkultur, världskultur – en fråga om gränser, Dick Erixon, Liberal Commentator and Blogger, Priset för att sjunga med änglarna, Johan Ingerö, Liberal Commentator, När invandring reducerades till välgörenhet, Sara Mohammad, Head of the National Association Never Forget Pela and Fadime, and Director of Training for the Project Married Against Their Will, Integrationspolitikens Janusansikte – Hedersmord i Sverige, Andreas Johansson Heinö, PhD in Political Science at Gothenburg University and Author of the Report ‘Integration or assimilation?’ Vi har aldrig varit mångkulturella, Paulina Neuding, Editor-in-Chief, Neo magazine, Bortom immigrationismen, Svante Nordin,
Den nya borgerligheten – The New Swedish Centre-Right Politics

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

LECTURERS: PJ Anders Linder, Political Editor-in-Chief at Svenska Dagbladet, Det nya borgerliga uppdraget, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, En postborgerlig borgerlighet? Anders Edwardsson, Freelance Journalist, Uppsala, Sweden, Spara eller slösa? Budgetöverskottet – historisk vägvalsmöjlighet, Stig-Björn Ljunggren, Political Scientist and Columnist, Den nya borgerlighetens gamla problem, Jasenko Selimovic, Secretary of State, Sweden, Det borgerliga integrationsuppdraget i ett 20-årigt perspektiv, Johnny Munkhammar, MP, Moderaterna (Moderate Party), Writer and Blogger, Sweden, Världens bästa välfärd – bara möjlig med borgerliga idéer och reformer, Michael Arthursson, Party Secretary Centerpartiet (Centre Party), Faderligt förvaltande eller frihetligt förnyande, Malin Appelgren, Municipal commissioner Solna, Kristdemokraterna (Christian Democrats Sweden), Mindre stat, starkare samhälle, Fredrik Haage, Speechwriter to Health Minister Göran Hägglund, Kristdemokraterna (Christian Democrats), Kulturen, det ständiga borgerliga problemet, Janerik Larsson, Member of the Board, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson, Senior Vice President of the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, Stockholm, Sweden, Därför kan inte näringslivet lita på borgerligheten, Alice Teodorescu, Jurist, Founder of “En plats i himlen för kvinnor som hjälper varandra”, Uppvärdera meritokratin – möjliggör klassresan, Adam Cwejman, Chair of the Liberal Youth League (LUF), Sweden, Metapolitik: Den borgerliga identitetens problem, Kjell A Nordström, Dr. of Economy, Stockholm

*Frukostseminarium: Ju mer vi är tillsammans – Ett samtal om konsensus, åsiktspluralism och grindvakter – Breakfast Seminar: The More We Are Together: A Conversation About Consensus, Opinion Pluralism and Gatekeepers*

**Moderator:** Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief, Axess

**Lecturers:** Sakine Madon, Managing Editor of Newsmill, Björn Wiman, Cultural Editor of *Dagens Nyheter*. Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm, May 19th, 2011

*Den gröna rörelsen – The Green Movement*

**Moderator:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden


*Frukostseminarium – Socialdemokratins framtid – Breakfast Seminar – The Future of Social Democracy*

**Moderator:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.
Lecturers: Björn Rosengren, former Trade Minister, Henrik Berggren, Journalist and Historian, and Widar Andersson, Editor-in-Chief, Folkbladet. Jakobsbergsgatan, Stockholm, September 1st 2011

Extremism

Moderator: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
Lecturers: Dan Andersson, National Economist, former Chief Economist for the LO, Tolerans, ömsesidighet och gemenskap, Beatrice Ask (M), Justice Minister since 2006, Rättsväsendets insatser mot våldsbejakande extremism, Anders Danielsson, Director General of the Security Service (Säpo), Investigator in the Police Education Inquiry, Säkerhetspolisens perspektiv på extremism, Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Chairman of Swedish Pugwash, Iran och terrorism, Torbjörn Elensky, Author, Writer, Cultural Writer for DN, Om vad bör vi tiga? Anders Haag, Journalist for SvD, Author of the book, To Win a Faith and Lose Yourself about Life in Sects, Tolerans, ömsesidighet och gemenskap, Anna-Lena Lodenius, Journalist, Author and Lecturer, Främlingsfientlighet i vår tid, Johan Lundberg, Associate Professor, Editor-in-Chief at Axess magazine, Intellektuell extremism, Heléne Lölöw, associate professor of history, Uppsala University, Mänskligheten har aldrig producerat en dödligare version av sig själv än de som tror sig leda oss andra till lyckoriket, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Terrorismens idéhistoria, Birgitta Ohlsson (FP), Minister for Democracy and the EU, Regeringens arbete för att värna demokratin mot våldsbejakande extremism, Bo Wennstrom, Professor of Law, Director of the Centre for Police Research, Prevention eller repression? Ola Osterling, Head of Police Dialogue in Stockholm, Dialog med extremister. Avesta Manor, September 7th, 2011.


Moderator: John Chrispinsson, Journalist and Author.
Lecturers: Kristian Gerner, Professor of History, Lund

*Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft – Farväl till feminismen? – Farewell to Feminism?*

**Moderator:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

**Lecturers:** Bahareh Andersson, Human Rights Activist.
Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft, Den hotade publicistiken
– Publishing under threat

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
LECTURERS: Casten Almqvist, CEO, TV4-Gruppen, Vikten
av att återuppfinna sig själv, Lovisa Hamrin, CEO, Herenco Group, Värderingsledda tidningar – behövs de? Jan Helin, Editor in Chief, Aftonbladet, Digital optimism, Anders Lindberg, CEO, JKL, Oro eller lättnad? Medieutvecklingen ur makthavarnas perspektiv, Peter Luthersson, CEO, Atlantis Bokförlag. Former Cultural Affairs Director, Svenska Dagbladet, Kulturjournalistik i nyskepnad, Thomas Mattsson, Editor in Chief, Expressen, Kvällspressens framtid och behovet av sociala medier och mediekonvergensen, Marie Nilsson, CEO, Mediavision, Konsumenten härskar och söndrar – branschens utmaningar i ett nytt medielandskap, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas, University of Lund, Media: modernitetens hegemon. Den offentliga opinionen i idéhistoriskt perspektiv, Per Rydén, Professor of Literature, University of Lund, En historisk överblick, Mats Svegfors, CEO, Sveriges Radio, Medieormen ömsar skinn, Annie Wegelius, Programme Director, Sveriges Television, Behövs det public service i molnet, Peter Wolodarski, Political editor, Dagens Nyheter, Vem ska betala? Engelsberg Manor, February 1st, 2012

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft, Behovet av ledarskap
– The need for leadership

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
LECTURERS: Meeri Brandum Granqvist, PhD Political Science, Mid Sweden University, Politiskt entreprenörskap – innovativt ledarskap för utveckling, Henry Bäck, Professor Emeritus, Public Administration, University of Gothenburg, Den svenska borgmästaren – den politiska ledarens makt och institutionella ställning i kommunerna, Peter Elmlund, Project Leader, Urban City Research, Platser som förenar, Stig Henriksson, Municipal Commissioner (V), Fagersta Municipality, “Upphöjd till ledare” – då ska man se lite längre, Anders Knape, Chairman, Counties and Country Council, Politiskt ledarskap i förändring, Linda

Frukostseminarium: Den sexuella revolutionen – Breakfast Seminar: The Sexual Revolution

MODERATOR: Johan Lundberg, Editor-In-Chief, Axess Magazine


Bergslagen är inte enbart rock – Bergslagen is not only rock

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD Olsbenning, Sweden


Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft, Duger den svenska utbildningen i världskonkurrensen? – Is Swedish education good enough in the global competition?

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

LECTURERS: Jan Björklund, Minister of Education, Kunskap lyfter Sverige, Inger Enkvist, Professor, University of Lund, Om östasiatisk och amerikansk utbildning, Metta Fjelkner, Chairman,
Lärarnas Riksförbund (LR), Svensk skola i ett internationellt perspektiv, Dan Johansson, Chairman Finlands Svenska Lärarförbund, Finland, Avgör lärarna framtiden? Nils Karlson, Associate Professor, CEO, Ratio, Forskningsfabrik eller fri akademi? Tobias Krantz, Director of Education, Research & Innovation, Svenskt Näringsliv, Med Sverige på läktare, Hans Albin Larsson, Professor of History, School of Education and Communication (HLK), Klassisk bildning för vår tid, Roger Mörtvik, Policy Director, the Swedish Confederation for Professional Employees (TCO), Social sammanhållning är beroende av att skolan möjliggör klassresor, Kjell A Nordström, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Forskningens anatomi: Finns den? Thorsten Nybom, Professor, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, University of Örebro, Universiteten i ett historiskt och internationellt perspektiv. Engelsberg Manor, October 19th, 2012
Mot en ny drogpolitik – Towards a new drug policy

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

LECTURERS: Adam Cwejman, Writer and Liberal Commentator, Landet som hamnade på efterkälken i narkotikafrågan, Björn Fries, former Drug Policy Coordinator, The Swedish Government, Mindre ideologi och mera kunskap, Ted Goldberg, Professor of Sociology, University of Gävle, Sluta fred med narkotikan, Leif Grönblad, Researcher, Doctor of Medicine, Läkemedelsassisterad behandling eller heroin vid opioidberoende? Kjell A Nordström, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Narkotikapolitiken ur ett ekonomiskt perspektiv, Lars Oreland, Emeritus Professor of Pharmacology, University of Uppsala, Droger genom tiderna – ett medicinhistoriskt perspektiv. Bengt Svensson, Professor of Social Work, Malmö University, Tyvärr, det finns inga enkla narkotikapolitiska lösningar! Henrik Tham, Professor Emeritus of Criminology, Stockholm University, Sverige, narkotikafritt samhälle. Engelsberg Manor, January 31st, 2013

En vecka till – One more week

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

Tyskland inför framtiden – Germany facing the future

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
LECTURERS: Örjan Berner, Ambassador, Tyskland i Europa, Stefan Fölster, Head of the Reform Institute, Från sjuk man till Europas starka Frau – så släpptes Tysklands näringsliv loss, Mats Hultberg, CEO, Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Germany, Energiewende. En dyr möjlighet för Tyskland, Harald Kindermann, Ambassador of Germany, Germany in Europé, Marika Lagercrantz, Cultural Counsellor, Embassy of Sweden in Germany, Tyskland vänder sig om och för världen framåt. Berlin ångar! Jan Lewenhagen, Correspondent, Berlin, Dagens Nyheter, Tyskland mellan agendorna, Björn Meidal, Professor of Literature, Uppsala University, Kulturen och Tyskland, Jan Mosander, Journalist, Från eufori till eftertanke – och ett nytt Tyskland än en gång, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Tysk kultur, Cecilia Stegö Chilò, Tacka Adenauer för det, Kristoffer Tamson, Senior Consultant, Hallvarsson & Halvarson, Från Adenauer till Athen – vad kan framtiden lära av Tyskland? Engelsberg Manor, April 11th, 2013

Har Gud återupptått? – Is God resurrected?

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
LECTURERS: Cecilia Dalman Eck, Member of Parliament, Vice President, Swedish Social Democratic Party for Faith and Solidarity, En tredje ståndpunkt i det kalla kriget mellan sekularism och religion, Antoon Geels, Professor in the Psychology of Religion, Lund University, Hur är den religiösa upplevelsen psykologiskt sett möjlig? Anders Gerdmar, Associate Professor, Doctor of Theology, Uppsala University, Gud och religionsfrihet i det postkristna Sverige, Eli Göndör, PhD in Comparative Religion specialising in Islamology and the Middle East, Muslimska kvinnor i Israel – med ökad utbildning mot fördjupad religiositet, Gösta Hallonsten, Editor of the Swedish Theological Quarterly Journal, Professor of Systematic Theology, Lund
University, Religion är ingen privatsak – om tradition och erfarenhet, Andreas Johansson Heinö, Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science, Gothenburg University, Alltid privat, aldrig privat – om religion och politik i ett postsekulärt Sverige, Ulf Jonsson, Editor of Signum and Professor of Philosophy of Religion, Newman Institute, Jürgen Habermas – återuppståndelsens profet, Lotta Knutsson Bråkenhielm, Doctoral Student, Philosophy of Religion, Uppsala University, Dialogen mellan vetenskap och religion i det öppna samhället, Roland Poirier Martinsson, Author and Philosopher, Myten om det religiösa våldet, Torbjörn Tännsjö, Professor of Practical Philosophy, Stockholm University, Konsekvenser av Guds återkomst för den offentliga moralen, Bengt Westerberg, former Party Leader of Folkpartiet, Board Member Humanisterna, Sekulär stat förutsättning för religionsfrihet, Owe Wikström, Author and Professor Emeritus of Psychology of Religion, Uppsala University, Inget vet – om sökandets livshållning. Van der Nootska Palatset, Stockholm, October 17th, 2013

Integritet – Integrity

MÖDÉRATÖR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

Swedish Seminars

2014

Museums of the world: Livrustkammaren och kungars legitimitet – The royal armory and the legitimacy of kings


Från idyll till idéer – From idyll to ideas

Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lecturers: Widar Andersson, Editor in Chief, Folkbladet, Ge slumpe en chans, Adam Cwejman, Party board member, Folkpartiet, Politiker ska stå för idéer, Niklas Ekdal, Journalist, author, Analys och reflektion, Maria Eriksson, Editor in Chief, Svensk Tidskrift, Bortom välfärdsstaten, Marika Formgren, Journalist, Bygg samhället nedifrån, Magnus Henrekson, Professor of Economics and CEO, Institute of Industrial Economics, Utanförskapet kräver nya idéer, Carl Melin, PhD, director of public opinion analysis, United Minds, Vad tänker socialdemokratin i morgon? Tommy Möller, Professor, Political Science, University of Stockholm, Ideologier i hemlöshet, Mauricio Rojas, former Member of Parliament and Associate Professor of Economic History, Lund University, Socialismens återkomst, Peter Santesson, PhD, Director of public opinion analysis, Demoskop, Vilka idéer döljer sig i opinionen? Engelsberg Manor, February 6th, 2014

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy


Lunchseminarium: Går staten att styra? – Lunch Seminar:
Is it possible to govern the state?

Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lecturers: Mats Svegfors, government investigator,
publicist and former governor, HG Wessberg, Secretary of State in the Prime Minister’s Office 2007–2010, a new member of the European Court of Auditors. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsgatan 2, Stockholm, March 7th, 2014

Äganderätt – The right to ownership

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden
LECTURERS: Lars-Erik Forsgårdh, Chairman, the Swedish Academy of Board Directors, Sweden, StyrelseAkademiens syn på kvotering, Harry Frank, Board member, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Äganderätt och vindkraft, Li Jansson, Labour Economist, Almega, Kvotering – finns det ett pris? Nils Karlson, CEO, Ratio, Äganderätt, frihet och värdighet, Jan Rejdnell, Liberal Commentator, Äganderätt och strandskydd, Jens Spendrup, Chairman of the Board, Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, Vikten av privat ägande, Emil Uddhammar, Professor, Political Science, Linnaeus University, Äganderätten, makten och härligheten, Gunnar Wiktorsson, Master of Engineering, Äganderätt och allemansrätt, Karin Åhman, Professor of Public Law, Uppsala University, Det konstitutionella skyddet för äganderätten och kvotering till bolagsstyrelser. Engelsberg Manor, April 3rd, 2014

Arvet efter 68 – The legacy of ’68. A research project

PARTICIPANTS David Andersson, Editor, Axess Magazine, Lennart Berntson, Senior Lecturer in History, Roskilde University, Charlotte Brylla, PhD, Author, Stockholm University, Sara Cederberg, Researcher, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Åbo Akademi University, Inger Enkvist, Professor of Spanish Languages, Lund University, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Johan Sundeen, PhD and Senior Lecturer, University of Borås, Ingrid Wållgren, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Gunnar Åselius, PhD, Professor, Swedish National Defence College. Engelsberg Manor, April 23rd, 2014
SWEDISH SEMINARS

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy

Participants: Kurt Almqvist, Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar. Engelsberg Manor, May 7th, 2014

Axess seminarium: Kunskapens auktoritet – Axess seminar: The Authority of Knowledge

Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lecturers: Peter Luthersson and Tobias Krantz. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, May 23rd, 2014

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy


Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy


Big Picture 2014

Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lecturers: Annika Nordgren Christensen, Defence and Security Analyst, Marika Formgren Journalist, Stefan Fölster, Head of the Reform Institute, Lars Haikola, former University Chancellor, Mats Kinnwall, Chief analyst, Blue Institute, Peter Santesson, Director of Public Opinion Analysis, Demoskop, Johan Wiktorin CEO, Brqthrough. Engelsberg Manor, August 26th, 2014
**Lunchseminarium: I krigets skugga – Lunch seminar:**

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

**Lecturer:** Johan Wiktorin, CEO, Brqthrough. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, September 19th, 2014

**Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy**

**Participants:** Kurt Almqvist, Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. Engelsberg Manor, October 8th, 2014

**Diagnoser 2014 – Diagnoses**

**Moderator:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

Lunchseminarium: Kommunism i dag? – Lunch Seminar: Communism today?

MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing


Offentliga och privata museer i Sverige: Traditioner och visioner – Public and private museums in Sweden: Traditions and visions

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

LECTURERS: Olov Amelin, Museum Director, Nobel museum, Kulturellt alibi eller altruistisk kulturgärning – privat-finansiering av museiverksamhet, Stefan Bohman, Cultural Heritage Consultant, former Museum Director of Strindbergs-museet, Museer, nationer och idén om en nationell kultur, en nygammal fråga, Hans Henrik Brummer, former Superintendent of Nationalmuseum och Waldemarsudde, Zorngården i Mora och Prins Eugens villa på Djurgården – platser för folkbildning eller enbart attraktioner? Kerstin Brunnberg, Journalist and Chairman of the Board of the Swedish Arts Council, Vardagens mellanrum för vetgirighet och upplevelse där det förflutna möter nutiden, Martin Gustavsson, Associate Professor of Economic History, Stockholm University, Organiseringen och finansieringen av statliga konstmuseer, 1938–2008, Dick Harrison, Professor, Department of History, Lund University, Hobby, vetenskap eller mani? Om samlandets historia, Dan Karlholm, Professor of Art History, the School of Culture and Education, Södertörn University, Svenska konstmuseer under 150 år eller vad är nu, egentligen ett konstmuseum? Lars-Erik Lappalainen Hjerström, Art Critic and Philosopher, Museets passiva skapande, Christina Mattsson, Director, Nordiska Museet, Nordiska museet, en stiftelse med statliga bidrag, Fredrik Svanberg, Associate Professor of Archaeology and Head of Research, National Historical Museums, Nya samhällsförändringars påverkan på museernas roll, Per Widén, Lecturer, Department of Art History, Uppsala University, Behovet av att upprätta ett statligt konstmuseum. Engelsberg Manor, November 6th, 2014
SWEDISH SEMINARS

Arvet efter 68 – The legacy of ’68. A research project

Participants: David Andersson, Editor, Axess Magazine, Lennart Berntson, Senior Lecturer in History, Roskilde University, Charlotta Brylla, PhD, Author, Stockholm University, Sara Cederberg, Researcher, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Åbo Akademi University, Inger Enkvist, Professor of Spanish Languages, Lund University, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Johan Sundeen, PhD and Senior Lecturer, University of Borås, Ingrid Wållgren, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Gunnar Åselius. PhD, Professor, Swedish National Defence College. Engelsberg Manor, November 20th, 2014

Lunchseminarium: Vilka är de nya SD-väljarna?
– Lunch Seminar: Who are the new Sweden Democrat voters?

Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lecturer: Peter Santesson, PhD, Director of Public Opinion Analysis, Demoskop. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, November 21st, 2014

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy


Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lunchseminarium: Venezuela mot avgrunden – Lunch seminar: Venezuela towards the abyss

MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

LECTURER: Mauricio Rojas, Politician, Author and Associate Professor of Economic History. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, January 30th, 2015

Medieseminariet 2015 – Media Seminar 2015

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, Sweden

**Lunchseminarium:** Vi har ju ingen lokal – polis – Lunch seminar: 
Where are the local police?

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

**Lecturer:** Krister Thelin, former Judge, International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, Scania Court of Appeal. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, February 20th, 2015

**Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy**


**Högskola med växtvärk – Growing pains in higher education**

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

**Lectures:** Magnus Henrekson, Professor, Research Institute of Industrial Economics (Institutet för Näringslivsforskning), Höj kvaliteten i varje led, Gunnar Karlsson, Professor, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Högre utbildning – men inte på universitetet, Tobias Krantz, Director of Education, Research and Innovation, Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, Arbetsgivarnas drömsstudenter, Christopher Lagerqvist, Doctor of Philosophy, Gothenburgs University, Vi kan mycket bättre!, Leif Lewin, Professor of Political Science, Utan forskning ingen utbildning, Ebba Lisberg Jensen, Associate Professor of Human Ecology at Urban Studies, Malmö University, När studenterna inte kan skriva, Peter Luthersson, Associate Professor of Comparative Literature, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnsons Foundation, Fria universitetet, Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lunds University, Efter 68. Studentpolitik och akademisk kultur, Sylvia Schwaag Serger, VINNOVA, Lunds University, Att lära av de bästa, Gunnar Wetterberg, Historian and Writer, Högre
Arvet efter 68 – The legacy of ’68. A research project

Participants: David Andersson, Editor, Axess Magazine, Lennart Berntson, Senior Lecturer in History, Roskilde University, Charlotta Brylla, PhD, Author, Stockholm University, Inger Enkvist, Professor of Spanish Languages, Lund University, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Johan Sundeen, PhD and Senior Lecturer, University of Borás, Ingrid Wållgren, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Gunnar Åselius. PhD, Professor, Swedish Defence University. Engelsberg Manor, April 23rd, 2015

Lunchseminarium: Individ, stat och klan – Lunch seminar: Individual, state, clan

Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lecturer: Mark S. Weiner, Writer, Professor of Law, Rutgers University School of Law, USA. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, May 29th, 2015

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy


Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy

Big Picture 2015
Axess and Foundation seminar.

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing


Medelhavsinstitutens betydelse för svensk humaniora –
The importance of the Mediterranean institutes to the Swedish humanities

**Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom, Journalist

**Lecturers:** Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, *Why humanities? Humanities and studies of the antique in Sweden*. Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation, *Why humanities? The greatness and the misery of the humanities*. Gunnel Ekroth, Professor at Uppsala University and Vice Chairman of Swedish Institute at Athens, *Swedish humanities in other nations: One institution by the Mediterranean – or why not three?* Kristian Göransson, PhD, Director, The Swedish Institute at Rome, *Swedish humanities in other nations: The Swedish institute in Rome: a presentation*, Johan Mårtelius, Professor, Director, Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul, *Swedish humanities in other nations: SFII at the Golden Hornet, a unique Swedish research environment*, Arto Penttinen, Director, Swedish Institute at
**SWEDISH SEMINARS**


**Lunchseminarium: Vad händer i Kina? – Lunch seminar: What is happening in China?**

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO, of Axess Publishing

**Lecturer:** Kristina Sandklef, Swedish China Economist. Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, September 18th, 2015

**Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy**

**Participants:** Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. Engelsberg Manor, October 7th, 2015
Sverige och Finland – Sweden and Finland

MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning


Från krig till fred till krig – From war to peace to war

MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing

LECTURERS: Johanne Hildebrandt, Author, Visiting Professor, Karlstad University, Svenska soldater i Afghanistan – bortglömda, förtalade och beskjutna, Mikael Holmström, Journalist, Security Correspondent, Dagens Nyheter, Sveriges osäkra säkerhetspolitik efter Pragkuppen 1948 och Krimkuppen 2014, Martin Härstedt, Professor, Umeå University, Fyra fästningar – svensk försvarsdoktrin och utrikespolitiskt agerande under 1800-talet, Åsa Karlsson, PhD, Editor-in-Chief, The Dictionary of Swedish National Biography, the National Archives of Sweden (Riksarkivet), En kung i rök och damm – Karl XII och kriget, Karlis
SWEDISH SEMINARS

Neretnieks, Major General, the Royal Swedish Academy of War Science, Totalförvar då och nu, Niclas Sennerteg, Journalist, Borås Tidning, Svensk neutralitet under två världskrig – kontinuitet och mönster, Fredrik Thisner, PhD, Senior Lecturer, Swedish Defence University, Blod, skatter och byråkrati – perspektiv på den tidigmodernas statens framväxt, Lennart Westberg, Military Historical Author, the Swedish Police, De oneutrala svenskarna – svenska krigsfrivilliga och deras motivbilder under perioden 1914–2015, Gunnar Åselius, Professor, Swedish Defence University, Kriget som politiskt instrument – den svenska erfarenheten. Engelsberg Manor, November 18th, 2015

Lunchseminarium: Socialdemokraterna och migrantkrisen
– Lunch seminar: The Social Democrats and the Migrant Crisis
  MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief and CEO of Axess Publishing
  LECTURER: Widar Andersson, Editor in Chief and CEO, Folkbladet, Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, November 20th, 2015

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy

Arvet efter 68 – The legacy of ’68. A research project
  PARTICIPANTS: David Andersson, Editor, Axess Magazine, Lennart Berntson, Senior Lecturer in History, Roskilde University, Sara Cederberg, Researcher, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Åbo Akademi University, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Johan Sundeen, PhD and Senior Lecturer, University of Borås, Ingrid Wållgren, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Gunnar Åselius, PhD, Professor, Swedish Defence University. Engelsberg Manor, November 26th, 2015

209
Lunchseminarium: Nationalism: håller ihop och drar isär
– Lunch seminar: Nationalism: keeps it together and pulls apart
MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing

Lunchseminarium: Den moraliska stormakten – Lunch seminar: The Moral Superpower
MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy

Arvet efter 68 – The legacy of ’68. A research project
PARTICIPANTS: David Andersson, Editor, Axess Magazine, Lennart Berntson, Senior Lecturer in History, Roskilde University, Charlotta Brylla, PhD, Author, Stockholm University, Sara Cederberg, Researcher, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Åbo Akademi University, Inger Enkvist, Professor Emerita of Spanish Languages, Lund University, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Johan Sundeen, PhD and Senior Lecturer, University of Borås, Ingrid Wållgren, Master of History of Science and Ideas, Doctorial Student, Lund University. Engelsberg Manor, April 12th, 2016
**Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy**

**PARTICIPANTS:** Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. Engelsberg Manor, April 13th, 2016

**Lunchseminarium: Vart har staten tagit vägen? – Lunch seminar: Where Has the State Gone?**

**MODERATOR:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing

**LECTURERS:** Anna Dahlberg, Political Editor, Expressen, Patrik Oksanen, Political Editor, Hudiksvalls Tidning. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, April 15th, 2016

**Lunchseminarium: Brexit eller Bremain? – Lunch seminar: Brexit or Bremain?**

**MODERATOR:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing


**Kapitalismens betydelse för Sveriges samhälls- och välståndsutveckling 1850–2016 – The Importance of Capitalism for Sweden’s Society and Welfare Development 1850–2016**

**MODERATOR:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing, Sweden

Author and Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, *Vilka utmaningar står kapitalism och marknads- ekonomi inför i Sverige?* Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, May 26th, 2016

*Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy*

**Participants:** Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. Engelsberg Manor, June 8th, 2016

*Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy*

**Participants:** Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. Engelsberg Manor, August 22nd, 2016

*Big Picture 2016*
Axess and Foundation seminar.

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing


*Lunchseminarium: Kampen om den indiska nationen – Lunch seminar: The Struggle of the Indian Nation*

**Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing
Lecturer: Ulla Gudmundson, Author and Diplomat. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, September 16th, 2016

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy

Museerna – klarar staten av sitt uppdrag? Museums – Can the State Manage its Mission?
Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing
Lecturers: Johan Hakelius, Editor in Chief, Fokus, Att uppföstra historien, Cecilia Lindqvist, Sinologist, Ett kulturmord i vardande, Jan Romgard, Researcher, Department of Asian, Middle Eastern and Turkish Studies, Stockholm University, Varför är det viktigt att ha en levande forskning på museerna?, Kristina Sandklef, Expert on China, Sandklef Asia Insights, Museets betydelse för kulturdiplomati. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, October 26th, 2016

Lunchseminarium: Vad har kampanjerna gjort med USA?
– Lunch seminar: What have campaigns done to the United States?
Moderator: PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing
Lecturer: Lars Trägårdh, Professor of History, Ersta Sköndal University College. Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm, November 11th, 2016

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy
**SWEDISH SEMINARS**

*Bergslagen*

**MODERATOR:** Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning  
**LECTURERS:** Kurt Almqvist, President, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Håkan Boström, PhD, Uppsala University, Freelance Writer and Columnist at Göteborgs-Posten, Carl-Magnus Gagge, Head of Västmanland County Museum, Jan af Geijerstam, PhD, Writer and Researcher, Maths Isacson, Professor of Economic History, Uppsala University, Anders Johnson, Writer and Author, Skriftstället i Vasastan, Jonas Larsson, Director of Environmental Affairs, SSAB, Jens Spendrup, Former CEO and Chairman, Spendrups Bryggeri, Mia Spendrup, CEO, Loka Brunn. Engelsberg Ironworks, November 24th, 2016
The Great Non-Fiction Book Prize

* 

The Great Swedish Non-Fiction Book Prize rewards the best Swedish non-fiction book every year. The prize is 125 000 Swedish kronor

The Great Non-Fiction Book Prize 2011 was won by Professor Svante Nordin for Filosoferna. Det västerländska tänkandet sedan år 1900. Engelsberg studios, Stockholm, December 5th, 2011


The Great Non-Fiction Book Prize 2013, was won by Carl-Johan Malmberg for Stjärnan i foten – dikt och bild, bok och tanke hos William Blake. Skeppsbron 44, Stockholm, December 4th, 2013

The Great Non-Fiction Book Prize 2014, was won by Susann Silfverstolpe for Silvergåvor från Sveriges regenter till Rysslands tsarer under 1600-talet. Grand Hôtel, Stockholm, December 4th, 2014
THE GREAT NON-FICTION BOOK PRIZE


THE GREAT NON-FICTION BOOK PRIZE 2016, was won by Max Engman for *Språkfrågan*. Medelhavsmuseet, Stockholm, December 7th, 2016
Summer Academy

* 

2013


The course took place June 16th–20th at Engelsberg Manor.

MODERATORS: Mattias Hessérus, PhD Candidate, Department of History, Uppsala University, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, former Publisher and CEO at Bokförlaget Atlantis, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden

GUEST LECTURERS: Philip Bobbitt, Herbert Wechsler Professor of Federal Jurisprudence and the Director of the Center for National Security at Columbia University, USA, Rolf Ekéus, former Ambassador to the US, Ambassador to the Conference on Disarmament & Director of United Nations Special Commission on Iraq, Sweden, Jonathan Israel, Professor of Modern History at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, USA, Richard Miles, Senior Lecturer in Classics, University of Sydney, Australia, Rita Wright, Anthropological Archaeologist and Professor of Anthropology at New York University, USA.

LECTURERS: Johan Tralau, Associate Professor, Uppsala University, Sweden, Klas-Göran Karlsson, Lecturer, Department of History, Lund University, Sweden, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas at Lund University, Sweden, Michael Mehaffy, Consultant, Researcher, Educator
and Author in Urban Development Innovations, USA, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, former Publisher and CEO at Bokförlaget Atlantis, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden.

2014

Religion – en historiskt verkande kraft. Religion – as a Historical Force
The course took place June 15th–19th at Engelsberg Manor.

Moderators: Mattias Hessérus, PhD Candidate, Department of History, Uppsala University,Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, former Publisher and CEO at Bokförlaget Atlantis, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden

Guest Lecturers: Jessica Fraizer, Fellow, the Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies, UK, Simon May, Professor of Philosophy, King’s College London, UK, Richard Miles, Associate Professor, Department of Classics and Ancient History, University of Sydney, Australia, William O’Reilly, University Lecturer, Faculty of History, University of Cambridge, UK, AN Wilson, Writer, UK

Lecturers: Johan Mårtelius, Professor, Director, Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul, Sweden/Turkey, Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Sweden, Kim Salomon, Professor of History, Lund University, Sweden, Johan Stenström, Professor of Comparative Literature, Lund University, Sweden, Johan Tralau, Associate Professor, Uppsala University, Sweden.

2015

Krig – dess upphov och konsekvenser för samhällsutvecklingen. War – Its Cause and Consequences for the Development of Society
The course took place June 14th to 18th at Engelsberg Manor.

Moderators: Mattias Hessérus, PhD Candidate, Department of History, Uppsala University, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature,
SUMMER ACADEMY

former Publisher and CEO at Bokförlaget Atlantis, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden

GUEST LECTURERS: Christopher Coker, Professor of International Relations, London School of Economics, UK, Gregory Feifer, Author, USA, Elisabeth Kendall, Senior Research Fellow in Arabic, University of Oxford, UK

LECTURERS: Kerstin Barup, Professor, The Faculty of Engineering at Lund University (LTH), Royal Institute of Art Stockholm, Sweden, Kim Salomon, Professor of History, Lund University, Sweden, Johan Stenström, Professor of Comparative Literature, Lund University, Sweden, Johan Tralau, Associate Professor, Uppsala University, Sweden, Gunnar Åselius, Professor of Military History, Swedish Defence University.

2016

Geopolitik – dess återkomst. Geopolitics – Its return
The course took place June 12th to 16th at Engelsberg Manor.

MODERATORS: Mattias Hessérus, PhD Candidate, Department of History, Uppsala University, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden, Peter Luthersson, PhD in Literature, former Publisher and CEO at Bokförlaget Atlantis, Ax:son Johnson Foundation, Stockholm, Sweden

GUEST LECTURERS: Elisabeth Kendall, Senior Research Fellow in Arabic, University of Oxford, UK, Lincoln Paine, Maritime Historian, USA, Charly Salonius-Pasternak, Senior Research Fellow, Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Finland, Barry Strauss, Professor of History, Cornell University, USA

LECTURERS: Svante Nordin, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Ideas, Lund University, Sweden, Kim Salomon, Professor of History, Lund University, Sweden, Johan Stenström, Professor of Comparative Literature, Lund University, Sweden, Johan Tralau, Associate Professor, Uppsala University, Sweden
Axess Magazine

Axess Magazine, founded by the Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation for Public Benefit in February 2002, is based in Stockholm and devoted chiefly to the liberal arts and social sciences. Axess is the leading book review magazine in Sweden.

The magazine is committed, above all, to quality of thought and writing, but without being defined by a single perspective. The hallmark of Axess is the essay, characterised by a probing, investigative approach. The magazine is open to differing arguments and standpoints, driven by reason rather than polemic.

Axess unites academic culture and publishing culture creating a forum in which scholars in the social sciences, humanities and liberal arts can meet a wider public audience.

In its theme section, Axess allows different academic disciplines to focus upon central issues from various perspectives. Diverse viewpoints are illuminated and juxtaposed. Axess begins where discussions in most other media generally end and scrutinises them analytically and empirically. Axess also attaches great importance to the international range of its writers, and includes an extensive review section to cover the most important new non-fiction books being published worldwide.

March 2002 No. 1 Theme: Globalisation

A ball was set rolling: Sunil Khilnani wrote about India continuing to open up to the outside world and finding a new
image of its identity. Hernando de Soto wrote about the world’s poor being unable to convert their assets into capital. In an interview with Amartya Sen, he talked about our identities being manifold and impossible to capture in such categories as civilisations.

**APRIL 2002 NO. 2 THEME: THE GREYING SOCIETY**

We cannot scale down: Gunnar Wetterberg wrote about all the phases of life being prolonged – except for the working phase. We need to work longer, but in different ways. Karl-Olov Arnestberg wrote about the impossibility of scaling down in present-day society. Those who don’t stay young find their value exhausted. Merete Mazzarella wrote that to stay young is to stagnate. Coherent living and wisdom are possible, even in the fragmented world of today.

**MAY 2002 NO. 3 THEME: THE TRIPLE SOCIETY**

Drawing new boundaries on the computer screens: Lars Magnusson explained that a taboo in Swedish economic debate is about to be broken – national interest confronts the boundlessness of globalisation. Mats Benner wrote about Sweden being divided in three – metropolises of knowledge and certain branches of industry are growing stronger, other parts are on a downward slope. Orvar Löfgren wrote about the Öresund Bridge having become a barrier, all utopian dreams notwithstanding – but now the real history is beginning to be written.

**JUNE 2002 NO. 4 THEME: GENETICS AND INTEGRITY**

A dangerous shortcut to the future: in an interview with the German philosopher Robert Spaemann, he warned that the cannibalism of genetics can lead to a new and hazardous view of humanity. Ludvig Beckman wrote that political answers are needed to the ethical questions of genetics. The state must begin to act. Lynn Åkesson asked who owns our genes. Violating the integrity of the individual can be the same as violating the human race.
SEPTEMBER 2002 NO. 5 THEME: WAR IN PEACE

The fronts have vanished: Martin van Creveld wrote of terror as the face of the new warfare. In an era of terrorist outrages, the distinction between military and civilian is being lost. Lars Nicander wrote of how, in the war of information, the boundaries between peace, crisis and war are obliterated. Policing and military activity cannot be separated. Caroline Holmqvist wrote about how military assignments on contract turn war, formerly the concern of states, into a market commodity.

OCTOBER 2002 NO. 6 THEME: STOICISM

Controlling oneself or being controlled: Eva-Carin Gerö wrote of how, by mastering extensive fields of knowledge, the Stoics found the way to self-control. Bo Lindberg wrote of how the Stoic attitude has provided inspiration and firmness in hard times throughout history. Karin Johannisson wrote that in contemporary society self-control has acquired a double meaning, leading to both deadlock and passion.

NOVEMBER 2002 NO. 7 THEME: EU OFF-BEAT

The European Union isn’t working in unison: Lars Magnusson wrote that the welfare system used to give the EU political legitimacy but now it lacks a sustaining idea for the future. Fritz W. Scharpf wrote that the EU’s rival models of welfare must be allowed to remain. It is in relation to the outside world that it should act of one accord. Nicholas Fraser wrote about anxious Europeans using the United States as a hate image. The fortress now under construction leads to constriction.

DECEMBER 2002 NO. 8 THEME: CO-OP CAPITALISM

Big participation gave little power. Eva Redhe, Karin Thorburn and Lena Torlegård warn that if owner power fails to materialise, the whole business sector risks losing credibility. Christina Garsten and Anna Hasselström wrote that in global money markets, local networks are decisive. Sofia Nerbrand wrote of the weakness of ownership, despite more and more
people owning shares. The Swede is a small saver and no capitalist.

**FEBRUARY 2003 NO. 1 THEME: AFRICA’S RENAISSANCE**

Innovation encountering tradition: *Patrick Chabal* wrote that the 1960s hopes of democracy and prosperity have not been fulfilled. An Africanisation of Africa is in progress. *Anders Carlsson* considered science and technology as important ingredients of South Africa’s vision of the future. The aim is an African renaissance. *Pernilla Ståhl* wrote that after the Rainbow Alliance’s election victory in Kenya put an end to dictatorship, the corruption of the old regime must be banished.

**MARCH 2003 NO. 2 THEME: AFTER THE CORPORATE GIANTS**

A new economic model for Sweden: *Mats Benner* wrote about the consequences of the big corporations being bought up by foreign countries and Sweden’s lack of a nursery for new talents. Denmark has never had any companies in the top division and therefore, *Klaus Nielsen* maintained, is better equipped for coping with economic change. In Sweden the hope is that a spate of SMEs will arise from the ashes of the big corporations, but a case study from Uppsala by *Alexandra Waluszewski* did little to corroborate the existence of any such phoenix vision.

**APRIL 2003 NO. 3 THEME: GENERATION SHIFT**

Security in sight: *Neil Howe* and *William Strauss* discussed how the American millennium generation is engineering a social security revolution. *Jürgen Zinnecke* wrote about consumption and loyalty to the system being the focus of attention for young people in Germany. *Kay Glans* wrote about Swedish youngsters as collective individualists, building their identity in the group.

**MAY 2003 NO. 4 THEME: POOR MIDDLE CLASS**

Grim outlook for the industrious: *Paul Krugman* considered how America’s hardworking middle class has lost its standing.
as wealth flows into the pockets of the few. Fredrik Bergström and Robert Gidehag wrote that honest toil is wretchedly rewarded in Sweden. It is impossible for people to improve their lot by working. In an interview, Ulrich Beck describes cosmopolitan commitment as the middle stratum’s only chance. That is how global capital can be challenged.

JUNE 2003 NO. 5 THEME: THE RESURRECTION OF TRUTH
The Soap of Truth is Slippery, but It Exists by Arne Jarrick
Revisionism is Next to Relativism by Sten Widmalm
Truth Exists, but the Question is How by Dag Prawitz

SEPTEMBER 2003 NO. 6 THEME: THE RENAISSANCE OF THE CITY STATE
Does Stockholm need Sweden? by Håkan Forsell, London
Limited by Paul Barker
Spaghetti Junctions by Lisa Irenius

OCTOBER 2003 NO. 7 THEME: THE DISORDER OF THINGS
The Value of Junk by Mats Burström
The Religion of Refuse by Lynn Åkesson
Fragments by Susanne Ewert and Lynn Åkesson

NOVEMBER 2003 NO. 8 THEME: SHADOW ECONOMY
Sweden’s Black Economy by Fredrik Bergström and Robert Gidehag
Learning to Love Black Labour by Karl-Olov Arnstberg
A Little Economy on the Side by Kay Glans and Sofia Nerbrand

DECEMBER 2003 NO. 9 THEME: VOTING BY SHOPPING
Shopping as Political Activity by Michele Micheletti
The Protest of the Individual by Adrienne Sörbom
The Dilemmas of Political Consumerism by Kay Glans and Sofia Nerbrand
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FEBRUARY 2004 NO. 1 THEME: THE FUTURE OF THE CITY IS HERE
Street Life by Peter Elmlund
The Curse of Sprawl by Karl-Olov Arnstberg
Renaissance of the Traditional City by Matthew Hardy

MARCH 2004 NO. 2 THEME: INDIA UNLEASHED
The Invention of the Hindu by Pankaj Mishra
Putting India to Work by Subhash Agrawal
India in the Balance by Sten Widmalm

APRIL 2004 NO. 3 THEME: THE CLUSTER ECONOMY
The State Can’t Make Clusters by Joakim Stymne
If You Try to Control Networks, They Die by Alexandra Waluszewski
The Fragility of Economic “Cluster” Theory by Lars Magnusson

MAY 2004 NO. 4 THEME: THE SWEDISH SCHOOL MUST CHANGE ITS COURSE
The Model of English Education by Inger Enkvist
Consigning History to the Past by Hans Albin Larsson
The Crisis in Maths by Olle Häggström

JUNE 2004 NO. 5 THEME: PRESS UNDER PRESSURE
A European Media Manifesto by John Lloyd
Who’s Watching the Watchdogs? by Olav Anders Øvrebø
The Responsibility of Average Citizens by Kay Glans

SEPTEMBER 2004 NO. 6 THEME: THE MARKET OF UNCERTAINTY
The Business of Security by Alyson Bailes
Crime Without Borders by Svante Cornell
Securing Information by Mats Bergström
AXESS MAGAZINE

OCTOBER 2004 NO. 7 THEME: TURKEY AT THE CROSSROADS
Turkey’s Modernity by Nathan Shachar
The Turkish Crossroads by Thomas Gür
Fears for Turkish Membership are Unfounded by Yalçın Akdogan

NOVEMBER 2004 NO. 8 THEME: THE RELUCTANT EMPIRE
Lessons from a Difficult War by Paul Berman
Who Oppresses Whom? by David Frum
Interview with Fareed Zakaria by Thomas Gür

DECEMBER 2004 NO. 9 THEME: THE FUTURE IS SO PASSÉ
Nostalgia for the Modern by Thomas Hylland Eriksen
After Paranoia by Carl Cassegård
End of the Future by Kay Glans

FEBRUARY 2005 NO. 1 THEME: PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
Family Business by Tian Sørhaug
The Comedy of Modern Manners by Karl-Olov Arnestberg
The Honour Culture by Unni Wikan

MARCH 2005 NO. 2 THEME: THE TWO CULTURES
Humanising Biology by Mats Benner
Cultural Beings vs. Natural Beings by Arne Jarrick
Interdisciplinary Crafts by Janken Myrdal

APRIL 2005 NO. 3 THEME: CHINESE PUZZLES
China’s Century? by Jonathan Fenby
Rural Revolutionaries by Johan Lagerkvist
Made in China by Erik Baark

MAY 2005 NO. 4 THEME: ETHNIC ECONOMY
The Migrant Economy by Steven Gold
The Vital Businesses of Immigrants by Peter Elmlund
The Sleep of Enterprise by Siv Ehn
JUNE 2005 NO. 5 THEME: SOCIAL CAPITAL
Social Capital is needed for Europe’s new National Identities by Kay Glans
Is Social Capital Declining? by Russell Hardin
The Importance of Networks and Trust in Healthcare by Karen S. Cook and Irena Stepanikova

SEPTEMBER 2005 NO. 6 THEME: THE PERSISTENT NATION
The Myth of National Decline by Anthony D. Smith
The New Social Patriotism by Lisa Irenius
How to be Swedish by Karl-Olov Arnstberg

OCTOBER 2005 NO. 7 THEME: THE BUSINESS OF SIZE
Corporate Romance by Vendeline von Bredow
Necessary Mergers by Pehr-Johan Norbäck and Lars Persson
Does Corporate Size Matter? by Staffan Canbäck

NOVEMBER 2005 NO. 8 THEME: ENLIGHTENMENT AND ITS DISCONTENTS
Enlightenment Revival by Stephen Eric Bronner
Free Thought by Per Bauhn
Godless States by Meera Nanda

DECEMBER 2005 NO. 9 THEME: LATENT PARTIES
After the Class Society by Paul Nolte
Politics of the Centre by Katarina Barrling Hermansson
Ending the Swedish Party by Kay Glans

FEBRUARY 2006 NO. 1 THEME: EMBRACING GLOBALISATION
Conquest by Labour by Meinhard Miegel
Sweden in the World by Gunnar Wetterberg
How to Benefit from Globalisation by Lars Magnusson
MARCH 2006 NO. 2 THEME: HOME FROM HOME
Sweden and the Other by Karl-Olov Arnstberg
The Brick Lane Test by John Eade
Veiled Meanings by Fataneh Farahani

APRIL 2006 NO. 3 THEME: SEX THROUGH THE AGES
Classical Urges by Eva-Carin Gerö
High Morals, Low Practice by Olle Ferm
The Nomad Libertines by Hans-Roland Johnsson

MAY 2006 NO. 4 THEME: LAW AND DISORDER
Merging Law and Politics by Ola Wiklund
Legal Means, Political Ends by Maria Bergström
The Great Legal Complexity of the World by Professor Mireille Delmas-Marty

JUNE 2006 NO. 5 THEME: THE END OF BIOGRAPHY
The Individual Against Theory by Alf W Johansson
Resuscitating the Author by Johan Svejdedal
Plotless Individualism by Birgitta Svensson

SEPTEMBER 2006 NO. 6 THEME: THE SWEDISH CONTRACT
Making Peace by Svante Nordin
A New Swedish Contract by Anders Lindberg and Anders Kempe
Consumer Expectations by Paula Blomqvist
Diversity Requires Unity by Mats Lundström
Male Sacrifice by Karin Eder-Ekman and Malena Rydell
Flexible Work by Göran Brulin and Jan Ottosson

OCTOBER 2006 NO. 7 THEME: THE USEFUL UNIVERSITY
American Values by Henrik Berggren
Short Term Growth by Alexandra Waluszewski
Rethinking Universities by Mats Benner
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NOVEMBER 2006 NO. 8 THEME: BETWEEN ANARCHY AND IMPERIALISM
Europe’s American Dream by David C. Hendrickson
The Brazilian Behemoth by Nathan Shachar
Indian Devolution by Sten Widmalm

DECEMBER 2006 NO. 9 THEME: THE LIMITS OF TOLERANCE
A Tale of Two Cities by Annika Ström Melin
European Soul by Annika Ström Melin

FEBRUARY 2007 NO. 1 THEME: THE PRESENT FUTURE
From Scenario to Action by Ulrika Björkstén
Flickering Futures by Svante Nordin
The Future’s Not What It Was by Karl-Olov Arntberg

MARCH 2007 NO. 2 THEME: HOW FREE ARE THE ARTS?
When Culture Becomes Politics by MarieLouise Samuelsson
State-sanctioned Subjectivity by Thomas Steinfeld
Intermediaries Shape Art by Nathalie Heinich

APRIL 2007 NO. 3 THEME: MIND WARS
The Battle for Our Psyches by Gunilla Eldh

MAY 2007 NO. 4 THEME: REALITY INVADES FICTION
Objects that Talk by Wolfram Schmidgen
Deceptive Autobiographies by Arne Melberg
A Second Chance of a Better Life by Patrik Ström and Mirko Ernkvist

JUNE 2007 NO. 5 THEME: THE CRISIS OF POSTMODERNISM
Intellectual Adolescence by Ophelia Benson and Jeremy Stagroom
Identity is not an Argument by Richard Wolin
Reclaiming the Real by Christofer Edling
SEPTEMBER 2007 NO. 6 THEME: ORIENTALISM/SAIDISM
Said Falsifies the Past by Robert Irwing
Tendentious Theory Blocks Our View by Ibn Warraq
Swedish Orientalism by Mohamed Omar

OCTOBER 2007 NO. 7 THEME: ANTI-AMERICANISM
Spengler’s Derision by Per Landin
The American Scapegoat by Paul Hollander
The West by the Rest by Avishai Margalit
Hating America by Nathan Shachar

NOVEMBER 2007 NO. 8 THEME: PUBLIC SERVICE
The Sveriges Television Dilemma by MarieLouise Samuelsson
The BBC Model by Jean Seaton
A State Education by Dick Harrison

DECEMBER 2007 NO. 9 THEME: GLOBAL RACISM
The Yellow Virtues by Frank Dikötter
Inverse Apartheid by Leif Norrman
Islam and the Jews by Jackie Jakubowski
Economies of Colour by Mats Lundahl
Skin, Hair and Race by Nathan Shachar

FEBRUARY 2008 NO. 1 THEME: THE RETURN OF RELIGION
At the Limits of Reason by Werner G Jeanrond
The Return of Religion by Roger Scruton
Religion and Public Reason: A contemporary debate by Richard Wolin
The New Atheism: Radical Unbelief by Ylva Herholz

MARCH 2008 NO. 2 THEME: THE THINK TANKS ARE TAKING OVER
Politics is Looking for New Ways by Johan Lundberg and Joakim Nilsson
When Politicians are Not Good Enough by Mats Wiklund
Civil Rights is Big Business by Mats Wiklund
Financiers Want to Direct Research by Mats Wiklund

The Evil Legacy of the 1960s by Lennart Berntsson
Not all Power is Evil by Per Bauhn
From Class Struggle to Cultural Struggle by Andrew Anthony
Left Turn, Right Turn by Nick Cohen

MAY 2008 NO. 4 THEME: THE MODERN CLAN SOCIETY
A Story of Revenge and Blood by Tomas Lappalainen
The Meaning of Virtual Life by Thomas Gür
When Trust Collapses by Bo Rothstein
Tribalism Damages Kenya by Leif Norrman
Violence for Violence’s Sake by Erling Bjurström

JUNE 2008 NO. 5 THEME: SCHOOL DUNCE
Educational Theorists have Destroyed the School by Inger Enkvist
The Rise and Fall of the Swedish School by Göran Hägg
Education Without a Liberal Education by Lars Anders Johansson

SEPTEMBER 2008 NO. 6 THEME: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
The Last and the First by Andrej Zorin
Mystique in the Service of Power by Per-Arne Bodin
Russia’s Choice of Paths is not Predestined by Disa Hästad
Teaching Soviet History by Arkady Ostrovsky

OCTOBER 2008 NO. 7 THEME: THE BEAUTY TABOO
The Aftermath of the Avant-garde by Roger Kimball
In Islamic Culture, Beauty is not Taboo by Mohamed Omar
Art’s Return to Passion by Merete Sanderhoff
The Flight From Beauty by Roger Scruton
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NOVEMBER 2008 NO. 8 THEME: TOWARDS A NEW WORLD ORDER
The Return of Geopolitics by Lennart Berntsson
Towards a New World Order by Robert Kagan
The Ultimate Cataclysm by Svante Nordin
The Return of Geopolitics by Niklas Ekdal

DECEMBER 2008 NO. 9 THEME: THE NEW NARROW-MINDEDNESS
In Praise of Folly by Inger Enkvist
Journalism Without Norms by John Lloyd
More Media, Less Reading by Mats Wiklund
Is Google Making Us Stupid? by Nicholas Carr

FEBRUARY 2009 NO. 1 THEME: NORMALITY SLANDERED
The Discreet Charm of the Middle Class by Per Svensson
Norm Breakers with New Norms by Susanne Dodillet
The Dream of Fitting In by Ann Heberlein

MARCH 2009 NO. 2 THEME: WHERE DID THE MONEY GO?
Wanted: Global Tightrope Artists by Niklas Ekdal
The Crises Calls for a Paradigm Shift by Bo Rothstein
Divine Enterprises by Anders Johnson
No Companies Without Risk Takers by Karl Wennberg

APRIL 2009 NO. 3 THEME: THE CHALLENGES OF MULTICULTURALISM
When Culture Became Ideology by Jens-Martin Eriksen and Frederik Stjernfelt
Both the Right and the Left are Wrong by Pernilla Ouis
Intolerance in the Name of Tolerance by Christopher Hitchens
Imagination is the Enemy of Tyranny by Per Wästberg

MAY 2009 NO. 4 THEME: ARCHITECTURE FOR OUR TIME
Modernity Without Modernism by Peter Elmlund
Inhumane Le Corbusier by Theodore Dalrymple
Skyscrapers Break Down Social Ties by Asle Toje
Taste Reflects an Entire World View by Alain de Botton

JUNE 2009 NO. 5 THEME: THE NEW CLASS SOCIETY
New Characteristics of the Class Struggle by Stefan Svallfors
Class is In a Person’s Soul by Lena Andersson
Climbing the Class Ladder with Books in Tow by Kjell-Olof Feldt
Hierchies Rule Us by Åke Daun

SEPTEMBER 2009 NO. 6 THEME: THE EAGLE HAS LANDED
American Idea Losing Its Edge by Göran Rosenberg
The Myth of Two Different Worlds by Peter Baldwin
Hopeless Optimism by Douglas Murray

OCTOBER 2009 NO. 7 THEME: THE LONGING FOR SLOWNESS
Swine Influences by Per Svensson
Sustainable Path to Efficiency by Andrew Price
Another World, Another Rhythm by Thomas Nydahl
The Paradox of Slowness by Helena Granström

NOVEMBER 2009 NO. 8 THEME: GERMAN DREAMS
DDR Diary by Bodil Zalesky
Reunification that Did Not Unite by Barbro Eberan
Wonder Years in Berlin by Jens Christian Brandt
Myths of a Divided Country by Lisbeth Lindeborg

DECEMBER 2009 NO. 9 THEME: WAITING FOR THE FUTURE
Modernism’s Occult Roots by Thomas Steinfeld
Antique Ideal by Pär Sandin
Modernists Were Tempted by the Totalitarian by Peter Luthersson

FEBRUARY 2010 NO. 1 THEME: WHERE THE ELITE HAVE ABDICATED
A Liberal Education Provides Freedom by Torbjörn Elensky
Democracy Online by Lotta Gröning
The High Price of Anti-elitism by Nathan Shachar

MARCH 2010 NO. 2 THEME:IDEOLOGICAL BATTLEFIELDS
Domestic Battles on Foreign Soil by Nathan Shachar
Brave New Man by Petra Östergren
The Paradox of the Halal Hippie by Pernilla Ouis
Too Good a Story by Niklas Ekdal

APRIL 2010 NO. 3 THEME: IN DEFENCE OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT
See What is Real and Important by Per Svensson
Silence on Racism is Growing by Heléne Lööw
The Voters are Taking Liberties by Pj Anders Linder

MAY 2010 NO. 4 THEME: WHEN THE CITY HAS TRIUMPHED
City and Country Hand in Hand by Stig-Björn Ljunggren
City of Degradation by Jens Liljestrand
The Land of Rebirth by Torbjörn Elensky
Two Politicians, Two Worlds by Dick Erixon

JUNE 2010 NO. 5 THEME: TONALITY’S REVENGE
Swedish Music out of the Refrigerator by Camilla Lundberg
The Politburo of Music by James MacMillan
The Post-Modern Ear by Roger Scruton

SEPTEMBER 2010 NO. 6 THEME: HARDY CAPITALISM
When the Money Ran Out by Oliver Kamm
It Hurts When Bubbles Burst by John Kay
A Project in Jeopardy by Wolfgang Münchau

OCTOBER 2010 NO. 7 THEME: AESTHETIC RE-EVOLUTION
Beauty is Our Inheritance by Denis Dutton
Why We Love Fiction by Brian Boyd
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Shakespeare Gave Voice to Human Nature by Marcus Nordlund

NOVEMBER 2010 NO. 8 THEME: AT HOME IN EUROPE
Sweden Believes in Its Fantasies by Per Svensson
The Construction of Power by Richard Swartz
Europe’s Most European Country by Thomas Steinfeld
Europe’s Guilty Conscience by Pascal Bruckner

DECEMBER 2010 NO. 9 THEME: THE FRAGILE CIVILISATION
Antique ideals by John Armstrong
The Importance of Spiritual Well-Being by Rob Riemen
Civilisation Requires Sacrifices by Svante Nordin

FEBRUARY 2011 NO. 1 THEME: COSMOPOLITANS
Break Up the Hierarchies! by Johan Lundberg
Let’s Talk About Sweden by Torbjörn Elensky
Behold Man! by Kwame Anthony Appiah

MARCH 2011 NO. 2 THEME: THE BATTLE OF MINDS
How Intelligent Can We Be? by Johan Norberg
Consciousness Overloaded by Nicholas Carr
As if it Were Intelligent by Nicklas Lundblad
You Don’t Need a High IQ to Make Good Decisions by Annika Wallin

APRIL 2011 NO. 3 THEME: MARKETED MAN
Everybody is Marketed by Niklas Ekdal
Global and Local Beauty by Geoffrey Jones
The Narcissists on the Web by Elias Aboujaoude

MAY 2011 NO. 4 THEME: THE CULTURE OF CONSENSUS
In the Shadow of the Future by Johan Lundberg
The Other Side of Consensus by Per Bauhin
The Uniqueness of Sweden by Lars Trägårdh
Country of consensus by Per T Ohlsson

June 2011 No. 5 Theme: Simple-Minded Multiculturalism
Hypocrisy on Integration by Sara Mohammad
An Intellectual Revolution by Svante Nordin
We’ve Never Been Multicultural by Andreas Johansson Heinö

September 2011 No. 6 Theme: In a Time of Terror
The Enemy Among us by Russell Jacoby
When Violence is a Way of Life by Helene Lööw
When the Conversation Stops by Torbjörn Elensky
Explaining a Mass Murderer by Magnus Ranstorp

October 2011 No. 7 Theme: Cultural Capital
How to do Good Business by Gunnar Lindstedt
The Prize to Pay for Good Taste by Thomas Steinfeld
The Selling-out of Books by Per I. Gedin
The Marketing of Cultural History by Hans Henrik Brummer

November 2011 No. 8 Theme: Virtue as Rescue Package
Lack of Norms Explains the Crisis by Nima Sanandaji och Tino Sanandaji
We Have Raised Barbarians by Theodore Dalrymple
Confucius or Capitalism? by Rutger Palmstierna

December 2011 No. 9 Theme: Our Need of Dante
A Man Abreast of our Time by A N Wilson
An Apostle of Love by John Armstrong
Dante’s Suggestive Twilight Vision by Anders Cullhed
FEBRUARY 2012 NO. 1 THEME: FEMINISM AS A TRAP FOR WOMEN
The Idiots’ Conspiracy by Roland Poirier Martinsson
Men Who Hate Men by Maria Eriksson
Middle Class Feminism Without a Compass by Maria Ludvigson
Thus Feminism was Born by Anita Du Rietz

MARCH 2012 NO. 2 THEME: BEHOLD THE MAN!
The Social Construction Sex by Anne Campbell
Darwin Ever Misunderstood by Nils Uddenberg
The Evolution of Confidence by Nima Sanandaji
Towards a Peaceful World by Steven Pinker

APRIL 2012 NO. 3 THEME: JOURNALISM UNDER PRESSURE
Ethical Journalism Without Ethical Journalists by Per Svensson
How the Public Became Modern by Svante Nordin
The Lost Centre of the Cultural Debate by Peter Luthersson
When the Media Came Too Close to Power by Toby Helm

MAY 2012 NO. 4 THEME: THE POWER OF THE MODEL
A Cautionary Example by Yrsa Stenius
The Saints Show the Way by Werner G Jean Round
The Story as a Guide by Torbjorn Elensky
Heroes Without Heroism by Christopher Coker

JUNE 2012 NO. 5 THEME: RELIGION BEYOND SCIENCE
Religion’s Evolution by Staffan Ulstrand
Where Atheism Became Religion by Nima Sanandaji
Without the Ability to Comprehend the Cosmos by Ulf Danielsson
Irrational Atheism by Bryan Appleyard

SEPTEMBER 2012 NO. 6 THEME: AT THE EUROPE ROAD’S END
The European Commission is Always Afraid by Johan Norberg
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Keep the Drawbridge Down by David Rennie
Europe Behaves French by Hans-Olaf Henkel
The Origin of Europe by Anthony Pagden

OCTOBER 2012 NO. 7 THEME: SEXUAL REVOLUTIONS
Human Sexual Evolution by Goran Burenhult
Same Old Victorianism by Per Svensson
Reinventing the Idea of Love by William M Reddy
The First Sexual Revolution by Faramerz Dabhoiwala

NOVEMBER 2012 NO. 8 THEME: SENSELESS SCIENCE
Education as Politics by Inger Enkvist
The Suggestible Truth by Germund Hesslow
When Race Was the Word on Everyone’s Lips by Gunnar Broberg
The Community of Meaninglessness by Roger Scruton
Misled by Good Intentions by Svante Nordin

DECEMBER 2012 NO. 9 THEME: IN THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW OF DEATH
Dealing With Death by Karin Johannisson
First, With the Last by Hans Henrik Brummer
The New Death by Carl-Henning Wijkmark
Fatuously to Fear Death by Shelly Kagan

FEBRUARY 2013 NO. 1 THEME: FROM WELFARE TO PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
Rather Mammon than God by Thomas Gür
The New Welfare by Lars Tragardh
Do Not Get Caught in the Ideological Battle by Henrik Berggren
Myrdal’s American Heritage by Maribel Morey

MARCH 2013 NO. 2 THEME: IN MOTION AND COMMUNITY
Integration is not All or Nothing by David Goodhart
No Profit From Free Immigration by Tino Sanandaji
Calculations Without Value by Thomas Gür
Open Up the Debate! by Adam Cwejman
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APRIL 2013 NO. 3 THEME: GERMANY ON THE RIGHT PATH
Wonderful Years Ahead by Rolf Gustavsson
The New Nation by Richard Swartz
A Country for Adults by Björn Meidal
The Sidewalk as a Time Machine by Ulf Peter Hallberg

MAY 2013 NO. 4 THEME: THIS NEW, INSECURE WORLD
Sweden Needs a Defence by Claes Arvidsson
Sweden is not Going Anywhere by Peter Landelius
Sweden’s Place in the World by Ann-Sofie Dahl
Impossible to Speak Bluntly by Örjan Berner

JUNE 2013 NO. 5 THEME: ALIENATION AND TOLERANCE
A Question of Attitude by Andrea Bohman, Maureen A Eger and Michael Hjerm
The Open Sweden by Thomas Gür
Such is Islamophobia by Pieter Bevelander and Jonas Otterbeck
Europe Displays a Variety of Opinions By Andrea Bohman, Maureen A Eger and Mikael Hjerm

SEPTEMBER 2013 NO. 6 THEME: CIVILISATIONS IN MOTION
Civilisation and War by Christopher Coker
China’s Civilisation: a Modern Journey by Rana Mitter
China Needs the West by Örjan Berner
The Market State Takes Over by Philip Bobbitt

OCTOBER 2013 NO. 7 THEME: THE UNIVERSITY CHALLENGED
The Technology That Could Eliminate the Classroom by Gunnar Karlsson
Uncritical Celebration of MOOC by Li Bennich-Björkman
Digital Dreams by Andrew Delbanco
With MOOC into the Unknown by Marie Louise Samuelsson
What Happens to the Good Teachers? by Roland Poirier Martinsson
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NOVEMBER 2013 NO. 8 THEME: WHEN THE PRIVATE SPHERE SHRINKS
The Basis of Trust Was Taken from Us by Nicklas Lundblad
Net Fraudsters Should Worry More Than NSA by Per Bauhn
Selling Out Our Privacy by Clarence Crafoord
Increased Repression by Anne Ramberg
We’re All Safe Now by Thomas Steinfeld

DECEMBER 2013 NO. 9 THEME: A LACK OF CIVIC IDENTITY
It’s All About Me by Anna-Lena Laurén
The Monopoly On Power Lingers On by Tor Billgren
Demagogues Deadlock by Robert J. Shapiro
French Power and Powerlessness by Jacob Arfwedson

JANUARY 2014 NO. 1 THEME: FROM IDyll TO IDEAS
Prepare for Working Life by Magnus Henrekson
Give Coincidence a Chance by Widar Andersson
More Independent People by Peter Santesson
Stop the Propaganda by Marika Formgren
We Can Do it Ourselves by Maria Eriksson

FEBRUARY 2014 NO. 2 THEME: IS IT POSSIBLE TO GOVERN THE STATE?
The Mismanaged State by Mats Svegfors
“The state is feeling rather OK” by PJ Anders Linder
Have More Faith in the Professionals by Bengt Jacobsson
The State, Is That Us? by Tommy Möller

APRIL 2014 NO. 3 THEME: IN THE ERA OF THE THINKING MACHINES
The Revolutions Starts Now by Erik Helmerson
To Live Without Making by Gunnar Karlsson
What Happens to Freedom? by Helena Granström
Farewell to the Right to Work by Jan Söderqvist
You Choose That Which You See by Per Lundin
The Future is Mortgaged by MarieLouise Samuelsson
Back to the Future by Stefan Fölster
Who Are We, Really? by Annika Borg

MAY 2014 NO. 4 THEME: THE AUTHORITY OF FREEDOM
Openness is Non-Negotiable by Emil Uddhammar
The Anti-Authoritarian Society is a Myth, by Marika Formgren
Authority Keeps Power at Bay by Johan Hakelius
Protect the Freedom to Search for Knowledge by Peter Luthersson
Bosses Must Know Better by Annika Nordgren Christensen

JUNE 2014 NO. 5 THEME: A SUMMER JOB FOR A PRIME MINISTER: A BOOK, A PLACE, AN INITIATIVE, A TEMPTATION
Build a Civilisation of Knowledge by Charlotta Levay
Fix the Charter Schools by Hans L Zetterberg
Bring With You Merkel to the Mountains by Maria Borelius
Move to Rosengård by Andreas Bergh
Ask Stoltenberg About NATO by Widar Andersson
Do Something About Our Divisions by Charlotta Mellander
Turn Us into a People of Forest Owners by Peter Santesson
Dare to Take the Long View by Martin Ingvar
Immigration Drives Innovation and Economic Growth by Sylvia Schwaag Serger
Keep Our Cultural Heritage by Kristina Alsér
Don’t be Content by Torbjörn Elensky
Take the Third Way by Jan Edling
Look for Complexity by Qaisar Mahmood
Don’t Read Books by Helena Granström

SEPTEMBER 2014 NO. 6 THEME: RELIGION IN THE 21ST CENTURY
God is Back by Adrian Wooldridge
A Unique Messenger – A Unique Mission by Janne Haaland Matlary
The Complex Islamists by Benedetta Berti
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Judaism Between Zion and Diaspora by Göran Rosenberg
Love as Religion by Simon May

OCTOBER 2014 NO. 7 THEME: COMMUNISM TWENTY-FIVE YEARS LATER
The Problem is All the Victims by Torbjörn Elensky
K-marked by Andreas Johansson Heinö
A Nation in Decay by Jojje Olsson
The Nostalgia Trip by Lena Jonson
Power Above All by Benjamin Katzeff Silberstein
The Apologists of Tyranny by Kjell Albin Abrahamson

NOVEMBER 2014 NO. 8 THEME: THE CULTURE OF GOOD CHARACTER
Mind Your Character by Richard V Reeves
Heading for a Crisis of Character? by Lars Trädgårdh
Building Character on a Shaky Foundation by Charlotta Levay
Modern Virtues by MarieLouise Samuelsson
Hegemony in Disharmony by Roland Poirier Martinsson
A Sound Mind in a Healthy Body? by Emil Uddhammar

DECEMBER 2014 NO. 9 THEME: EUROPE’S YEAR OF DESTINY
Don’t Count on Germany by Ulrike Guérot
Isolated From the Continent by Charles Grant
Great Powers Retreating by Gunnar Åselius
On the Way Towards Doom by Fredrik Erixon

FEBRUARY 2015 NO. 1 THEME: A CITIZENS’ POLICE?
Without Personal Responsibility by Krister Thelin
Not for Real by Stefan Holgersson
Seize the Opportunity! by Olle Abrahamsson
Wanted: Competence by Johannes Knutsson
In Search of a Police Policy by Bo Wennström
AXESS MAGAZINE

MARCH 2015 NO. 2 THEME: GROWING PAINS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Hand Power Back to the Professors by Anders Björnsson, Patrik Engellau and Magnus Henrekson
This Eternal Chatting by MarieLouise Samuelsson
Without Research No Education by Leif Lewin
Put the Emphasis on Teaching by Christopher LÄgerqvist
What is Higher Education? by Lars Haikola
Students Must be Able to Write by Ebba Lisberg Jensen

APRIL 2015 NO. 3 THEME: UK ELECTION
Lots of Jobs by PJ Anders Linder
In the Time of the Big Disarray by Mark Brolin
The Eternal Debate by Stephen Castle
The Battle of Britain by Fraser Nelson
Take Nothing for Granted by Mats Wiklund

MAY 2015 NO. 4 THEME: POSTMODERNISM IN PUTIN’S SERVICE
Nothing is for Real by Peter Pomerantsev
We Have to Keep our Heads Cool by Annika Nordgren Christensen
Manipulate More by Oscar Jonsson
History Repeats Itself by Kristian Gerner
Language as Big Politics by Per-Arne Bodin

JUNE 2015 NO. 5 THEME: REAL PUBLIC SERVICE
The Content’s National Stage by Olle Lidbom
Take Us Seriously! by Jasenko Selimovic
Enlightenment Beats Entertainment by Niklas Ekdal
A State Within the State by Hans-Gunnar Axberger

SEPTEMBER 2015 NO. 6 THEME: WAR IN OUR TIME
If There Will be War by Charly Salonius-Pasternak
The Non-Modern War by Robert Johnson
The Genie is Out of the Bottle by Mats Wiklund
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How the US Became the World’s Policeman by Andrew Preston
The Battle of Cyberspace by Christopher Coker

OCTOBER 2015 NO. 7 THEME: CREATIVE CRISIS IN THE ECONOMY?
The End of the Good Life? by Edmund S Phelps
It is Not So Bad by Magnus Henrekson
Grab the Opportunity! by Nima Sanandaji
Escapism or Creation? by Fredrik Johansson

NOVEMBER 2015 NO. 8 THEME: IT HAPPENS IN THE CLASSROOM
The School System can be Restored by Gabriel Heller Sahlgren
Lost in the Structures by Daisy Christodoulou
Who Cares About the Gifted? by Roland S Persson

DECEMBER 2015 NO. 9 THEME: THE BIG CULTURE ISSUE OF OUR TIME
Dare to Offend by Josefin Holmström
Create Options by Gunilla Kindstrand
Time to Start Over by Thomas Steinfeld
Reality Exists by Lena Andersson
Go for Broad-Mindedness by Louise Belfrage
Time Builds the Culture by Nicklas Lundblad
Don’t Prune Culture by Erik Helmerson
Write a Report! by Karin Stensdotter
Who Manages the Arts? by Camilla Lundberg
Support the Innovators by Torbjörn Elensky
Back to Earth by Svante Nordin
Cherish Liberal Education by Nils Johan Tjärnlund

FEBRUARY 2016 NO. 1 THEME: NATIONALISM FOR WORSE OR FOR BETTER
An Unpleasant Unification by Emil Uddhammar
Do Not Deny the Nation by Lars Trägårdh
In the Arms of Sweden by Thomas Gür
A Fragile Nationalism by Stephen Castle
In Constant Battle against the Superiority by Adam Cwejman

MARCH 2016 NO. 2 THEME: AMERICAN PICTURES
It Does Not Work by Mats Wiklund
Out of the Ashes Again by Anders Rönmark
The Good Will in South Bend by Kristen Soltis Anderson
The Counterforce to Chaos by Roland Poirier Martinsson

APRIL 2016 NO. 3 THEME: WHEN THE STATE FAILS
From Temple to Thieves’ Den by Widar Andersson
The Great Retreat by Patrik Oksanen
When the War Comes by Karlis Neretnieks
The Image Is in Charge by Tommy Möller
The State Must Make a Comeback by PJ Anders Linder

MAY 2016 NO. 4 THEME: THE FUTURE OF RESEARCH
The Money or the Ideas by Marie-Louise Samuelsson
Knowledge is Our Hope by Björn O Nilsson and Martin Wikström
A System in Crisis by Ulf Danielsson
The Free States of the Mind by Bernd Henningsen

JUNE 2016 NO. 5 THEME: WHERE DID THE PEOPLE GO?
No One to Talk to by Per Svensson
Caught by the Algorithms by Charlotta Levay
Stop Googling – Start Talking by Sherry Turkle
Terrible or Wonderful Alone? by Dan Korn

SEPTEMBER 2016 NO. 6 THEME: THE BATTLE OF THE MAP
Storm Warning in the Pacific Ocean by Jonathan Fenby
Whose Ocean is It? by Charly Salonius-Pasternak
A Bad Loser by Anna-Lena Laurén
The State Makes a Comeback by David Frum
A New and Dangerous Time by Mats Wiklund
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OCTOBER 2016 NO. 7 THEME: CHAUVINISM IN OUR TIME
Time for Identities by Torbjörn Elensky
We are Unhappy in the Democracy by Henrik Höjer
The Simple Answers Allurement by Håkan Boström

NOVEMBER 2016 NO. 8 THEME: SAVE THE BIG ANIMALS
This is Why We Care by Emil Uddhammar
Apps against Poaching by Johan Bergenäs
Streaks of Hope by Linus Blomqvist
The Ocean Disappears by Carl Gustaf Lundin and Olof Lindén
The Choice of Wilderness by Natasha Illum Berg

DECEMBER 2016 NO. 9 THEME: THE FALL OF THE SOVIET UNION
How the Empire Fell by Peter Johnsson
The Master’s Voice by Kristian Gerner
25 Neglected Years by Oscar Jonsson
What Do We Stand For? by PM Nilsson
Global Axess

* 

An intellectual television programme about humanistic and social scientific issues. Global Axess brings international research and brings international debate to the Swedish public. The interviewees and participants are internationally eminent researchers, thinkers and politicians.

Spring 2002

Globalisation

1. *In Israel’s Service*
   David Kimche interviewed by Anders Hellner.

2. *The Man Who Discovered the Wealth of the Poor*
   Hernando de Soto interviewed by Anders Hellner.

3. *Freedom Through Trade*
   Jagdish Bhagwati interviewed by Thomas Gür.

4. *Islam’s Choice — Politics or Religion?*
   Bassam Tibi interviewed by Kay Glans.

5. *The New Asian Superpower*
   Sunil Khilnani interviewed by David Ståhl.
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6. UN’s Future Secretary General?
   Surin Pitsuwan interviewed by Tomas Larsson.

7. Talks in Engelsberg – The New Wars
   Mary Kaldor interviewed by Kay Glans.

8. The Editors in Dialogue – Talks on Globalisation
   Hans Bergström, Mats Johansson and Kay Glans.

9. Global Axess Special – Ekéus versus Bildt
   With Rolf Ekéus and Carl Bildt.

Fall 2002
The Limits of Science

1. Dr Frankenstein of Our Age?
   Panayiotis Zavos interviewed by Thomas Gür.

2. The Evolutionary Basis of Gender
   Robert Wright interviewed by Kay Glans.

3. Dangerous Genetics
   Hilary Rose interviewed by Agneta Pleijel.

4. Animals as Angels – Humans as Animals?
   Kenan Malik interviewed by Erik Davis.

5. The Mocking Gene
   Evelyn Fox Keller interviewed by Björn Linnell.

6. Nuclear Shadow Over Asia
   Raja Ramanna interviewed by Sten Widmalm.

7. If the War Comes
   Alyson J K Bailes, Rolf Ekéus and Sverker Åström
   interviewed by Anders Hellner.
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8. A Network for Profit and Terror
   MANUEL CASTELLS interviewed by Thomas Gür.

Spring 2003
Brave New Europe

1. Sartre and Ethics
   CESZLAW MİŁOSZ interviewed by Anders Hellner.

2. Kristian Gerner
   KRISTIAN GERNER interviewed by Anders Hellner.

3. On the Future of Europe
   CARL BILDT interviewed by Anders Hellner.

4. US and Europe, Power and Weakness
   ROBERT KAGAN interviewed by Anders Hellner.

5. Anti-Europeanism
   TIMOTHY GARTON ASH interviewed by Anders Hellner.

6. On the Future of Russia
   MIKHAIL GORBACHEV interviewed by Anders Hellner.

7. EU – The Fortress of Bureaucracy
   GÜNTHER VERHEUGEN interviewed by Anders Hellner.

8. Where is Turkey Heading?
   SEYFİ TASHAN interviewed by Anders Hellner.

9. Danger Zone Hong Kong
   EMILY LAU interviewed by Jan Söderqvist.
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Fall 2003
Cosmopolitan Outlook

1. *A Woman’s Struggle against the Pressures of Patriarchy*
   Ayaan Hirsi Ali interviewed by Anders Hellner.

2. *A Moral Intellectual*
   Christopher Hitchens interviewed by Christine Ockrent.

3. *Garbage and Globalisation*
   Zygmunt Bauman interviewed by Anders Hellner.

4. *War and Peace in the Market State*
   Philip Bobbitt interviewed by Göran Rosenberg.

5. *Citizens Without Background*
   Catherine Audard interviewed by Björn Linnell.

6. *The Multicultural Dead End*
   Nathan Glazer interviewed by Göran Rosenberg.

7. *An American Social Democrat*
   Norman Birnbaum interviewed by Anders Hellner.

8. *The European Betrayal*
   David Frum interviewed by Kay Glans.

9. *World Order or Human Rights?*
   Deepak Lal interviewed by Thomas Gür.

Spring 2004
The Freedom of Press Outside the West

1. *An Ounce of Freedom in the Arab World*
   Wadah Kanfar interviewed by Thomas Gür.
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2. *The Power of Bribes*
   Tarun Tejpal interviewed by Thomas Gür.

3. *From White to Black Dictatorship*
   Geoffrey Nyarota interviewed by Thomas Gür.

4. *The Palestinian Oppression*
   Bassem Eid interviewed by Thomas Gür.

5. *Islam – An Obstacle to the Freedom of Expression?*
   Ali Lmrabet interviewed by Axel Odelberg.

6. *The Cuban Dictatorship*
   Huber Matos interviewed by Nathan Shachar.

7. *The Freedom of Press and Putin’s War*
   Anna Politkovskaya interviewed by Thomas Gür.

8. *China and the Freedom of the Press*
   Hu Shuli interviewed by Thomas Gür.

Fall 2004

*The Power of Media*

1. *Press as Propaganda*
   Roy Greenslade interviewed by Thomas Gür.

2. *The Need for Quality Marking of News*
   Edward Lucas interviewed by Thomas Gür.

3. *The Foreign Correspondent*
   Isabel Hilton interviewed by Björn LINnell.

4. *The Journalists and the Politicians – An Unholy Alliance?*
   John Lloyd interviewed by Thomas Gür.
5. *The UN and The Media*
   Shashi Tharoor interviewed by Thomas Gür.

6. *Clinton’s Man of Media*
   Sidney Blumenthal interviewed by Susanna Popova.

7. *Ideal Journalism*
   Nicholas Lemann interviewed by Thomas Gür.

8. *David Frum – An Intellectual Neo-Con*
   David Frum interviewed by Thomas Gür.

*Spring 2005*

1. *The Future of Freedom*
   Fareed Zakaria interviewed by Thomas Gür.

2. *From Autocracy to Democracy*
   Lee Teng-hui interviewed by Thomas Gür.

3. *The History of Empires*
   Dominic Lieven interviewed by Thomas Gür.

4. *Shevardnadze – His Rise & Fall*
   Eduard Shevardnadze interviewed by Thomas Gür.

5. *The Benevolent Empire*
   Niall Ferguson interviewed by Thomas Gür.

6. *Russia – Present & Past*
   Kristian Gerner interviewed by Thomas Gür.

7. *Europe & Pax Globalis*
   Robert Cooper interviewed by Thomas Gür.
8. *The Chilean Miracle*  
José Pinera interviewed by Thomas Gür.

**Fall 2005**  
*Empires, Democracy & Dictatorships*  

1. *Turkey – On Its Road to the EU?*  
Orhan Pamuk interviewed by Nathan Shachar.

2. *The Wrath Against the West – And Its Causes*  
Ian Buruma interviewed by Edward Lucas.

3. *A Vanishing Europe*  
David Coleman interviewed by Thomas Gür.

4. *Contemporary Russia – An Empire Lost*  
Richard Pipes interviewed by Thomas Gür.

5. *USA – The Rome of Today*  
Peter Bender interviewed by Thomas Gür.

6. *Europe – Continent of Conflicts*  
Charles Maier interviewed by Thomas Gür.

Ross Terrill interviewed by Thomas Gür.

8. *The EU is Fantastic*  
Tøger Seidenfaden interviewed by Thomas Gür.

**2006**  
*The Secular State & Society*  

1. *Global Axess Special – Ramadan versus Hirsi Ali*  
Tariq Ramadan in discussion with Ayaan Hirsi Ali.
2. *The Challenges of European Secularism*
   Agneta Pleijel, Anders Hellner and Dilsa Demirbagsten interviewed by Thomas Gür.

3. *Saddam Hussein’s Secularism and its Legacy*
   Rolf Ekeus interviewed by Thomas Gür.

4. *A Third Muslim Offensive Against Europe?*
   Lars Hedegaard interviewed by Thomas Gür.

5. *Spinoza – The First Enlightenment Philosopher*
   Jonathan Israel interviewed by Gunnar Fredriksson.

6. *Fascism Turning Green?*
   Pierre Lellouche interviewed by Per Svensson.

7. *Criminal Cultures: Tattoos & Taboos*
   Theodore Dalrymple interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

8. *Social Aspects of Islam*
   Charles Tripp interviewed by Thomas Gür.

9. *The Multicultural Drama*
   Paul Scheffer interviewed by Björn Linnell.

10. *Talking under Threat*
    Ibn Warraq interviewed by Per Svensson.

11. *The Darker Side of Multiculturalism*
    Nathan Shachar interviewed by Thomas Gür.

12. *Muslims of Europe – A New Umma?*
    Olivier Roy interviewed by Thomas Gür.

13. *The West and the Rest – Globalisation and the Terrorist Threat*
    Roger Scruton interviewed by Johan Hakelius.
14. *Turkey between East and West*
   Etyen Mahcupyan interviewed by Anders Hellner.

15. *Secularism – No Exclusively Western Concept*
   Sunil Khilnani interviewed by Thomas Gür.

16. *Turkey’s Ottoman and Kemalist Secularism*
   Doğu Ergil interviewed by Thomas Gür.

2007

*What Is the West?*

1. *Constructing Europe*
   Göran Rosenberg interviewed by Thomas Gür.

2. *The Crisis of Multiculturalism*
   David Frum interviewed by Thomas Gür.

3. *The Only Superpower*
   Robert Shapiro interviewed by Martin Ådahl.

4. *The Outlook of Orientalism*
   Robert Irwin interviewed by James Robbins.

5. *Defending the West*
   Ibn Warraq interviewed by Thomas Gür.

6. *Living with Terrorism*
   Philip Bobbitt interviewed by Martin Ådahl.

7. *The Time for Europe Is Now*
   Rolf Ekeus interviewed by Thomas Gür.

8. *The Roadmap to Peace in the Middle East*
   Avishai Margalit interviewed by James Robbins.
9. The Tale of the West
   Georgios Varouxakis interviewed by James Robbins.

10. Religion and Mythology
    Marina Warner interviewed by James Robbins.

11. Western Values
    Philippe Nemo interviewed by James Robbins.

12. The State of Democracy
    Larry Siedentop interviewed by James Robbins.

13. The West Perceived from the East
    Pankaj Mishra interviewed by James Robbins.

14. Neo Nationalism
    Tøger Seidenfaden interviewed by Thomas Gür.

15. The Interpretation of Holy Writings
    Roger Scruton interviewed by Thomas Gür.

16. The Strive of Civilisation
    David Landes interviewed by Thomas Gür.

17. On the Verge of the West
    Sahin Alpay interviewed by Thomas Gür.

18. Western Architecture
    Hans Kolhoff interviewed by Thomas Steinfeld.

2008

On Russia

1. The Kremlin
   Catherine Merridale interviewed by Kristian Gerner.
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2. *Anne Applebaum on Russia*
   ANNE APPLEBAUM interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

3. *The Ruler and the Church*
   PER-ARNE BODIN interviewed by Per Svensson.

4. *The Collapse of the Empire*
   DOMINIQUE LIEVEN interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

5. *The Russian Opposition*
   VLADIMIR RYZJIKOV interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

6. *Russia and the West*
   IGOR IVANOV interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

7. *On the Border of Russia*
   KADRI LIIK interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

8. *Caucasus*
   JEKATERINA SOKIRIANSKAJA interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

9. *The Russian Sphere of Interest*
   FJODOR LUKJANOV interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

10. *EU and Russia*
    THÉRÈSE DELPECH interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

11. *Russian Schoolbooks*
    ARKADIJ OSTROVSKY interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

12. *Power in Russia*
    DMITRIJ TRENIN interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

13. *Oil and Democracy in Russia*
    KONSTANTIN SONIN interviewed by Kristian Gerner.
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14. Russia in Transition
   Erik Berglöf interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

15. Russian Shock Therapy
   Jegor Gaidar interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

16. Power and Money in Russia
   Philip Hanson interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

17. The Russian Literary Canon
   Andrej Sorin interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

18. Russian Rulers
   Geoffrey Hosking interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

19. Russia 2020
   Andrei Melville interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

20. The Future of Russia
   Roderick Braithwaite interviewed by Kristian Gerner.

2009
On the Idea of America

1. The Future of the American Idea
   Göran Rosenberg interviewed by Amy Holmes.

2. American Nationalism
   Anatol Lieven interviewed by Amy Holmes.

3. Popular Culture
   David Ellwood interviewed by Amy Holmes.

4. American Exceptionalism
   Godfrey Hodgson interviewed by Amy Holmes.
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5. *America and Great Britain*
   Kathleen Burk interviewed by Amy Holmes.

6. *A Reality Check*
   Peter Baldwin interviewed by Amy Holmes.

7. *Entertainment*
   Reinhold Wagnleiter interviewed by Anders Hellner.

8. *Founding Myths – 18th Century*
   Pauline Maier interviewed by Anders Hellner.

9. *Founding Myths – 19th Century*
   David Walker Howe interviewed by Anders Hellner.

10. *Founding Myths – 20th Century*
    David Reynolds interviewed by Anders Hellner.

11. *America and Europe*
    Philippe Roger interviewed by Martin Ådahl.

12. *America and India*
    Deepak Lal interviewed by Martin Ådahl.

2010

*On Capitalism*

1. *Keynes – The Return of the Master*
   Robert Skidelsky interviewed by John Lloyd.

2. *Brazil*
   Nathan Shachar interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

3. *Capitalism as a Machine*
   Kjell A. Nordström interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.
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4. *Adam Smith*
   Emma Rothschild interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

5. *Our Responsibility*
   Johan Norberg interviewed by Per Svensson.

6. *The Triumph of The Market*
   Gerard Baker interviewed by John Lloyd.

7. *A Mountain of Debts*
   Erik Berglöf interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

8. *The History of Modern Capitalism*
   Joel Mokyr interviewed by John Lloyd.

9. *Soft Values*
   Deidre McCloskey interviewed by Janice Winter.

10. *Driving Forces Behind Capitalism*
    Carlota Perez interviewed by Ove Joanson.

11. *Threats Against the Global Economy*
    Rolf Ekeus interviewed by Per Svensson.

12. *China*
    Minxin Pei interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

13. *Scapegoats and Truths*
    Philip Mirowski interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

14. *Inefficient Markets*
    John Kay interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

15. *The Anxious Triumph*
    Donald Sassoon interviewed by Alexander Linklater.
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16. Financial Crisis
   Oliver Kamm interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

17. Forgotten Experiences
   Edward Chancellor interviewed by Ove Joanson.

18. Academic Elites
   Kevin Hassett interviewed by John Lloyd.

2011

Politics and Ideology

1. Ideology of Democracy
   John Keane interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

2. Ideology versus Politics in History
   Kenneth Minogue interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

3. Politics and Ideology in the Ancient World
   Richard Miles interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

4. A World without ideologies?
   Robert Cooper interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

5. Arab Springs: the promise and the perils
   Hisham Melhem interviewed by Nathan Shachar.

6. The Science of the Sacred
   Scott Atran interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

7. Is authoritarian capitalism an ideology?
   Robert Kaplan interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

8. Social Market Economy: An alternative
   Stephan Eisel interviewed by Anders Hellner.
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9. *The Greens in Between*
   Maria Wetterstrand interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

10. *Swedish Welfare: A Moderate Future*
    Per Schlingmann interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

11. *Mass Movements and Local Loyalties*
    Roger Scruton interviewed by Johan Wennström.

12. *Religion and Intolerance*
    Paul Berman interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

    Oliver Kamm interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

    James Bartholomew interviewed by Anders Hellner.

15. *German Ideologies in Transnational Perspective*
    Richard Evans interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

Spring 2012
Politics and Ideology

16. *Strains in Authoritarian Capitalist regimes*
    Minxin Pei interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

17. *Will America Turn Hard Right?*
    David Frum interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

18. *America and the Reluctant Welfare State*
    Robert Shapiro interviewed by Eva Sohlman.

19. *British Ideologies: Separation and Fusion*
    Michael Bentley interviewed by John Lloyd.
20. *On the Journey of British Liberalism*
   Vernon Bogdanor interviewed by Isabella Thomas.

21. *Uneasy Coexistence: Social Media and China’s Authoritarian Capitalism*
   Johan Lagerkvist interviewed by Ove Joanson.

22. *Middle East: Challenges to Overcome*
   Anna Jardfelt interviewed by Karin Olsson.

23. *Western Influences on Arab Ideologies*
   Nathan Shachar interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

24. *Strains of the Centre-Left*
   John Lloyd interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

25. *Politics before Ideology*
   Dick Harrison interviewed by Anders Hellner.

   Malise Ruthven interviewed by Carl Rudbeck.

27. *The Ubiquity of Ideology*
   Michael Freeden interviewed by John Lloyd.

Fall 2012

1. *Will Europe Remain?*
   Pär Stenbäck interviewed by Anders Hellner.

2. *The New Europe*
   Gunnar Hökmark Per Svensson.

3. *The Euro: Too Early, Too Bad*
   Josef Joffe interviewed by Thomas Gür.
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4. *Germany’s Burden*
   Alan Posener interviewed by Ove Joanson.

5. *An American Perspective*
   Bruce Stokes interviewed by Roland Poirier Martinsson.

6. *The Threats to Europe’s Single Market*
   David Rennie interviewed by Thomas Gür.

7. *The Euro Crisis: A Greek Perspective*
   George Pagoulatos interviewed by Anders Hellner.

8. *The Future of the Euro*
   Philippe LeGrain interviewed by Thomas Gür.

9. *The Monetary Disaster*
   Nigel Lawson interviewed by Thomas Gür.

10. *Europe in the Era of Nationalism*
    Peter Alter interviewed by Thomas Gür.

11. *Will the New Europe Make it or Break it?*
    Mark Leonard interviewed by Martin Ådahl.

12. *The Success of Integration*
    Oliver Kamm interviewed by Adam Cwejman.

13. *The Mistake by the Euro Romantics*
    Hans-Olaf Henkel interviewed by Thomas Gür.

14. *Europe: a Russian Perspective*
    Konstantin von Eggert interviewed by Thomas Gür.
15. *The Wars, the Economy and the European Union*  
   Patricia Clavin interviewed by Thomas Gür.

16. *The Roots of the European Peace*  
   Anthony Pagden interviewed by Thomas Gür.

17. *European Identity in Time of Crisis*  
   Ariane Chebel D’Appollonia interviewed by Thomas Gür.

18. *To Rediscover Europe and Invent Eutopia*  
   Giulia Sissa interviewed by Thomas Gür.

19. *Victor Hugo and the European Peace*  
   Agnès C Poirier interviewed by Roland Poirier Martinsson.

20. *The United States of Europe*  
    Peter Jay interviewed by Thomas Gür.

21. *Enemies Became Friends: Germany and the EU*  
    Kiran Klaus Patel interviewed by Thomas Gür.

22. *The Challenges of European Integration*  
    José M. de Areilza interviewed by Nathan Shachar.

23. *The Eastern Expansion and the Erosion of Memory*  
    Argita Daudze interviewed by Adam Cwejman.

24. *The Paradoxes of European Identity*  
    Pierre Hassner interviewed by Thomas Gür.

25. *Europe’s Future: Secularisation and Diversity*  
    David Voas interviewed by Thomas Gür.
26. *Europe: A Turkish Perspective*  
Ahmet Evin interviewed by Nathan Shachar.

27. *The Return of Religion*  
Eric Kaufmann interviewed by Thomas Gür.

28. *EU Foreign Policy in Times of Peace*  
Robert Cooper interviewed by Anders Hellner.

29. *The Ambiguous European Identity*  
Jan Zielonka interviewed by Anders Hellner.

---

Fall 2013  
Civilisation

1. *Primordial Human Societies*  
Graeme Barker interviewed by Thomas Gür.

2. *Mesopotamia*  
Harriet Crawford interviewed by Thomas Gür.

3. *Before the Creation of the Nation State*  
David Wengrow interviewed by Thomas Gür.

4. *Comparing Civilisations*  
Rita Wright interviewed by Thomas Gür.

5. *Greek Civilisation*  
Martin West interviewed by Thomas Gür.

6. *Greece and India*  
Sheldon Pollock interviewed by Thomas Gür.

7. *The Return of Greece*  
Anthony Grafton interviewed by Thomas Gür.
8. *Ancient Greece Today*
   Richard Buxton interviewed by Thomas Gür.

9. *Rise and Fall*
   Tom Holland interviewed by Thomas Gür.

10. *The Decline of the Roman Empire*
    Richard Miles interviewed by Thomas Gür.

11. *A Promise of Immortality*
    Stephen Cave interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

12. *An Historian Observes Civilisation*
    Peter Burke interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

Spring 2014

13. *A Natural State Versus the State*
    Jonathan Israel interviewed by Carl Rudbeck.

14. *An Ideal*
    John Armstrong interviewed by Isabella Thomas.

15. *Civilisation and War*
    Christopher Coker interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

16. *The Paradoxes of War*
    Robert Johnson interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

17. *The Challenges of Civilisation*
    Rolf Ekéus interviewed by Torbjörn Elensky.

18. *Forerunners and Stragglers*
    Donald Sassoon interviewed by Roland Poirier Martinsson
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19. Orwell and Civilisation
   David J. Taylor interviewed by Roland Poirier Martinsson.

20. Sublimations of the Twentieth Century
    Karsten Fischer interviewed by Roland Poirier Martinsson.

21. The Good Freedom
    Jack Fuller interviewed by Paulina Neuding.

22. What Made Auschwitz Possible?
    Göran Rosenberg interviewed by Jan Mosander.

23. The Foundations of Civilisation
    Richard Swartz interviewed by Per Svensson.

24. Quality of Life and Happiness
    Ruut Veenhoven interviewed by Adam Cwejman.

25. China and the Decline of the West
    Rana Mitter interviewed by Ove Joanson.

26. The Rise and Decline of China
    Jonathan Haslam interviewed by Ove Joanson.

27. The Power of the US
    Philip Bobbitt interviewed by Paulina Neuding.

28. Complications from the Expansion of China
    Örjan Berner interviewed by Jan Mosander.

29. Russia and Europe
    Kristian Gerner interviewed by Adam Cwejman.

30. What is Civilisation?
    Maciej Zaremba interviewed by Carl Rudbeck.
1. *The History of Christianity*  
Diarmaid MacCulloch interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

2. *Judaism Today*  
Göran Rosenberg interviewed by Eva Ekselius.

3. *Mohammad and Monotheism*  
Reza Aslan interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

4. *Early Christianity*  
Elaine Pagels interviewed by Eva Ekselius.

5. *The Universal Church*  
Janne Haaland interviewed by Eva Ekselius.

6. *Religion and Politics in the Middle East*  
Pär Stenbäck interviewed by Eva Ekselius.

7. *Is God Back?*  
Adrian Wooldridge interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

8. *The Same Text – Several Religions*  
David Sloan Wilson interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

9. *Religion and passion*  
Jessica Frazier interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

10. *Dante and the Religion of Europe*  
A. N. Wilson interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

11. *Love as Religion*  
Simon May interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.
12. *Gnosticism in Our Time*  
*Malise Ruthven* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

13. *Religion in the Mesopotamian Uruk*  
*Daniel Potts* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

14. *Vedic Hinduism*  
*Julius Lipner* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

15. *Religious Nuclear Weapons*  
*Ariel Glucklich* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

Fall 2015  
*War*

1. *The Sacralisation of Violence*  
*Tom Holland* interviewed by Thomas Gür.

2. *War and Statehood*  
*Philip Bobbitt* interviewed by Thomas Gür.

3. *Notions of War*  
*Dick Harrisson* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

4. *Media and War – Spain 1936*  
*Nathan Shachar* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

5. *The Militant Jihadist Poetry*  
*Elisabeth Kendall* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

6. *The Long Peace and Nuclear Deterrence*  
*Sir Lawrence Freedman* interviewed by Thomas Gür.

7. *The Impact of the First World War*  
*Sir Hew Strachan* interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.
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8. War in Nazi Imagination
   Richard J Evans interviewed by Thomas Gür.

9. US Military Interventions
   Fredrik Logevall interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

10. US Warfare Since 1991
    Frederick Kagan interviewed by Thomas Gür.

11. The Jihadist IS
    Malise Ruthven interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

12. Can we Stop IS?
    Jessica Stern interviewed by Renate Larssen.

13. How War Serves Putin’s Russia
    Gregory Feifer interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

14. The New Russian Wars
    Lilia Stern interviewed by Thomas Gür.

15. The Battle of Narratives
    Michael Weiss interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

16. Recruitment of Jihadist Fighters in Sweden
    Magnus Ranstorp interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

17. The Uncertainties of National Security
    Andrew Preston interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

18. The United States and the New Way of War
    Kimberly Kagan interviewed by Thomas Gür.
1. Brexit
   Fraser Nelson interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

2. Geopolitics in our time
   Jeremy Black interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

3. The Greeks on Geopolitics
   Barry Strauss interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

4. The Mongol Empire
   Morris Rossabi interviewed by Ulf Wickbom.

5. The Creation of Europe
   Peter Heather interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

6. The Return of Power Politics
   Josef Joffe interviewed by Nikals Ekdal.

7. Geopolitics and History
   Sean McMeekin interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

8. The Crisis of World Order
   Walter Russell Mead interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

9. Geography and a Paradox
   Philip Bobbitt interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

10. The Power over the Seas
    Lincoln Paine interviewed by Ulf Wickbom.

11. The Portuguese: Pioneers of Globalisation
    Roger Crowley interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.
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12. *The Napoleonic Empire*
   Michael Broers interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

13. *The French-German Relationship*
   Christine Ockrent, interviewed by Mattias Hessérus.

14. *Geopolitics in the Third Reich*
   Richard Overy interviewed by Thomas Gür.

15. *Struggle for Supremacy in Eastern Europe*
   Mikael Wigell interviewed by Thomas Gür.

16. *American Geopolitics*
   Andrew Preston, interviewed by PJ Anders Linder.

17. *The Geopolitics of Jihad*
   Elisabeth Kendall interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

18. *Thoughts From the 1860s*
   Norman Stone interviewed by Thomas Gür.

19. *Russia in the Middle East*
   Kimberly Kagan, interviewed by Ulf Wickbom.

20. *The Empire Strikes Back*
   David Frum interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

21. *The Future of Geopolitics*
   Noah Feldman interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.
Television Programmes

* 

TV Productions for Swedish Television (SVT)

2000

Why Do We Read?
Harold Bloom, Professor at Yale University and New York University, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author. The interview emerged from the Engelsberg Seminar 2000, “Visions of the Future”.

2001

The Loss of God
Five interviews which emerged from the Engelsberg Seminar 2001, “The Future of Religion”.

1. The Fundamentalist Temptation
Robert Jay Lifton, visiting Professor at Harvard Medical School, USA, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

2. The Revenge of the Sacred
Leszek Kolakowski, Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, University of Chicago and Fellow of the British Academy, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.
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3. *The God Within*
   Elaine Pagels, Harrington Spear Pain Professor of Religion at Princeton University, USA, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

4. *Our Need for Narrative*
   Kerstin Ekman, Author and Member of the Swedish Academy, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

5. *Allah for All?*
   Tariq Ramadan, Writer and President of the think tank European Muslim Network, Belgium, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

2002

*What is Man?*
Five interviews emanating from the Engelsberg Seminar 2002, “Consciousness, Genetics and Society”.

1. *Man is a Vehicle for His Genes*
   Richard Dawkins, British Ethologist, Evolutionary Biologist and Popular Science Author, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

2. *Man is a Moral Being*
   Erwin Bischofberger, Professor of Medical Ethics at Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

3. *Man is Man and Woman*
   Camille Paglia, Professor of Humanities, University of the Arts, Philadelphia, USA, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.
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4. *Man is a Cultural Being*
   Paul Ehrlich, Professor of Population Studies at Stanford University, USA, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

5. *Man is His Own Creator*
   Lee M. Silver, Professor of Molecular Biology and Public Affairs at Princeton University, USA, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

Engelsberg Documentaries 2000–04


Television programmes

Television programmes broadcast on TV8

2001

Robert J. Shapiro

former US Under Secretary of Commerce, Robert J. Shapiro, was interviewed by Author and Journalist Axel Odelberg.

2002

Genetic Axess – Man from Creature to Creator

The 20th century was dominated by a number of utopian movements such as communism and Nazism which endeavoured to transform human nature radically. In biological science today, advanced efforts are being made to change the basic terms of human life. Biological science will perhaps succeed where those ideologies failed – in creating a new human being. Developments that we have only been able to see in sci-fi films until now are on the point of coming true. Dr. Panayiotis Zavos, whom some have called the Dr. Frankenstein of our time, appears in the series Genetic Axess: Man from Creature to Creator.

Three documentaries introduced us to some of Sweden’s and the world’s leading researchers and critics of genetic research. Provocateur Dr. Zavos claimed to be already capable of cloning human beings, and Georg Klein argued that science must work with no regard for opinions. They were strongly opposed by the feminist researcher and critic Hilary Rose.

Participants: Sverre Sjölander, Kenan Malik, Lee M Silver and others.

Genetic Axess part 1. A Brave New World
Genetic Axess part 2. The Moral Animal
Genetic Axess part 3. The New Human Being
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2004

The Royal State Visit
The Swedish King and Queen’s State Visit to Thailand in February 2003. Interviews made by Anders Hellner.

2005

Woman under Death Threat
AYAAN HIRSI ALI interviewed by Dilsa Demirbag-Sten.
Swedish intellectuals, politicians and scholars are interviewed in the weekly Engelsberg Dialogue.

1. *The State and Social Democracy*
   Bo Rothstein, Professor of Political Science at the University of Gothenburg, was interviewed by Göran Rosenberg, Journalist and Author.

2. *Behind the Gay Movement*
   Author Petra Östergren was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

3. *Public Service*
   Chairman of Sveriges Radio Ove Joanson was interviewed by Per Svensson, Cultural Editor of *Expressen*.

4. *There is Something Rotten in the State of Sweden*
   Former Auditor General of Sweden Inga-Britt Ahlenius was interviewed by Niklas Ekdal, Political Editor, *Dagens Nyheter*.

5. *Sick Sweden – On the Black Economy and Taxes*
   Chief economist Stefan Fölster was interviewed by Kay Glans, Journalist.

6. *The Ravaged Artist*
   Author Björn Ranelid was interviewed by Björn Linnell, Journalist and Publisher.

7. *A Swedish Tony Blair?*
   Chief Economist Anders Borg was interviewed by Thomas Gür, Journalist.
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8. *Dagens Industri and Decency*
Editor-in-chief of *Dagens Industri* Gunilla Herlitz was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

9. *The UN – A Beauty Queen?*
Author and Journalist David Rieff was interviewed by Per Svensson, Cultural Editor at *Expressen*.

10. *The Swedish Archbishop and the Flight from the Church*
Archbishop K G Hammar was interviewed by Niklas Ekdal, Political Editor, Dagens Nyheter.

Spring 2004

1. *Who Will Pay When ”Folkhemmet” Becomes an Old People’s Home?*
**Gunnar Wetterberg**, Historian and Writer, Head of the Policy Department at the Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations was interviewed by Per Svensson, Cultural Editor at *Expressen*.

2. *A Defence for Europe*
**Lars Wedin** from the Swedish National Defence College was interviewed by Kay Glans, Journalist.

3. *Svenska Dagbladet – A Silenced Dragon?*
**Lena K Samuelsson**, Editor-in-Chief of Svenska Dagbladet was interviewed by Rolf van den Brink, Journalist.

4. *Aftonbladet – Anders Gerdin’s Success Story*
**Anders Gerdin**, Editor-in-Chief of *Aftonbladet* was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

5. *Does Sweden Lack Defence?*
**Håkan Syrén**, Sweden’s Commander-in-Chief was interviewed by Niklas Ekdal, Political Editor, *Dagens Nyheter*. 
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6. **Sveriges Television – Burning Hot Public Service**
   Christina Jutterström, CEO of Swedish Television was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

7. **Expressen – Paparazzi Makes the Sales Fly High**
   Otto Sjöberg, Editor-in-Chief of *Expressen* was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

8. **Dagens Nyheter – The Last Publicist?**
   Jan Wifstrand, Editor-in-Chief of *Dagens Nyheter* was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

9. **TV4 – Jan Scherman Speaks His Mind**
   Jan Scherman, CEO of TV4 was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

10. **Media and Media Power**
    Round table talks with Sweden’s leading newspaper editors led by Journalists Susanna Popova Hakelius and Rolf van den Brink: Christina Jutterström, CEO of Swedish Television, Otto Sjöberg, Editor-in-Chief of *Expressen*, Anders Gerdin, Editor-in-Chief of *Aftonbladet*, Gunilla Herlitz, Editor-in-Chief of *Dagens Industri* and Lena K Samuelson, Editor-in-Chief of *Svenska Dagbladet*.

11. **Personified Business – The Power and Agenda of Swedish Business Journalism**
    Discussion between Jan Wifstrand, Editor-in-Chief of *Dagens Nyheter* and Weje Sandén, Editor-in-Chief of *Veckans Affärer*, led by Thomas Gür.

Fall 2004

1. **The Yes-Men**
   Hans L Zetterberg, sociologist and public opinion analyst, was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.
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2. How to Handle Power
   KJELL-OLOF FELDT, former minister of finance, was interviewed by PJ Anders Linder, Journalist and Political Editor of Svenska Dagbladet.

3. A Non-Socialist Advocate of Change
   MAURICIO ROJAS, Member of Parliament, was interviewed by Peter Wolodarski, Journalist at Dagens Nyheter.

4. A Right-Wing Alliance
   HANS BERGSTROM, former Editor-in-Chief of Dagens Nyheter, was interviewed by Peter Wolodarski, Journalist at Dagens Nyheter.

5. How are Elections Won?
   AGNETA DREBER, CEO of Livsmedelsforetagen, was interviewed by Peter Wolodarski, Journalist at Dagens Nyheter.

6. In Defence of Capitalism
   JOHAN NORBERG, freelance free-marketer and Author, was interviewed by Per Svensson, Cultural Editor at Expressen.

7. The Strengths of the Right
   ROLAND POIRIER MARTINSSON, PhD in philosophy and Author, was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.

8. Robin Hood in the Shape of a Legal Expert
   GUNNAR STRÖMMER, Founder of the Centre for Justice, was interviewed by PJ Anders Linder, Journalist and Political Editor of Svenska Dagbladet.

9. Secret and Successful
   JANERIK LARSSON, Journalist and Consultant, was interviewed by Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist.
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10. *Pippi Longstocking of the Right-Wing*

*Marit Paulsen*, Member of the European Parliament, was interviewed by Peter Wolodarski, Journalist at *Dagens Nyheter*.

Spring 2005

1. **Bengt Göransson**, Politician, Swedish Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna), was interviewed by Björn Linnell.

2. **Kjell-Olof Feldt**, former Minister of Finance, was interviewed by Göran Greider.

3. **Anders Isaksson**, Author and Journalist, *Dagens Industri*, was interviewed by Kay Glans.

4. **Carl Bildt**, former Prime Minister, and Sverker Åström, former State Secretary for Foreign Affairs, were interviewed by Anders Hellner.

5. **Olle Sahlström**, Author and Journalist, was interviewed by Per Svensson.

6. **Bo Södersten**, Professor Emeritus of Economics and Politician, Swedish Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna), was interviewed by Fabian af Petersen.

7. **Ingvar Carlsson**, former Prime Minister, was interviewed by Peter Wolodarski.

8. **Ozan Sunar**, Freelance Journalist and Founder of Re: Orient, was interviewed by Thomas Gür.

9. **Björn Rosengren**, Senior Adviser, the Stenbeck Group, was interviewed by Maria Borelius.

10. **Patrick Salmon**, Historian, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, was interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.
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Media 8

We receive a large part of our sense of reality from the mass media. Media’s tremendous impact has today become so great that we may speak of its power over the truth. But how truthful are the media really? Media 8 checked and reviewed the content and quality of Sweden’s media. In the studio: Susanna Popova Hakelius, Journalist, and Mats Ekström, Professor of Media and Communications, Örebro University.

Fall 2004

1. *The End of Publicists*

With Arne Ruth, Professor of Journalism, Carin Stenström, Editor of the Christian daily *Världen i dag*, Staffan Erfors, Editor-in-Chief of *Kvällsposten*, Ulrika Saxon from *Bonnier Tidskrifter*, Mattias Göransson Editor-in-Chief and founder of *Offside magazine*, Eva Franchell, late Foreign Minister Anna Lindh’s close friend and Thomas Mattsson, Editor of *Expressen*.

2. *Who Owns the Media?*

With Göran Persson, Prime Minister of Sweden, Marita Ulvskog, Head of the Social Democratic Party, Thorbjörn Larsson, Chairman of TV4 and *Expressen*, Lars Weiss, Journalist and Writer, Kerstin Brunnberg, Head of Sveriges Radio, Sakari Pitkänen, Editor-in-Chief of *Metro Stockholm*, Berit Andnor, Minister of Family and Children, Niklas Silow, Editor at *Aftonbladet* and Per Bering, father of the murdered psychologist Helena Bering.


With Finance Reporter and Journalist Olle Rossander, former Head of the Swedish National Audit Office Inga-Britt Ahlenius, Journalist Ylva Nilsson, Sveriges Radio, Journalist Cecilia Uddén, Chief Executive of Swedish Television Leif Jakobsson and Per Frykman, expert on personal branding.
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4. Media and Power
With journalist at Dagens Nyheter Henrik Brors, Project Leader for the TV programme Uppdrag Granskning (SVT) Nils Hansson, Author and Journalist Jan Guillou, Political Commentator for SVT KG Bergström, Sveriges Radios Journalist Jan Mosander and Writer and Critic at Svenska Dagbladet Mats Gellerfeldt.

5. The Consultants and the Lobbyists
With journalist at Effektiva Media Richard Björk, Editor at Expressen Thomas Mattsson, PR Consultants Fredrik Andersson and Martin Borgs, Lobbyist of the Year Ann-Thérése Enarsson, Editor-in-Chief of Norrländska Socialdemokraten Lennart Häkansson, Jonas Larsson and Editor-in-Chief of Västerbottenskuriren Torbjörn Bergmark.

6. Copied Journalism
With Consul General Olle Wästedberg, Editor-in-Chief of Dagens Nyheter Jan Wifstrand, the blogger at Stockholm Spectator Paul O’Mahony, Journalist Jan Guillou, News Editor of Ekot Rolf Stengård, former CEO of Ericsson Kurt Hellström and Editor at Expressen Thomas Mattsson.

2005

1. The Archetypes of Journalism
Lars Norén, Bo Lindqvist, Ester Pollack, Niklas Lundblad, Per Wendel, Peppe Engberg and Lars Engvall were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With professor Jesper Strömbäck.

2. Foreign Correspondents
Stig Fredriksson, Kjell-Albin Abrahamsson, Staffan Heimerson, PM Nilsson, Rossana Dinamarca and Anna Larsson were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Professor Jesper Strömbäck.
3. *Culture Journalism*
Håkan Jaensson, Äsa Beckman, Peter Luthersson, Jan Guillou and Lars Stjernqvist were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Professor Jesper Strömbäck.

4. *Ethical Journalism*
Susanne Wigorts Yngvesson, Janne Andersson, Johanna Lebourne and Maria Hasselgren were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Professor Jesper Strömbäck.

5. *FI – The Media Party*
Cecilia Gamre, Lena Smedsaaas, Jesper Katz, Göran Ellung, Cecilia Renfors and Per-Arne Jigenius were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Professor Jesper Strömbäck.

6. *Advertising in the Media*
Jan Wifstrand, Gunnar Strömblad, Peter Carnello, Bengt Göransson and Mats Knutson were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Professor Jesper Strömbäck.
TV Productions for Axess TV

Spring 2006

Nobel Special Interview with Nobel Prize laureate in literature ORHAN PAMUK by Thomas Steinfeld, Cultural Editor, Süd-deutsche Zeitung.

1900-talets totalitāra ideologier
With host Kay Glans.
1. Nazism
2. Communism
3. Terrorism

Kvinnor på gränsen till väst
Documentary by Katarina von Axelson and Dilsa Demirbag-Sten

Fall 2006

Studio Ekdal – Current affairs
TV show with host Niklas Ekdal, Journalist and political editor of Dagens Nyheter.
1. Årets valutgång
2. Demokratins utmaningar
3. Den nya regeringen
4. Putins Ryssland
5. Ahlenius om tillståndet i staten
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6. Sverige och supermakten
7. Ungdomars psykiska ohälsa
8. Iraks framtid
9. Kunskapsflykten från Sverige
10. Skyldigheten att skydda
11. Avtalsrörelsen och jobben
12. Nobelpriset i litteratur

Ortmark
Host Åke Ortmark interviewing invited guests. Season one.
1. FILIPPA REINFELDT
2. WANJA LUNDBY WEDIN
3. MAURICIO ROJAS
4. JAN HENNINGSSON
5. GUNVOR ENGSTRÖM
6. HANS BLIX
7. JAN NYGREN
8. CHRISTER GARDELL
9. SVEN OTTO LITTORIN
10. MIKAEL ODEMBERG
11. HANS L. ZETTERBERG
12. MARIE GÖRANZON

Veckans debatt
Hosts Lennart Persson and Staffan Heimerson with guests. Season one.
1. Lögn och politik i valrörelsen
2. Lättja: last eller lust?
3. Ny FN-chef utses: Vad händer med FN?
4. Kriskommission: sossarna efter valet
5. Trygghetsnarkomani
6. Inför psykiatriutredningen
7. Inför kongressvalet i USA: svenskarna och Amerika
8. Kvinnor, makt och karriär: hur går det ihop?
9. Om prostitutionen
10. Kan vi försvara oss?
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11. Hur sköter sig den nya regeringen?
12. Säsongsavslutning

Nils Petter Sundgren
A TV programme about the history of film hosted by film critic Nils Petter Sundgren.
1. Svenska satkärringar
2. Svenska vampyrer
3. Svenska snutar
4. Svenska bönder

Dokumentär utifrån
Documentaries with host Anders Hellner, season one.
1. Nepal – Kingdom on the Edge
2. Darfur – Into the Death Zone
3. Democratic Republic of Congo – The UN’s Dirty War
4. Kenya
5. Somalia and the al-Qaeda
6. Western Sahara – Storm in the Sahara
7. Brazil – Rio Slum Warfare
8. Pakistan
9. Turkey – Europé’s Hidden War
10. Extra: Anna Politkovskaya
11. Sri Lanka – Tigers in the Shadows
12. Lebanon – Living with Hezbollah
13. India’s Hidden War
15. Guatemala – City of the Dead
16. West Papua – Rainforest Warriors
17. Nigeria – Fire in the Delta
18. Mexico – The Longest Journey

Aktuellt från Grönköping
15 episodes hosted by Sverker Åström.
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Åsiktsmaskinen
Invited guests discuss current events with Susanna Popova Hakelius, season one.
1. Klimatet – Ett mediehot?
2. Mediedrevet
3. Pressfrihet eller personlig integritet?
4. Ledarskribenterna

Vem var Shakespeare?
About William Shakespeare with host Björn Linnell, Journalist and Publisher.
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Studio Ekdal – current affairs
TV show with host Niklas Ekdal, Journalist and Political Editor at Dagens Nyheter.
1. EU – en 50-åring på väg att spricka
2. Globalisering på övertid
3. Övervikt – ny forskning
4. Splittrade liberaler
5. Smartare konsumtion
6. Arbetarpartiernas kamp
7. Spelmonopol på fall
8. Olympiska propagandaspel
9. Föredömet Finland
10. Bomber och bistånd
11. Kejsarsnitt – En knivig fråga
12. Slutet för vargen
13. Slaget om förorten
14. Oljans axelmakter
15. Stjärnan mot laget
16. Högre löner – färre jobb
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Åsiktsmaskinen
Invited guests discuss current topics with host Susanna Popova Hakelius, season two.
1. En listjournalist
2. De politiska kommentatorerna
3. Sveket mot demokratin
4. Åsiktsakademikerna
5. Bildr, bloggandet och demokratin
6. Från marginalen
7. Christer Gardell och medierna
8. Bildning – utdöd eller bara förändrad?
9. Journalistik i kris
10. Sverigedemokraterna och medierna

Ortmark
Host Åke Ortmark interviewing invited guests. Season two.
1. Lars Nittve
2. Birgitta Ohlsson
3. Lars Leijonborg
4. Rolf Ekéus
5. Cecilia Stegö Cilò
6. Mariana Burenstam Linder
7. Horace Engdahl
8. Morgan Johansson
9. Jan Malmsjö
10. Jimmie Åkesson
11. Börje Ahlstedt
12. Anders Borg

Dokumentär utifrån
Documentaries with host Anders Hellner, season two.
1. Japan
2. Cuba
3. Armenia
4. Afghanistan
5. Moldova
6. Stasi
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7. China
8. European Immigrants
9. Africa and Islam

Veckans debatt
Hosts Lennart Persson and Staffan Heimerson with guests.
Season two.
1. De nya ledarna
2. Vart tog föräldrarna vägen
3. Vad händer med det svenska språket?
4. Ska svenska försvaret sköta krigsrapportheringen?
5. Massage mot stroke
6. Är höghus vackra?
7. Klimatförändrad ekonomi
8. Vacker till varje pris
9. Sveriges bäste kung?
10. Duell om journalistik
11. Skillnader i hjärnan
12. Konst att kissa offentligt
13. Unga struntar i facket
14. Bibeln vållar strid
15. Är shopping en ny religion?

Public Service
A discussion about public service. PARTICIPANTS: Eva Hamilton (SVT), Björn Rosengren (MTG), Peter Örn (SR), Crister Fritzson (Boxer), Kurt Almqvist (Axess TV), Lars Adaktusson (TV8), Carl Johan Swanson (Ministry of Culture)

Samtal pågår
Conversations with invited guests led by Anders Hellner
1. AGNETA PLEIJEL
2. TOMAS RIES
3. BO HULD'T
4. Extra med anledning av Lars Orups bortgång
5. KAROLIN JOHANSSON
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6. HENRIK WILLIAMS
7. MATS JOHANSSON
8. SUSANNA POPOVA
9. GUNNAR WETTERBERG
10. INGER ENKVIST
11. KRISTOFFER LEANDOER
12. KJELL GOLDMANN
13. RICKI NEUMAN
14. JONAS TALLBERG
15. ANNA JONSSON
16. LARS MELIN
17. JOHAN LAGERKVIST
18. JOHAN WENNSTRÖM
19. ANDERS ISAKSSON

Axess tidskrift presenterar
A TV programme hosted by Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief of Axess Magazine.
1. Skönhetens återkomst
2. I döda poeters sällskap
3. Dikten och verkligheten
4. Samtal om Ola Billgren

Kanon-TV
Kanon-TV discussed modern society and its lack of interest in education and tradition, hosted by Associate Professor Johan Tralau, Political Scientist.
1. Ingen sanning, ingen kanon
2. Ensamhet och frihet
3. Språk i förfall
4. Sverige – En drängstuga?
5. Kulturkamp?
**Veckans debatt**
Hosts Lennart Persson and Staffan Heimerson with guests.
Season three.
1. Konstnärer med rätt att kränka
2. När livet var en fest, eller?
3. Global uppvärmning: Vad säger vetenskapen?
4. Ett år efter valet – Tillståndet i nationen
5. Bokmässan
6. Skolan, kunskapen och den demokratiska fostran
7. Äktenskapet
8. Girighet
9. Rödebytragedin och ungdomsvåldet
10. USA-valet
11. Slaveri och skattemoral
12. Reinfeldts leдарстиль och feminism
13. Strejker och monarkins framtid
14. Vargen och kärnkraften
15. Bordellhärvan
16. Rätten att födas, rätten att leva
17. Uppesittarkväll
18. 2007 – året som gick, året som kommer

**Ekdal**
TV show with host Niklas Ekdal, Journalist and political editor of *Dagens Nyheter.*
1. Sjuka läkare
2. Försvarsväret
3. Israel
4. Lotterisamhället
5. Finland
6. Den finansiella istiden
Ortmark
Host Åke Ortmark interviewing invited guests. Season three.
1. PER SCHLINGMANN
2. ÖZZ NUJEN
3. PC JERSILD
4. NYAMKO SABUNI
5. BJÖRN ULVAEUS
6. LORENTZ LYTTKENS
7. JAN BJÖRKLUND
8. MARCUS STORCH
9. ERIK ÅSBRINK
10. STEFAN LARSSON
11. LEIF G W PERSSON
12. LENA ENDRE

Välfärdsåren
The author of the book Välfärdsåren: svensk historia 1945–1986, Associate Professor Göran Hägg, hosted the TV programme with the same name. Hägg looked into the mechanisms behind economic growth in Sweden during the years 1945–86, he visited important historical places and talked to key persons from the period in question.
1. 1945–49 – En oblodig revolution
2. 1950–54 – Det stora språnget
3. 1955–59 – Sista striden
4. 1960–65 – Från idéer till idyll
5. 1966–68 – Välfärdens högsommar
6. 1968–73 – Rekårdår och revolter

Salong Axess
Authors, journalists, politicians and scholars met in the programme and discussed current affairs. Host: Anders Hellner.
1. Antiamerikanismen
2. Utomeuropeisk rasism
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Frihetens vägar
TV history programme with Per Svensson, Cultural Editor at Expressen.
1. Toleransens paradoxer
2. Från Rom och hit
3. Hoten mot friheten

Nyfiken på …
Associated Professor Göran Hägg visited the Book Fair in Gothenburg and talked to researchers and authors about their latest works. Season one.
1. STURE LINNÉR
2. JOHAN SVEDJEDAL
3. NILS UDDEMBERG
4. CARINA BURMAN
5. ANDERS WAHLGREN
6. PER WÄSTBERG
7. SVANTE NORRHEM
8. BENGT JANGFELDT
9. SVEN-BERTIL TAUZE
10. DICK HARRISON
11. LARS OLOF LARSSON
12. EVA HELENA ULVROS
13. ÅSA LINDBORG
14. BIRGER BERGH

Var fjortonde dag
A TV show on cultural issues with the Editor-in-Chief of Axess Magazine, Associate Professor Johan Lundberg.
1. Edward Said
2. Erik Stagnelius
3. Why is Everybody Writing Detective Novels?
4. Modernism
5. About Museums
6. Ugly Buildings
7. Culture as Fashion and Fashion as Culture
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Makten minns
Host Arvid Lagercrantz interviewed former leading politicians.
1. CH HERMANSSON
2. THORBJÖRN FÄLLDIN
3. INGVAR CARLSSON
4. SVERKER ÅSTRÖM
5. INGEGERD TROEDSSON

Axess Hearing – Om gasledningen
Discussion about the planned gas pipeline between Russia and Germany. Among the participants were representatives from Nord Stream, experts on public international law and international politics, experts on Germany, Russia and Poland, Swedish politicians and representatives from the Swedish Armed Forces. The hearing was moderated by Thomas Gür, TV Host at Axess TV. (Two episodes)

Den norrländska Guden
Associate Professor Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief of Axess Magazine, interviewed the Author TORGNY LINDGREN, Member of the Swedish Academy, about his novel Norrlands akvavit.

Modernitetens kris – om vår tids andlighet
Journalist and Author Anita Goldman in dialogue with invited guests.
GUESTS: Göran Rosenberg, Author, Ylva Eggehorn, Author, Translator and Poet, Antoon Geels, Professor of Psychology of Religion, Lund University, Father Bernard Durel, Dominican Republic

Norman Mailer in memoriam
Host Anders Hellner and Literary Critic Mats Gellerfelt talked about the Author Norman Mailer to his friend, former Ambassador ROLF EKÉUS.
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Zarembas val
With host Maciej Zaremba.
1. En dag i folkrepubliken Polen
2. Tuer les Tous: Rwanda – Historien om ett folkmord
3. Welfare. With Frederick Weisman

Det handlar om musik
Host Sofia Nyblom lets the music set the tone in conversations with profiles within and outside the music world. Season one.
1. Maria Fontosh
2. Andreas Brantelid
3. Anders Wiklund
4. Michael Weinius
5. Eva Ollikainen
6. Joakim Milder

Ayaan Hirsi Ali
In 2007, at the Royal Society of Arts in London, Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who lives under a death threat imposed by Muslim fundamentalists, debated with Professor Timothy Garton Ash, one of Britain’s most prominent public intellectuals, who has in the past criticized her for being an “enlightenment fundamentalist” and too beautiful. John Lloyd, Director of Journalism at the Reuters Institute, Oxford University chaired the debate.

Spring 2008

Veckans debatt
Hosts Lennart Persson and Staffan Heimerson with guests.
Season four.
1. Blir världen bättre eller sämre?
2. Vad är borgerlig kulturpolitik?
3. Nuderaffären
4. Kulturdebatt: Politiska experter tippar galet!
5. Det mångkulturella samhället: Hur fungerar det?
6. Kosovo och vårt behov av Nationalstaten
7. Maktskiftet: Blev det någon skillnad?
8. Ordning härskar i skolan, eller?
9. När ingen längre tar ansvar
10. Behöver vi en moralisk kompass?
11. Livet är en fest, men inte för vänstern?
12. Svenska språket: I behov av skyddslag?
13. På vems sida står polisen?
14. Skyskrapor för miljöns skull?
15. OS-bojkott och tvångsvård av sexbrottslingar
16. Historiens hemskaste härskare
17. Sjuksköterskelöner
18. Etablissemangen och vänstervåldet
19. Rättvisans lotteri

Det handlar om musik
Host Sofia Nyblom lets the music set the tone in conversations with profiles from within and outside the music world. Season two.

1. ROLAND PÖNTINEN
2. MARTIN FRÖST
3. KATARINA DALAYMAN
4. MATS BERGSTRÖM och OLLE PERSSON
5. MATTI BYE
6. LOA FALKMAN
7. TOBIAS RINGBORG
8. ERIKA SUNNEGÅRDH

Ekdal
TV show with host Niklas Ekdal, Journalist and Political Editor at Dagens Nyheter.
1. Stora vinster utan jordbrukssubventioner
2. Frihet och förtryck
3. Islam behöver reformeras
4. Den svenska förvaltningen kan halveras
5. Israel: En ung 60-åring
6. Skolan
7. Special: Intervju med Israels ambassadör Eviatar Manor
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*Kanon-TV*
Kanon-TV discussed modern society and its lack of interest in education and tradition, hosted by Associate Professor Johan Tralau, Political Scientist.
1. Sex överallt
2. Är universiteten arbetsförmedlingar?
3. Modets förtryck
4. Döda språk
5. Religion

*Ortmark*
Host Åke Ortmark interviewing invited guests. Season four.
1. Percy Barnevik
2. Eva Dahlgren
3. Thomas Östros
4. Gunnar Akner
5. Kristina Axén Olin
6. Kerstin Brunnberg
7. Special: Presidentkandidaten Michael Dukakis

*Salong Axess*
Authors, journalists, politicians and scholars met in the programme and discussed current affairs. Host: Anders Hellner.
1. Religionens återkomst
2. Ryssland efter Putin
3. Tankesmedjornas återkomst

*Uppdrag K*
A series about different aspects of Swedish cultural life. Host: Associate Professor Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief of Axess Magazine.
1. K:1 Art
2. K:2 The School
3. K:3 Theatre
4. K:4 The Swedish Royal Court
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*Socialdemokraterna minns – Epoken Persson*

Leading social democrats talk about the era of Prime Minister Göran Persson. Senior Editor Arvid Lagercrantz interviewed.

1. **Björn Rosengren**, Senior Adviser, the Stenbeck Group and former Swedish Minister for Business, Swedish Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna)
2. **Nalin Pergul**, Politician, Swedish Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna)
3. **Pär Nuder**, Politician, former Swedish Minister for Finance, Swedish Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna)
4. **Marita Ulvskog**, Politician, former Minister for Culture, Swedish Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna)
5. **Ilmar Reepalu**, Politician, Municipal Commissioner, Malmö, Swedish Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterna)

*Pressklubben*

News Editor of Ekot, **Rolf Stengård**, and Editor in Chief of Aftonbladet, **Jan Helin**, discuss the media and the Engla murder case. Led by host Lennart Persson.

*Kampen om pillret*

The Writer and Journalist **Ingrid Carlberg** was interviewed by Senior Editor Arvid Lagercrantz about the pharmaceutical industry.

*Ansikte mot ansikte: Svenskarna*

1. **Johan Kinde**
2. **Nina Lagergren**
3. **Dorotea Bromberg**
4. **Mitra H Lager**
5. **Olof Kleberg**

*Kåren är ockuperad*

Discussion about the year 1968. From the seminar “Kårhus-ockupationen och revolutionsåret 1968” May 26th 2008.

**Moderators**: Niklas Ekdal, Journalist and Annika Hagström, Journalist and TV-host.
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PARTICIPANTS: Håkan Arvidsson, Lecturer in History, Roskilde University, Denmark, Anders Carlberg, former Politician, Founder of Fryshuset, Nick Cohen, Writer and Columnist for The Observer and New Statesman, UK, Rolf Ekéus, Ambassador, Chairman of the Governing Board at SIPRI, Gunnar Fredriksson, Author and Journalist, former Editor-in-Chief of Stockholms-Tidningen and Aftonbladet, Kristian Gerner, Professor of History, Lund University, Jackie Jakubowski, Author and Journalist, Editor-in-Chief of Judisk Krönika, Mats Johansson, Journalist, Author and Politician, Former Political Editor of Svenska Dagbladet and CEO of Timbro, John Lloyd, Journalist and Author, Contributing Editor, Financial Times, Director of Journalism, Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, Oxford, UK, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas at Lund University, Ludvig Rasmusson, Writer and Freelance Journalist, Kim Salomon, Professor of History, Lund University, Nathan Shachar, Journalist, Dagens Nyheter, Gunilla Thorgren, Journalist, Politician and Author, former Member of Grupp 8, Maciej Zaremba, Journalist and Author.

Axess på sommarturné
Axess Magazine and Axess TV on a road trip to Swedish Universities. Hosts: Associate Professor Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief of Axess Magazine and Associated Professor Göran Hägg, Author and PhD in the History of Literature.
1. SVANTE NORDIN
2. KARIN JOHANNISSON
3. STIG LARSSON
4. MOHAMMAD FAZLHASHEMI
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Pratbar från Almedalen
Claes de Faire and Viggo Cavling interviewing party leaders.
1. JAN BJÖRKLUND
2. MAUD OLOFSSON
3. MONA SAHLIN
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4. GÖRAN HÄGGLUND
5. MARIA WETTERSTRAND
6. FREDRIK REINFELDT

Ekdal
TV show with host Niklas Ekdal, Journalist and Political Editor at Dagens Nyheter.
1. Forskningsfusket
2. Konspirationsteorier
3. Gustav III
4. Politisk PR
5. Historiens återkomst
6. Finanskrisen

Fokus på …
Hostess: Therese Larsson
1. Carl Johan De Geer
2. Den nya feminismen
3. Svenska politiska biografier

Det handlar om musik
Host Sofia Nyblom lets the music set the tone in conversations with profiles from within and outside the music world. Season three.
1. MALENA ERNMAN
2. CHRISTIAN LINDBERG
3. SAKARI ORAMO
4. SUZANNE OSTEN
5. ANNA LARSSON
6. KJERSTIN DELLERT
7. SVANTE HENRYSON
8. DAN LAURIN

Café Einstein
Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning and Ulf Danielsson, Professor of Theoretical Physics at Uppsala University, discussed science with invited guests.
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1. Vår tids Frankenstein
2. Virtuella världar
3. Förstå vi världen
4. Rymden
5. Energi

Sveriges afrikanska krig
Bengt Nilsson talked about SIDA. Questions were asked by Erik Arnér and moderator was Maria Rankka

Nyfiken på …
Author and Associated Professor Göran Hägg visited the Book Fair in Gothenburg and talked to researchers and authors about their latest works. Season two.
1. Hitler
2. Judas
3. Bergman
4. Falkenland
5. Dan Andersson
6. Conspiracies
7. Queen Christina

Om kommunismens ideologi
Why are young people of today still attracted by Communism in spite of the widespread knowledge of its evils? Swedish intellectuals who have studied the history of Communism discussed its enticements and its grim reality from a Swedish as well as a Russian perspective (two episodes.)

PARTICIPANTS: Klas-Göran Karlsson, Lecturer, Department of History, Lunds University, Håkan Blomkvist, PhD in History, Södertörns University, Kjell Albin Abrahamsson, Journalist, Sveriges Radio, Jakub Swecicki, the Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Ildiko Asztalos-Morell, Researcher, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Uppsala University, Tomas Sniegon, Lecturer, Central and Eastern European Studies, Lunds University
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Lundberg möter svenska författare
Editor-in-chief of Axess Magazine associate professor Johan Lundberg talked to Swedish authors and intellectuals at the Book Fair in Gothenburg 2008.

1. Lars Gustafsson, Author and Philosopher
2. Martin Ingvar, Professor in Integrative Medicine at the Osher Centre for Integrative Medicine and active at the Department of Clinical Neuroscience
3. Kaa Enberg, Journalist and Author

Det handlar om musik
Host Sofia Nyblom lets the music set the tone in conversations with profiles from within and outside the music world. Season four.

1. Nils Landgren and Christian Lindberg
2. Nina Stemme, Matti Hirvonen and Stina Ekblad
3. Anders Hillborg and Dan Berglund
4. Barbara Hendricks and Magnus Lindgren
5. Salem al Fakir and Maria Lindal
6. Sofia Jannok and Josefine Lindstrand
7. Roland Pöntinen and Anders Widmark
8. Titiyo and Goran Kajfes

Ekonomiklubben – the Economics Club

Chairman: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES. Standing members: Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist, Swedbank, Villy Bergström, Economist and former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank and Andreas Bergh, Economist, Lund University.

1. Standing members
2. Hans Tson Söderström, Adjunct Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Kerstin Hallsten, Director of Forecasting, National Institute of Economic Research, Pehr Wissén, former Vice President, Handelsbanken, Jonas Vlachos, Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Stockholm
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University, Anders Billing, Managing Editor, Affärsvärlden
3. Cecilia Skingsley, Head of fixed income & FX research, Swedbank, Bengt Dennis, former Governor of the Riksbank, Kerstin Hessius, CEO, Tredje AP-fonden.
4. Hans Tson Söderström, Adjunct Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Ingemar Hansson, State Secretary, Ministry of Finance
5. Hans Tson Söderström, Adjunct Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Per Krusell, Professor, Princeton University
6. Pehr Wissén, Former Vice President, Handelsbanken, Harry Flam, Professor, Institute for International Economic Studies, Stockholm University
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Nyfiken på …
Author and Associate Professor Göran Hägg visited the Book Fair in Gothenburg and talked to some of our most well known researchers and authors about their latest works. Season two.
8. Jan Guillou
9. Mona Sahlin
10. The Universe
11. The Cold War
12. Modernism
13. Anders Sparmann
14. Mussolini

Alexander Stoddart – Konstens egenvärde
Lecture by the Scottish Sculptor and Honorary Professor Alexander Stoddart. From the seminar “Farliga Figurationer” at Edsvik Konsthall outside Stockholm, September 1st 2009.

Magasinet
The programme consisted of three parts: Magasinet, foreign policy and domestic policy. Host: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES. Johan Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief of Axess Magazine, participated as columnist (five episodes.)
Debatt om konst, kitsch och kritik
From the seminar “Farliga Figurationer” at Edsvik Konsthall outside Stockholm on September 1st 2009.

MODERATOR: Mats Wiklund, Axess Magazine.

PARTICIPANTS: Jessica Kempe, Art Critic, Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Gunnar Larsson, Artist, Lecturer at the University College of Arts, Crafts and Design, Stockholm, PhD student Anna Brodow, Art Reviewer, Svenska Dagbladet, Stockholm, Associate Professor Peter Luthersson, Publisher at Atlantis, Stockholm, Sanna Tomac, Artist, Founder of the Swedish Academy of Realist Art/Atelier Stockholm, Stig Larsson, Author and Playwright, Sweden

Gustaf Sjökvists kammarkör
Music programme with guest performances. Led by Gustaf Sjökvist.
1. GEORG RIEDEL and Adolf Fredriks musikklasser
2. SVEN DAVID SANDSTRÖM
3. MATS BERGSTRÖM AND BJÖRN JOHANSSON
4. BENGT FELDREICH

Axess Hearing – Media och brottslingar
After the sensational robbery of G4S Cash Service in Västberga outside Stockholm on September 23rd 2009 TV host and Journalist Erik Hörstadius asked questions about the connection between the media and criminals.

PARTICIPANTS: David Lagercrantz, Author, Thabo Motsie-loa, TV Host and former Actor, Dick Sundevall, Journalist and Author, Stefan Wahlberg, Journalist, Columnist and TV Producer, Hans Månson, former Editor-in-Chief, Sydsvenskan, Helena du Rées, Criminologist, Sven-Erik Alhem, former Swedish Chief Prosecutor, Johannes Forssberg, Journalist, Petter Ljunggren, Journalist, Radio Host, Medierna, Sveriges Radio

Demos – De folkvaldas tribun
A debate between representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Moderate Party (six episodes).
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1. Jobben
2. Miljön
3. Vården
4. Brott och straff
5. Kulturpolitik
6. Försvar

Morgondagens skola
From the seminar “Morgondagens skola” about the school and the McKinsey report into it at Axess Studio Engelsberg on September 17th 2009. The Swedish Minister for Education and Science Jan Björklund was interviewed. MODERATOR: Professor Per Bauhn.

LECTURERS: Martin Ingvar, Professor of Integrative Medicine at the Osher Centre for Integrative Medicine and active at the Department of Clinical Neuroscience, Gunnar Ohrlander, Journalist and Writer, Mats Öhlin, Headmaster, Jonas Frykman, Professor of European Ethnology at Lund University, Inger Enkvist, Professor of Spanish Languages at Lund University

Spring 2010

Monica om Monica
Together with Gösta Nilsson, Filip Augustson and Jesper Kviberg, Monica Borrfors sings the most famous and popular songs by Monica Zetterlund. Live from Engelsberg Studios in Stockholm.

Ekonomiklubben – The Economics Club
CHAIRMAN: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.
STANDING MEMBERS: Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist, Swedbank, Villy Bergström, Economist and former Vice Governor of Sveriges Riksbank and Andreas Bergh, Economist, Lund University.
1. Niklas Damsgaard, Doctor of Economics
2. Klas Eklund, Senior Economist, SEB, Magnus Henrekson,
Television Programmes

Professor, Research Institute for Industrial Economics, Lars Heikensten, Doctor of Economics
3. Klas Eklund, Senior Economist, SEB
4. Martin Andersson, Doctor of Economics, Pehr Wissén, former Vice President, Handelsbanken
5. Daniel Waldenström, Professor of Economics, Research Institute for Industrial Economics, Laura Hartman, Research Leader, Swedish Center for Business and Policy Studies (SNS), Jonas Vlachos, Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Stockholm University
6. Irma Rosenberg, former Deputy of Sveriges Riksbank
7. Edward Lazear, Professor of Economics, Stanford, former Adviser to George W Bush
8. Fredrik Sjöholm, Professor, Research Institute for Industrial Economics, Daniel Waldenström, Professor, Research Institute for Industrial Economics
9. Anders Borg, Swedish Minister for Finance
10. Lars Calmfors, Professor of International Economics, Institute for International Economic Studies, Stockholm University. Olof Åslund, Professor, Director-General, Institute for Labour Market Policy Evaluation (IFAU)

Kväll med Ayaan Hirsi Ali
Anders Hellner talked to Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Associate Professor Lars Vilks and Dick Erixon about freedom of speech, provocations and Islam.

Climategate och hotet mot isbjörnarna
From the Seminar at Engelsberg Manor on May 6th 2010.
MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.
PARTICIPANTS: Ulf Danielsson, Professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Uppsala University, Niklas Ekdal, Writer and Editor, Dagens Nyheter, Olle Häggsström, Professor, Mathematical Statistics, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Svante Nordin, Professor of History of Science and Ideas at Lund University, Kjell A. Nordström, Dr. of Economy, Stockholm School of Economics, Writer and Public
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Speaker, Johan Rockström, Professor, Stockholm University, Markku Rummukainen, Professor, SMHI, Programme Director, Mistra-SWECIA, Peter Stilbs, Professor of Physical Chemistry at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Maggie Thauersköld Crusell, Economist, Writer and Founder of the blog “The Climate Scam”

Välfärdsstatens framtid

From the Seminar at Engelsberg Manor on May 20\textsuperscript{th} 2010.

\textbf{Moderator:} Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.

\textbf{Participants:} Stefan Ackerby, Chief Economist, Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting, Stefan Fölster, Chief Economist at Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (Svenskt Näringsliv), Stig Henriksson, Municipal Commissioner, Fagersta Municipality Antoinette Hetzler, Professor of Sociology, Lund University Åke Hillman, former Chairman of the Board of Health and Welfare, Västerås, Carina Nilsson, Writer, former Member of Staff at LO, Petter Odmark, Investigator at Försäkringskassan Per Schlingmann, Party Secretary the New Moderate Party, Stockholm, Erik Åsbrink, Chairman Försäkringskassan, former Swedish Finance Minister

Fall 2010

Framtidens arbeten

From a seminar about the Future Labour Market at Engelsberg Manor on August 20\textsuperscript{th} 2010.

\textbf{Moderator:} Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.

\textbf{Participants:} Stefan Fölster, Chief Economist, Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (Svenskt Näringsliv), Thomas Gür, Journalist, Political Commentator and Columnist for \textit{Svenska Dagbladet}, Patrik Engellau, Chairman of the Board, think tank Den nya välfärden and CEO, Aktietorget, Stockholm, Björn Rosengren, Senior Adviser, the Stenbeck Group, Stockholm, Roger Mörtvik, Analyst, TCO, Stockholm, Marie Söderqvist, CEO, United Minds, Stockholm, Lena Bäcker, Chief Economist, Kommuninvest, Örebro, Bo Malmberg, Professor of Human
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Geography at Stockholm University, Research Leader at the Institute for Future Studies, Stockholm

Ekonomiklubben – The Economics Club

Chairman: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.
Standing Members: Cecilia Hermansson, chief economist, Swedbank, Villy Bergström, economist and former deputy governor of Sveriges Riksbank and Andreas Bergh, economist, Lund University.
1. Mats Dillén, Economist and Director-General at the Swedish National Institute of Economic Research, Jonas Vlachos, Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Stockholm University, Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics
2. Lars Calmfors, Professor of International Economics, Institute for International Economic Studies, Stockholm University, Robert Bergqvist, Chief Economist, SEB
3. Irma Rosenberg, former deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank, Anders Vredin, Economist, CEO Centre for Business and Policy Studies
4. Martin Flodén, Associate Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Fredrik Sjöholm, Professor, Research Institute of Industrial Economics
5. Magnus Henrekson, CEO and Professor, Research Institute of Industrial Economics

Nyläst
1. ANN HEBERLEIN
2. ERNST BRUNNER
3. OLINNE STIG
4. ERNST BRUNNER
5. ERNST BRUNNAR AND BIRGIT HEMBERG
6. LOUISE BOIJÆ AF GENNÆS AND PER HAGMAN

Kultureliten talar ut
**Television Programmes**

**Lecturers:** Stefan Eklund, Åsa Lindeborg, Karin Olsson, Björn Wiman.

*Journalism and Democracy*

From a seminar about Media, Journalism and Democracy at IVA, Stockholm on October 22nd 2010 (five episodes).

**Participants:** John Lloyd, Director of the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, Oxford University and the Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, UK, Paul Starr, Professor of Sociology and Public Affairs, Princeton University, USA, Rodney Benson, Associate Professor of Media, Culture, and Communication, New York University, USA, Mattias Hessérus, Editor, Axess Magazine, Swedish Programme Leader, Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, Stockholm, Sweden, Ferdinando Giugliano, Italian Programme Leader, Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, Italy, Paolo Mancini, Professor of Communication, University of Perugia, Italy, Janice Winter, Programme Manager, Axess Programme on Journalism and Democracy, UK, Guy Berger, Professor of Journalism and Head of School of Journalism and Media Studies, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa, Pippa Green, Professor and Head of Journalism Department, University of Pretoria, South Africa, Arkady Ostrovsky, Moscow, Bureau Chief, the Economist, Russia, Svetlana Sorokina, TV Journalist, Russia, Julia Latynina, Journalist and Radio Host, Radio Station Echo of Moscow, Russia, Haiyan Wang, Project Leader, Axess Chinese Programme on Journalism and Democracy, Hong Kong, China, Jiang Zhan, Professor, Department of International Journalism & Communication, Beijing Foreign Studies University, China, Agnès Gaudu, China Editor, *Courrier International* magazine, Paris, France

**Spring 2011**

*Ekonomiklubben – The Economics Club*

**Chairman:** Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.

**Standing Members:** Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Econo-
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mist, Swedbank, Villy Bergstrom, Economist and former Deputy Governor of the Central Bank of Sweden, and Andreas Bergh, Economist, Lund University.

1. Hans Lindblad, State Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Hans Tson Soderstrom, Adjunct Professor at the Stockholm School of Economics and former Head of the SNS.
2. Göran Zettergren, Chief Economist, TCO, Marian Radetzki, Professor of Economics.
5. Fredrik Sjöholm, Professor of Economics, Jens Henriksson, CEO of the Stockholm Stock Exchange.
6. Anders Borg, Finance Minister, Kjell Olof Feldt, former Finance Minister.

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft – Den nya borgerligheten
Seminar at Engelsberg about the Swedish centre-right politics, led by Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.
1. Borgerlighet i tanke och gärning
2. Borgerlighetens möjligheter
3. Borgerlighetens utmaningar
4. Borgerlig identitet

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft – Hvad vilja Socialdemokraterna 2011?
Seminar at Engelsberg. Members of the Social Democratic Crisis Commission and other leading social democrats discuss the outlook for the Social Democrats in 2011 with commentary by journalists and political scientists. The Moderator was Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.
1. Socialdemokratin i en ny tid
2. Hur går vi vidare?
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3. En reforminriktad arbetsrörelse
4. Röster utifrån

Images of Sweden
Is Sweden what it appears in the minds of people around the globe – a universal role model? How did Sweden become a model for many countries whose populations and circumstances are so different from those of Sweden? But is the Swedish model really so very model? These were some of the issues and questions raised at the seminar Images of Sweden, which was also broadcast in four episodes on Axess TV.

MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom

2. Particularity through the Ages, Lars Trägårdh, Polly Toynbee, Thomas Steinfeld, Timur Atnashev, Olle Wästberg.
4. The Next Sweden, Per Schlingmann, Åke Daun, Stig-Björn Ljunggren, Widar Andersson, Toby Young, Peje Emilsson, Hans Bergström.

Breakfast seminar with Axess Magazine
Debate programme on themes from Axess Magazine.

1. Are We Really Getting Smarter? A Conversation About Intellect, Intelligence, and the Internet, Johan Lundberg, Johan Norberg and Inger Enkvist.
4. Extremism, Johan Lundberg, Karin Olsson and Torbjörn Elensky.
Ekonominlubben – The Economics Club

CHAIRMAN: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.

1. Mats Persson, Professor of National Economics, Villy Bergström, former Deputy Governor of the Central Bank of Sweden, Andreas Bergh, Researcher, University of Lund, Irma Rosenberg, Director of the National Debt Office Board, Robert Bergqvist, Chief Economist, SEB.

2. Hans Tson Söderstrom, Professor, Villy Bergström, former Deputy Governor of the Central Bank of Sweden, Magnus Henriksen, Professor at IFN, Stefan Fölster, Chief Economist, Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, Irene Wennemo, Secretary General of the Social Insurance Inquiry.

3. Lars Calmfors, Professor of International Economics, Goran Zettergren, Chief Economist, TCO, Kerstin Hessius, President of the Third AP Fund, Andreas Bergh, Researcher, University of Lund.

4. Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist at Swedbank, Bengt Assarsson, Associate Professor in Economics, Uppsala University and Private Consultant, Uppsala, Sweden, Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Anders Vredin.

5. Thomas Östros, MP (S), Andreas Bergh, Researcher at the University of Lund, Johan Lönnroth, Associate Professor of Economics, Marika Lindgren Åsbrink, Economic Adviser to the Social Democratic Party.


8. John Hassler, Professor at Stockholm University, Ing-Marie
**TELEVISION PROGRAMMES**

Gren, Professor at SLU, Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist at Swedbank, Villy Bergstrom, former Governor of the Central Bank of Sweden.

**På agenda**

“On the Agenda” with Lars Adaktusson is a series of programs where politicians and researchers come together to identify areas of research that say something about politicians’ ideas.

**Host:** Lars Adaktusson.

1. Åsa Romson, Green Party Spokesperson, Sennerby Forsse, Vice Chancellor at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), Sven Kullander, Chairman, Royal Academy of Science’s Energy Committee, Louise Trygg, Associate Professor, Linköping University.

2. Jan Björklund, Minister of Education, Martin Ingvar, Professor at the Karolinska Institute, Peter Gärdenfors, Professor, Lund University, and Mats Ekholm, Professor Emeritus, University of Karlstad.

3. Carl B. Hamilton, MP (FP), Dick Harrison, Professor, Lund University, Harry Flam, Professor, Stockholm University, Göran von Sydow, Researcher at SIEPS.

4. Lars Ohly, Leader of the Left Party, Olof Petersson, Political Scientist, Sverker Sörlin, Professor of Environmental History at the Royal Institute of Technology, Jenny Madestam, Political Scientist, Stockholm University.

5. Sofia Arkelsten, Party Secretary of the Moderate Party, Thomas Furth, Futurologist and Research Director at Cairo’s Future, John Hassler, Professor at the Institute for International Economics, Johan Carlstedt, Principal Project Manager for Innovation for Growth at the Engineering Science Academy, IVA.

6. Annie Lööf, Minister for Industry and Trade (C), Maria Khorsand, CEO of Sweden’s Technical Research Institute, Magnus Henrekson, Professor of National Economics, Nils Karlson, CEO of Ratio.

7. Veronica Palm, MP (Socialdemokraterna), Chairman of the Stockholm Workers’ Council, Sweden, Louise Hallin,
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Psychologist, Psychotherapist, Petra Östergren, Doctoral Student, Author, Sweden, Ann-Zofie Duvander, Associate Professor of Sociology and Demography.

8. Björn von Sydow, Associate Professor in Political Science and former Speaker of the Swedish parliament, Robert Dalsjö, PhD and Senior Analyst with the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI); Stefan Ring, Retired Lieutenant Colonel, Researcher at the National Defence College, Sweden, Peter Nordlund, Engineer at the Swedish Defence Research Agency, FOI.

Nyfiken på …
Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, interviews leading Swedish non-fiction book writers at the Book and Library Fair in Gothenburg. Season three.
1. Birgitta Almgren och spionerna
2. Svante Nordin och Filosoferna
3. Bo Andersson och Wittgenstein
4. Göran Norrby och eliterna
5. Hans Albin Larsson och En svensk skolhistoria
6. Stefan Olsson och konservatismen
7. Bodil Jönsson och horisonten
8. Klas Eklund och Kina
9. Per Gahrton och Miljöpartiet
10. Tomas Björk och bilden av Orienten
11. Kristian Gerner och Ryssland
12. Eva Österberg och historien

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft – Den gröna rörelsen
A programme in three parts based on the seminar, the Green Movement with moderator Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.
1. Den gröna rörelsen Miljö i tanke och gärning
2. Den gröna rörelsen En grön revolution
3. Den gröna rörelsen Miljöpartiets utmaningar
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Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft – Bortom multikulti
A programme in four parts based on the seminar Beyond Multiculti with moderator Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.
1. Invandring nu och då
2. Politikens utmaningar
3. Multikulturalism och andra begrepp
4. Intolerans i toleransens namn

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft – Extremism
A programme in three parts based on the seminar Extremism with moderator Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning.
1. Extremismen i historia och nutid
2. Regional och lokal extremism
3. Utomparlamentarisk politisk extremism

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft – Farväl till feminismen?
A programme in three parts based on the seminar Farewell to Feminism? With Moderator Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning. Will feminism survive the “bear hug” of politics and, if so, who are the new feminists? Where is feminism going?
1. Steven Sampson – Livet före feminismen, Anita Du Rietz – Svenska kvinnors företagande under 400 år, Susanna Popova – Från elitfeminister till kvinnliga företagare.

Samtalsserie från seminarium i Almedalen 2011
Discussion series from the seminar in Almedalen 2011
1. Konservatism och liberalism – Ett nödvändigt äktenskap?
   MODERATOR: Paulina Neuding.
   PARTICIPANTS: Mattias Svensson, Johan Tralau, and Per Gudmundson.
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2. *Beyond Economism – Compassionate Conservatism as a Centre-right Vision.*
   **Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom.
   **Participants:** Ben Gummer, Johan Norberg, Johan Tralau.

3. *Integrationspolitikens tillkortakommanden*
   **Moderator:** Dick Erixon.
   **Participants:** Adam Cwejman, Tino Sanandaji, Paulina Neuding.

4. *Feminism vs. Family? Centre-right Perspectives on Gender Equality*
   **Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom.
   **Participants:** Samantha Callan, Catherine Hakim and Bonnie Bernström.

5. *Lämna Svenska kyrkan eller konvertera?*
   **Moderator:** Karin Olsson.
   **Participants:** Thomas Idergard, Johan Lundberg, Cristina Grenholm, and Peter Wejderud.

6. *Big State or Big Society? Sweden at a Crossroad*
   **Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom.
   **Participants:** Richard D. North, Johnny Munkhammar.

7. *En ny meritokrati och klassresor*
   **Moderator:** Alice Teodorescu.
   **Participants:** Johnny Munkhammar, Alexander Bard.

8. *Legalisera knark? Om prostitution, kriminalitet och narkotika*
   **Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom.
   **Participants:** Petra Östergren, Alexander Bard, Johan Ingerö.

9. *Hegemonin utmanad – Socialdemokratin i en borgerlig tid*
   **Moderator:** Mattias Hessérus.
   **Participants:** Stig-Björn Ljunggren, Tommy Möller, Jytte Guteland.

10. *Blue Labour – Can Social Democratic Conservatism Save the Left?*
    **Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom.
    **Participants:** Maurice Glasman, David Goodhart, Marc Stears.
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Liu Xiabo – mottagare av Nobels fredspris 2010 – En demokratikämpe i Kina
Seminar about democracy in China.
MODERATOR: Svante Weyler.
PARTICIPANTS: Klas Eklund, Hanna Sahlberg och Maria Wetterstrand.

Stora fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)
Prize ceremony at Engelsberg Studios. Professor Svante Nordin was awarded for his book Filosoferna. Det västerländska tänkandet sedan år 1900.

Middle East: Shifting Sands
Four seminars at Utrikespolitiska Institutet, Stockholm, which explored and debated the character and future developments in this challenging region.
1. The New Generation in the Middle East – a generation for democracy?
MODERATOR: Nathalie Besèr.
PARTICIPANTS: Mustafa Al Nagar, Salim Amamou, Shadi Hamid, Stéphane Lacroix.

2. Shia Expansionism
MODERATOR: Nathalie Besèr.
PARTICIPANTS: Mehdi Khalajj, Laurence Louër, Tawfiq al-Amer.

3. The Middle East and North Africa after the Revolution and the Financial Crisis – the New BRIC?
MODERATOR: Nathalie Besèr.
PARTICIPANTS: Ioannis Kaltsas, Oussama Kanaan, Peter Stein.

4. A Palestinian State
MODERATOR: Nathalie Besèr.
PARTICIPANTS: Al Malki, Gunilla Carlsson, Gershon Baskin, Corinna Mullin.
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Spring 2012

Nyfiken på …
Lotta Gröning, PhD, Olsbenning, interviewed leading Swedish non-fiction authors at the Book and Library Fair in Gothenburg.
Season three
13. TOVE LIFVENDAHL och framtidslandet
14. STEFAN BLECKERT och ekoparken

Ekonomiklubben – The Economics Club

Chairman: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.
Standing Members: Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist, Swedbank, Villy Bergström, Economist and former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank and Andreas Bergh, Economist, Lund University.
1. Standing Members.
2. Standing Members.
3. Torbjörn Becker, Director of the Stockholm Institute of Transition Economics at the Stockholm School of Economics, Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics.
4. Robert Bergqvist, Chief Economist, SEB.
6. Klas Eklund, Senior Economist, SEB.

Fall 2012

Ekonomiklubben – The Economics Club

Chairman: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.
Standing Members: Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist, Swedbank, Villy Bergström, Economist and former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank and Andreas Bergh, Economist, Lund University.
1. Hans Tson Söderström, Adjunct Professor at the Stockholm School of Economics and former Head of the SNS.
2. Hubert Fromlet, Professor of International Economics, Linnaeus University and Jönköping International Business School (JIBS).
3. Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Mats Dillén, Economist and Director-General at the Swedish National Institute of Economic Research, Irene Wennemo, Secretary General of the Social Insurance Inquiry.
4. Mats Persson, Professor of Economics, Stockholm University, Daniel Waldenström, Professor of Economics, Research Institute for Industrial Economics.
5. Magnus Henrekson, CEO and Professor, Research Institute of Industrial Economics.
6. Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Irma Rosenberg, former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank, Laura Hartman, Head of Research at the Social Insurance Agency.
7. Per Jansson, Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank.
8. Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics.

Nyfiken på ...
Lotta Gröning and others interview leading Swedish non-fiction authors at the Book and Library Fair in Gothenburg. Season four.
1. Mattias Göransson och fallet Thomas Quick
2. Åke Lundqvist – Kultursidan
3. Björn Wahlroos och maktfilosofin
4. Bibi Jonsson om kvinnor och nazism
5. Svante Nordin och drottning Christina
6. Eva Franchell och partiet
7. Nina Burton och Flodernas bok
8. Andreas Cervenka och pengarna
9. Axel Odelberg och Sven Hedin
10. Klas-Göran Karlsson och det armeniska folkmordet
11. Magnus Sandelin och de svenska terroristerna
12. David Dunér och tankemaskinen
Stora fackbokpriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)


Spring 2013

Ekonomiklubben – The Economics Club

Chairman: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.
Standing members: Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist, Swedbank, Villy Bergström, Economist and former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank and Andreas Bergh, Economist, Lund University. Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Hans Tson Söderström, Adjunct Professor at the Stockholm School of Economics and former Head of the SNS.
1. Fredrik Bergström, Director for WSP Analysis & Strategy in Sweden, Hans Tson Söderström, Adjunct Professor at the Stockholm School of Economics and former Head of the SNS, Laura Hartman, Head of Research at the Social Insurance Agency.
2. Mats Dillén, Economist and Director-General at the Swedish National Institute of Economic Research, Hans Tson Söderström, Adjunct Professor at the Stockholm School of Economics and Former Head of the SNS.
3. John Hassler, Professor, Institute for International Economics at Stockholm University, Robert Bergqvist, Chief Economist, SEB.
5. Irma Rosenberg, Former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank.
7. Lars Jonung, Professor Emeritus, Lund University School of Economics and Management.
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Nyfiken på ...
Lotta Gröning and others interviewed leading Swedish non-fiction authors at the Book and Library Fair in Gothenburg. Season four.
13. RONNY AMBJÖRNSON och Ellen Key
14. BENGT JANGFELDT och Raoul Wallenberg
15. INGRID CARLBERG och Raoul Wallenberg
16. ANDERS JARLERT och drottning Victoria
17. MAGNUS LJUNGGREN och den ryska symbolismen
18. GÖRAN ROSENBERG och vägen från Auschwitz
19. STEN WESTERBERG och Clas Rålamb
20. OLLE MATSSON och litteraturens giftmord
21. TORE WRETÖ och det medeltida Italien
22. GÖRAN HäGG och italienerna
23. PER LANDIN och Hitlers konstnärer
24. JOHAN NORBERG och hjärnrevolutionen
25. AGNETA PLEIJEL och litteraturkritiken
26. ELENA BALZAMO och Strindbergs ansikten
27. BJÖRN MEIDAL och Strindbergs världar

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen
Host Peter Luthersson in conversation with invited guests. Season one.
1. JOHAN HAKELIUS on George Orwell
2. STIG STRÖMHLOM on Thukydides
3. OLOF PETTERSSON on Herbert Tingsten
4. PER BAUHN on Salman Rushdi
5. CARL RUDBECK on Machiavelli
6. PER SVENSSON on Thorkild Hansen

Fall 2013
Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer
Host Thomas Gür in conversation with invited guests.
1. WOUTER J HANegraaff – Hilma och esoterikens idéhistoria
2. RAPHAEL ROSENBERG – Att avbilda det osynliga
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3. GARY LACHMAN – Hilma och moderniteten
4. HELMUT ZANDER – Hilma och Rudolf Steiner
5. STEPHEN KERN – Hilma och sekelskiftet 1900
6. MARCO PASI – Hilma och sekelskiftet 1900
7. ANDREI NAKOV – Suprematismens symbolistiska grunder
8. MARTY BAX – Esoterikens arv
9. DAVID LOMAS – Konst och mening
10. BRIONY FER – Den moderna abstrakta konsttraditionen
11. DANIEL BIRNBAUM – Om Moderna Museets utställning

Ekonomiklubben – The Economics Club

Chairman: Martin Ådahl, CEO at the think tank FORES.
Standing members: Cecilia Hermansson, Chief Economist, Swedbank, Villy Bergström, Economist and former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank and Andreas Bergh, Economist, Lund University, Lars EO Svensson, Robert Bergqvist, Chief Economist, SEB.

1. Lars Jonung, Professor Emeritus, Lund University School of Economics and Management, Mats Persson, Professor of Economics, Stockholm University.
2. Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics, Torbjörn Becker, Director of the Stockholm Institute of Transition Economics at the Stockholm School of Economics, Hubert Fromlet, Professor of International Economics, Linnaeus University & Jönköping International Business School (JIBS).
3. Lars EO Svensson, Affiliated Professor, former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank, Stockholm University, Heidi Elmér, Chief Economist, Skandia Norden, Pehr Wissén, Professor, Stockholm School of Economics.
4. Lars EO Svensson, Affiliated Professor, Former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank, Stockholm University, Heidi Elmér, Chief Economist, Skandia Norden Irma Rosenberg, former Deputy Governor of Sveriges Riksbank.
5. Jonas Vlachos, Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Stockholm University, Lars Jonung, Professor Emeritus, Lund University School of Economics and Manage-
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ment, Mats Persson, Professor of Economics, Stockholm University.
6. Standing members.

Veckans bok
Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine PJ Anders Linder and others interviewed Swedish authors.
1. SVANTE NORDIN on Winston Churchill
2. LENA EINHORN on Greta Garbo
3. LENA HENNEL and LOVISA OLSSON on Humlan som flyger
4. PER SCHLINGMANN on Stå aldrig stilla
5. HERMAN LINDQVIST on När Finland var Sverige
6. GUNNAR WETTERBERG on Wallenberg
7. BERNT HERMELE on Firman Bonnier
8. BEATA ARNBORG on Kerstin Thorvall
9. STIG FREDRIKSSON on Oligarken mot presidenten
10. KAJSA INGEMARSON on Vägen till ett kreativt liv
11. CLAUS STOLPE on Den amerikanska drömmen
12. LARS TOBSSON on Gösta Bohman

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen
Host Peter Luthersson in conversations with invited guests.
Season two.
1. LARS LÖNNROTH on Sven Delblanc
2. SVANTE NORDIN on Edward Gibbon
3. CARL-GÖRAN HEIDEGREN on Ernst Jünger
4. ANDERS MORTENSEN on Jorge Luis Borges
5. MARIANNE WIFSTRAND on Vergilius
6. CARL RUDBECK on Joseph Conrad

Svensk religionshistoria – Swedish History of Religion, by Adam Cwejman
1. Fornnordisk tro
2. Katolicismen i Sverige
3. Reformationen
4. Judendom
5. Islam i Sverige
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*Stora fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)*
Prize ceremony at Skeppsbron 44, Stockholm. Carl-Johan Malmberg was awarded the prize for his book *Stjärnan i foten: dikt och bild, bok och tanke hos William Blake.*

*Mellanöstern i uppror: en geopolitisk översikt*
Nathan Shachar interviewed Dr. Benedetta Berti, Israel National Security Studies.

**Spring 2014**

*Veckans bok*
Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine PJ Anders Linder and others interviewed Swedish authors.

13. **MARI WÖLNER HANSSON** on Magda Goebbels
14. **ERIK PETERSSON** on Kristina – Drottning utan land
15. **YLVA HASSELBERG** on Vetenskap som arbete
16. **NATHAN SHACHAR** on Folken på rosornas ö
17. **HUGO LARGERCRANTZ** on Hjärnbrus
18. **SIGRID KAHEL** on Att vilja sitt öde
19. **MATTIAS BOSTRÖM** on Från Holmes till Sherlock
20. **ANNA-LENA LAUREN** on Frihetens pris är okänt
21. **ALICE SANDBLOM** on Kongominnen
22. **GÖREL CAVALLI-BJÖRKMAN** on Ett konstnärsliv
23. **MONICA BRAW** on Kvinnor i Japan
24. **KJELL ESPMARK** on Hoffmans försvar
25. **JONAS NORDIN** on Kungastaden Versailles
26. **DAVID EBERHARD** on Hur barnen tog makten
27. **ERIKA BJERSTRÖM** on Det nya Arika
28. **ERIK MÅNSSON** on Spionjägaren

*Israel: Start-Up Nation*
1. Globala Tel Aviv – den attraktiva staden
2. Acceleratorer – israeliska start-ups
3. Varför är Israel idealiskt för Google?
4. Weizmann – banbrytare sedan 1930-talet
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Studio Axess
Host PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing, talked to invited guests about current social and political issues. Season one.
1. Vart tog idéerna vägen? WIDAR ANDERSSON and PETER SANTESSON
2. Kan vi försvara oss? ANNIKA NORDGREN CHRISTENSEN and JOHAN WIKTORIN
3. Vart går Europa valåret 2014? FREDRIK ERIXON and PM NILSSON
4. Vad tror man på i kyrkan? ANNIKA BORG
5. De undansmusslade tillväxthindren. STEFAN FÖLSTER and CECILIA HERMANSSON
6. Framgången föder förväntningar. MAURICIO ROJAS
7. Individperspektiv eller kvotering? CLARENCE CRAFOORD
8. Låga vinster med kvinnlig VD? ELISABETH THAND RINGQVIST
9. Har liberalismen segrat ihjäl sig? PER SVENSSON
10. Svensk politik är bra på konflikter. PER T OHLSSON
11. Var går gränsen för Ryssland? GUDRUN PERSSON
12. Hur kan skolan få högre betyg? MIKAELA VALTERSSON
14. Dygden som den goda samhällets grund. PATRIK ENGELLAU
15. Farväl till den socialdemokratiska hegemonin. TOMMY MÖLLER

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen
Host Peter Luthersson in conversation with invited guests. Season three.
1. KRISTOFFER LEANDOER on Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
2. NATHAN SHACHAR on Bertil Malmberg
3. ÅKE LEIJONHUVUD on Thomas Mann
4. LARS BURMAN on Rudyard Kipling
5. SVANTE NORDIN on Tacitus
6. CARL-HENNING WIJKMARK on Johann Peter Eckermann
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150 år av näringsfrihet
1. Näringsfrihetens införande
2. Handel och industrialisering
3. Internationalisering
4. Näringsfrihet och kulturen

Näringsministern om näringsfriheten
PJ Anders Linder interviewed ANNIE LÖÖF

Fall 2014

Engelsbergssamtalen
With host Peter Luthersson. Season one.
1. Rättssväsendet efter Thomas Quick
2. Heidenstam och orienten
3. Vad händer efter valet?
4. Första världskriget
5. Ukraina – mellan öst och väst
6. Sven Stolpe och utanförskapet

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen
Host Peter Luthersson in conversation with invited guests. Season four.
1. CARL RUDBECK on Ezra Pound
2. ASHK DAHLÉN on Nizami Aruzi
3. LEIF ZERN on Robert Louis Stevenson
4. AGNETA RAHIKAINEN on Edith Södergran
5. PER T OHLSSON on Thomas Jefferson
6. JACQUES WERUP on Majken Johansson

Studio Axess
Host PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing, talks to invited guests about current social and political issues. Season two.
1. Vad betyder valresultatet? TOMMY MÖLLER
2. Slöseriombudsmannen. MARTIN BORGS
3. Räkmacka eller råkost? Svensk ekonomi efter valet. **STEFAN FÖLSTER**
4. Två år i solen för Väsnterpartiet. **STIG-BJÖRN LJUNGGREN**
5. 25 år efter murens fall. **TORBJÖRN ELENSKY AND KJELL ALBIN ABRAHAMSON**
6. Ryssland vill inte vara Europa. **LENA JONSON**
7. Högre ideologisk temperatur. **KARIN SVANBORG-SJÖVALL**
8. Kan Kristdemokraterna vända trenden? **ACKO ANKARBERG JOHANSSON**
9. Inget försvar för verkligheten. **ANNIKA NORDGREN CHRISTENSEN**
10. Putins mål att hindra Ukrainas utveckling. **ANNE APPLEBAUM**
11. Vilka är de nya sverigedemokraterna? **PETER SANTESSON**
12. Upplysning eller identitetspolitik? **ADAM CWEJMAN**

**Veckans bok**
Lotta Gröning and others interview Swedish authors.
1. **HERMAN LINDQVIST** on Erik XIV: Prakt. Drömmar. Mörker
2. **GÖRAN HÄGG** on Medici
3. **ÖRJAN BERNER** on Härskarna i Kreml
4. **AXEL ODELBERG** on Med kungen som verktyg
5. **PETER LUTHERSSON** on Förlorarna
6. **KLAS-GÖRAN KARLSSON** on Urkatastrofen
7. **STINA OTTERBERG** on Om Erik Axel Karlfeldt
8. **MIKAEL TORNWALL** on Välfärdens
9. **BITTE HAMMARGREN** on Gulfländerna
10. **DICK HARRISON** on Trettioåriga kriget
11. **AGNETA RAHIKAINEN** on Edith Södergran
12. **GÖRAN NORRBY** on Om huset Fersen
13. **SUSANN SILFVERSTOLPE** on Silvergåvor
14. **FREDRIK SEGERFELDT** on Den nya jämlikheten
15. **VIVEKA ADELSWÄRD** on Jacques d’Adelswärd Fersen
16. **ULF OLSSON** on Mannerheims sista kärlek
17. **KAJSA INGEMARSSON** on Modern mystik
18. **SVANTE NORDIN** on Sven Stolpe
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Dekadens långa historia
Interviews from Cambridge with host Niklas Ekdal.
1. Den dekadente Nero, caroline vout
2. Sex och undergång, faramerz dabhoiwala
3. Adorée Villany och svenska moraliteter, mattias hessérus
4. Nietzsche och dekadensen, andrew huddleston
5. Den dekadente prinsen, saul david
6. Amerikansk religion och dekadens, andrew preston

Chile och Argentina. Om Framsteg och bakslag i Latinamerika.
1. gerardo scherlis – interviewed by Thomas Gür
2. carlos escudé – interviewed by Pj Anders Linder
3. carlos pagni – interviewed by Mauricio Rojas
4. jorge lanata – interviewed by Mauricio Rojas
5. luis larraín – interviewed by Mauricio Rojas
6. ricardo lagos – interviewed by Pj Anders Linder

Stora fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)
Prize-giving ceremony at the Grand Hotel, Stockholm. Susann Silfverstolpe was awarded the prize for her book Silvergåvor från Sveriges regenter till Rysslands tsarer under 1600-talet.

Framtidens landsbygd – Rural Urbanism
1. thomas melin
2. james kunstler
3. andrés duany
4. patrick holden

Spring 2015

Studio Axess
Host PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing, talked to invited guests about current social and political issues. Season three.
1. Spänd säkerhetsläge, johan wiktorin
2. Ekonomi och politik i Europa, gunnar hökmark
3. Venezuela på väg mot diktatur, mauricio rojas
4. Integrationspolitik med förbehåll. JASENKO SELIMOVIC
5. Putins propaganda. PETER POMERANTSEV
6. Hur rädda den högre utbildningen? MAGNUS HENREKSON
7. Vilsen regering, vilsen allians. ANNA DAHLBERG och PM NILSSON
8. Reformer och ekonomisk återhämtning. STEFAN FÖLSTER
9. Ordning utan kommandon. JOHAN HAKELIUS
10. Ronald Reagan har kvar en huvudroll. KARIN HENRIKSSON
11. Stockholm stad i världen. MARIA RANKKA
12. Går det att lite på Sverige? CHARLY SALONIUS-PALSTERNAK
13. Fullt möjligt att det blir nyval till riksdagen. TOMMY MÖLLER
14. Slaget vid Waterloo. MARTIN HÅRDSTEDT

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen
Host Peter Luthersson in conversation with invited guests. Season five.
1. ERIK HEDLING on Winston Churchill
2. JOHAN TRALAÚ on Friedrich Nietzsche
3. CARL RUDBECK on Tusen och en natt
4. ULF PETER HALLBERG on Pierre Loti
5. LENA KÅRELAND on Bröderna Goncourt
6. BARBRO HEDVALL on Fredrika Bremer

Resa genom kulturens Israel
Lizzie Scheja interviewed Israeli authors, artists and poets.
1. AMOS OZ
2. MICHAL ROVNER
3. ETGAR KERET
4. SIVAN BESKIN
5. AMIR GUTFREUND
6. DAVID GROSSMAN

Historien om förfallet
1. Om betydelsen av kylskåp. JONATHAN REES
2. Människan och Miljön. JR MCNEILL
3. Vart tar minent vägen? MICHAEL NELSON
4. Nazister, moral och ekonomi. ADAM TOOZE
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5. Berättelsen om demokratin. DANIELA CAMMACK
6. Byggnader och civilisationer. ROBERT BEAUREGARD

Fall 2015

Den kungliga trädgården
Host Susanna Popova in conversation with researchers about royal gardens.
1. Den nationella parken. MAGNUS OLAUSSON
2. Det svenska paradiset. GÖRAN ALM
3. Pompösa trädavenyer på Hampton Court. TODD LONGSTAFFE-GOWAN

Världens museer
1. BRUCE ALTSHULER in conversation with Daniel Birnbaum
2. PATRICIA FALGUIÈRE in conversation with Louise Belfrage
3. JASPER SHARP in conversation with Svante Helmbæk Tirén
4. NAMAN P. AHUJA in conversation with by Svante Helmbæk

Studio Axess
Host PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing, talked to invited guests about current social and political issues. Season four.
1. Ledarskapskris i svensk politik. PETER SANTESSON
2. När blir det rea på pengar? HENRIK MITELMAN
3. Vart är Kina på väg? KRISTINA SANDKLEF
4. Ökat utanförskap skadar företagsklimatet. CAROLA LEMNE
5. Nationalism av dansk modell. SUSANNA BIRGERSSON
6. Migrationspolitiken efter dö. PM NILSSON
7. Vad gör Ryssland i Syrien? JOHAN WIKTORIN
8. Lag och rättvisa i Polen. ADAM CWEJMAN
9. Migrationsuppgörelsen är bara början. ELISABETH SVANTESSON
10. Trycket mot Sverige måste minska. EBBA BUSCH THOR
11. Islamistisk extremism kräver särskilda åtgärder. MAGNUS NORELL
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12. Progressiv pedagogik är boven i dramat. GABRIEL HELLER-SAHLGREN
13. Äldre och sjuka robotiseringens stora vinnare. STEFAN FÖLSTER
14. Vad händer om Miljöpartiet kliver av? TOMMY MÖLLER

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen
Host Peter Luthersson in conversation with invited guests. Season six.
1. LARS FREDÉN on Konfucius
2. ANDERS BJÖRNSSON on Jesper Roth
3. EVA-CARIN GERÖ on Alexander den store
4. JONAS ELLERSTRÖM on Dada
5. ANDREAS HEDBERG on Viktor Rydberg
6. STIG STRÖMHLOM on Blaise Pascal

Engelsbergssamtalen
With host Peter Luthersson. Season two.
1. Hur står det till med dagspressen?
2. Efter historiens slut
3. Det judiska i Europa

Veckans bok
Lotta Gröning and others interviewed Swedish authors.
1. RONALD FAGERFJÄLL on Den förlorade sonens återkomst: Peter Wallenberg 1926–2015
2. KATARINA TRACZ on Fredens hav? Ökade spänningar kring Östersjön
3. WILHELM AGRELL on Vem kan man lita på?
4. JOHAN TRALAU on Monstret i mig. Myter om gränser och vilddjur
5. HUGO LAGERCRANTZ on Mitt medvetande. Memoarer
6. MIKAEL HOLMSTRÖM on Den dolda alliansen. Sveriges hemliga Nato-förbindelser
7. SARA KRISTOFFERSSON on Ikea. En kulturhistoria
8. CATARINA LUNDSTRÖM on Den goda viljan. Kvinnliga missionärer om koloniala möten i Tunisien och västra Jämtland
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9. BENGТ ERICSON on Den härskande klassen. En bok om Sveriges politiska elit
10. MAJA HAGERMAN on Käraste Herman. Rasbiologen Herman Lundborgs gåta
11. LARS ANDERS JOHANSSON on Varken bildning eller piano – vantrivs borgerligheten i kulturen?

Samtal om medvetandet
Host Susan Blackmore in conversations with invited guests.
1. Neurofilosofi och medvetandet. PATRICIA CHURCHLAND
2. Lever vi i Matrix? DAVID CHALMERS
3. Den fria viljan och hjärnvetenskapen. MICHAEL S. GAZZANIGA
4. Den expansiva hjärnan. ANDY CLARK

Stora Fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)

Spring 2016

Veckans bok
12. KARIN TEGENBORG FALKDALEN on Vasadrottningen. En biografi om Katarina Stenbock 1535–1621
13. ANDERS RYDELL on Boktuvarna. Jakten på de försvunna biblioteken
14. MERETE MAZZARELLA on Solkattens år

Samtal om medvetandet
5. In i egotunneln. THOMAS METZINGER

Studio Axess
Host PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing, talks to invited guests about current social and political issues. Season five.
1. Nationalismen och demokratin. LARS TRÅGÅRDH
2. Vad vill Angela Merkel? STEFAN KORNELIUS
3. Polisen måste alltid finnas på plats. KRISTER THELIN
4. Är vi rasister allihopa? DAN KORN
5. Den moraliska stormakten. TORBJÖRN ELENSKY
6. Rasera inte regeringsmakten. PM NILSSON
7. Fördrivningen av de kristna. ANNIKA BORG
8. Hotet om terror finns kvar. ANDERS YGEMAN
9. Staten överger medborgarna. PATRIK OKSANEN
10. Dåligt företagsklimat hotar integrationen. LI JANSSON
11. Baltikum i krig, Sverige i krig. KARLIS NERETNIEKS
12. Miljöpartiets kris är inte över. TOMMY MÖLLER
13. Britterna kvar i EU? STEPHEN CASTLE

Engelsbergssamtalen
With host Peter Luthersson. Season two
4. Om tryckfrihet
5. Om triggervarningar
6. Samtal mellan Ingrid Wållgren och David Andersson
7. Samtal mellan Johan Sundén och Inger Enkvist
8. Att samla böcker

Lars Gustafsson in memoriam. 1936–2016
In memory of Lars Gustafsson. Lars Lönnroth, professor and friend of Lars Gustafsson, in conversation with Peter Luthersson.

Kvinnliga regenter
Interviews about four female rulers in different historical periods.
1. Drottning Viktoria. A.N. WILSON
2. Katarina den stora. ALEXANDER KAMENSKII
3. Maria Theresia. MARTINA WINKELHOFER-THYRI
4. Vilhelmina av Nederländerna. PHILIP DE HEER
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Fall 2016

Spioneriets historia och framtid
With host Niklas Ekdal.
1. I spionens huvud – spioner och spionage under kalla kriget. DAVID E. HOFFMAN
2. Spionen och staten. GILL BENNET
3. En underrättelsetjänst för framtidens spioner. PHILIP BOBBITT
4. Historiskt perspektiv på spioneri. MICHAEL GOODMAN
5. Stalins engelsman – Guy Burgess olika liv. ANDREW LOWNIE
6. Varför underrättelsetjänsten sällan lär sig av sina erfarenheter. CHRISTOPHER ANDREW

Historisk Axess
With hosts Peter Luthersson, Åsa Karlsson and Martin Hårdstedt
1. Karl XII i Osmanska riket. LARS ERICSON WOLKE
2. Diplomati från i går till i dag. SVANTE NORRHEM
3. När Finland blev en självständig stat. NILS ERIK FORSGÅRD
4. Frihetskrig eller inbördeskrig i Finland 1918. NILS ERIK FORSGÅRD

Engelsbergssamtalen
With host Peter Luthersson. Season two
9. Vad händer egentligen i Turkiet?
10. Rudolf Kjellén och geopolitiken
11. Kinas väg

Veckans bok
Lotta Gröning and others interviews Swedish authors.
1. NIKLAS ORRENIUS on Skotten i Köpenhamn. Ett reportage om Lars Vilks, extremism och yttrandefrihetens gränser
2. NIKLAS EKDAL on Hur jag dog
3. ANNIKA SANDÉN on Bödlar: liv, död och skam i svenskt 1600-tal
4. BO ERIKSSON on Monster. En världshistoria om det skrämmande
5. MAGNUS SANDELIN on Svenska IS-krigare – från al-Qaida till jihadi cool
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6. TORILL KORNFELDT on Mammutens återkomst. De utdöda arternas andra chans
7. JOHAN ÖSTLING on Humboldts universitet: bildning och vetenskap i det moderna Tyskland
8. ANDERS BERGMAN on Humanismens födelse
9. ULF DANIELSSON on Vårt klot så ömkligt litet
10. HERMAN LINDQVIST on De vida Vasarna – en våldsam historia
11. ANITA LIMARE HJELTE on Kokotternas Paris: det galanta parislivet och dubbelmoralen
12. NINA BURTON on Gutenberggalaxens nova. En essäberättelse om Erasmus av Rotterdam
13. ANNA LARSDOTTER on Kvinnor i strid
14. ANDERS JOHNSON on Gustaf Dalén
15. ELISABETH ÅSBRINK on 1947
16. PER DAHL on Peder Herzog – bokbindaren som började bygga
17. MARTIN SCHORI on Online only. Allt du behöver veta för att bli morgondagens journalist

Studio Axess
Host PJ Anders Linder, Editor in Chief of Axess Magazine and CEO of Axess Publishing, talks to invited guests about current social and political issues. Season six.
1. Rikedom genom borgerlig jämlikhet. DEIRDRE MCCLOSKY
2. Kampen om den indiska nationen. ULLA GUDMUNDSON
3. Hur kommer länfesten att sluta? HENRIK MITELMAN
4. Ryska rökråker och svenska medier. STEFAN OLSSON
5. Hur mycket av kapitalismen finns kvar? FREDRIK ERIXON and BJÖRN WEIGEL
6. Därför Värnplikt! ANNIKA NORDGREN CHRISTENSEN
7. Politisk jordbävning i USA. JOHAN INGERÖ
8. USA-valet tydliggör vänsterns kris. LARS TRÄGÅRDH
9. Ta entreprenörerna på allvar. PONTUS BRAUNERHJELM
10. Auktoritär populism är här för att stanna. ANDREAS JOHANSSON HEINÖ
11. Unikt att oppositionen inte vill avsätta regeringen. TOMMY MÖLLER
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Stora fackbokspriset (The Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)
Prize ceremony at Medelhavsmuseet, Stockholm. Max Engman was awarded the prize for his book Språkfrågan.
Books

* *

2001

*Den svenska framgångssagan?* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Kay Glans, Fischer & Co. Published in December 2001

2002

*Axess 2002 Från stoicism till konsumtionskapitalism*, Bonnier Fakta/Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in December 2002

*Drömmarna och Gud – Essäer om att möta Gud i drömmen*. Edited by J. Peter Södergård and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in December 2002

2003

*Fönster mot framtiden*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist, Kay Glans and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in September 2003

*Axess 2003 Från svart ekonomi till sanningens återkomst*. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in December 2003
BOOKS

2004

*The Swedish Success Story?* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Kay Glans. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in August 2004

*Visions of the Future.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist, Kay Glans and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in December 2004

*Kapitalets mysterium.* By Hernando de Soto. Atlantis Förlag. Published in December 2004

*Axess 2004* *Indien kastar loss – Press under press.* Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in December 2004

2005


*Consciousness, Genetics and Society: Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2002.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis. Published in January 2005


*Media and Media Power: Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2004.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Published in November 2005
**BOOKS**

*Axess Magazine 2005: Från Etnisk ekonomi till Den seglivade nationen.* Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation


2006

*Civilisationernas kamp – mot en ny världsordning.* By Samuel P. Huntington, Atlantis/Axess

*Cosmopolitanism: Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2003.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation


*Frihetens framtid: Oliberal demokrati i USA och övriga världen.* By Fareed Zakaria. Atlantis/Axess

*Samtida feminism,* Sofia Nerbrand (editor), Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

2007

*Mot en kosmopolitisk framtid? Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2003.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis

*Axess Magazine 2006: From Embracing Globalisation to The Limits of Tolerance.* Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Religionens framtid: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2001.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis
BOOKS

The Secular State and Islam in Europe: Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2006. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Den sekulära staten och Islam i Europa: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2006. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis

Medvetande, genetik och samhälle: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2002. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis

Empire and the Future World Order: Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2005. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Isabella Thomas, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation


2008

Axess Magazine 2007. From the Present Future to Global Racism. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

What is the West? Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2007. Edited by Kurt Almqvist, Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Om västerlandet: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2007. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis

The Future of Public Service Broadcasting. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Isabella Thomas. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
BOOKS

*Framtidens public service: Om allmännyttig radio och tv.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Isabella Thomas. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis

*Betydelsen av revolutionsåret 1968 – Kårhusockupationen 40 år.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis

2009

*On Russia: Perspectives from The Engelsberg Seminar 2008.* Editors: Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation


*Axess Magazine 2008: From the Return of Religion to the New Narrow Mindedness.* Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Förlusten av Finland.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Ebba Engström. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Kultur räknas – Tro och känsla i en belägrad värld.* By Roger Scruton. Atlantis/Axess

2010


*Om den Amerikanska idén: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2009.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis
BOOKS

*Bergslagen i globaliseringens tidevarv*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Nya partier och missnöjespartier*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Johan Lundberg 50 år – En vänbok till Johan Lundberg* was published in December 2010. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

2011


*Om kapitalismen: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet* 2010. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation & Atlantis

*Climategate och hotet mot isbjörnarna*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Välfsärdsstatens framtid*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Framtidens arbetsmarknad*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*IT och rymden*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Den nya borgerligheten*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
BOOKS

*From Normality Slandered to Modernism Revisited. Themes from Axess Magazine 2009.* Edited by Johan Lundberg. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Media, Politics and the Public.* Edited by John Lloyd and Janice Winter. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Images of Sweden.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Kalla kriget. Sverige, en stormakt utan vapen?* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Kristian Gerner. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

2012


*Politics and Ideology.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Politik och ideologier.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Hvad vilja Socialdemokraterna.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Bortom multikulti.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Den gröna rörelsen.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Den hotade publicistiken.* Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
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BOOKS

*Extremism*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

2013

*The Pursuit of Europe. Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2012*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Roots of Violence*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Arvet efter 68. Studier kring ett problemområde*. Edited by Lennart Berntson and Svante Nordin. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*En vecka till*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Non-profit och välfärden*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Behovet av ledarskap*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Krävs en elitsatsning på utbildning för att klara världskonkurrens?*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

2014

*Images of Sweden II*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Immigration och migration*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Mats Wiklund. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
BOOKS

Farväl till feminismen. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Tyskland inför framtid. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Mot en ny drogpolitik. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Europa. Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2012. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Civilisation. Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2013. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Civilisation – 21 försök. Edited by Mattias Hessérus and Peter Luthersson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Har Gud återupptäck? Edited by Roland Poirier Martinsson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Sverigebilden I. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Intergritet. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and PJ Anders Linder. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Äganderätt. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

2015

Religion – 21 försök. Edited by Mattias Hessérus and Peter Luthersson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
BOOKS

Hilma af Klint. The Art of Seeing the Invisible. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Offentliga och privata museer i Sverige. Traditioner och visioner. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Från idyll till idéer. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and PJ Anders Linder. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Religion. Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2014. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Museums of the World. Towards a new understanding of a historical institution. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

2016

Krig – 22 försök. Edited by Mattias Hessérus and Peter Luthersson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Medelhavsinstitutens betydelse för svensk humaniora. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Images of Sweden III. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Mattias Hessérus. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

The Royal Garden. Identity, Power and Pleasure. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Susanna Popova. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Cultural Heritage at Risk. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
Books published with support from the Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

* 

1999

*Human IT*. Editor Maria Rooth, Centrum för studier av IT ur ett humanvetenskapligt perspektiv (ITH), University of Borås

2000


2001

*Den sista boken*, Johan Svedjedal, Wahlström & Widstrand.

*Markets in fashion. A Phenomenological approach*, Patrik Aspers, City University Press

2002

*Den politiska adeln. Politikens förvandling från uppdrag till yrke*, Anders Isaksson, Wahlström & Widstrand
Kapitalism, nätverk och demokrati. Förutsättningar för samarbete och myter om socialt kapital, Erik Uddhammar & Fredrik Erixon, City University Press

Manifest för otidsenliga, Johan Hakelius, Fischer & Co

Das bevorzugte Geschlect (The Privileged Sex), Martin van Creveld, Gerling Akademie

Hertig Larson. Äventyrare, missionär, upptäckare, Axel Odelberg, Wahlström & Widstrand


What the Media Are Doing to Our Politics, John Lloyd, Constable & Robinson Ltd


Mannen i mitten. Ett spiondrama i svensk kallakrigskultur, Marie Cronqvist Carlsson Bokförlag


Hyperworks. On Digital Literature and Computer Games, Anna Gunder, the Section for Sociology, Uppsala University

Elitfeministerna. Ett spel för gallerierna, Susanna Popova, Bonnier Fakta
Funded Books

2005


*Konsten att lägga pussel. Deckaren och besvärjandet av ondska i folkhemmet*, Sara Kärrholm, Brutus Östlings Bokförlag Symposion

2006

*Porr, horor och feminister*, Petra Östergren, Natur & Kultur

*Från tolv till ett: Arvid Horn (1664–1742)*, Gunnar Wetterberg, Atlantis


*Se Neapel och sedan dö*, Tomas Lappalainen, Fischer & Co

*Blodseld och nordisk längtan. Om Oscar Levertin och hans tid*, Nathan Shachar, Atlantis

2007


2008

*Döden är en man. Styckmordet, myterna, efterspelet*, Per Lindeberg, Fischer & Co

*Judasevangeliet. Text, budskap och historisk bakgrund*, Jörgen Magnusson, Arcus förlag
Pillret. En berättelse om depressioner och doktorer, forskare och Freud, människor och marknader, Ingrid Carlberg, Norstedt

Svart jord. Kommer jordbruket leverera vårt dagliga bröd när oljan sinar? Gunnar Lindstedt, Frank

Äventyr på riktigt. Berättelsen om upptäckaren Sven Hedin, Axel Odelberg, Norstedts

The Signified World. The Problem of Occasionality in Husserl’s Phenomenology of Meaning, Karl Weigelt, Stockholm University

The Culture of War, Martin van Creveld, Presidio Press (Random House)

Aleksandra Kollontajs dagböcker 1930–1940, Aleksandra Kollontaj, Krister Wahlbäck (editor), Albert Bonniers Förlag

Fånga platsen. Guide till Sveriges företagsamma historia, Anders Johnson, SNS förlag


2009

“Everything Important Is To do With Passion”: Iris Murdoch’s Concept of Love and its Platonic Origin, Kate Larson, Doctoral Dissertation in Philosophy, Uppsala University, Universitetsbiblioteket

Figurationer – Romantik och realism i norskt samtidsmåleri, Johan Lundberg & Christopher Rådlund, Atlantis
Funded Books

Att vinna en tro och förlora sig själv. Om livet i sekter och karismatiska grupper, Anders Haag, Natur & Kultur

Psykoterapins pionjärer i Sverige, Susanne Gieser, Proprius förlag

Det omedvetna. Historien om ett utopiskt rum, Inga Sanner, Bokförlaget Nya Doxa

Döda vita män, Johan Hakelius, Atlantis

Kunskapens gräns, gränsens vetande. En fenomenologisk undersökning av transcendentens och kroppslighet, Jonna Bornemark, Södertörn philosophical studies no 6

Värdering av stadsmiljöer. En metod att mäta upplevelse, Lena Steffner, Lund university

2010

Ndrangheta. En bok om maffian i Kalabrien, Tomas Lappalainen, Fischer & Co

Also Make the Heavens. Virtual Reality in Science Fiction, Svante Lovén, the section for Sociology of Literature at the Department of Literature, Uppsala University

Underbara dagar framför oss. En biografi över Olof Palme, Henrik Berggren, Norstedts

Phenomenology and Religion: New Frontiers. Jonna Bornemark and Hans Ruin (editor), Södertörn Philosophical Studies 8

Trollsländans land. Japans historia, Monica Braw, Atlantis

Spelet bakom rubrikerna. Om journalister, journalistik och det personliga ansvaret, Hans Månson, Juridisk Reportagebyrå
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Funded Books

*Vasarenässansen. Konst och identitet i 1500-talets Sverige*, Peter Gillgren, Bokförlaget Signum

*Frihetens frestelser*, Disa Hästad, Albert Bonniers förlag

*The Types of the Swedish Folk Legend*, Bengt af Klintberg, Adademia Scientiarum Fennicia

*I skuggan av ett företag. En flicka växer upp*, Mildred von Platen, Bladh by Bladh

*Gryning över Kalahari. Hur människan blev människa*, Lasse Berg, Ordfront förlag

2011

*Under omprövning. En antologi om konst, kanon och kvalitet*, Johan Lundberg (editor), Atlantis

*De intellektuellas flykt*, Paul Berman. Translated by Jim Jakobsson. Preface by Johan Lundberg, Atlantis

*Det sovjetiska arvet*, Gudrun Persson, SNS Förlag

*I stormaktspolitikens periferi: Sverige i Moskvas politik under 1930-talet*, Oleg Ken, Aleksandr Rupasov, Lennart Samuelson, edited and translated by Lennart Samuelson, Carlssons bokförlag

*Finanskrisen förklarad*, Pehr Wissén & Ulf Wissén, Fores & Ivrig

*Tysklands bleka barn. Krigsungar kommer till Sverige*, Ylva Herholz, Carlssons

*Oljeön. Ett industriminne i Engelsberg*, Kersti Kollberg & Björn Ullhagen, Balkong förlag
Funded Books

Ernst och Friedrich Georg Jünger. Två bröder, ett århundrade, Carl-Göran Heidegren, Atlantis

Himlens väktare. Astronomins historia före teleskopet, Ulrika Engström, Leopard förlag

Den dolda alliansen. Sveriges hemliga NATO-förberedelser, Mikael Holmström, Atlantis

2012

Ambiguity of the Sacred. Phenomenology, Politics, Aesthetics, Jonna Bornemark, Hans Ruin, Södertörn Academic Studies 49

Hjärnrevolutionen. Varför din intelligens påverkar allt du gör – och allt du gör påverkar din intelligens, Johan Norberg, Natur & Kultur

Vi som beundrade varann så mycket. Sven Hedin och Adolf Hitler, Axel Odelberg, Norstedts

Den klassicistiska vändningen i det tidiga 1900-talets svenska arkitektur. En studie av Liljevalchs, Kungstornen och Kanslihuset i Stockholm, Kristina Knauff, KTH

Julia Beck, Kåa Wennberg, Arena

Friends in Need. Towards a Swedish Strategy of Solidarity with its Neighbours, Bo Hugemark (editor), the Royal Swedish Academy of War Sciences

2013

Det nya Afrika, Erika Bjerström, Weyler

Resan till Saaleck, Per Landin, Atlantis
Funded Books

Hur kunde det ske? Myt och motmyt, Barbro Eberan, Carlssons

Wargames. From Gladiators to Gigabytes, Martin van Creveld, Cambridge University Press

Krympande eller växande städer? Nima Sanandaji, Reform-institutet

Frihetens pris är okänt. Om demokratiska revolutioner i Georgien, Ukraina och Kirgizistan, Anna-Lena Laurén, Schildts & Söderströms, Atlantis


Ikon och ekfras. Studier i modern svensk litteratur och bysantinsk estetik, Helena Bodin, Artos & Norma

2014

Falun-Shanghai T/R. Selma Lagerlöfs systerson i kinesiska tullens tjänst, Monica Hilding, Mårbacka förlag

Oljans pris, Bengt G. Nilsson, Ethno press förlag

I glömskans land, Ylva Herholz, Carlsson förlag

Folk dör här. En pappa, två äldreboenden och välfärdens framtid, Thord Eriksson, Natur & Kultur
Funded books

Berlin. Med en vägledning till det kommunistiska och nazistiska Berlin, Jan Mosander, Fischer & Co

Italo Calvino. Skönlitteraturen som livsförm, Torbjörn Elensky, Bokförlaget h:ström – text och kultur

Samlarna. Och konstens miljonaffärer, Gunnar Lindstedt, Bokförlaget Forum

Från Högfors till Maramö. Politik, reformer och värderingar i Alliansens Sverige, Claes Arvidsson, Ekerlids

2015

Brusten regnbåge. Mandelas krossade dröm, Disa Hästad, Albert Bonniers förlag

Fredens hav? Ökade spänningar kring Östersjön, Katarina Tracz, Frivärld

Scandinavian Unexceptionalism. Culture, Markets and the Failure of Third-way Socialism, Nima Sanandaji, Institute of Economic Affairs

Kungen av Birka. Hjalmar Stolpe – arkeolog och etnograf, Bo G. Eriksson, Atlantis

2016

En svensk tiger. Vittnesmål från poliser som vågat ryta ifrån, Hanne Kjölle, Fri tanke förlag

Mellan makt och vanmakt. Romateaterns Shakespeare symposium 2015, Julia Hackman (editor), Makadam Förlag
Funded Books

De svenska skolreformerna 1962–1985 och personerna bakom dem, Inger Enkvist, Gidlunds förlag

The voice of the people? Supplications submitted to the Swedish Diet in the Age of Liberty, 1719–1772, Martin Almbjär, Department of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies, Umeå University

Dröm och verklighet. Stellan Arvidsson – kärleken, dikten, politiken, Birgitta Almgren, Carlsson Bokförlag

Fougstedts: familjen och sakligheten, Lena Johannesson, Carlsson Bokförlag
Chronological Report
1999–2016

* 

1999

Human IT was published with support from the Axel and
Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Edited by Maria
Rooth. Centrum för studier av IT ur ett humanvetenskapligt
perspektiv (ITH), University of Borås.

AUGUST

The Engelsberg Seminar 1999 – The Swedish Success Story? was held
at Engelsberg Manor. MODERATORS: Alf W. Johansson, Kay
Glans, Kristian Gerner and Kim Salomon. LECTURERS: Rolf
Torstendahl, Rune Johansson, Jonas Frykman, Håkan
Arvidsson, Henrik Berggren, Bo Stråth, Mikael af Malmborg,
Ann-Sofie Ohlander, Hans Invar Roth, Klas Göran Karlsson,
Anders Isaksson and Per Molander. COMMENTATORS: Sheri
Berman, Bernt Henningsen, Fredrik Schou, Olav Riste,
Patrick Salmon, Madeleine Hurd, Kajsa Ekholm Friedman,
Göran Dahl, Kjell Östberg and Per-Olof Bolander. August
24th–27th, 1999

2000

The Literary Web. Literature and Publishing in the Age of Digital
Production. A Study in the Sociology of Literature by Johan
CHRONOLOGICAL REPORT 2000

Svedjedal was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Kungliga Biblioteket.

FEBRUARY

Social Vulnerability Seminar at IVA, Stockholm. February 10th, 2000

MAY

Renaissance Research Seminar with Professor Eva Österberg at Van der Nootska Palace, Stockholm. May, 2000

JUNE

Psychological Utopias. Seminar with Petteri Pietikäinen at Avesta Manor. June 16th–18th, 2000

AUGUST


SEPTEMBER


The Human City Seminar with Johan Rådberg at IVA, Stockholm. September 28th, 2000
CHRONOLOGICAL REPORT 2001

OCTOBER

*Why do We Read?* Interview with Harold Bloom by Göran Rosenberg was broadcast on SVT

NOVEMBER

*Violence in Schools Research Seminar.* Seminar with Allan Guggenbühl at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November 14th, 2000

DECEMBER

*Right Livelihood Award Winners.* Lectures by the winners Tewolde Berhan Gebre Egziabher (Ethiopia), Munir (Indonesia), Birsel Lemke (Turkey) and Wes Jackson, (USA) at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. December 12th, 2000

2001

*Den sista boken* by Johan Svedjedal was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Wahlström & Widstrand.

*Markets in fashion. A Phenomenological approach* by Patrik Aspers was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. City University Press

FEBRUARY


APRIL


*Meeting God in Dreams – The Dream as a Revelatory Genre.* Late Classical Antiquity Seminar at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm.
Chronological Report 2001

Lecturers: Jörgen Magnusson, J Peter Södergård, Carl-Martin Edsman, Lars Hartman and Ezra Gebremedhin. April 24th, 2001

May


June


August


October

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology. A two-day seminar at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. Lecturers: Jay Livernois and Allan Guggenbühl among others. October 26th–27th, 2001

December

Den svenska framgångssagan? Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Kay Glans. Published by Fisher & Co. Interview with Robert J. Shapiro by Axel Odelberg was broadcast on TV8. The Loss of God – Part 1 with Robert Jay Lifton was broadcast on SVT.
Chronological Report 2002

2002

Den politiska adeln. Politikens förvandling från uppdrag till yrke by Anders Isaksson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Wahlström & Widstrand.

Kapitalism, nätverk och demokrati. Förutsättningar för samarbete och myter om socialt kapital by Emil Uddhammar & Fredrik Erixon was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. City University Press.

Manifest för otidsenliga by Johan Hakelius was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Fischer & Co.

What is Man? Five interviews arising from the Engelsberg Seminar 2002, “Consciousness, Genetics and Society” were broadcast on SVT.

January

The Loss of God – Parts 2, 3, and 4 with Kerstin Ekman, Leszek Kolakowski and Elaine Pagels were broadcast on SVT, 2002

February

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Petteri Pietikäinen at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. February 7th, 2002

The Loss of God – Part 5 with Tariq Ramadan was broadcast on SVT.

Global Axess “The New Wars” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Mary Kaldor by Kay Glans.

Global Axess “In Israel’s Service” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with David Kimche by Anders Hellner.


Axess Magazine No. 1, 2002 “Globalization” was published February 21st, 2002

Global Axess “The Editors in Dialogue” with Hans Bergström, Kay
**CHRONOLOGICAL REPORT 2002**

Glans and Mats Johansson was broadcast on TV8 on February 21st, 2002

**MARCH**


*Global Axess “The Man Who Discovered the Wealth of the Poor”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Hernando de Soto by Anders Hellner, 2002

*Global Axess “Freedom Through Trade”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Jagdish Bhagwati by Thomas Gür, 2002

**APRIL**

*Axess Magazine No. 2, 2002 “The Greying Society”* was published, 2002

*Global Axess “Islam’s Choice – Politics or Religion?”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Bassam Tibi by Kay Glans, 2002

*Global Axess “The New Asian Super Power”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Sunil Khilnani by David Ståhl, 2002

*Global Axess “UN’s Future Secretary General?”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Surin Pitsuwan by Tomas Larsson, 2002

*Global Axess “The Hidden History of Analytical Psychology”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Paul Roazen by Kay Glans, 2002

*The Irony of Journalism and Journalistic Irony.* Lecture by Johan Hakelius at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. April 23rd, 2002

**MAY**

*Axess Magazine No. 3, 2002 “The Triple Society”* was published.


*Global Axess Special “Ekéus vs. Bildt”* with Rolf Ekéus and Carl Bildt was broadcast on TV8 and TV2 Denmark.
CHRONOLOGICAL REPORT 2002

*Literature Seminar* with Katherine Hayles at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. May 28th, 2002

**JUNE**

*Axess Magazine No. 4, 2002* “Genetics and Integrity” was published.


*Evolutionary Psychology.* Lecture by Robert J. Wright at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. June 17th, 2002

**AUGUST**

Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar: *Psychology of the Future – Lessons from Modern Consciousness Research.* **LECTURER:** Stanislav Grof, MD, California Institute of Integral Studies, USA, Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, August 30th, 2002

**SEPTEMBER**

*Axess Magazine No. 5, 2002* “War in Peace” was published.

*The Reception of Dynamic Psychology: Seminar with Michael Maccoby at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. September 5th, 2002* 

*Global Axess* “Dr Frankenstein of Our Age?” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Panayiotis Zavos by Thomas Gür.

*From Sick Care to Health Care in the Age of Learning.* A two-day seminar at the Swedish Medical Society, Stockholm. **MODERATOR:** Michael Maccoby. **LECTURERS:** Marie C. Nelson, Roger Bulger, Johan Calltorp, Richard Normann, David M. Lawrence, Stanley Pappelbaum, Carola Lemne, Mats G. Hansson, Göran Rosenberg and Lawrence Altman. September 7th–8th, 2002
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OCTOBER

Axess Magazine No. 6, 2002 “Stoicism” was published.
Global Axess “The Evolutionary Basis of Gender” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Robert Wright.
The Reception of Dynamic Psychology: Seminar with Åsa Bergenheim at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. October 2nd, 2002
Global Axess “The Dangerous Genetics” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Hilary Rose by Angeta Pleijel.
The Reception of Dynamic Psychology. Seminar with Franz Luttenberger at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. October 22nd, 2002

NOVEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 7, 2002 “EU Off-Beat” was published.
Global Axess “Animals as Angels – Man as Animal?” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Kenan Malik by Erik Davis.
Global Axess “The Mocking Gene” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Evelyn Fox Keller by Björn Linnell.

DECEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 8, 2002 “Co-op Capitalism” was published.
Global Axess “Nuclear Shadow over Asia” was broadcast on TV8.
Interview with Raja Ramanna by Sten Widmalm.
The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Eva Thulin at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. December 4th, 2002
Prayer, Invocation and Speaking in Tongues. Late Classical Antiquity Seminar at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. Lecturers:
Global Axess “If the War Comes” was broadcast on TV8. Interviews with Alyson J.K Bailes, Rolf Ekéus and Sverker Åström by Anders Hellner.


The paperback Från Stoicism till Konsumtionskapitalism. Teman ur Axess 2002 was published. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Bonnier Fakta.

Drömmarna och Gud – Essäer om att möta Gud i drömmen was published. Edited by J. Peter Södergård and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Global Axess “Network for Profit and Terror” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Manuel Castells by Thomas Gür.

Das bevorzugte Geschlect (The Privileged Sex) by Martin van Creveld was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Gerling Akademie.

Hertig Larson. Äventyrare, missionär, upptäckare by Axel Odelberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Wahlström & Widstrand

Global Axess “Sartre and Ethics” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Czeslaw Milosz by Anders Hellner.


February

Axess Magazine No. 1 2003 “Africa’s Renaissance” was published. Global Axess was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Kristian Gerner by Anders Hellner.
The Future of Europe. Lecture by Carl Bildt in co-operation with The Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm. February 11th, 2003
Global Axess “The Future of Europe” broadcast on TV8. Interview with Carl Bildt by Anders Hellner.
The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Inga Sanner at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm.
What Do We Talk about When We Talk about Identity? Lecture by Merete Mazzarella at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. February 20th, 2003
The Role of Sweden and Thailand in Their Respective Regions: Similarities and Differences. A two-day seminar at the Thammasat University in Bangkok, Thailand opened by the King of Sweden. Lecturers: Pisanu Sunthraraks, Sverker Åström, Anders Hellner, Charit Tingsabadh, Theera Nuchpiam. February 26th–27th, 2003
Shaping the City by the Public Space. Urban City Research Seminar with Johan Rådberg at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. February 28th, 2003

March

Axess Magazine No. 2 2003 “After the Corporate Giants” was published. Global Axess “USA and Europe, Power and Weakness” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Robert Kagan by Anders Hellner.
Global Axess “Anti-Europeanism” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Timothy Garton Ash by Anders Hellner.
The Intellectual History of Swedish Modernism. Urban City Re-
search Seminar with Monica Andersson at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. March 28th, 2003

APRIL

Axess Magazine No. 3 2003 “Generation Shift” was published.

Global Axess “The Future of Russia” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Mikhail Gorbachev by Anders Hellner.

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Lennart Warring at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. April 23rd, 2003

Global Axess “EU – The Fortress of Bureaucracy” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Günther Verheugen by Anders Hellner.

Hong Kong, China and the Future. Lecture by Emily Lau at the Swedish Institute of International Affairs. April 23rd, 2003


MAY

Axess Magazine No. 4 2003 “Poor Middle Class” was published.

Global Axess “Where is Turkey Heading?” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Seyfi Tashan by Anders Hellner.

Communication with Mozart. Lecture by Greger Hatt at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. May 12th, 2003

Genetic Axess Part 1 “A Brave New World” was broadcast on TV8.


Violence in Schools Research Seminar with Allan Guggenbühl at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. May 22nd, 2003

Genetic Axess Part 2 “The Moral Animal” was broadcast on TV8.

Global Axess “Danger Zone Hong Kong” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Emily Lau by Jan Söderqvist.
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*Genetic Axess Part 3 “The New Human Being”* was broadcast on TV8.

**June**

*Axess Magazine No. 5 2003 “The Resurrection of Truth”* was published.


**September**

*Axess Magazine No. 6 2003 “The Renaissance of the City State”* was published.

*Fönster mot Framtiden* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist, Kay Glans and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

*Global Axess “A Woman’s Struggle Against the Pressures of Patriarchy”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Ayaan Hirsi Ali by Anders Hellner.

*Global Axess “A Moral Intellectual”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Christopher Hitchens by Christine Ockrent.

The Legal Divide: The Real Problem with Globalization. Lecture by Hernando de Soto at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. September 13th, 2003

Global Axess “Garbage and Globalisation” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Zygmunt Bauman by Anders Hellner.

What is Man? Man is a Vehicle for His Genes was broadcast on Swedish Television. Interview with Richard Dawkins by Göran Rosenberg.

The Life of Dr Axel Munthe. Lecture by Bengt Jangfeldt at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. September 15th, 2003

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology. Seminar with David Healy and Edward Shorter at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. September 24th, 2003


What is Man? Man is a Moral Being was broadcast on Swedish Television. Erwin Bischofberger interviewed by Göran Rosenberg.

Global Axess “War and Peace in the Market State” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Philip Bobbitt by Göran Rosenberg.

OCTOBER

Axess Magazine No. 7 2003 “The Disorder of Things” was published.

What is Man? Man is Man and Woman was broadcast on Swedish Television. Camille Paglia interviewed by Göran Rosenberg.

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 1 was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Bo Rothstein by Göran Rosenberg.

Global Axess “Citizen without Background” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Catherine Audard by Björn Linnell.
Global Axess “The Multicultural Dead End” was broadcast on TV 8. Interview with Nathan Glazer by Göran Rosenberg.

*Perspectives on Russia in Transition.* International conference held at Hotel Kämp in Helsinki, Finland. **Moderator:** Anders Hellner. **Lecturers:** Viveca Ax:son Johnson, Matti Vanhanen, Mauno Koivisto, Örjan Berner, Pekka Sutela, Krister Wahlbäck, Christer Pursiainen, Isabelle Facon, Boris Kashnikov, Lev Timofeev, Arkady Moshes and Rolf Ekéus. October 8th, 2003

*What is Man? Man as a Cultural Being* was broadcast on Swedish Television. Interview with Paul Ehrlich by Göran Rosenberg.

*The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar.* Seminar with presentations by Inga Sanner and Håkan Eriksson, Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, Sweden, October 15th, 2003

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 2* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Petra Östergren by Susanna Popova Hakelius.

*What is Man? Man as His Own Creator* was broadcast on Swedish Television. Interview by Lee M Silver by Göran Rosenberg.

Global Axess “An American Social Democrat” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Norman Birnbaum by Anders Hellner.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 3* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Ove Joanson by Per Svensson.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 4* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Inga-Britt Ahlenius by Niklas Ekdal.

Global Axess “The European Betrayal” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with David Frum by Kay Glans.

**NOVEMBER**

Axess Magazine No. 8 2003 “Shadow Economy” was published.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 5* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Stefan Fölster by Kay Glans.

Global Axess “Order or Human Rights?” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Deepak Lal by Thomas Gür.

*Good Mixed-Use for the 21st Century.* Urban City Research Seminar at Stockholm City Conference Center, Stockholm. **Moderator:** Peter Elmlund. **Lecturers:** Andrés Duany, Robert Adam, Paul Murrain, Luigi Mollo, Lucien Steil, Michael

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 6 was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Björn Ranelid by Björn Linnell.

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 7 was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Anders Borg by Thomas Gur.

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Anna Nilsson, Doctoral Student, Department of the History of Ideas, Stockholm University, Sweden, Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, November 19th, 2003

From Ottoman Periphery to European Modernity. Lecture by Nathan Shachar at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. November 24th, 2003


December

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 8 was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Gunilla Herlitz by Susanna Popova.

Axess Magazine No. 9 2003 “Voting by Shopping” was published. The paperback Från svart ekonomi till sanningens återkomst. Teman ur Axess 2003 was published. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 9 was broadcast on TV8. Interview with David Rieff by Per Svensson.

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 10 was broadcast on TV8. Interview with KG Hammar by Niklas Ekdal.


2004

How to Relate Science and Religion. A Multidimensional Model by Mikael Stenmark was published with support from Axel and

**JANUARY**

*The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar* with presentation by Petteri Pietikäinen at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. January 21st, 2004


**FEBRUARY**

*Axess Magazine No. 1 2004 “The Future of the City is Here”* was published.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 1* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Gunnar Wetterberg by Per Svensson.
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*Al-Jazeera – Terrorist TV or an Arabic CNN?* Lecture by Thomas Gür at Skeppsbron 24. February 3rd, 2004

*The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar* with presentation by Suzanne Gieser at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. February 19th, 2004

*Global Axess “An Ounce of Freedom in the Arab World”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Wadah Khanfar, by Thomas Gür.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 2* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Lars Wedin by Kay Glans.

*Global Axess “The Power of Bribes”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Tarun Tejpal by Thomas Gür.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 3* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Lena K Samuelsson by Rolf van den Brink.

*Global Axess “From White to Black Dictatorship”* was broadcast on TV8. Interviewed with Geoffrey Nyarota by Thomas Gür.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 4* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Anders Gerdin, Aftonbladet by Susanna Popova.

*Global Axess “The Palestinian Oppression”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Bassem Eid by Thomas Gür.

**MARCH**

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 5* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Håkan Syrén by Niklas Ekdal.

*Axess Magazine No. 2 2004 “India Unleashed”* was published.

*Global Axess No. 5* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Ali Lmrabet by Axel Odelberg.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 6* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Christina Jutterström, by Susanna Popova Hakelius.

*Career Barriers.* A seminar on equal career opportunities with Monica Renstig from the Stockholm School of Economics at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. March 5th, 2004

*Global Axess “The Cuban Dictatorship”* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Huber Matos by Nathan Shachar.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 7* was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Otto Sjöberg, former Editor-in-Chief of Expressen, by Susanna Popova Hakelius.
Global Axess “The Freedom of Press and Putin’s War” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Anna Politkovskaya by Thomas Gür.


The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 8 was broadcast on TV8. Susanna Popova Hakelius interviewed Jan Wifstrand, Editor-in-Chief of Dagens Nyheter.

Global Axess “China and the Freedom of the Press” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Hu Shuli, by Thomas Gür.


The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with presentations by Inga Sanner and Suzanne Gieser at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. March 24th, 2004

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 9 was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Jan Scherman by Susanna Popova Hakelius.


Facts and Fiction within Today’s Feminisms. Lecture by Susanna Popova Hakelius at Skeppsbron 24. March 31st, 2004

April

Axess Magazine No. 3 2004 “The Cluster Economy” was published.

The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 10 was broadcast on TV8. Susanna Popova Hakelius and Rolf van den Brink discussed the power of the media with the editors: Christina Jutterström, Otto Sjöberg, Anders Gerdin, Gunilla Herlitz and Lena K Samuelson

History, Memory and Identity in Post-Soviet Estonia: The End of a Collective Farm. Lecture by Sigrid Rausing at the Stockholm School of Economics. April 23rd, 2004

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with presentation by Anna Nilsson at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. April 28th, 2004

How to Make Green Structures Cohabit with Urban Structures? Urban
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City Research Seminar with Krister Sernbo at Södra Teatern, Stockholm. April 29th, 2004

MAY

Axess Magazine No. 4 2004 “The Swedish School Must Change Its Course” was published.

Free Research in Collision with the Swedish Government’s Production of Ideology. Seminar with Shirin Ahlbäck Öberg at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. May 4th, 2004


The Legal Divide – The Real Problem with Globalization. Seminar with Hernando de Soto, Allan Larsson and Joakim Ollén introduction by Kurt Almqvist, at ABF, Stockholm. May 24th, 2004


The Royal State Visit by the King and Queen of Sweden to Thailand. Special programme was broadcast on TV8.


Axess Magazine No. 5 2004 “Press Under Pressure” was published.

What is George W Bush Doing? Lecture by David Frum in
cooperation with the Institute of International Affairs at Lilla Nygatan 23, Stockholm. June 16th, 2004


The American Crisis. Lecture by former Clinton adviser Sidney Blumenthal, at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. June 21st, 2004

AUGUST

The Market of Insecurity. Seminar with Alyson Bailes and Svante Cornell at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. August 31st, 2004

The Swedish Success Story? was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Kay Glans. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

SEPTEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 6 2004 “The Market of Uncertainty” was published.

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Hans L Zetterberg by Susanna Popova.

Global Axess “Press as Propaganda” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Roy Greenslade by Thomas Gür.

The Danish Media Situation in a Comparative Perspective. Lecture by Tøger Seidenfaden, Editor-in-Chief, Politiken, Denmark at Stureplan 3. September 20th, 2004

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Kjell-Olof Feldt by PJ Anders Linder.

Global Axess “The Need for Quality Marking of News” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Edward Lucas by Thomas Gür.

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Petteri Pietikäinen at Skeppsbron 24.
The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Mauricio Rojas by Peter Wolodarski.

Global Axess “The Foreign Correspondent” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Isabel Hilton by Björn Linnell.

October

Axess Magazine No. 7 2004 “Turkey at the Crossroads” was published.

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Hans Bergström by Peter Wolodarski.

Global Axess “The Journalists and the Politicians – An Unholy Alliance?” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with John Lloyd by Thomas Gür.

Tecknen: Läkaren och konsten att läsa kroppar. Reception of Dynamic Psychology Lecture by Karin Johannisson at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. October 14th, 2004

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Agneta Dreber by Peter Wolodarski.

Global Axess “The UN and the Media” was broadcast on TV8. Shashi Tharoor interviewed by Thomas Gür.

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Johan Norberg by Per Svensson.

Global Axess “Clinton’s Man of Media” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Sidney Blumenthal by Susanna Popova Hakelius.

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Roland Poirier Martinsson by Susanna Hakelius Popova.

Global Axess “Ideal Journalism” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Nicholas Lemann by Thomas Gür.

November


Media 8 No. 1 “The End of Publicists” with Susanna Popova Hakelius and Mats Ekström was broadcast on TV8.

Axess Magazine No. 8 2004 “The Reluctant Empire” was published.
The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Gunnar Strömmer by PJ Anders Linder.

Media 8 No. 2 “Who Owns the Media?” with Susanna Popova Hakelius and Mats Ekström was broadcast on TV8.

Global Axess “David Frum – An Intellectual Neo-Con” was broadcast on TV8. Interview with David Frum by Thomas Gür.


November 9th, 2004

Media 8 No. 3 “Principle of Free Access to Public Records” with Susanna Hakelius Popova and Mats Ekström was broadcast on TV8.

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Janerik Larsson by Susanna Popova.


The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Petteri Pietikäinen at Skeppsbron 24.

Media 8 No. 4 “Media and Power” with Susanna Popova and Mats Ekström was broadcast on TV8.

The Engelsberg Dialogue was broadcast on TV8. Interview with Marit Paulsen by Peter Wolodarski.

DECEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 9 2004 “The Future is so Passé” was published.

Visions of the Future was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist, Kay Glans and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Kapitalets mysterium (“The Mystery of Capital”) by Hernando de Soto was published. Atlantis.


Northwestern Kungsholmen. Urban City Research Lecture by
Charlotte Holst at Piperska Muren, Stockholm. December 10th, 2004

Media 8 No. 5 “The Consultants and the Lobbyists” with Susanna Popova and Mats Ekström was broadcasted on TV8.

Media 8 No. 6 “Copied Journalism” with Susanna Hakelius Popova and Mats Ekström was broadcast on TV8.


---

2005

The paperback *Från Etnisk ekonomi till Den seglivade nationen. Teman ur Axess* 2005 was published. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

*Hechaluz – en rörelse i tid och rum. Tysk-judiska ungdomars exil i Sverige 1933–1943* by Malin Thor was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Växjö University Press.

*Konsten att lägga pussel. Deckaren och besvärjandet av ondska i folkhemmet* by Sara Kärrholm was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Brutus Östlings Bokförlag Symposion.

---

JANUARY

*Introduction to New Urbanism*. Urban City Research seminar with Peter Elmlund at the Royal Institute of Technology, School of Architecture, Stockholm. January 18th, 2005

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 1* was broadcast on TV8. Bengt Göransson was interviewed by Björn Linnell.

*Contemporary Feminism Seminar* with Natasha Walter at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm.

*Consciousness, Genetics and Society: Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2002* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.
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FEBRUARY

Axess Magazine No. 1 2005 “Private and Public” was published. The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 2 was broadcast on TV8. Kjell-Olof Feldt was interviewed by Göran Greider. Global Axess “The Future of Freedom” was broadcast on TV8. Fareed Zakaria was interviewed by Thomas Gür. The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 3 was broadcast on TV8. Anders Isaksson was interviewed by Kay Glans. Contemporary Feminism Seminar with Jane Freedman at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. Global Axess “From Autocracy to Democracy” was broadcast on TV8. Lee Teng-hui was interviewed by Thomas Gür. The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 4 was broadcast on TV8. Carl Bildt and Sverker Åström were interviewed by Anders Hellner. Global Axess “The History of Empires” was broadcast on TV8. Dominic Lieven was interviewed by Thomas Gür. The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 5 was broadcast on TV8. Olle Sahlström was interviewed by Per Svensson.

MARCH

Axess Magazine No. 2 2005 “The Two Cultures” was published. Global Axess “Shevardnadze – His Rise and Fall” was broadcast on TV8. Eduard Shevardnadze was interviewed by Thomas Gür. The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 6 was broadcast on TV8. Bo Södersten was interviewed by Fabian af Petersen. Global Axess “The Benevolent Empire” was broadcast on TV8. Niall Ferguson was interviewed by Thomas Gür. The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 7 was broadcast on TV8. Ingvar Carlsson was interviewed by Peter Wolodarski. Contemporary Feminism Seminar with Daphne Patai at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. March 15th, 2005 Global Axess “Russia – Present and Past” was broadcast on TV8. Kristian Gerner was interviewed by Thomas Gür.
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*Media 8 No. 1* was broadcast on TV8. “The Archetypes of Journalism”, Lars Norén, Bo Lindqvist, Ester Pollack, Niklas Lundblad, Per Wendel, Peppe Engberg and Lars Engvall were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Jesper Strömbäck.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 8* was broadcast on TV8. Ozan Sunar was interviewed by Thomas Gür.

*Global Axess “Europe and Pax Globalis”* was broadcast on TV8. Robert Cooper was interviewed by Thomas Gür.

*Media 8 No. 2* was broadcast on TV8. “Foreign Correspondents”. Stig Fredriksson, Kjell-Albin Abrahamsson, Staffan Heimerson, PM Nilsson, Rossana Dinamarca and Anna Larsson were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Jesper Strömbäck.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 9* was broadcast on TV8. Björn Rosengren was interviewed by Maria Borelius.

*Global Axess “The Chilean Miracle”* was broadcasted on TV8. José Piñera was interviewed by Thomas Gür.

*Urban City Research.* Peter Elmlund presented the report “Local Economy and Urban Form” to the Swedish Urban Environment Council at the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, Stockholm. March 9th, 2005

**APRIL**

*Axess Magazine No. 3 2005 “Chinese Puzzles”* was published.

*Media 8 No. 3* was broadcast on TV8. “Culture Journalism”. Håkan Jaesson, Åsa Beckman, Peter Luthersson, Jan Guillou and Lars Stjernqvist were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Jesper Strömbäck.

*The Engelsberg Dialogue No. 10* was broadcast on TV8. Patrick Salmon was interviewed by Niklas Ekdal.

*Media 8 No. 4* was broadcast on TV8. “Ethical Journalism”. Susanne Wigorts Yngvesson, Janne Andersson, Johanna Lebourne and Maria Hasselgren were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Jesper Strömbäck.

*Opportunities and Risks of Doing Business in China.* Seminar on China with Erik Berglöf, Frédéric Cho, Ray Field, Staffan
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Heimerson, Thomas Lagerqvist, Torbjörn Lodén, Rutger Palmstierna, Henrik Scharp, Harald Steinbrecher and Torbjörn Sternsjö at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm. April 13th, 2005

Media 8 No. 5 was broadcast on TV8. “FI – The Media Party”.

Cecilia Gamre, Lena Smedsaas, Jesper Katz, Göran Ellung, Cecilia Renfors and Per-Arne Jigenius were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Jesper Strömbäck.

Media 8 No. 6 was broadcast on TV8. “Advertising in the Media”. Jan Wifstrand, Gunnar Strömblad, Peter Carnello, Bengt Göransson and Mats Knutson were interviewed by Susanna Popova. With Jesper Strömbäck.

Skyscrapers as a Solution to Housing Problems. Lecture by Dick Urban Vestbro, Professor in Town Planning, at the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. April 14th, 2005

MAY

Axess Magazine No. 4 2005 “Ethnic Economy” was published.

The Reception of Dynamic Psychology Seminar with Katarina Piuva at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm.

Is it Possible to Create a Sustainable System of Transportation in Our Cities? LECTURER: Christer Ljungberg, CEO Trivector. Piperska Muren, Scheelegatan 14, Stockholm. May 27th, 2005

JUNE

Axess Magazine No. 5 2005 “Social Capital” was published.

Forum Axess 1999–2004 was published. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

The Engelsberg Seminar 2005. Empire and the Future World Order was held at Avesta Manor. LECTURERS: Peter Bender, Philip Bobbitt, Ian Buruma, David Coleman, Robert Cooper, Niklas Ekdal, William Kirby, Deepak Lal, Edward Lucas, Charles Maier, Jan Morris, Christine Ockrent, Orhan Pamuk, Richard Pipes, David Rieff, György Schöpflin, Tøger Siedentopf, Nathan Shachar, Ross Terrill, Shashi Tharoor and Hugh Thomas. June 16th–18th, 2005
SEPTEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 6 2005 “The Persistent Nation” was published. Woman under Death Threat. An interview with Ayaan Hirsi Ali by Dilsa Demirbag-Sten was broadcast on TV8.

Global Axess “Turkey – On the Road to the EU?” was broadcast on TV8. Orhan Pamuk was interviewed by Nathan Shachar.


Global Axess “The Wrath Against the West – and Its Causes” was broadcast on TV8. Ian Buruma was interviewed by Edward Lucas.

Global Axess “A Vanishing Europe” was broadcast on TV8. David Coleman was interviewed by Thomas Gür.

Contemporary Feminism Seminar at Skeppsbron 24, Stockholm, with Germund Hesslow, Susanna Popova Hakelius, Sofia Nerbrand, Petra Östergren and Staffan Ulfstrand.


OCTOBER

Axess Magazine No. 7 2005 “The Business of Size” was published.

NOVEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 8 2005 “Enlightenment and Its Discontents” was published.

The Future of Religion: Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2001 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.
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*Media and Media Power: Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2004* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

**DECEMBER**


---

**2006**

**Chronological Report 2006**

*Blodseld och nordisk längtan. Om Oscar Levertin och hans tid* by Nathan Shachar was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. *Atlantis.*

*Ortmark.* 12 interviews by host Åke Ortmark were broadcast on Axess TV, season one.

*Veckans debatt.* 12 episodes with hosts Lennart Persson and Staffan Heimerson were broadcast on Axess TV, season one.

*Nils Petter Sundgren.* Four episodes about history of film hosted by film critic Nils Petter Sundgren were broadcast on Axess TV.

*Dokumentär utifrån.* 18 episodes with host Anders Hellner were broadcast on Axess TV, season one.

*Aktuellt från Grönköping.* 15 episodes hosted by Sverker Åström were broadcast on Axess TV.

*Åsiktsmaskinen.* Invited guests discussed current events with Susanna Popova Hakelius. Season one was broadcast on Axess TV.

**January**

*Cosmopolitanism: Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2003* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

**February**

*Axess Magazine No. 1 2006* “Embracing Globalisation” was published.

**March**

*Axess Magazine No. 2 2006* “Home from Home” was published.

**April**

*Axess Magazine No. 3 2006* “Sex Through the Ages” was published.

**May**

*Axess Magazine No. 4 May* “Law and Disorder” was published.

*1900-talets totalitära ideologier – Nazism* with host Kay Glans was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/3.)
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*Kvinnor på gränsen till väst.* A documentary by Dilsa Demirbag-Sten was broadcast on Axess TV.

**June**


1900-talets totalitāra ideologier – *Communism* with host Kay Glans was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/3.)

1900-talets totalitāra ideologier – *Terrorism* with host Kay Glans was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/3.)

**August**


**September**


October

Axess Magazine No. 7 2006 “The Useful University” was published.

Global Axess “The Challenges of European Secularism” with Dilsa Demirbag Sten, Agneta Pleijel, Anders Hellner and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/16.)

Studio Ekdal “Den nya regeringen” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/12.)

Studio Ekdal “Putins Ryssland” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/12.)

Studio Ekdal “Ahlenius och tillståndet i staten” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/12.)

Global Axess “Saddam Hussein’s Secularism and its Legacy” with guest Rolf Ekéus and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/16.)

Studio Ekdal “Sverige och supermakten” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/12.)

Nobel Special. An interview with Nobel Prize Laureate in literature Orhan Pamuk was broadcast on Axess TV.

Global Axess “A Third Muslim Offensive against Europe” with guest Lars Hedegaard and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/16.)

Studio Ekdal “Ungdomars psykiska ohälsa” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/12.)

Global Axess “Spinoza – The First Enlightenment Philosopher” with guest Jonathan Israel and host Gunnar Fredriksson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/16.)

Global Axess “Fascism Turning Green” with guest Pierre Lellouche and host Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/16.)
November

Axess Magazine No. 8 2006 “Between Anarchy and Imperialism” was published.

Global Axess “Criminal Cultures” with guest Theodore Dalrymple and host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/16.)

Global Axess “Social Aspect of Islam” with guest Charles Tripp and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/16.)

Studio Ekdal “Traks framtid” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/12.)

Global Axess “The Multicultural Drama” with guest Paul Scheffer and host Björn Linell was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/16.)

Studio Ekdal “Kunskapsflykten från Sverige” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/12.)

Global Axess “Talking Under the Threat” with guest Ibn Warraq and host Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/16.)

Studio Ekdal “Skyldigheten att skydda” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/12.)

December

Axess Magazine No. 9 2006 “The Limits of Tolerance” was published.

Global Axess “The Darker Side of Multiculturalism” with guest Nathan Shachar and host Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/16.)

Vem var Shakespeare? was broadcast on Axess TV.

Global Axess “Muslims of Europe – A New Umma?” with guest Olivier Roy and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/16.)

Studio Ekdal “Avtalsrörelsen och jobben” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/12.)

Studio Ekdal “Nobelpriset i litteratur” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/12.)

Global Axess “The West and the Rest – Globalization and the Terrorist
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*Threat*” with guest Roger Scruton and host Johan Hakelius was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/16.)

*Global Axess “Turkey between East and West*” with guest Etyen Mahcupyam and host Anders Hellner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/16.)

*Global Axess “Secularism – No Exclusively Western Concept*” with guest Sunil Khilnani and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/16.)

*Global Axess “Turkey’s Ottoman and Kemalist Secularism*” with guest Dogu Ergil and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/16.)

**2007**

*Religionens framtid: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2001* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

*Medvetande, genetik och samhälle: Perspektiv på Engelsbergsseminariet 2002* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

*Empire and the Future World Order: Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2005* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Isabella Thomas. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

*Imperier: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2005* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Isabella Thomas. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

*Alchemists of Human Nature. Psychological Utopianism in Gross, Jung, Reich and Fromm* by Petteri Pietikainen was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Pickering & Chatto.

*Åsiktsmaskinen.* Invited guests discussed current topics with host Susanna Popova Hakelius. Season two was broadcast on Axess TV spring 2007.

*Ortmark.* Interviews by host Åke Ortmark. Season two was
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broadcast on Axess TV spring 2007. Season three was broadcast on Axess TV autumn 2007.

Dokumentär utifrån. Nine episodes with host Anders Hellner were broadcast on Axess TV, season two.

Samtal pågår. Conversations with invited guests led by Anders Hellner were broadcast on Axess TV spring 2007.

Makten minns with host Arvid Lagercrantz was broadcast on Axess TV fall 2007.

Zarembas val with host Maciej Zaremba was broadcast on Axess TV fall 2007.

Det handlar om musik with host Sofia Nyblom. Season one was broadcast on Axess TV fall 2007.

January

Mot en kosmopolitisk framtid?: Perspektiv från Engelsbergseminariet 2003 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Erik Wallrup. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

The paperback From Embracing Globalisation to the Limits of Tolerance. Themes from Axess Magazine 2006 was published. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

The Secular State and Islam in Europe: Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2006 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Den sekulära staten och Islam i Europa: Perspektiv från Engelsbergseminariet 2006 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

February

Axess Magazine No. 1 2007 “The Present Future” was published.

Veckans debatt. De nya ledarna with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/16)

Studio Ekdal “EU – En 50-åring på väg att spricka” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/16)

Veckans debatt. Vart tog föräldrarna vägen? with hosts Lennart
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Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/16)

Studio Ekdal “Globalisering på övertid” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/16.)

Veckans debatt. Vad händer med det svenska språket? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/16)

Studio Ekdal “Övervikt – Ny forskning” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/16.)

Veckans debatt. Ska svenska försvarstjänsten krigsrapporteringen? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/16)

Studio Ekdal “Splittrade liberaler” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/16)

Hearing about Public Service with Eva Hamilton, Björn Rosengren, Peter Örn, Christer Fritzson, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Adaktusson and Carl Johan Swanson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Two episodes.)

March

Axess Magazine No. 2 2007 “How Free are the Arts?” was published.

Veckans debatt. Massage mot stroke with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/16)

Studio Ekdal “Smartare konsumtion” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/16.)

Veckans debatt. Är höghus vackra? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/16)

Studio Ekdal “Arbetarpartiernas kamp” with Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/16.)

Veckans debatt. Klimatförändrad ekonomi with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/16)

Studio Ekdal “Spelmonopol på fall” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/16.)

Veckans debatt. Vacker till varje pris with hosts Lennart Persson,
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Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/16)

Studio Ekdal “Olympiska propagandaspel” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/16.)

April

Axess Magazine No. 3 2007 “Mind Wars” was published.

Veckans debatt. Sverige bäste kung? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/16)

Studio Ekdal “Föredömet Finland” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/16.)

Veckans debatt. Duell om journalistik with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/16)

Studio Ekdal “Bomber och bistånd” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/16.)

Kanon-TV “Ingen sanning, ingen kanon” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/5.)

Veckans debatt. Skillnader i hjärnan with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/16)

Studio Ekdal “Kejsarsnitt – En knivig fråga” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/16.)

Kanon-TV “Ensamhet och frihet” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/5.)

Veckans debatt. Konst att kissa offentligt with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/16)

Studio Ekdal “Slutet för vargen?” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/16.)

May

Axess Magazine No. 4 2007 “Reality Invades Fiction” was published.

Axess tidskrift presenterar “Skönhetens återkomst” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/4.)
Kanon-TV “Språk i förfall” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/5.)

Veckans debatt. Unga struntar i facket with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/16)

Studio Ekdal “Slaget om förorten” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/16.)

Axess tidskrift presenterar “I döda poeters sällskap” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/4.)

Kanon-TV “Sverige en drängstuga” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/5.)

Veckans debatt. Bibeln vållar strid with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/16)

Studio Ekdal “Oljans axelmakter” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/16.)

Axess tidskrift presenterar “Dikten och verkligheten” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/4.)

Kanon-TV “Kulturkamp” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/5.)

Veckans debatt. Är shopping en ny religion? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/16)

Studio Ekdal “Stjärnan mot laget” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episodes 15/16.)

Veckans debatt. Säsongsavslutning with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/16)

Studio Ekdal “Högre lönor – färre jobb” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/16.)

June

Axess Magazine No. 5 2007 “The Crisis of Postmodernism” was published.

The Engelsberg Seminar 2007. What is the West? was held at Avesta Manor. Lecturers: Sahin Alpay, Philip Bobbitt, Rolf Ekéus, David Frum, Bo Huldt, Robert Irwin, Hans Kollhoff,

Axess tidskrift presenterar “Samtal om Ola Billgren” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/4.)

SEPTEMBER


Välfrådsåren “1945–49 – En oblodig revolution” with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/6.)

Veckans debatt. Konstnärer med rätt att kränka with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Lars Vilks, Mats Gellerfelt, Martin Svensson and Marcus Birro was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/18)

Axess TV Hearing. Om gasledningen with host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Two episodes.)

Välfrådsåren “1950–54 – Det stora språnget” with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/6.)

Veckans debatt. När livet var en fest, eller? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/18)

Global Axess No. 1 “Constructing Europe” with guest Göran Rosenberg and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV.

Välfrådsåren “1955–59 – Sista striden” with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/6.)

Veckans debatt. Global uppvärmning: Vad säger vetenskapen? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/18)

Global Axess No. 2 “The Crisis of Multiculturalism” with guest David Frum and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV.

Välfrådsåren “1960–65 – Från idéer till idyll” with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/6.)
Veckans debatt. Ett år efter valet – Tillståndet i nationen with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Anna Kinberg Batra, Anders Jonsson, Lena Mellin and Paul Ronge was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/18)

Global Axess No. 3 “The only Super Power” with guest Robert Shapiro and host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV.

Väljårsåren “1966–68 – Väljårdens högsommar” with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/6.)

Veckans debatt. Bokmässan with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/18)

Global Axess No. 4 “The Outlook of Orientalism” with guest Robert Irwin and host James Robbins was broadcast on Axess TV.

Global Axess No. 5 “Defending the West” with guest Ibn Warraq and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV.

Var fjortonde dag “Edward Said” was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/7.)

OCTOBER

Axess Magazine No. 7 2007 “Anti-Americanism” was published.


Välfärdsåren “1968–73 – Rekårdår och revolter” with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/6.)

Veckans debatt. *Skolan, kunskapen och den demokratiska fostran* with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Inger Enkvist, Metta Fjelkner, Fredrik Malm, Bengt Göransson, Sten Svensson and Marie Granlund was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/18)

Frihetens vägar “Toleransens paradoxor” with Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/3.)

Veckans debatt. *Äktenskapet* with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Clarence Crafoord, Sverre Sjölander, Gudrun Schyman, Stephan Alm and Maria Hasselgren was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/18)

Frihetens vägar “Från Rom och hit” with Per Svensson was broadcasted on Axess TV. (Episode 2/3.)

Veckans debatt. *Girighet* with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Kristina Ljunggren, Klas Danielsson, Anders Olauson and Johnny Munkhammar was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/18)

Global Axess No. 6 “Living with Terrorism” with guest Philip Bobbitt and host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV.

Var fjortonde dag “Erik Stagnelius” was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/7.)

Global Axess No. 7 “The Time for Europe is Now” with guest Rolf Ekéus and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV.

Global Axess No. 8 “The Roadmap to Peace in the Middle East” with guest Avishai Margalit and host James Robbins was broadcast on Axess TV.

Var fjortonde dag “Why is Everybody writing Detective Novels?” was broadcasted on Axess TV. (Episode 3/7.)

Global Axess No. 9 “The Tale of the West” with guest Georgios Varouchakis and host James Robbins was broadcast on Axess TV.

Frihetens vägar “Hoten mot friheten” with Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/3.)

Veckans debatt. *Rödebytragedin och ungdomsvåldet* with hosts
Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimersson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/18)

November

Axess Magazine No. 8 November 2007 “Public Service” was published.

Salong Axess Special “Antiamerikanismen” was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/2.)

Var fjortonde dag “Modernism” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/7.)

Nyfiken på… Sture Linnér with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/14.)

Var fjortonde dag “About Museums” was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/7.)

Nyfiken på… Johan Svedjedal with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/14.)

Veckans debatt. USA-valet with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimersson and guests Dick Erixon, Karin Pettersson, Fredrik Fällman and Sandy Mansson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/18)

Global Axess No. 10 “Religion and Mythology” with guest Marina Warner and host James Robbins was broadcast on Axess TV.

Ekdal “Sjuka läkare” was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/6).

Nyfiken på… Nils Uddenberg with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/14.)

Veckans debatt. Slaveri och skattemoral with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimersson and guests Dick Harrison and Kitimbwa Sabuni was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/18)

Global Axess No. 11 “Western Values” with host James Robbins and guest Philippe Nemo was broadcast on Axess TV.

Ekdal “Försvarshaveriet” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)

Nyfiken på… Carina Burman with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/14.)

Veckans debatt. Reinsfeldts ledarstil och feminism with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimersson and guests Paul Ronge, Mats Qviberg, Pär Ström, Anna-Klara Bratt, Birger Östberg and Elise Claeson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/18)
**Global Axess No. 12 “The State of Democracy”** with guest Dr. Larry Seidentop and host James Robbins was broadcast on Axess TV. 

**Ekdal “Israel – världens mest kritiserade demokrati”** was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/6.)

**Om Norman Mailer** with Rolf Ekéus and Mats Gellerfeldt was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Var fjortonde dag “Ugly Buildings”** with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/7.)

**Nykken på… Anders Wahlgren** with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/14.)

**Veckans debatt. Strejker och monarkins framtid** with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Michael Lehman, Carl-Erik Grimstad, Eva Schulman, Peter Harryson, Sten Hedman, Hillevi Larsson, Aron Etzler and Per-Åke Westlund was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/18)

**Global Axess No. 13 “The West Perceived from the East”** with host James Robbins and guest Pankaj Mishra was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Ekdal “Lotterisamhället”** with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Anders Borg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/6.)

---

**DECEMBER**

**Axess Magazine No. 9 2007 “Global Racism”** was published.


**Var fjortonde dag “Culture as Fashion and Fashion as Culture”** with Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/7.)

**Nykken på… Per Wästberg** with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/14.)

**Veckans debatt. Vargen och kärnkraften** with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/18)

**Global Axess No. 14 “Neo Nationalism”** with guest Tøger Seidenfaden and host Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. 

**Ekdal “Finland”** was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/6.)
**Ayaan Hirsi Ali meets Timothy Garton Ash** was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Veckans debatt. Bordellhärvan** with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/18)

**Ekdal “Den finansiella istiden”** with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/6.)

**Salong Axess “Om utomeuropeisk rasism”** with guest Frank Dikötter was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/2.)

**Global Axess No. 15 “The Interpretation of Holy Writings”** with guest Roger Scruton and host Thomas Gör was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Modernitetens kris “Om vår tids andlighet”** with host Anita Goldman was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Den norrländska Guden** with host Johan Lundberg and guest Torgny Lindgren was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Global Axess No. 16 “The Strive of Civilisation”** with guest David Landes and host Thomas Gör was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Veckans debatt. Rätten att födas, rätten att leva** with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/18)

**Global Axess No. 17 “On the Verge of the West”** with guest Sahin Alpay and host Thomas Gör was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Veckans debatt. Uppesittarkväll** with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17/18)

**Global Axess No. 18 “Western Architecture”** with guest Hans Kolhoff and host Thomas Steinfeld was broadcast on Axess TV.

**Veckans debatt. 2007 – Året som gick, året som kommer** with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/18)

---

**2008**

The paperback *From the Present Future to Global Racism. Themes from Axess Magazine 2007* was published. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.
What is the West?: Perspectives from the Engelsberg seminar 2007 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Om västerlandet: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2007 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

The Future of Public Service Broadcasting was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Isabella Thomas. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Framtidens public service: Om allmännyttig radio och tv was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Isabella Thomas. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Döden är en man. Styckmordet, myterna, efterspelet by Per Lindeberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Fischer & Co.

Judas evangeliet. Text, budskap och historisk bakgrund by Jörgen Magnusson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Arcus förlag.

Pillret. En berättelse om depressioner och doktorer, forskare och Freud, människor och marknader by Ingrid Carlberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Svart jord. Kommer jordbruket leverera vårt dagliga bröd när oljan sinar? by Gunnar Lindstedt was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Äventyr på riktigt. Berättelsen om upptäckaren Sven Hedin by Axel Odelberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Norstedts.

The Signified World. The Problem of Occasionality in Husserl’s Phenomenology of Meaning by Karl Weigelt was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Stockholm University.

The Culture of War by Martin van Creveld was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Presidio Press (Random House).

Aleksandra Kollontajs dagböcker 1930–1940 by Aleksandra Kollontaj and Krister Wahlbäck (editor) was published with support
from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Albert Bonniers Förlag
Fånga platsen. Guide till Sveriges företagsamma historia by Anders Johnson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. SNS förlag
Det handlar om musik with host Sofia Nyblom. Season two was broadcast on Axess TV spring 2008.
Ortmark. Interviews by host Åke Ortmark. Season four was broadcast on Axess TV spring 2008.
Ansikte mot ansikte: Svenskarna. Five interviews were broadcast on Axess TV spring 2008.
Pratbar från Almedalen. Six interviews with party leaders were broadcast on Axess TV fall 2008.
Fokus på… with host Therese Larsson was broadcast on Axess TV fall 2008.
Sveriges afrikanska krig. with Bengt Nilsson was broadcast on Axess TV.

JANUARY
Veckans debatt. Blir världen bättre eller sämre? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/19)
Nyfiken på… Svante Norrhem with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/14.)
Veckans debatt. Vad är borgerlig kulturpolitik? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/19)

FEBRUARY
Axess Magazine No. 1 2008 “The Return of Religion” was published.
Veckans debatt. Nuderaffären with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan
Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/19)

*Socialdemokratin minns epoken Persson* with host Arvid Lagercrantz and guest Björn Rosengren was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/5)

*Ekdal “Stora vinster utan jordbrukssubventioner”* with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/7)

- **Participants:** Helle Klein, Mats Svefgors and Werner Jeanrod.
- **Moderator:** Anders Björnsson. February 8th, 2008

*Nyfiken på… Bengt Jangfeldt* with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/14.)

*Veckans debatt. Kulturdebatt: Poltiska experter tippar galet!* with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/19)

*Socialdemokraterna minns epoken Persson* with host Arvid Lagercrantz and guest Nalin Pekgul was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/5)

*Ekdal “Frihet och förtryck”* with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/7.)

*Veckans debatt. Det mångkulturella samhället: Hur fungerar det?* with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/19)

*Ekdal “Islam behöver reformeras”* with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/7.)

*Salong Axess “Religionens återkomst”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/3.)

*Nyfiken på… Sven Bertil Taube* with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/14.)

*Veckans debatt. Kosovo och vårt behov av Nationalstaten* with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Ragmi Halili, Nils Karlsson, Bodil Ceballos and Gunnar Falkemark was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/19)

*Ekdal “Den svenska förvaltningen kan halveras”* with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/7.)

*Socialdemokraterna minns epoken Persson* with host Arvid Lager-
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Crantz and guest Pär Nuder was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/5.)

March

Axess Magazine No. 2 2008 “The Think Tanks are Taking Over” was published.

Veckans debatt. Maktskiftet: Blev det någon skillnad? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/19)

Ekdal “Israel – En ung 60-åring” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/7.)

Socialdemokratin minns epoken Persson with host Arvid Lagercrantz and guest Marita Ulvskog was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/5.)

Nysken på... Dick Harrison with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/14.)

Veckans debatt. Ordning härskar i skolan, eller? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/19)

Ekdal “Skolan” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/7.)

Socialdemokratin minns epoken Persson with host Arvid Lagercrantz and guest Ilmar Reepalu was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/5.)


Veckans debatt. När ingen längre tar ansvar with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Sven-Erik Alhem, Nikolai Jungsin, Carina Högland and Carl-Gustaf Spangenberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/19)

Ekdal Special “Interview with Israeli Ambassador Eviatar Manor” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/7.)

Salong Axess “Ryssland efter Putin” was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/3.)
Veckans debatt. Behöver vi en moralisk kompass? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/19)

Veckans debatt. Livet är en fest, men inte för vänstern with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/19)

April

Axess Magazine No. 3 2008 “1968: The 40-Year Crisis” was published.

Kanon-TV “Sex överallt” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/5.)

Veckans debatt. Svenska språket: I behov av skyddslag? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/19)


Kanon-TV “Är universiteten arbetsförmedlingar” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/5.)

Veckans debatt. På vems sida står polisen? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guest Johannes Holmqvist was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/19)

Salong Axess “Tankesmedjornas återkomst” was broadcasted on Axess TV. (Episode 3/3.)

Kanon-TV “Modets förtryck” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/5.)

Veckans debatt. Skyskrapor för miljöns skull? with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/19)

Pressklubben with host Lennart Persson and guests Rolf Stengård and Jan Helin was broadcast on Axess TV.

Kanon-TV “Döda språk” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/5.)

Veckans debatt. OS-bojkott och tvångsvård av sexbrottsslingar with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Anna
CHRONOLOGICAL REPORT 2008

Köning-Jerlmyr, Maryam Yazdanfar, Christian Olsson, Mats Härd and Jonas Arnesen was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/19)

Kampen om pillret with host Arvid Lagercrantz and guest Ingrid Carlberg was broadcast on Axess TV.

MAY

Axess Magazine No. 4 2008 “The Modern Clan Society” was published.


Kanon-TV “Religion” with host Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/5.)

Veckans debatt. Historiens hemskaste härskare with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Hans Villius, Maria Kuchen and Carl Tham was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/19)

Uppdrag K “K1 – Art” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/4.)

Veckans debatt. Sjuksköterskelöner with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests Jonas Milton, Johnny Munkhammar, Josefin Brink and Stig-Björn Ljunggren was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17/19)

Uppdrag K “K2 – The School” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/4.)

Veckans debatt. Etablissemanget och vänstervålet with hosts
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Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/19)

Uppdrag K “K3 – Theatre” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/4.)

Veckans debatt. Rättvisans lotteri with hosts Lennart Persson, Staffan Heimerson and guests was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 19/19)

Kåren är ockuperad! Hearing on the theme “Kårhusockupationen och revolutionsåret 1968” was broadcast on Axess TV.

Uppdrag K “K4 – The Swedish Royal Court” with host Johan Lundberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/4.)

JUNE

Axess Magazine No. 5 2008 “School Dunce” was published.


Axess på universitetsturné with host Göran Hägg and guest Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/4.)

Axess på universitetsturné with host Göran Hägg and guest Karin Johannisson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/4.)

Axess på universitetsturné with host Göran Hägg and guest Stig Larsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/4.)

Axess på universitetsturné with host Göran Hägg and guest Mohammad Fazlhashemi was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/4.)

AUGUST

Nyfiken på… Lars Olof Larsson with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/14.)

Om kommunismens ideologi with host Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1–2.)
Nyfiken på… Eva Helena Ulvros with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/14.)
Nyfiken på… Åsa Linderborg with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/14.)

SEPTEMBER
Axess Magazine No. 6 2008 “The Empire Strikes Back” was published.
Nyfiken på… Birger Bergh with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/14.)
Det handlar om musik with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Malena Ernman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/8.).

OCTOBER
Axess Magazine No. 7 2008 “The Beauty Taboo” was published.
Det handlar om musik with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Christian Lindberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/8.).
Ekdal “Forskningsfusket” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/6.)
Ekdal “Konspirationsteorier” was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/6.)
Det handlar om musik with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Sakari Oramo was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/8.).
Global Axess “The Kremlin”, interview with Catherine Merridale by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/20.)
Ekdal “Gustav III” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/6.)
Café Einstein “Vår tids Frankenstein” with host Lotta Gröning was broadcasted on Axess TV. (Episode 1/5.)
Global Axess “On Russia”, interview with Anne Applebaum by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/20.)
Ekdal “Politisk PR” with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/6.)
Sustainable Urban Gardens and Landscapes – Future Issues in Design Teaching and Research. Urban City Research seminar at Avesta Manor. Expert seminar arranged by the Ax:son Johnson
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Institute at Lund University with the purpose of investigating new subjects for the Foundation to support. October 23rd–24th, 2008

*Café Einstein “Virtuella världar”* with host Lotta Gröning was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/5.)

**November**

*Axess Magazine No. 8 2008 “Towards a New World Order”* was published.

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Suzanne Osten was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/8.).

*Ekdal “Historiens återkomst”* with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/6.)


*Café Einstein “Förstår vi världen”* with host Lotta Gröning was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/5.)

*Ekdal “Finanskrisen”* with host Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/6.)

*Café Einstein “Rymden”* with host Lotta Gröning was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/5.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Anna Larsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/8.)

*Global Axess “The Ruler and the Church”*, interview with Per-Arne Bodin by Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/20.)

*Café Einstein “Energi”* with host Lotta Gröning was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/5.)

*Global Axess “The Collapse of Empire”*, interview with Dominique Lieven by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/20.)

*Nyfiken på... Hitler* with host Göran Hägg and guest Bengt Liljegren was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/14.)

*Global Axess “The Russian Opposition”,* interview with Vladimir Ryzikov by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/20.)
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*Nyfiken på… Judas* with host Göran Hägg and guest Jörgen Magnusson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/14.)

*Global Axess “Russia and the West”,* interview with Igor Ivanov by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/20.)

**DECEMBER**

*Axess Magazine No. 9 2008 “The New Narrow-Mindedness”* was published.

*Betydelsen av revolutionsåret 1968 – Kårhusockupationen 40 år* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Kjerstin Dellert was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/8.).

*Nyfiken på… Bergman* with host Göran Hägg and guest Mikael Timm was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/14.)

*Global Axess “On the Border of Russia”,* interview with Kadri Liik by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/20.)

*Nyfiken på… Christine Falkenland* with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/14.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Svante Henryson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/8.)

*Global Axess “Caucasus”,* interview with Jekaterina Sokirianskaja by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/20.)

*Nyfiken på… Dan Andersson* with host Göran Hägg and guest Göran Greider was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/14.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guest Dan Laurin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/8.)

*Nyfiken på… Konspirationer* with host Göran Hägg and guest Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/14.)

**2009**

“Everytthing Important Is to Do with Passion”: Iris Murdoch’s Concept of Love and its Platonic Origin by Kate Larson, Doctoral
Dissertation in Philosophy, was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Uppsala University, Universitetsbiblioteket

On Russia: Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2008 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Om Ryssland: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2008 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

The paperback From the Return of Religion to the New Narrow-Mindedness. Themes from Axess Magazine 2008 was published. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Förlusten av Finland was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Ebba Engström. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Kultur räknas – Tro och känsla i en belägrad värld by Roger Scruton was published. Atlantis.

Figurationer – Romantik och realism i norskt samtidsmåleri by Johan Lundberg and Christopher Rådlund was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Atlantis.

Kunskapens gräns, gränsens vetande. En fenomenologisk undersökning av transcendens och kroppslighet by Jonna Bornemark was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Södertörn philosophical studies no 6

Värdering av stadsmiljöer. En metod att mäta upplevelse by Lena Steffner was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Lunds universitet

Att vinna en tro och förlora sig själv. Om livet i sekter och karismatiska grupper by Anders Haag was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Natur & Kultur.

Psykoterapins pionjärer i Sverige by Susanne Gieser was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Proprius förlag.

Det omedvetna. Historien om ett utopiskt rum by Inga Sanner was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Bokförlaget Nya Doxa.
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*Döda vita män* by Johan Hakelius was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Atlantis.

**January**

*Nyfiken på... Drottning Kristina* with host Göran Hägg and guest Marie-Louise Rodén was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/14.)

*Nyfiken på... Jan Guillou* with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/14.)

*Nyfiken på... Mona Sahlin* with host Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/14.)

*Nyfiken på... Universum* with host Göran Hägg and guest Ulf Danielsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/14.)

*Lundberg möter svenska författare* with host Johan Lundberg and guest Lars Gustafsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/3.)

*Nyfiken på... Kalla kriget* with host Göran Hägg and guest Wilhelm Agrell was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/14.)

**February**

*Axess Magazine No. 1 2009 “Normality Slandered”* was published.

*The Swedish Gnosis Seminar* Seminar at the the Department of Theology, Uppsala University with Jörgen Magnusson, Einar Thomasson, Kalle Bengtz, Student, Martin Lundh, David Brenner, Niklas Ahlin, Ylva Vramming, Michaela Barck and Runa Nilsson. February 3rd–5th, 2009

*The Loss of Finland Seminar: The Year to Mark 1809 and Its Significance*. Lecture by Alec Aalto at Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. February 17th, 2009

*Nyfiken på... Modernismen* with host Göran Hägg and guest Wilhelm Agrell was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/14.)

*Lundberg möter svenska författare* with host Johan Lundberg and guest Martin Ingvar was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/3.)

*Global Axess “The Russian Sphere of Interest”,* interview with
Fjodor Lukjanov by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/20.)

*Lundberg möter svenska författare* with host Johan Lundberg and guest Kaa Eneberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/3.)

*Nyfiken på… Anders Sparrman* with host Göran Hägg and guest Per Wästberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/14.)

*Global Axess “EU and Russia”,* interview with Thérèse Delpech by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/20.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Nils Landgren and Christian Lindberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/8.)

*Nyfiken på… Göran Hägg* with Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/14.)

*Global Axess “Russian Schoolbook”,* interview with Arkadij Ostrovsky by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/20.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Nina Stemme, Matti Hirvonen and Stina Ekblad was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/8.)

**MARCH**

*Axess Magazine No. 2 2009 “Where did the Money Go?”* was published.


*Global Axess “Power in Russia”,* interview with Dmitrij Trenin by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/20.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Anders Hillborg and Dan Berglund was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/8.)

*Global Axess “Oil and Democracy in Russia”,* interview with Konstantin Sonin by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/20.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Barbara
Hendricks and Magnus Lindgren was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/8.)

*Global Axess “Russia in Transition”*, interview with Erik Berglöf by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/20.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Salem al Fakir and Maria Lindal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/8.)

*Global Axess “Russia in Transition”*, interview with Jegor Gajdar by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15.)

*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/6.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Sofia Jannok and Josefine Lindstrand was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/8.)

*Global Axess “Russian Shock Therapy”*, interview with Philip Hanson by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/20.)

**April**

*Axess Magazine No. 3 2009 “The Challenges of Multiculturalism”* was published.


*Ekonomiklubben* with Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/6.)

*Det handlar om musik* with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Roland Pöntinen and Anders Widmark was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/8.)

*Global Axess “The Russian Literary Canon”*, interview with Andrej Sorin by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17.)

*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/6.)
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Det handlar om musik with host Sofia Nyblom and guests Titiyo and Goran Kajfes was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/8).

Global Axess “Russian Rulers”, interview with Geoffrey Hosking by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/20.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/6.)

Global Axess “Russia 2020”, interview with Andrei Melville by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 19/20.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/6.)

Global Axess “The Future of Russia”, interview with Roderick Braithwaite by Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 20/20.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/6.)

MAY

Axess Magazine No. 4 2009 “Architecture for Our Time” was published.

The Loss of Finland Seminar: How To Further Improve the Collaboration between Sweden and Finland? Lecture by Pär Stenbäck at Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. May 7th, 2009


JUNE

Axess Magazine No. 5 2009 “The New Class Society” was published.

The Engelsberg Seminar “On the Idea of America” was held at Avesta Manor. Moderator: John Lloyd. Lecturers: Pauline Maier, Daniel Walker Howe, David Reynolds, Philippe Roger, Kathleen Burk, Reinhold Wagnleitner, David Ellwood, Anatol Lieven, Godfrey Hodgson, James Carroll, Deepak Lal, Jong-Yil Ra, Peter Baldwin, Robert J. Shapiro,
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Oliver Kamm, Edward Luce, Göran Rosenberg, Anders Stephanson, Alan Wolfe, Peter Beinart, Oliver Kamm and Douglas Murray. June 11th–13th, 2009

JULY

Urban City Research. Peter Elmlund, Torbjörn Einarsson and Kjell Forshed presented a new master plan for Upplands Väsby.

SEPTEMBER


The Transatlantic Seminar with Utrikespolitiska Institutet (UI) at Avesta Manor. September 13th–17th, 2009

Tomorrow’s School and the McKinsey Report at Studio Engelsberg, Kungsholmsgatan 21, Stockholm. The presentation of the report was followed by a discussion between its author, Mona Mourshed, and Jan Björklund. MODERATOR: Per Bauhn. LECTURERS: Martin Invar, Gunnar Ohrlander, Mats Öhlin, Jonas Frykman and Inger Enkvist. September 17th, 2009

Farliga Figurationer – debatt om konst, kitsch och kritik from the seminar “Farliga Figurationer” held at Edsviks konsthall on September 1st was broadcast on Axess TV.

Magasinet with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/5.)

Global Axess “The Future of the American Idea”, interview with Göran Rosenberg by Amy Holmes was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/12.)

Morgondagens skola from the seminar “Morgondagens skola” held at Studio Engelsberg on the 17th of September was broadcast on Axess TV.
Magasinet with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/5.)

Global Axess “American Nationalism”, interview with Anatol Lieven by Amy Holmes was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/12.)

OCTOBER

Axess Magazine No. 7 2009 “The Longing for Slowness” was published.

Magasinet with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/5.)

Global Axess “Popular Culture”, interview with David Ellwood by Amy Holmes was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/12.)

Magasinet with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/5.)

Global Axess “American Exceptionalism”, interview with Godfrey Hodgson by Amy Holmes was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/12.)

Global Axess “America and Great Britain”, interview with Kathleen Burk by Amy Holmes was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/12.)

Magasinet with host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/6.)

Global Axess “A Reality Check”, interview with Peter Baldwin by Amy Holmes was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/12.)

Axess TV Hearing “Media och brottslingar” with host Erik Hörstadius was broadcast on Axess TV.

What Freedom? Whose Freedom? Berlusconi & La Repubblica’s Ten Questions, a panel discussion organised in collaboration with Italian Studies at the University of Oxford and the Oxford Italian Society on the ten questions asked by La Repubblica to Silvio Berlusconi, which were published daily by the newspaper, and became the topic of a special page on the newspaper’s website. Chaired by John Lloyd, Director of the Axess Programme, UK. Taylor Institution, Oxford, UK. October 21st, 2009
Axess Magazine No. 8 2009 “German Dreams” was published.


**Urban Green/Urban Form.** Urban City Research Seminar with Peter Elmlund at Engelsberg Manor. November 13th–14th, 2009

**Global Axess “Entertainment”**, interview with Reinhold Wagnerleiter by Amy Holmes was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/12.)

**Global Axess “Founding Myths – 18th Century”**, interview with Pauline Meyer by Anders Hellner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/12.)

**Demos – De folkvaldas tribun. Jobben**, debate between representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Moderate Party was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6).

**Global Axess “Founding Myths – 19th Century”**, interview with David Walker Howe by Anders Hellner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/12.)

**Demos – De folkvaldas tribun. Miljön**, debate between representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Moderate Party was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6).

**Global Axess “Founding Myths – 20th Century”**, interview with David Reynolds by Anders Hellner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/12.)

**Demos – De folkvaldas tribun. Vården**, debate between representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Moderate Party was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6).

**Global Axess “America and Europe”**, interview with Philippe Roger by Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/12.)

**Demos – De folkvaldas tribun. Brott och straff**, debate between rep-
representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Moderate Party was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6).

DECEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 9 2009 “Waiting for the Future” was published. Gustaf Sjökvists kammorkör with host Gustaf Sjökvist and guests Adolf Fredriks musikklasser and Georg Riedel was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/4).

Global Axess “America and India”, interview with Deepak Lal by Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/12)

Demos – De folkgalda stribun. Kulturpolitiken, debate between representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Moderate Party was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6).

Gustaf Sjökvists kammorkör with host Gustaf Sjökvist and guest Sven David Sandström was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/4).

Demos – De folkgalda stribun. Försvar, debate between representatives of the Social Democratic Party and the Moderate Party was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6).

Gustaf Sjökvists kammorkör with host Gustaf Sjökvist and guests Mats Bergström and Björn Johansson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/4).

Gustaf Sjökvists kammorkör with host Gustaf Sjökvist and guest Bengt Feldreich was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/4).

2010

On the Idea of America: Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2009 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Om den amerikanska idén: Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2009 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation and Atlantis.

Ndrangheta. En bok om maffian i Kalabrien by Tomas Lappalainen
was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Fischer & Co.

*Also Make the Heavens. Virtual Reality in Science Fiction* by Svante Lovén, the section for Sociology of Literature at the Department of Literature, Uppsala University, was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

*Underbara dagar framför oss. En biografi över Olof Palme* by Henrik Berggren was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Norstedts.

*Phenomenology and Religion: New Frontiers* was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Edited by Jonna Bornemark and Hans Ruin. Södertörn Philosophical Studies 8.

*Trollsländans land. Japans historia* by Monica Braw was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Atlantis.

*Spelet bakom rubrikerna. Om journalist, journalistik och det personliga ansvaret* by Hans Månson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Juridisk Reportagebyrå.

*Vasarenässansen. Konst och identitet i 1500-talets Sverige* by Peter Gillgren was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Bokförlaget Signum.

*Frihetens frestelser* by Disa Håstad was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Albert Bonniers förlag.

*The Types of the Swedish Folk Legend* by Bengt af Klintberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Adademia Scientiarum Fennicia

*I skuggan av ett företag. En flicka växer upp* by Mildred von Platen was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Bladh by Bladh.

*Gryning över Kalahari. Hur människan blev människa* by Lasse Berg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Ordfront förlag

*Bergslagen i globaliseringens tidevarv* was published. From the series *Från Järnbruk till (h)järnkraft*. Edited by Kurt Almqvist.
and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Nya partier och missnöjespartier* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

**Johan Lundberg 50 år – En vänbok till Johan Lundberg** was published, December 6th, 2010. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Nyläst.* Six interviews were broadcast on Axess TV autumn 2010.

**JANUARY**

*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guest Niklas Damsgaard was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/10.)

*The Axess Programme on Journalism. Beppe Grillo on Internet and Democracy in Italy.* Beppe Grillo, Italian blogger. **Moderator:** David Forgacs, Professor of Italian, University College London, UK, John Lloyd, Director of the Axess, Programme, UK, Taylor Institution, Oxford, UK. January 25th, 2010

**FEBRUARY**

*Axess Magazine No. 1 2010 “Where the Elite have Abdicated”* was published.

*Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft Seminar. Nya partier & missnöjes-partier.* **Moderator:** Lotta Gröning. **Lecturers:** Lars Nord, Helene Lööw, Susi Meret, PJ Anders Linder, Peter J Olsson, Leo Lagercrantz, Eva Hamilton, Per Svensson and Kjell A. Nordström. Seminar at Engelsberg Manor, February 10th, 2010

*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guests Klas Eklund, Magnus Henrekson and Lars Heikensten was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/10.)

*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guest Klas Eklund was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/10.)

*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guests Martin Andersson and Pehr Wissén was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/10.)
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*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guests Daniel Waldenström, Laura Hartman and Jonas Vlachos was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/10.)

**March**

*Axess Magazine No. 2 2010* “Ideological Battlefields” was published.  
*Kalla kriget – och det nordiska perspektivet.* Lecture by Rolf Ekéus at Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. March 9th, 2010  
*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guest Irma Rosenberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/10.)  
*Ekonomiklubben: Special* with guest Edward Lazear and host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/10.)  
*Monica om Monica* with Monica Borrfors and others was broadcast on Axess TV.

**April**

*Axess Magazine No. 3 2010* “In Defence of the Enlightenment” was published.  
*Visionen om Stockholm som Promenadstad – Om moderaternas syn på framtidens Stockholm* with Kristina Alvendal, Vice Mayor of Stockholm, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. April 20th, 2010  
*Kalla kriget – kampen om själarna* at Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. *Lecturers:* Professor Kristian Gerner and Professor Kim Salomon. April 28th, 2010  
*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guests Fredrik Sjöholm and Daniel Waldenström was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/10.)  
*Kväll med Ayaan Hirsi Ali* with host Anders Hellner and guests Lars Vilks and Dick Erixon was broadcast on Axess TV.  
*Ekonomiklubben* with guest Anders Borg and host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/10.)  
*Ekonomiklubben* with guest Lars Calmfors and host Martin Ådahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/10.)
Axess Magazine No. 4 “When the City has Triumphed” was published.


Det stora klimatgrälet, from the seminar Climategate och hotet mot isbjörnarna was broadcast on Axess TV, May 16th. PARTICIPANTS: Lotta Gröning, Ulf Danielsson, Niklas Ekdal, Svante Nordin, Kjell A. Nordström, Johan Rockström, Markku Rummukainen, Peter Stilbs, Olle Häggström, Kjell Aleklett and Maggie Thauersköld Crusell.


Norra station. Urban City Research seminar with Peter Elmlund at Engelsberg Manor. LECTURERS: Peter Elmlund, Monica Andersson and Aleksander Wolodarski. May 24th–25th, 2010

Axess Magazine No. 5 2010 “Tonality’s Revenge” was published.

The Engelsberg Seminar 2010 “The Future of Capitalism” was held at Avesta Manor. MODERATOR: Evan Davis. LECTURERS: Gerard Baker, Edward Chancellor, Evan Davis, Rolf Ekéus, Kevin Hasset, Oliver Kamm, Akash Kapur, John Kay, Deirdre N. McCloskey, Philip Mirowski, Joel Mokyr, Geoff Mulgan, Johan Norberg, Kjell A. Nordström, Avner Offer, Minxin Pei, Carlota Perez, Emma Rothschild, Göran Rosenberg, Nathan Shachar, Robert Skidelsky and Donald Winch. June 3rd–5th, 2010

Italian Politics in the Foreign Media a seminar organised with Italian Studies at Oxford, and in collaboration with the
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Oxford University Italian Society. Chair: Dr Daniele Albertazzi, University of Birmingham, UK, Taylor Institution, Oxford, UK. June 14th, 2010.

Välfärdsstatens framtid was broadcast on Axess TV. PARTICIPANTS: Lotta Gröning, Stefan Ackerby, Stefan Fölster, Stig Henriksson, Antoinette Hetzler, Åke Hillman, Carina Nilsson, Petter Odmark, Per Schlingmann and Erik Åsbrink.

JULY

The Future of Journalism Seminar by the Axess Programme. KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Philip C. Bobbitt, Professor, Texas University School of Law, USA, The State Gets the Media it Deserves, Frontline Club, London, UK. July 9th, 2010

AUGUST

Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft. Framtidens arbetsmarknad. Seminar at Engelsberg Manor. MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning. LECTURERS: Stefan Fölster, Roger Mörtvik, Bo Malmberg, Lena Bäcker, Marie Söderqvist, Thomas Gür, Patrik Engellau and Björn Rosengren. August 20th, 2010

Framtidens arbete, from the seminar “Framtidens arbetsmarknad”, was broadcast on Axess TV.

SEPTEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 6 2010 “Hardy Capitalism” was published.

Vem behöver kultursidorna? Seminar at Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. MODERATOR: Peter Luthersson. PARTICIPANTS: Stefan Eklund, Cultural Editor at SvD, Åsa Lindborg, Cultural Editor at Aftonbladet, Karin Olsson, Cultural Editor at Expressen and Björn Wiman, Cultural Editor at Dagens Nyheter. September 1st, 2010

Kulturen talar ut, from the seminar “Kulturen talar ut”, was broadcast on Axess TV.

Global Axess “Keynes – The Return of the Master”, interview with Robert Skidelsky by John Lloyd was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/18.)
Global Axess “Brazil”, interview with Nathan Shachar by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/18.)

Global Axess “Capitalism as a Machine”, interview with Kjell A Nordström by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/18.)

Global Axess “Adam Smith”, interview with Emma Rothschild by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/18.)

OCTOBER

Axess Magazine No. 7 2010 “Aesthetic Re-Evolution” was published.

Global Axess “Our Responsibility”, interview with Johan Norberg by Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/18.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Mats Dillén, Jonas Vlachos and Pehr Wissén was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/5.)

Global Axess “The Triumph of The Market”, interview with Gerard Baker by John Lloyd was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/18.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Lars Calmfors and Robert Bergqvist was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/5.)

Global Axess “A Mountain of Depts”, interview with Erik Berglöf by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/18.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Irma Rosenberg and Anders Vredin was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/5.)


Global Axess “The History of Modern Capitalism”, interview with Joel Mokyr by John Lloyd was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/18.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Martin
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Flodén and Fredrik Sjöholm was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/5.)

Global Axess “Soft Values”, interview with Deirdre McCloskey by Janice Winter was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/18.)

November

Axess Magazine No. 8 2010 “At Home in Europe” was published.

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guest Magnus Henrekson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/5.)

Global Axess “Driving Forces Behind Capitalism”, interview with Carlota Perez by Ove Joanson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/18.)

Global Axess “Threats Against the Global Economy”, interview with Rolf Ekéus by Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/18.)

Global Axess “China”, interview with Minxin Pei by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/18.)


Global Axess “Scapegoats and Truths”, interview with Philip Mirowski by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/18.)

December

Journalism and Democracy from a seminar about Media; Journalism and Democracy. Five episodes were broadcast on Axess TV

Global Axess “Inefficient Markets”, interview with John Kay by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/18.)

Global Axess “The Anxious Triumph”, interview with Donald Sassoon by Alexander Linklater was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/18.)

Global Axess “Financial Crisis”, interview with Oliver Kamm by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/18.)
Global Axess “Forgotten Experiences”, interview with Edward Chancellor by Ove Joanson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17/18.)

2011

On Capitalism Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2010 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Om kapitalismen was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Climategate och hotet mot isbjörnarna was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Välfärdsstatens framtid was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Framtidens arbetsmarknad was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

IT och rymden was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Den nya borgerlighetens was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

The paperback From Normality Slandered to Modernism Revisited. Themes from Axess Magazine 2009 was published. Edited by Johan Lundberg. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Media, Politics and the Public was published. Edited by John Lloyd and Janice Winter. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Images of Sweden was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.
Kalla kriget. Sverige, en stormakt utan vapen? was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Kristian Gerner. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Under omprövning. En antologi om konst, kanon och kvalitet was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Edited by Johan Lundberg. Atlantis.

De intellektuellas flykt by Paul Berman was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation, translated by Jim Jakobsson. Atlantis.

Det sovjetiska arvet by Gudrun Persson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. SNS Förlag.

I stormaktspolitikens periferi: Sverige i Moskvas politik under 1930-talet by Oleg Ken, Aleksandr Rupasov, Lennart Samuelson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Edited and translated by Lennart Samuelson. Carlssons bokförlag.

Finanskrisen förklarad by Pehr Wissén and Ulf Wissén was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Fores & Ivrig.

Tysklands bleka barn. Krigsungar kommer till Sverige by Ylva Herholz was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Carlssons bokförlag.

Oljeön. Ett industriminne i Engelsberg by Kersti Kollberg and Björn Ullhagen was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Balkong förlag.

Ernst och Friedrich Georg Jünger. Två bröder, ett århundrade by Carl-Göran Heidegren was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Atlantis

Himlens väktare. Astronomins historia före teleskopet by Ulrika Engström was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Leopard förlag.

Den dolda alliansen. Sveriges hemliga NATO-förberedelser by Mikael Holmström was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Atlantis
Global Axess “Academic Elites”, interview with Kevin Hassett by
John Lloyd was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/18)

Greklands ekonomiska situation. Seminar at Jakobsbergs gatan 2,
Stockholm. LECTURERS: Aliki Hadji, Andreas Hatzigeorgiou
and Vassilios Vlachos, January 12th, 2011

Images of Sweden. Seminar at Engelsberg Manor. MODERATOR:

FEBRUARY

Axess Magazine No. 1 2011 “Cosmopolitans” was published.


The Good Italy vs the Bad Italy: A Post-Berlusconi Agenda for Levelling the Playing Field, Bill Emmott, former Editor of the Economist, spoke on his new book, “Forza, Italia: Come ripartire dopo Berlusconi”. Taylor Institution, St Giles, Oxford, February 9th, 2011

Timbros framtida vision. Lecture at Jakobsbergs gatan 2, Stock-
The Inevitability of Polemical Broadcasting: the Foxes are Coming
A talk by the BBC’s Mark Thompson chair: John Lloyd, Director, Axess Programme and Contributing Editor, Financial Times, participants: Peter Hitchens, Columnist, Mail on Sunday, David Jordan, Director of Editorial Policy and Standards, BBC. RSA, 8 John Adam Street, London, February 14th, 2011

March
Axess Magazine No. 2 2011 “The Battle of Minds” was published.
Frukost med Axess magasin – Bli vi verkligen smartare? with Johan Lundberg, Johan Norberg and Inger Enkvist was broadcast on Axess TV. March 15th, 2011
Hvad vilja Socialdemokraterna 2011 – Från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft was broadcast on Axess TV, March 13th. Participants: Lotta Gröning, Veronica Palm, Ilija Batljan, Mikael Damberg, Jytte Guteland, Kajsa Borgnäs, Kjell Olof Feldt, Karin Pettersson, Morgan Johansson, Tommy Möller, Urban Lundberg and Johan Hakelius.

April
Axess Magazine No. 3 2011 “Marketed Man” was published.

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Villy Bergström, Andreas Bergh, Hans Lindblad and Hans T:son Söderström was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/7)

Frukost med Axess magasin – Den marknadsförda människan with Johan Lundberg, Lotta Gröning and Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV, April 17th, 2011

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Villy Bergström, Andreas Bergh, Göran Zettergren, Marian Radetzki was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/7.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Robert Bergqvist, Hubert Fromlet, Lars Jonung was broadcast on Axess TV, April 28th. (Episode 3/7.)

May

Axess Magazine No. 4 2011 “The Culture of Consensus” was published.

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Villy Bergström, Nils Gottfries, Ola Pettersson, Anders Rune was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/7.)

Shia Expansionism, Seminar at Utrikespolitiska Institutet, in the series “Middle East: Shifting Sands”, Moderator: Nathalie Besèr, Participants: Mehdi Khalaji, Laurence Louër, Sheikh Tawfiq al-Amer. May 5th 2011, broadcasted the same evening on Axess TV.
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Janerik Larsson, Alice Teodorescu and Adam Cwejman. May 11th, 2011


Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Villy Bergström, Andreas Bergh, Fredrik Sjöholm and Jens Henriksson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/7)


Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Villy Bergström, Andreas Bergh, Urban Bäckström and Pehr Wissén was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/7.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Villy Bergström, Andreas Bergh, Anders Borg and Kjell-Olof Feldt was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/7.)

Frukost med Axess magasin – ju mer vi är tillsammans with Johan Lundberg. Sakine Madon and Björn Wiman was broadcast on Axess TV, May 27th, 2011

JUNE

Axess Magazine No. 5 2011 “Simple-minded Multiculturalism” was published.


Images of Sweden was broadcast on Axess TV in four episodes,

Bortom Multikulti – från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft was broadcast on Axess in four episodes: June 6th, June 7th, June 8th, June 9th. MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning. PARTICIPANTS: Svante Nordin, Anders Johansson Heinö, Markus Uvell, Erik Ullenhag, Ardalan Shekarabi, Charlie Weimers, Adam Cwejman, Dick Erixon, Torbjörn Elensky, Johan Ingerö, Paulina Neuding, Nima Dervish and Sara Mohammad.

Frukost med Axess magasin – Den rumsrena extremismen with Johan Lundberg, Karin Olsson and Torbjörn Elensky was broadcast on Axess TV, June 5th.

The Engelsberg Seminar “Politics and Ideology” was held at Avesta Manor. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. LECTURERS: Richard Miles, Dick Harrison, Kenneth Minogue, Michael Bentley, Richard Evans, John Keane, Michael Freedon, Vernon Bogdanor, Nicholas Boles, Ulrike Ackerman, John Lloyd, Per Schlingmann, Robert Shapiro, James Bartholomew, Stephan Eisel, Minxin Pei, Mark Leonard, Johan Lagerkvist, Robert Kaplan, Scott Atran, Malise Ruthven, Maria Wetterstrand, Roger Scruton, Anna Jardfeldt, Hisham Melhem, Nathan Shachar, David Frum, Robert Cooper and Oliver Kamm. June 9th–11th, 2011

JULY

IT och rymden – från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft was broadcast on Axess TV, July 2nd. MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning. PARTICIPANTS: Peter Elmlund, C-E Lagercrantz, Sven Grahn, Emil Vinterhav, Mikael Genberg, Charlie Hansson, Thomas Fürth, Adam Dunkels, Alexander Bard and Kjell A Nordström.

Beyond Economism, Compassionate Conservatism as a Centre-right Vision (Almedalen 2011) was held at Klosterlängan in Visby, Sweden. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. PARTICIPANTS: Ben Gummer, Johan Norberg, Johan Tralau. July 4th, 2011

Integrationspolitikens tillkortakommanden (Almedalen 2011) was held at Klosterlängan in Visby, Sweden. MODERATOR: Dick Erixon. PARTICIPANTS: Adam Cwejman, Paulina Neuding, Tino Sanandaji. July 5th, 2011

Feminism vs. Family? (Almedalen 2011) was held at Klosterlängan in Visby, Sweden. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. PARTICIPANTS: Samantha Callan, Catherine Hakim, Bonnie Bernström. July 5th, 2011

Almedalen 2011: Konservatism och liberalism was broadcast on Axess TV, July 5th. MODERATOR: Paulina Neuding. PARTICIPANTS: Johan Tralau, Per Gudmundson and Mattias Svensson.

Almedalen 2011: Beyond Economism was broadcast on Axess TV, July 5th. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. PARTICIPANTS: Ben Gummer, Johan Tralau and Johan Norberg.


Big State or Big Society, Sweden at a Crossroad (Almedalen 2011) was held at Klosterlängan in Visby, Sweden. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. PARTICIPANTS: Johnny Munkhammar, Richard D. North. July 6th, 2011


Almedalen 2011: Feminism vs. Family was broadcast on Axess TV, July 6th. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. PARTICIPANTS: Samantha Callan, Catherine Hakim and Bonnie Bernström.
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Almedalen 2011: Lämna Svenska kyrkan? was broadcast on Axess TV, July 7th. Moderator: Karin Olsson. Participants: Johan Lundberg, Thomas Idergard and Peter Weiderud.


Almedalen 2011: En ny meritokrati was broadcast on Axess TV, July 8th. Moderator: Alice Teodorescu. Participants: Johnny Munkhammar and Alexander Bard.


Almedalen 2011: Hegemonin utmanad was broadcast on Axess TV, July 9th. Moderator: Mattias Hessérus. Participants: Stig-Björn Ljunggren, Tommy Möller and Jytte Guteland.

Almedalen 2011: Blue Labour was broadcast on Axess TV, July 9th. Moderator: Ulf Wickbom. Participants: Maurice Glasman, David Goodhart and Marc Stears.

Den nya borgerligheten – från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft was broad-
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AUGUST


SEPTEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 6 2011 “In a Time of Terror” was published. Socialdemokratinens framtid, Seminar at Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning. LECTURERS: Björn Rosengren, Henrik Berggren and Widar Andersson. September 1st, 2011


Frukost med Axess magasin – Socialdemokratinens framtid with Lotta Gröning, Björn Rosengren, Henrik Berggren and Widar Andersson was broadcast on Axess TV, September 11th

Den gröna rörelsen – från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft was broadcast on Axess TV in three episodes: September 12th, September 13th, September 14th. MODERATOR: Lotta Gröning. LECTURERS: Gullög Nordquist, Björn Gillberg, Stefan Edman, Lennart Daléus, Per Gahrton, Anniqa Nygård, Åsa Romson,
Birger Schlaug, Lotta Hedström, Carl Schlyter and Stig-Björn Ljunggren.


*Global Axess* “Ideology of Democracy”, interview with John Keane by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/27.)


*1900-talets filosofer*, lecture by Professor Svante Nordin at Göteborg book fair, Gothenburg, September 22nd. In cooperation with Atlantis förlag.

*Konsensus i konst- och litteraturvärlden*. Seminar lead by Johan Lundberg with guests Anna Brodow Inzaina, Marianne Lindberg De Geer, Professor Thomas Steinfeld, Göteborg book fair, Gothenburg, September 23rd

*Kulturens kommersialisering*. Seminar lead by Johan Lundberg with guests Peter Lutherson, Karin Olsson och Pelle Andersson, Göteborg book fair, Gothenburg, September 24th

*Extremism – från järnbruk till (h)järnkraft* was broadcast on Axess TV, September 25th. **Moderator:** Lotta Gröning. **Participants:** Svante Nordin, Torbjörn Elensky, Beatrice Ask, Brigitta Ohlsson, Anders Danielsson, Rolf Ekéus, Bo Wennström, Dan Andersson, Anders Haag, Anna-Lena Lodenius, Johan Lundberg, Ola Österling and Helene Lööw.

*Global Axess* “Ideology versus Politics in History”, interview with Kenneth Minogue by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/27.)
October

Axess Magazine No. 7 2011 “Cultural Capital” was published.

Global Axess “Politics & Ideology in the Ancient World”, interview with Richard Miles by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV, October 2nd (Episode 3/27).


Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Mats Persson, Mats Bergström, Andreas Bergh, Irma Rosenberg and Robert Bergqvist was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/8.)

Global Axess “A World Without Ideologies?”, interview with Robert Cooper by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/27.)

Nyfiken på … Birgitta Almgren och spionerna with host Lotta Gröning and guest Birgitta Almgren was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/14.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Hans Tson Söderström, Magnus Henrekson, Stefan Fölster and Irene Wennemo was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/8.)

Global Axess “Arab Springs: the promise and the perils”, interview with Hisham Melhem by Nathan Shachar, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/27.)

Nyfiken på … Svante Nordin och filosofin with host Lotta Gröning and guest Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/14.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Andreas Berg, Lars Calmfors, Göran Zettergren and Kerstin Hessius was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/8.)

Global Axess “The Science of the Sacred”, interview with Scott
Atran by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/27.)

På agendan – Åsa Romson (mp) och energipolitiken with host Lars Adaktusson and guests Åsa Romson, Lisa Sannerby Forsse, Sven Kullander and Louise Trygg. (Episode 1/8.)

Nyfiken på … Bo Andersson och Wittgenstein with host Lotta Gröning and guest Bo Andersson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/14.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Bengt Assarsson, Pehr Wissén and Anders Vredin was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/8.)

Global Axess “Is Authoritarian Capitalism an Ideology?”, interview with Robert Kaplan by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/27.)

På agendan – Utbildningsminister Jan Björklund (fp) och skolan with host Lars Adaktusson and guests Jan Björklund, Martin Ingvar, Peter Gårdenfors and Mats Ekholm. (Episode 2/8.)

Nyfiken på … Göran Norrby och eliterna with host Lotta Gröning and guest Göran Norrby was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/14.)

**November**

Axess Magazine No. 8 2011 “Virtue as Rescue Package” was published.

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Andreas Bergh, Tomas Östros, Johan Lönnroth and Marika Lindgren-Åsbrink was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/8.)

Global Axess “Social Market Economy: An Alternative”, interview with Stephan Eisel by Anders Hellner, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/27.)

På agendan – Carl B Hamilton (fp) och Eurokrisen with host Lars Adaktusson and guests Carl B Hamilton, Dick Harrison, Harry Flam and Göran von Sydow. (Episode 3/8.)

Nyfiken på … Hans Albin Larsson och en svensk skolhistoria with host Lotta Gröning and guest Hans Albin Larsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/14.)

Farväl till feminismen? Seminar at Engelsberg Manor, Västman-
Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Jonas Vlachos, Laura Hartman and Richard Murray was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/8.)

Global Axess “The Greens in Between”, interview with Maria Wetterstrand by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/27.)

På agendan – Lars Ohly (V) och ideologier vs pragmatism with host Lars Adaktusson and guests Lars Ohly, Jenny Madestam, Olof Petersson and Sverker Sörlin. (Episode 4/8.)

Nyfiken på … Stefan Olsson och konserverismen with host Lotta Gröning and guest Stefan Olsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/14.)


Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Mauro Gozzo, Jens Henriksson and Peter Norman was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/8.)

Global Axess “Swedish Welfare: a Moderate Future”, interview with Per Schlingmann by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/27.)

På agendan – Sofia Arkelsten (M) och välfärden with host Lars Adaktusson and guests Sofia Arkelsten, Thomas Fürth, Johan Carlstedt and John Hassler. (Episode 5/8.)

Nyfiken på … Bodil Jönsson och horisonten with host Lotta Gröning and guest Bodil Jönsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/14.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Berg-
ström, Cecilia Hermansson, John Hassler and Ing-Marie Gren was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/8.)

*Global Axess* “Mass Movements and Local Loyalties”, interview with Roger Scruton by Johan Wennström, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/27.)

*Nyfiken på … Klas Eklund och Kina* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Klas Eklund was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/14.)

*Seminar about Liu Xiaobo*, recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize 2010, Engelsberg Studios, Stockholm, in cooperation with Weyler Förlag, November 29th

**December**

*Axess Magazine No. 9 2011 “Our Need of Dante”* was published.

*Global Axess* “Religion and Intolerance”, interview with Paul Ber- man by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/27.)

*Nyfiken på … Veronica Palm (S) och familjepolitiken* with host Lars Adaktusson and guests Veronica Palm, Louise Hallin, Petra Östergren and Ann-Zofie Duvander. (Episode 7/8.)

*Nyfiken på … Per Gahrton och Miljöpartiet* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Per Gahrton was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/14.)

*Stora fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)*, was given to Professor Svante Nordin for his book *Filosoferna. Det västerländska tänkandet sedan år 1900*. Engelsberg studios, Stockholm, December 5th

*Stora Fackbokspriset 2011 med pristagare och föredragshållare Professor Svante Nordin* was broadcast on Axess TV, December 7th

*Farväl till feminismen?* was broadcast on Axess TV in three episodes: December 7th, December 8th, December 9th. **Moderator:** Lotta Gröning. **Lecturers:** Steven Sampson, Anita Du Rietz, Susanna Popova, Sofia Arkelsten, Nyamko
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Sabuni, Thomas Gür, Roland Poirier Martinsson, Ebba Busch, Bahareh Andersson, Alice Teodorescu.

Liu Xiabo – mottagare av Nobels fredspris 2010 – En demokratikämpe i Kina. Medarrangemang med Weyler förlag was broadcast on Axess TV, December 10th.

Global Axess “Tranquility of Spirit: the Future of Liberalism”, interview with Oliver Kamm by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/27.)

På agenda – Björn von Sydow (S) och försvarspolitiken with host Lars Adaktusson and guests Björn von Sydow, Robert Dalsjö, Stefan Ring and Peter Nordlund. (Episode 8/8.)

Nyfiken på … Tomas Björk och bilden av Orienten with host Lotta Gröning and guest Tomas Björk was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/14.)

Global Axess “The Welfare State as Drug Addiction”, interview with James Bartholomew by Anders Hellner, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/27.)

Nyfiken på … Kristian Gerner och Ryssland with host Lotta Gröning and guest Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/14.)

Global Axess “German Ideologies in Transnational Perspective”, interview with Richard J Evans by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/27.)

Nyfiken på … Eva Österberg och historien with host Lotta Gröning and guest Eva Österberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/14.)

2012


Politik och ideologier was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Politics and Ideology was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.
Hvad vilja Socialdemokraterna? was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Bortom multikulti was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Den gröna rörelsen was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Den hotade publicistiken. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Extremism was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Ambiguity of the sacred. Phenomenology, politica, aesthetics by Jonna Bornemark and Hans Ruin (editors) was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Södertörn University

Hjärnrevolutionen. Varför din intelligens påverkar allt du gör och allt du gör påverkar din intelligens by Johan Norberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Natur & Kultur

Vi som beundrade varann så mycket. Sven Hedin och Adolf Hitler by Axel Odelberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Norstedts

Den klassicistiska vändningen i det tidiga 1900-talets svenska arkitektur. En studie av Liljevalchs, Kungstornen och Kanslihuset i Stockholm by Kristina Knauff was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. KTH

Julia Beck by Kåa Wennberg was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Arena

Friends in Need. Towards a Swedish Strategy of Solidarity with her Neighbours was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Edited by Bo Hugemark. The Royal Swedish Academy of War Sciences
JANUARY

Global Axess “Strains in Authoritarian Capitalist Regimes”, interview with Minxin Pei by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/27.)

Nyfiken på … Tove Lifvendahl och framtidslandet with host Lotta Gröning and guest Tove Lifvendahl was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/14.)

Global Axess “America and the Reluctant Welfare State”, interview with Robert Shapiro by Eva Sohlman, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17/27.)

Nyfiken på … Stefan Bleckert och ekoparken with host Lotta Gröning and guest Stefan Bleckert was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/14.)

Global Axess “Will America Turn Hard Right?”, interview with David Frum by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/27.)

Global Axess “British Ideologies: Separation and Fusion”, interview with Michael Bentley by John Lloyd, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 19/27.)

Global Axess “On the Journey of British Liberalism”, interview with Vernon Bogdanor by Isabella Thomas, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 20/27.)

FEBRUARY

Axess Magazine No. 1 2012 “Feminism as a Trap for Women” was published.


Global Axess “Uneasy Coexistence: Social Media and China’s Authoritarian Capitalism”, interview with Johan Lagerkvist by Ove Jonason, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 21/27.)
Global Axess “Challenges to Overcome”, interview with Anna Jardfeldt by Karin Olsson, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 22/27.)

Global Axess “Western Influences on Arab Ideologies”, interview with Nathan Shachar by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 23/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson and Andreas Bergh was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/6)

Global Axess “Strains in the Centre-Left”, interview with John Lloyd by Niklas Ekdal, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 24/27.)

March

Axess Magazine No. 2 2012 “Behold the man!” was published.

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson and Andreas Bergh was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/6)

Global Axess “Politics Before the French Revolution”, interview with Dick Harrisson by Anders Hellner, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 25/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson Pehr Wissén and Torbjörn Becker was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/6)

Global Axess “Religion, Ideology, Identity”, interview with Malise Ruthven by Carl Rudbeck, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 26/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Robert Bergqvist was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/6)

Global Axess “Ideology: From Temporal Contingency to Political Ubiquity”, interview with Michael Freeden by John Lloyd, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 27/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Lars Calmfors was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/6)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy
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Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Klas Eklund was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/6)

April

Axess Magazine No. 3 2012 “Journalism under pressure” was published.


May

Axess Magazine No. 4 2012 “The Power of the Model” was published.


June

Axess Magazine No. 5 2012 “Religion beyond science” was published.
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Okrorat – medier, politik och dagsaktuella ämnen (Almedalen 2012) was held at Tage Cervins gata 4 in Visby, Sweden. PARTICIPANTS: Mattias Hessérus, Olle Lidbom. July 2nd, 2012


Okrorat – medier, politik och dagsaktuella ämnen (Almedalen 2012) was held at Tage Cervins gata 4 in Visby, Sweden. PARTICIPANTS: Mattias Hessérus, Olle Lidbom. July 4th, 2012

Medierna och terroristerna – vad bevakar vi? (Almedalen 2012) was held at Tage Cervins gata 4 in Visby, Sweden. MODERATOR:


*Okorrat – medier, politik och dagsaktuella ämnen (Almedalen 2012)* was held at Tage Cervins gata 4 in Visby, Sweden. **Moderator**: Lotta Gröning. **Participants**: Mattias Hessérus, Olle Lidbom. July 5th, 2012

*Sexism och machokultur i operavärlden (Almedalen 2012)* was held at Tage Cervins gata 4 in Visby, Sweden. **Moderator**: Mats Wiklund. **Participants**: Camilla Lundberg, Helena Röhr. July 5th, 2012

*Varför bygger vi inte städer som människor vill ha? (Almedalen 2012)* was held at Kårhuset Rindi in Visby, Sweden. **Moderator**: Peter Elmlund. **Participants**: Torbjörn Einarsson, Mats Elgström, Alexander Stähle. July 6th, 2012


*Okorrat – medier, politik och dagsaktuella ämnen (Almedalen 2012)* was held at Tage Cervins gata 4 in Visby, Sweden. **Participants**: Mattias Hessérus, Olle Lidbom. July 6th, 2012

*Sociala mediers inflytande på den offentliga debatten (Almedalen 2012)* was held at Tage Cervins gata 4 in Visby, Sweden. **Moderator**: Mats Wiklund. **Participants**: Andreas Ekström, Johan Lundberg. July 6th, 2012

**September**

*Axess Magazine No. 6 2012 “At the Europe Road’s End”* was published.

*Global Axess “Will Europe Survive?”, interview with Pär Stenbäck by Anders Hellner, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/29.)*
October

Axess Magazine No. 7 2012 “Sexual revolutions” was published.


Global Axess “The New Europe”, interview with Gunnar Hökmark by Per Svensson, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/29.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Hans Tson Söderström was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/8)


Global Axess “The Euro: too Early, too Bad”, interview with Josef Joffe by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/29.)

Nyfiken på … Mattias Göransson och fallet Thomas Quick with host Johan Lundberg and guest Mattias Göransson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Hubert Fromlet, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/8)

Global Axess “Germany’s Burden”, interview with Alan Posener by Ove Joanson, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/29.)

Nyfiken på … Åke Lundqvist – Kultursidan with host Johan Lundberg and guest Åke Lundqvist was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh, Pehr Wissén, Mats Dillén and Irene Wennemo was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/8)

Global Axess “An American Perspective”, interview with Bruce Stokes by Roland Poirier Martinsson, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/29.)

Nyfiken på … Björn Wahlroos och maktfilosofin with host Dick Erixon and guest Björn Wahlroos was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/27.)

November

Axess Magazine No. 8 2012 “Senseless Science” was published.

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh, Mats Persson and Daniel Waldenström was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/8)

Global Axess “The Threats Against Europe’s Single Market”, interview with David Rennie by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/29.)

Nyfiken på … Bibi Jonsson om kvinnor och nazism with host Lotta Gröning and guest Bibi Jonsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh, and Magnus Henrekson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/8)

Global Axess “The Euro Crisis: A Greek Perspective”, interview with George Pagoulatos by Anders Hellner, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/29.)

Nyfiken på … Svante Nordin och drottning Christina with host Adam Cwejman and guest Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/27.)
Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Andreas Bergh, Pehr Wissén, Irma Rosenberg and Laura Hartman was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/8)


Global Axess “The Future of the Euro”, interview with Philippe Legrain by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/29.)

Nyfiken på … Eva Franchell och partiet with host Lotta Gröning and guest Eva Franchell was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Per Jansson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/8)


Global Axess “The Monetary Disaster”, interview with Nigel Lawson by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/29.)

Nyfiken på … Nina Burton och Flodernas bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Nina Burton was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Pehr Wissén was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/8)
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December

Axess Magazine No. 9 2012 “In the Valley of the Shadow of Death” was published.

Global Axess “Europe in the Era of Nationalism”, interview with Peter Alter by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/29.)

Nyfiken på … Andreas Cervenka och pengarna with host Lotta Gröning and guest Andreas Cervenka was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/27.)

Stora fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize), was given to Nina Burton for her book Flodernas bok. Ett äventyr genom livet, tiden och tre europeiska flöden. Nobel museet, Stockholm, December 6th, 2012

Stora Fackbokspriset 2012. Prisutdelning with winner Nina Burton was broadcast on Axess TV, December 16th

Global Axess “Will the New Europe Make it or Break it?”, interview with Mark Leonard by Martin Ådahl, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/29.)

Nyfiken på … Axel Odelberg och Sven Hedin with host Lotta Gröning and guest Axel Odelberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/27.)

Global Axess “The Success of Integration”, interview with Oliver Kamm by Adam Cwejman, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/29.)

Nyfiken på … Klas-Göran Karlsson och det armeniska folkmordet with host Lotta Gröning and guest Klas-Göran Karlsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/27.)

Global Axess “The Mistake by the Euro Romantics”, interview with Hans-Olaf Henkel by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/29.)

Nyfiken på … Magnus Sandelin och de svenska terroristerna with host Johan Lundberg and guest Magnus Sandelin was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/27.)

Global Axess “Europe: A Russian Perspective”, interview with Konstantin von Eggert by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/29.)
Nyfiken på … David Dunér och tankemaskinen with host Lotta Gröning and guest David Dunér was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/27.)

The Lost Worlds of Rhodes. Greeks, Italians, Jews and Turks between tradition and modernity by Nathan Shachar was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Sussex Academic Press

Frihetens pris är okänt. Om demokratiska revolutioner i Georgien, Ukraina oh Kirgizistan by Anna-Lena Laurén was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Schildts & Söderströms, Atlantis

Det nya Afrika by Erika Bjerström was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Svante Weyler bokförlag

Wargames. From gladiators to gigabytes by Martin van Creveld was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Cambridge University Press

Krympande eller växande städer? Framgångsrecept för urban och regional utveckling runtom i landet by Nima Sanandaji was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Reforminstitutet

Resan till Saaleck by Per Landin was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Atlantis

Hur kunde det ske? Myt och motmyt by Barbro Eberan was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Carlsson bokförlag

Ikon och Ekfras. Studier i modern svensk litteratur och bysantinsk estetik by Helena Bodin was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Artos

Socialdemokrati, nyliberalism och grön politik. En komparativ studie av den västeuropeiska socialdemokrations ideologiska vägval 1970-1999 by Andreas Fagerholm was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Åbo Akademis förlag
Global Axess “The Wars, the Economy and the Union”, interview with Patricia Clavin by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/29.)

Nyfiken på … Ronny Ambjörnsson och Ellen Key with host Lotta Gröning and guest Ronny Ambjörnsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/27.)

Global Axess “The Roots of the European Peace”, interview with Anthony Pagden by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/29.)

Nyfiken på … Bengt Jangfeldt och Raoul Wallenberg with host Adam Cwejman and guest Bengt Jangfeldt was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/27.)

Global Axess “European Identity in Times of Crisis”, interview with Ariane Chebel d’Appollonia by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17/29.)

Nyfiken på … Ingrid Carlberg och Raoul Wallenberg with host Lotta Gröning and guest Ingrid Carlsberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/27.)

Global Axess “To Rediscover Europe and Invent Eutopia”, interview with Giulia Sissa by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/29.)

Nyfiken på … Anders Jarlert och drottning Victoria with host Lotta Gröning and guest Anders Jarlert was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/27.)

Axess Magazine No. 1 2013 “From Welfare to Personal Responsibility” was published.

Roots of Violence. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage.

Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Behovet av ledarskap. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Global Axess “Victor Hugo and the European Peace”, interview with Agnès C. Poirier by Roland Poirier Martinsson, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 19/29.)

Nyfiken på … Magnus Ljunggren och den ryska symbolismen with host Lotta Gröning and guest Magnus Ljunggren was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17/27.)

Global Axess “The United States of Europe”, interview with Peter Jay by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 20/29.)

Nyfiken på … Göran Rosenberg och vägen från Auschwitz with host Lotta Gröning and guest Göran Rosenberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/27.)

Hilma af Klint, A Pioneer of Abstraction 
MODERATOR: Mark Isitt.
LECTURERS: Kurt Almqvist, Daniel Birnbaum, Briony Fer, David Lomas, Iris Müller-Westermann, Marco Pasi, R. H. Quaytman, Raphael Rosenberg, Pascal Rousseau, Helmut Zander, February 15th–16th, 2013

Global Axess “Enemies Became Friends: Germany and the EU”, interview with Kiran Klaus Patel by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 21/29.)

Nyfiken på … Sten Westerberg och Clas Rålamb with host Lotta Gröning and guest Sten Westerberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 19/27.)

Global Axess “The Challenges of European Integration”, interview with José M. de Areilza by Nathan Shachar, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 22/29.)

Nyfiken på … Olle Mattsson och litteraturens giftmord with host Johan Lundberg and guest Olle Mattsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 20/27.)
MARCH

Axess Magazine No. 2 2013 “In motion and Community” was published.

Global Axess “The Eastern Expansion and the Erosion of Memory”, interview with Argita Daudze by Adam Cwejman, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 23/29.)

Nyfiken på … Tore Wretö och det medeltida Italien with host Johan Lundberg and guest Tore Wretö was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 21/27.)


Global Axess “The Paradoxes of European Identity”, interview with Pierre Hassner by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 24/29.)

Nyfiken på … Göran Hägg och italienarna with host Lotta Gröning and guest Göran Hägg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 22/27.)


Global Axess “Europe’s Future: Secularization and Diversity”, interview with David Voas by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 25/29.)

Nyfiken på … Per Landin och Hitlers konstnärer with host Lotta Gröning and guest Per Landin was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 23/27.)

Ten Years of Urban City Research, The Art of Placemaking and New Urbanism Seminar at Engelsberg manor. Moderator: Tigran Haas. Participants: Victor Dover, Stefanos Poly-
zoides, Elizabeth Moule, Emily Talen, Charles Bohl, Ethan Kent, Peter Elmlund. March 21st, 2013

*Global Axess* “Europe: A Turkish Perspective”, interview with Ahmet Evin by Nathan Shachar, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 26/29.)

*Nyfiken på … Johan Norberg och hjärnrevolutionen* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Johan Norberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 24/27.)

*Global Axess* “The Return of Religion”, interview with Eric Kaufmann by Thomas Gür, was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 27/29.)

**APRIL**

*Axess Magazine No. 3 2013* “Germany on the Right Path” was published.

*Nyfiken på … Agneta Pleijel och litteraturkritiken* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Agneta Pleijel was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 25/27.)

*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Pehr Wissén and Hans Tson Söderström was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/8)

*Global Axess* “EU Foreign Policy in Times of Peace”, interview with Robert Cooper by Anders Hellner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 28/29.)

*Nyfiken på … Elena Balzamo och Strindbergs ansikten* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Elena Balzamo was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 26/27.)


*Ekonomiklubben* with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Fredrik Bergström, Hans Tson Söderström and Laura Hartman was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/8)
Global Axess “The Ambiguous European Identity”, interview with Jan Zielonka by Anders Hellner was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 29/29.)

Nyfiken på ... Björn Meidal och Strindbergs världar with host Adam Cwejman and guest Björn Meidal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 27/27.)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Mats Dillén and Hans Tson Söderström was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/8)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh, John Hassler and Robert Bergqvist was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/8)

MAY
Axess Magazine No. 4 2013 “This New, Insecure World” was published.

Arvet efter 68. Studier kring ett problemområde. Edited by Lennart Berntson and Svante Nordin. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

The Pursuit of Europe. Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2012 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and John Hassler was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/8)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Irma Rosenberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/8)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Lars Jonung was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/8)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Lars Jonung was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/8)

The Art of Seeing the Invisible – On Hilma af Klint and other visionaries. Seminar at Moderna Museet, Stockholm. MODERATOR: Mark Isitt LECTURERS: Dr. Tessel M. Bauduin, Dr. Marty
Bax, Professor emeritus Tierry de Duve, Professor Briony Fer, Dr. Victoria Ferentinou, Professor Dr. W.J. Hanegraaff, Mr. Gary Lachman, Professor David Lomas, Professor Stephen Kern, Dr. Iris Müller-Westermann, Professor Andrei Nakov, Dr. Marco Pasi, Professor Dr. Raphael Rosenberg, Professor Dr. Christoph Wagner, Professor Dr. Helmut Zander. May 24th, 2013

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Johan Hakelius was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6)

**JUNE**

*Axess Magazine No. 5 2013* “Alienation and Tolerance” was published.

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Stig Strömholm was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6)

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Olof Pettersson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6)


*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Per Bauhn was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6)

*Future of Places. The shift from objects to places.* Seminar at Norra Latin Stockholm, Sweden. **Moderators:** Tigran Haas, Charles Bohl, Ethan Kent, Nayoka Martinez-Backstrom, Rafael Tuts, Ryan Locke. **Lecturers:** Andrés Borthagaray, Alfredo Brillembourg, Hubert Klumpner, Joan Clos, Celine
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Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl Rudbeck was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6)

JULY

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl Rudbeck was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6)

Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Wouter J Hanegraaff was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/11)

AUGUST

Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Raphael Rosenberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/11)
Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Gary Lachman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/11)
Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Helmut Zander was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/11)
Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Stephen Kern was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/11)

SEPTEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 6 2013 “Civilisations in Motion” was published.
En vecka till. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.
Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Marco Pasi was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/11)
Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Andrei Nakov was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/11)
Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Marty Bax was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/11)

Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and David Lomas was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/11)

Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Briony Fer was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/11)

OCTOBER

Axess Magazine No. 7 2013 “The University Challenged” was published.

Non-profit och välfärden. Edited by Kurt Almqvist, Viveca Ax:son Johnson and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Colorful Images, past and present perspectives on the work of Hilma of Klint. Seminar at Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für Gegenwart – Berlin, Germany MODERATOR: Julia Voss. LECTURERS: Mr. Kurt Almqvist, Dr. Gabriele Knapstein, Professor Dr. Hanne Loreck, Mr. Tal R, Professor Dr. Raphael Rosenberg, Professor Gertrud Sandqvist, Dr. Pehr Sällström, Dr. Iris Müller-Westermann, Dr. Julia Voss, Professor, Dr. Beat Wyss. October 4th, 2013

Hilma af Klint och andra visionärer with Thomas Gür and Daniel Birnbaum was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/11)

Global Axess “Primordial Human Societies”, interview with Graeme Barker by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/30)

Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/28)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Lars Lönnroth was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6)

Svensk religionshistoria “Fornmordisk tro” with host Adam Cwejman and guest Brittö-Mari Näsström was broadcast on Axess TV

Tännsjö, Bengt Westerberg, Owe Wikström. October 17th, 2013

Global Axess “Mesopotamia”, interview with Harriet Crawford by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/30.)
Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Lena Einhorn was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/28)
Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6)
Svensk religionshistoria “Katolicismen i Sverige” with host Adam Cwejman and guest Bertil Nilsson was broadcast on Axess TV
Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh and Lars EÖ Svensson and Robert Bergqvist was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/7)
Global Axess “Before the Creation of the Nation State”, interview with David Wengrow by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/30.)
Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guests Lena Hennel and Lova Olsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/28)
Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl-Göran Heidegren was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6)
Svensk religionshistoria “Reformationen” with host Adam Cwejman and guest Martin Berntson was broadcast on Axess TV
Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Lars Jonung and Mats Persson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/7)

November

Axess Magazine No. 8 2013 “When the Private Sphere Shrinks” was published.
Global Axess “Comparing Civilizations”, interview with Rita Wright by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/30.)
Veckans bok with host Adam Cwejman and guest Per Schlingmann was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/28)
Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl-Anders Mortensen was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6)
Svensk religionshistoria “Judendom” with host Adam Cwejman and guest Carl Henrik Carlsson was broadcast on Axess TV

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Pehr Wissén, Torbjörn Becker and Hubert Fromlet was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/7)


Global Axess “The Greek Civilization”, interview with Martin West by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/30.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Herman Lindqvist was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/28)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Marianne Wifstrand was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6)

Svensk religionshistoria “Islam i Sverige” with host Adam Cwejman and guest Mohammad Fazlhashemi was broadcast on Axess TV

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Lars EO Svensson, Heidi Elmér and Pehr Wissén was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/7)

Global Axess “Greece and India”, interview with Sheldon Pollock by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/30.)

Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Gunnar Wetterberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/28)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl Rudbeck was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6)

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Lars EO Svensson, Heidi Elmér and Irma Rosenberg was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/7)

Global Axess “The Return of Greece”, interview with Anthony Grafton by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/30.)

Veckans bok with host Adam Cwejman and guest Bernt Hermele was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/28)
Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson, Andreas Bergh, Jonas Vlachos, Lars Jonung and Mats Persson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/7)

**DECEMBER**

*Axess Magazine No. 9 2013* “A Lack of Civic Identity” was published. *Global Axess* “Ancient Greece Today”, interview with Richard Buxton by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/30.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Beata Arnborg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/28)

*Stora fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)*, was presented to Carl-Johan Malmberg for his book *Stjärnan i foten – dikt och bild, bok och tanke hos William Blake*. Skeppsbron 44, Stockholm, December 4th, 2013

*Stora Fackbokspriset 2013* with winner Carl-Johan Malmberg was broadcast on Axess TV, December 5th

Ekonomiklubben with host Martin Ådahl and guests Villy Bergström, Cecilia Hermansson and Andreas Bergh was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/7)

*Global Axess* “Rise and Fall”, interview with Tom Holland by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/30.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Stig Fredrikson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/28)

*Global Axess* “The Decline of the Roman Empire”, interview with Richard Miles by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/30.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Kajsa Ingemarsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/28)

*Mellanöstern i uppror: en geopolitisk översikt* was broadcast on Axess TV, December 19th

*Global Axess* “A Promise of Immortality”, interview with Stephen Cave by Mattias Hessèrus was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/30.)

*Veckans bok* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Claus Stolpe was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/28)
Global Axess “An Historian Observes Civilization”, interview with Peter Burke by Mattias Hessèrus was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/30.)

Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Lars Tobisson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/28)

2014

Farväl till feminismen was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

Images of Sweden II was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

I glömskans land. Exkursioner i sentida svensk-tyska spår by Ylva Herholz was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Carlsson bokförlag.

Folk dör här. En pappa, två äldreboenden och välfärdens framtid by Thord Eriksson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Natur & Kultur.

Falun-Shanghai T/R. Selma Lagerlöfs systerson i kinesiska tullens tjänst by Monica Hilding was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Mårbacka förlag.

Oljans pris by Bengt G. Nilsson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Ethno press förlag.

Berlin. Med en vägledning till det kommunistiska och nazistiska Berlin by Jan Mosander was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Fischer & Co.

Italo Calvino. Skönlitteraturen som livsform by Torbjörn Elensky was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Bokförlaget h:ström – text och kultur.

Samlarna. Och konstens miljonaflärer by Gunnar Lindstedt was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Bokförlaget Forum.
Från Högfors till Maramö. Politik, reformer och värderingar i Alliansens Sverige by Claes Arvidsson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Eker-lids

JANUARY

Axess Magazine No. 1 2014 “From idyll to ideas” was published

Global Axess “A Natural State Versus the State”, interview with Jonathan Israel by Carl Rudbeck was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/30.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Maria Wölner-Hanssen was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/28)

Global Axess “An ideal”, interview with John Armstrong by Isabell Thomas was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/30.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Erik Petersson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 14/28)

Global Axess “Civilization and War”, interview with Christopher Coker by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/30.)

Veckans bok with host Adam Cwejman and guest Ylva Hasselberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 15/28)

Global Axess “The Paradoxes of War”, interview with Robert Johnson by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 16/30.)

Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Nathan Shachar was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 16/28)


FEBRUARY

Axess Magazine No. 2 2014 “Is it possible to govern the state?” was published.

Global Axess “The Challenges of Civilization”, interview with Rolf Ekéus by Torbjörn Elensky was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 17/30.)
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*Studio Axess “Vart tog idéerna vägen?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/15)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Hugo Lagercrantz was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 17/28)

*Israel: Start-Up Nation. Globala Tel Aviv – den attraktiva staden.* Peter Elmlund interviewing Avner Warner was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/4)

*Från idyll till idéer.* Seminar at Engelsberg Manor. **Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder. **Lecturers:** Widar Andersson, Adam Cwejman, Niklas Ek达尔, Maria Eriksson, Marika Formgren, Magnus Henrekson, Carl Melin, Tommy Möller, Mauricio Rojas, Peter Santesson. February 6th, 2014

*Global Axess “Forerunners and Stragglers”,* interview with Donald Sassoon by Roland P Martinsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/30.)

*Studio Axess “Kan vi försvara oss?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/15)

*Veckans bok* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Sigrid Kahle was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 18/28)

*Israel: Start-Up Nation. Acceleratorer – israeliska start-ups.* PJ Anders Linder interviewing Oren Simanian was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/4)

*Global Axess “Orwell and Civilization”,* interview with David J. Taylor by Roland P Martinsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 19/30.)

*Studio Axess “Vart går Europa valåret 2014?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/15)

*Veckans bok* with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Mattias Boström was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 19/28)

*Israel: Start-Up Nation. Varför är Israel idealiskt för Google?* PJ Anders Linder interviewing Meir Brand was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/4)

*Global Axess “Sublimations of the Twentieth Century”,* interview with Karsten Fischer by Roland P Martinsson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 20/30.)

*Studio Axess “Vad tror man på i kyrkan?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/15)
Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Anna-Lena Laurén was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 20/28)

Israel: Start-Up Nation. Weizmann – banbrytare sedan 1930-talet. Peter Luthersson interviewing Mudi Sheves was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/4)

March

Global Axess “The Good Freedom”, interview with Jack Fuller by Paulina Neuding was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 21/30.)

Studio Axess “De undansmuslade tillväxthindren” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/15)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Alice Sandblom was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 21/28)

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: Kurt Almqvist, Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Lars Fredén, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. March 5th, 2014


Global Axess “What Made Auschwitz Possible?”, interview with Göran Rosenberg by Jan Mosander was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 22/30.)
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*Studio Axess “Framgången föder förväntningar”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/15)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Görel Cavalli-Björkman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 22/28)

*Global Axess “The Foundations of Civilisation”,* interview with Richard Swartz by Per Svensson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 23/30)

*Studio Axess “Individperspektiv eller kvotering?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/15)

*Veckans bok* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Monica Braw was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 23/28)


**M**oderator: Alice Sherwood. **Lecturers:** Jonathan Bate, Stefan Collini, Matthew Reisz, Helen Small, David Willetts. March 19th, 2014

*Global Axess “Quality of Life and Happiness”,* interview with Ruut Veenhoven by Adam Cwejman was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 24/30)

*Studio Axess “Låga vinster med kvinnlig VD?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/15)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Kjell Espmark was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 24/28)

*Global Axess “China and the Decline of the West”,* interview with Rana Mitter by Ove Joanson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 25/30)

*Studio Axess “Har liberalismen segrat ihjäl sig?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/15)

*Veckans bok* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Jonas Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 25/28)

**April**

*Axess Magazine No. 3 2014 “In the Era of Thinking Machines”* was published.

*Immigration oh migration* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Mats Wiklund. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
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*Tyskland inför framtiden* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Mot en ny drogpolitik* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Äganderätt.* Seminar at Engelsberg Manor. **Moderator:** Lotta Gröning. **Lecturers:** Lars-Erik Forsgårdh, Harry Frank, Li Jansson, Nils Karlson, Jan Rejdnell, Jens Spendrup, Emil Uddhammar, Gunnar Wiktorsson, Karin Åhman. April 3rd, 2014

*Global Axess “The Rise and Decline of China”,* interview with Jonathan Haslam by Ove Joanson was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 26/30.)

*Studio Axess “Svensk politik är bra på konflikter”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/15)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest David Eberhard was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 26/28)

*Images of Sweden III.* Seminar at Hotel Adlon Kempinski, Berlin, Germany. **Moderator:** Dr. Matthias Hannemann. **Lecturers:** Henrik Berggren, Bernd Henningsen, Kristina Maidt-Zinke, Jan Mosander, Lothar Müller, Inger Schuberth, Thomas Steinfeld, Ann-Sofi Ljung Svensson, Krister Thelin. April 7th, 2014

*Luthersson läser värlslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Kristoffer Leandoer was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)

*Future of Places (Urban City Research): Public Space in Slums and Favelas.* Seminar in Medellín, Colombia. **Moderator:** Maria Eugenia Torrico. **Lecturers:** Ibrahim Baidoo, Andres Borthagaray, Farouk Braimah, Mary Jane Ortega. April 9th, 2014

*Museum of the World: Richard Fitzwilliam, 7th Viscount Fitzwilliam of Merrion and Sir John Soane: Two Regency Collectors and their Museums* was held at Hallwyl House, Stockholm. **Lecturer:** Tim Knox. April 10th, 2014

*Museum of the World: Gardens fit for a Queen* was held at Prince
Eugen’s Waldemarsudde, Stockholm. Lecturer: Todd Longstaffe-Gowan. April 11th, 2014

Global Axess “The Power of the US”, interview with Philip Bobbitt by Paulina Neuding was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 27/30.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Erika Bjerström was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 27/28.)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Nathan Shachar was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)

Global Axess “Complications from the Expansion of China”, interview with Örjan Berner by Jan Mosander was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 28/30.)

Studio Axess “Var går gränsen för Ryssland?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/15.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Erik Månsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 28/28.)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Åke Leijonhufvud was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6.)

Arvet efter 68. The research project was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: David Andersson, Lennart Berntson, Charlotta Brylla, Sara Cederberg, Inger Enkvist, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Johan Sundéen, Ingrid Wållgren, Gunnar Åselius. April 23rd, 2014

Global Axess “Russia and Europe”, interview with Kristian Gerner by Adam Cwejman was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 29/30.)

Studio Axess “Hur kan skola få högre betyg?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/15.)

150 år av näringsfrihet “Näringsfrihetens införande” with host Alexander Husebye and guest Per T Ohlsson was broadcast on Axess TV

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Lars Burman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)

May

Axess Magazine No. 4 2014 “The Authority of Freedom” was published.
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Global Axess “What is Civilization?”, interview with Maciej Zaremba by Carl Rudbeck was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 30/30.)

Studio Axess “Oljan – förbannelse eller välsignelse för Afrika?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/15)

150 år av närings frihet “Handel och industrialisering” with host Alexander Husebye and guests Lena Andersson Skog and Mats Larsson was broadcast on Axess TV

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6)

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: Kurt Almqvist, Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar. May 7th, 2014

On Hilma af Klint and the Spirit of Her Time. Seminar at the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Denmark. Moderator: Dr. Julia Voss. Lecturers: Dr. Tessel M. Bauduin, Helga Christoffersen, Tine Colstrup, Dr. Linda Dalrymple Henderson, Gary Lachman, Caroline Levander, Dr. Iris Müller-Westermann, Tal R, Dr. Raphael Rosenberg, Gertrud Sandqvist, Dr. Wolfgang Zumdick. May 9th, 2014

Studio Axess “Dygden som det goda samhällets grund” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 14/15)

150 år av närings frihet “Internationalisering” with host Alexander Husebye and guests Ronald Fagerfjäll and Göran Ahlström was broadcast on Axess TV

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl-Henning Wijkmark was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6)


Studio Axess “Farväl till den socialdemokratiska hegemonin” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 15/15)

150 år av närings frihet “Närings frihet och kulturen” with host Alexander Husebye and guests Ulrika Knutson and Lena Johannesson was broadcast on Axess TV
Axess seminar “The Authority of Knowledge” was held at Jakobsbergsgatan 2. Moderator: PJ Anders Linder. Lecturers: Peter Luthersson and Tobias Krantz. May 23rd, 2014


Engelsbergssamtalen “Rättsväsendet efter Thomas Quick” with Peter Luthersson, Hans-Gunnar Axberger and Nathan Shachar was broadcast on Axess TV, May 29th

JUNE

Axess Magazine No. 5 2014 “A Summer Job for a Prime Minister: A book, a place, an initiative, a temptation” was published.

Europa. Perspektiv från Engelsbergsseminariet 2012 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Civilisation. Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2013 was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Civilisation. 21 försök was published. Edited by Mattias Hessérus and Peter Luthersson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Har Gud återupptätt? was published. Edited by Roland Poirier Martinsson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation


The Engelsberg Seminar “Religion” was held at Avesta Manor. June 12th–14th, 2014 Lecturers and Moderator: Associate Professor of Creative Writing, US Reza Aslan, Professor of Modern Jewish History, France Esther Benbassa, Fellow and Lecturer, Israel Benedetta Berti, Fellow, the Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies, UK Jessica Frazier, Professor, Denmark Armin W. Geertz, Professor, US Ariel Glucklich, Professor, UK Martin
Goodman, Professor, Norway Janne Haaland Matlary, Professor, the Netherlands Wouter Hanegraaff, Professor, UK Hugh N. Kennedy, Writer, UK, Gary Lachman, Professor Emeritus, UK Julius J. Lipner, Professor, UK Diarmaid MacCulloch, Professor, UK Simon May, Associate Professor, Australia Richard Miles, Professor, US Candida R. Moss, Professor, UK Robin Osborne, University Lecturer, UK William O’ Reilly, Harrington Professor of Religion, US Elaine Pagels, Professor, UK Wolfgang Palaver, Associate Professor, the Netherlands Marco Pasi, Professor, US Daniel T. Potts, Professor, UK Chakravarthi Ram-Prasad, Writer and Journalist, Sweden Göran Rosenberg, Independent Writer, UK, Malise Ruthven, Professor, France John Schneid, Professor, UK Mona Siddiqui, Minister, Finland, Pär Stenbäck, Associate Professor, Sweden Jayne Svenungsson, Professor, UK Harvey Whitehouse, Moderator, Sweden, Ulf Wickbom, Writer, UK, A.N Wilson, Professor, US David Sloan Wilson, Management Editor, the Economist, UK Adrian Wooldridge.


Näringsministern om närings frihet with PJ Anders Linder and guest Annie Lööf was broadcast on Axess TV

JULY

Five Things that Changed the World (Almedalen 2014) was held at Klosterlängan in Visby, Sweden. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. PARTICIPANTS: Ben Hammersley, Kjell A Nordström, Per Schlingmann. July 1st, 2014

AUGUST

Sverigebilder I was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation
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Engelsbergssamtalen “Heidenstam och orienten” with Peter Luthersson, Richard Swartz and Nathan Shachar was broadcast on Axess TV, August 27th

September

Axess Magazine No. 6 2014 “Religion in the 21st Century” was published.

Future of Places (Urban City Research): Streets as Public Spaces and Drivers of Urban Prosperity was held in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Moderators: Joanna Alimanestianu, Paula Bisiau, Dr. Charles Bohl, Andres Borthagaray, Pietro Garau, Elahe Karimnia, Ethan Kent, Hélène Littke, Michael Mehaffy, Femi Oke, Peter Smith, Rafael Tuts. Lecturers: Isabel Arteaga Arredondo, Paula Bisiau, Matthew Carmona, Margaret Crawford, Celine d’Cruz, Marcela Doval, Victor Dover, Peter Elmlund, Arif Hasan, Fred Kent, Marina Klemensiewicz, Setha Low, Cecilia Martinez, Michael Mehaffy, Thomas Melin, Manuela Lopéz Menédez, Dr. Eduardo Moreno, Clara Muzzio, Gil (Guillermo) Penalosa, Veronica I. Raffo, Tri Rismaharini, David Sim, Marcel Smets, Huang Yi. September 1st–3rd, 2014

Engelsbergssamtalen “Vad händer efter valet?” with Peter Luthersson and PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV, September 3rd

Global Axess “The History of Christianity”, interview with Diarmaid MacCulloch by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 1/15.)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl Rudbeck was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6)
Engelsbergssamtalen “Första världskriget” with Peter Luthersson, Richard Swartz and Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV, September 10th

Global Axess “Judaism Today”, interview with Göran Rosenberg by Eva Ekselius was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 2/15.)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Ashk Dahlén was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6)


Global Axess “Mohammad and Monotheism”, interview with Reza Aslan by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 3/15.)

Studio Axess “Vad betyder valresultatet?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/12)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Leif Zern was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6)

Global Axess “Early Christianity”, interview with Elaine Pagels by Eva Ekselius was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 4/15.)

Studio Axess “Slöseriombudsmannen” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/12)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Agneta Rahikainen was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6)

Decadence. Seminar at Trinity Hall, Cambridge UK. moderates: Dr. Richard Miles, Dr. William O’Reilly. lecturers: Richard Baker, Faramerz Dabhoiwal, Saul David, Dr. Melanie Grundmann, Mattias Hessérus, Dr. Andrew Huddleston, Dr. Andrew Preston, Dr. Julia Voss, Dr. Caroline Vout, Professor Richard Whatmore. September 30th, 2014
October

Axess Magazine No. 7 2014 “Communism Twenty-five Years Later” was published.

Global Axess “The Universal Church”, interview with Janne Haaland by Eva Ekselius was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 5/15.)

Studio Axess “Räkmacka eller råkost? Svensk ekonomi efter valet” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/12)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Per T Ohlsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6)

Engelsbergs akademi – Engelsberg Academy was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: Kurt Almqvist, Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. October 8th, 2014


Global Axess “Religion and Politics in the Middle East”, interview with Pär Stenbäck by Eva Ekselius was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 6/15.)

Studio Axess “Två år i solen för Vänsterpartiet” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/12)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Herman Lindqvist was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/18)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Jacques Werup was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6)

Engelsbergssamtalen “Ukraina – mellan öst och väst” with PJ Anders Linder, Richard Swartz and Kristian Gerner was broadcast on Axess TV, October 15th


Urban City Research Seminar: The New Ruralism. Seminar et
Engelsberg Manor. **Moderator:** Tigran Haas. **Lecturers:** Kurt Almqvist, Helge Christie, Andrés Duany, Patrick Holden, Sibella Kraus, James Howard Kunstler, Thomas Melin, Susan Parham. October 16th–17th, 2014

*Lunchseminarium: Kommunism i dag?* Seminar at the Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. **Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder. **Lecturers:** Kjell Albin Abrahamson, Torbjörn Elensky. October 17th, 2014

*Global Axess* “Is God Back?”, interview with Adrian Wooldridge by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 7/15.)

*Studio Axess* “25 år efter murens fall” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/12.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Göran Högg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/18.)

*Engelsbergssamtalen* “Sven Stolpe och utanförskapet” with Peter Luthersson, PJ Anders Linder and Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV, October 22nd

*Global Axess* “*The Same Text – Several Religions*”, interview with David Sloan Wilson by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 8/15.)

*Studio Axess* “Ryssland vill inte vara Europa” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/12)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Örjan Berner was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/18.)

**NOVEMBER**

*Axess Magazine No. 8 2014* “The Culture of Good Character” was published

*Intergritet* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and PJ Anders Linder. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Global Axess* “Religion and Passion”, interview with Jessica Frazier by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 9/15.)

*Studio Axess* “Högre ideologisk temperatur” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/12.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Axel Odelberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/18.)
Dekadensens långa historia. Den dekadente Nero was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)


Global Axess “Dante and the Religion of Europe”, interview with A N Wilson by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 10/15.)

Studio Axess “Kan Kristdemokraterna vända trenden?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/12.)

Veckans bok with host Pj Anders Linder and guest Peter Luthersson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/18.)

Chile and Argentina with host Thomas Gür and guest Gerardo Scherlis was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)

Dekadensens långa historia. Sex och undergång was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)


Global Axess “Love as Religion”, interview with Simon May by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 11/15.)

Studio Axess “Inget förvar för verkligheten” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/12.)

Veckans bok with host Pj Anders Linder and guest Klas-Göran Karlsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/18.)

Chile and Argentina with host Pj Anders Linder and guest Carlos Escudé was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)

Dekadensens långa historia. Adorée Villany och svenska moraliteter was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6.)

Arvet efter 68. The research project was held at Engelsberg Manor.
Participants: David Andersson, Lennart Berntson, Charlotta Brylla, Sara Cederberg, Inger Enkvist, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Johan Sundéen, Ingrid Wållgren, Gunnar Åselius. November 20th, 2014


Global Axess “Gnosticism in our Time”, interview with Malise Ruthven by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 12/15.)

Studio Axess “Putins mål att hindra Ukrainas utveckling” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/12.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Stina Otterberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/18.)

Chile and Argentina with host Mauricio Rojas and guest Carlos Pagni was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6.)


Dekadensens långa historia. Nietzsche och dekadensen was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)

Global Axess “Religion in the Mesopotamian Uruk”, interview with Daniel Potts by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 13/15.)

Studio Axess “Vilka är de nya sverigedemokraterna?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/12.)
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**December**

*Axess Magazine No. 9 2014* “Europe’s Year of Destiny” was published

*Äganderätt* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Lotta Gröning. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Veckans bok* with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Mikael Tornwall was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/18.)

*Chile and Argentina* with host Mauricio Rojas and guest Jorge Lanata was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)

*Dekadensens långa historia. Den dekadente prinsen* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6.)

*Stora fackbokspriset (the Great Non-Fiction Book Prize)*, won by Susann Silfverstolpe for her book *Silvergåvor från Sveriges regenter till Rysslands tsarer under 1600-talet*. Grand Hotel, Stockholm, December 4th, 2014

*Global Axess “Vedic Hinduism”*, interview with Julius Lipner by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 14/15.)

*Framtidens landsbygd* with host Tigran Haas and guest Thomas Melin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/4.)

*Stora Fackbokspriset 2014* with winner Susann Silfverstolpe was broadcast on Axess TV, December 10th

*Studio Axess “Upplysning eller identitetspolitik?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/12.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Bitte Hammargren was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/18.)

*Chile and Argentina* with host Mauricio Rojas and guest Luis Larraín was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6.)

*Dekadensens långa historia. Amerikans religion och dekadens* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6.)


*Global Axess “Religious Nuclear Weapons”*, interview with Ariel Glucklich by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 15/15.)

*Framtidens landsbygd* with host Tigran Haas and guest James Kunstler was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/4.)
**Veckans bok** with host Lotta Gröning and guest Dick Harrison was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/18.)

*Chile and Argentina* with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Ricardo Lagos was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6.)

*Framtidens landsbygd* with host Tigran Haas and guest Andrés Duany was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/4.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Agneta Rahikainen was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/18.)

*Framtidens landsbygd* with host Tigran Haas and guest Patrick Holden was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/4.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Göran Norrby was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/18.)

---

2015

*Brusten regnbåge. Mandelas krossade dröm* by Disa Håstad was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Albert Bonniers förlag

*Fredens hav? Ökade spänningar kring Östersjön* by Katarina Tracz was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Frivärld

*Scandinavian unexceptionalism. Culture, Markets and the Failure of Third­way Socialism* by Nima Sanandaji was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Institute of Economic Affairs

*Kungen av Birka. Hjalmar Stolpe – arkeolog och etnograf* by Bo G. Eriksson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Atlantis

---

**January**

February

Axess Magazine No. 1 2015 “A Citizens’ Police?” was published


Studio Axess “Spänt säkerhetsläge” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/14.)


Studio Axess “Ekonomi och politik i Europa” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/14.)


Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Erik Hedling was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)

March

Axess Magazine No. 2 2015 “Growing pains in higher education” was published

Studio Axess “Venezuela på väg mot diktatur” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/14.)

Museum of the World: An exchange of Ideas. A conversation with Bruce J Altshuler, Beatrix Ruf and Jasper Sharp, and a panel
diskussion led by Daniel Birnbaum at Moderna Museet.
March 3rd, 2015

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)


Studio Axess “Integrationspolitik med förbehåll” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/14.)


Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Carl Rudbeck was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6)


Studio Axess “Putin’s propaganda” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/14.)

The State of the Arts – Seminars on the Future of the Humanities: The
Revival of Classics? Seminar at the British Academy, London. 
**Moderator:** Nathalie Haynes. **Lecturers:** William Fitzgerald, Barbara Graziosi, Charlotte Higgins, Angus Kennedy, Harry Mount, Johan Tralau. March 16th, 2015

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Ulf Peter Hallberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Lena Kåreland was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6.)

*Studio Axess “Hur rädda den högre utbildningen?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/14.)

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Barbro Hedvall was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6.)

---

**April**

*Axess Magazine No. 3 2015 “UK Election”* was published

*Studio Axess “Vilsen regering, vilsen allians”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/14.)

*Studio Axess “Reformer och ekonomisk återhämtning”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/14.)

*Resa genom kulturens Israel* with host Lizzie Scheja and guest Amos Oz was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)

*Studio Axess “Ordning utan kommandon”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/14.)

**Moderator:** Jeremy Jennings. **Lecturers:** Monica Brito Vieira, Robert Cooper, Michael Freeden, Angus Gowland, Johan Tralau. April 26th, 2015

*Resa genom kulturens Israel* with host Lizzie Scheja and guest Michal Rovner was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)

*The State of the Arts – The Future of the Welfare State.* Seminar at the British Academy, London. **Lecturers:** Rachael Badger, James Bartholomew, Charlie Campbell, Dave Clements, Alison Garnham, Robert Joyce, Danny Kruger, Sheila Lawlor, Per Mouritsen, Duncan O’Leary, James Panton, Nick Pearce, Christopher Pierson, Ryan Shorthouse, Kristina Ström Olsson, Karin Svanborg-Sjövall, Matthew Taylor,
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*Arvet efter 68*. The research project was held at Engelsberg Manor. **Participants**: David Andersson, Charlotte Brylla, Inger Enkvist, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Johan Sundeen, Ingrid Wållgren, Gunnar Åselius. April 23rd, 2015

*Studio Axess “Ronald Reagan har kvar en huvudroll”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/14.)

*Resa genom kulturens Israel* with host Lizzie Scheja and guest Etgar Keret was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6.)

**May**

*Axess Magazine No. 4 2015 “Postmodernism in Putin’s service”* was published

*Religion – 21 försök* was published. Edited by Mattias Hessérus and Peter Luthersson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Studio Axess “Stockholm stad i världen”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/14.)

*Resa genom kulturens Israel* with host Lizzie Scheja and guest Sivan Beskin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)


*Studio Axess “Går det att lita på Sverige?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/14.)

*Resa genom kulturens Israel* with host Lizzie Scheja and guest Amir Gutfreund was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6.)


*Resa genom kulturens Israel* with host Lizzie Scheja and guest David Grossman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6.)
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*Studio Axess “Fullt möjligt att det blir nyval till riksdagen” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/14.)*

*Historien om förfallet “Om betydelsen av kylskåp” with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Jonathan Rees was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)*


**JUNE**

*Axess Magazine No. 5 2015 “Real Public Service” was published*  
*Hilma af Klint. The art of seeing the invisible was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation*

*Historien om förfallet “Människan och miljön” with host Niklas Ekdal and guest JR McNeill was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)*


*Historien om förfallet “V art tar minent vägen?” with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Michael Nelson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6.)*

*Engelsbergs akademi was held at Engelsberg Manor. PARTICIPANTS: Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. June 10th, 2015*

*The Engelsberg Seminar “War” was held at Avesta Manor. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. LECTURERS: Alexei Arbatov, David Betz, Philip Bobbitt, Christopher Coker, Rolf Ekéus, Richard J Evans, Gregory Feifer, Lawrence Freedman, Janne Haaland Matlary, Dick Harrison, Jonathan Haslam, Tom Holland, Robert Johnson, Frederick Kagan, Kimberly Kagan, Elisabeth Kendall, Fredrik Logevall, Rana Mitter, Peter Pomerantsev, Andrew Preston, Magnus Ranstorp, Malise*
Ruthven, Charly Salonius-Pasternak, Nathan Shachar, Lilia Shevtsova, Jessica Stern, Tommy Stiansen, Hew Strachan, Michael Weiss. June 11\textsuperscript{th}–13\textsuperscript{th}, 2015

*The Return of Consciousness – A new science on old questions.* Seminar at Avesta Manor. **Moderator:** Anders Haag. **Lecturers:** Susan Blackmore, Paul Broks, Amber Carpenter, David Chalmers, Patricia Churchland, Andy Clark, Owen Flanagan, Michael S. Gazzaniga, Michael Graziano, Sakari Kallio, Julian Kiverstein, Victor Lamme, Thomas Metzinger, Thomas Nagel, Kevin O’Regan, Antti Revonsuo, Nicholas D. Schiff, Anil Seth, Galen Strawson, Naostuga Tsuchiya, Michel Tye, Max Velmans, Marieke von Vugt. June 14\textsuperscript{th}–15\textsuperscript{th}, 2015

*Summer Academy.* Krig – dess upphov och konsekvenser för samhällsutvecklingen took place at Engelsberg Manor. June 14\textsuperscript{th}–18\textsuperscript{th}, 2015

*Historien om förfallet “Nazister, moral och ekonomi”* with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Adam Tooze was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)

*Historien om förfallet “Berättelsen om demokratin”* with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Daniela Cammack was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6.)

*Historien om förfallet “Byggnader och civilisationer”* with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Robert Beauregard was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6.)

*Studio Axess “Slaget vid Waterloo”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 14/14.)

*The State of the Arts – The Future of Diplomacy.* Seminar at the British Academy, London. **Lecturers:** Frank Belfrage, Robert Cooper, Mary Kaldor, Bridget Kendall, Gerard Russell. June 23\textsuperscript{nd}, 2015
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JULY

Offentliga och privata museer i Sverige. Traditioner och visioner was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation


AUGUST

Engelsbergs akademi was held at Engelsberg Manor. PARTICIPANTS: Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. August 24th, 2015

Big Picture 2015. Axess and Foundation seminar at Engelsberg Manor. MODERATOR: PJ Anders Linder. LECTURERS: Widar Andersson, Annika Nordgren Christensen, Torbjörn Elensky, Henrik Mitelman, Sanna Rayman, Mauricio Rojas,
SEPTEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 6 2015 “War in our Time” was published

*The importance of the Mediterranean institutes to the Swedish humanities.* Seminar at Engelsberg Manor. **Moderator:** Ulf Wickbom. **Lecturers:** Anna Blennow, Önver Cetrez, Gunnel Ekroth, Kristian Göransson, Peter Luthersson, Johan Mårtelius, Ingela Nilsson, Svante Nordin, Martin Olin, Arto Penttinen, Jenny Wallensten. September 3rd, 2015

Global Axess “The sacralisation of violence”, interview with Tom Holland by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/18.)

Global Axess “War and statehood”, interview with Philip Bobbitt by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/18)

Studio Axess “Ledarskapskris i svensk politik” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/14.)

Den kungliga trädgården “Den nationella parken” with host Susanna Popova and guest Magnus Olausson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/3.)

Lunchseminarium: Vad händer i Kina? Seminar at the Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. **Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder. **Lecturer:** Kristina Sandklef. September 18th, 2015

Global Axess “Notions of war”, interview with Dick Harrison by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/18)

Studio Axess “När det blir REA på pengar” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/14.)

Den kungliga trädgården “Det svenska paradiset” with host Susanna Popova and guest Göran Alm was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/3.)

Global Axess “Media and war – Spain 1936”, interview with Nathan Shachar by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/18.)

Studio Axess “Vart är Kina på väg?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/14.)
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*Den kungliga trädgården “Pompösa trädavenyer på Hampton Court”* with host Susanna Popova and guest Todd Longstaffe-Gowan was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/3.)

**October**

*Axess Magazine No. 7 2015 “Creative Crisis in the Economy?”* was published. *Från idyll till idéer* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and PJ Anders Linder. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Religion. Perspectives from the Engelsberg Seminar 2015* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Alexander Linklater. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Book Launch and Lecture: Hilma af Klint – The Art of Seeing the Invisible* was held at Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, Oslo. *Lecturer: Julia Voss. October 2nd, 2015*

*Engelsbergssamtalet “Hur står det till med dagspressen?”* with Peter Luthersson, Hans-Gunnar Axberger and Richard Swartz was broadcast on Axess TV, October 3rd

*Global Axess “The militant jihadist poetry”*, interview with Elizabet Kendall by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/18.)

*Studio Axess “Ökat utanförskap skadar företagsklimatet”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/14.)

*Engelsbergs akademi* was held at Engelsberg Manor. *Participants*: Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. October 7th, 2015


*Global Axess “The long peace and nuclear deterrence”,* interview with Sir Lawrence Freedman by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/18.)
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*Studio Axess* “Nationalism av dansk modell” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/14.)

*Världens museer* with Bruce Altshuler was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/4.)

*Engelsbergssamtalen* “Efter historiens slut” with Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin and PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV, October 14th.

*Global Axess* “The impact of the first world war”, interview with Sir Hew Strachan by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/18.)

*Studio Axess* “Migrationspolitiken efter DÖ” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/14.)

*Världens museer* with Patricia Falguière was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/4.)

*Veckans bok* with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Ronald Fagerjäll was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/14.)

*Global Axess* “War in Nazi imagination”, interview with Richard J Evans by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/18.)

*Engelsbergssamtalen* “Det judiska i Europa” with Peter Luthersson, Kristian Gerner and Nathan Shachar was broadcast on Axess TV, October 25th.

*Studio Axess* “Vad gör Ryssland i Syrien?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/14.)

*Världens museer* with Jasper Sharp was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/4.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Katarina Tracz was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/14.)

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Lars Fredén was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)

**November**

*Axess Magazine No. 8 2015* “It happens in the class room” was published.

*Global Axess* “US military interventions”, interview with Fredrik Logevall by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/18.)
Studio Axess “Lag och rättvisa i Polen?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/14.)

Världens museer with Naman P. Ahuja was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/4.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Wilhelm Agrell was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/14.)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Anders Björnsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)

Global Axess “US warfare since 1991”, interview with Frederick Kagan by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/18.)

Studio Axess “Migrationsuppgörelsen är bara början” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/14.)

Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Johan Tralau was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/14.)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Eva-Carin Gerö was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6.)

Global Axess “The jihadist IS”, interview with Malise Ruthven by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/18.)

Studio Axess “Trycket mot Sverige måste minska” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/14.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Hugo Lagercrantz was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/14.)

Luthersson läser världslitteraturen with Peter Luthersson and Jonas Ellerström was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)


Global Axess “Can we stop IS?”, interview with Jessica Stern by Renate Larssen was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/18.)
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*Studio Axess* “Islamistisk extremism kräver särskilda åtgärder” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/14.)

*Veckans bok* with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Mikael Holmström was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/14.)

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Andreas Hedberg was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6.)

*Engelsbergs akademi* was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: Kurt Almqvist, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. November 25th, 2015

*Arvet efter 68.* The research project was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: David Andersson, Lennart Berntson, Sara Cederberg, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Johan Sundeen, Ingrid Wällgren, Gunnar Åselius. November 26th, 2015


*Global Axess* “How war serves Putin’s Russia”, interview with Gregory Feifer by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/18.)

*Studio Axess* “Progressiv pedagogik är boven i dramat” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/14.)

*Veckans bok* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Sara Kristoffersson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/14.)

**December**

*Axess Magazine No. 9 2015* “The big culture issue of our time” was published

*Museums of the world. Towards a new understanding of a historical institution* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

*Luthersson läser världslitteraturen* with Peter Luthersson and Stig Strömholm was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6.)
Global Axess “The new Russian wars”, interview with Lilia Stern by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 14/18.)

Studio Axess “Äldre och sjuka robotiseringens stora vinnare” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/14.)

Veckans bok with host Adam Cwejman and guest Catarina Lundström was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/14.)

Samtal om medvetande with Patricia Churchland was broadcast on Axess TV, December 8th


Stora Fackbokspriset 2015 with winner Fredric Bedoire was broadcast on Axess TV, December 13th, 2015

Global Axess “The battle of narratives”, interview with Michael Weiss by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 15/18.)

Studio Axess “Vad händer om Miljöpartiet kliver av?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 14/14.)


Veckans bok with host Adam Cwejman and guest Bengt Ericson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/14.)

Samtal om medvetande with David Chalmers was broadcast on Axess TV, December 15th

Global Axess “Recruitment of jihadist fighters in Sweden”, interview with Magnus Ranstorp by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 16/18.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Maja Hagerman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/14.)

Samtal om medvetande with Michael S. Gazzaniga was broadcast on Axess TV, December 22nd

Global Axess “The uncertainties of national security”, interview with
Andrew Preston by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 17/18.)
*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Lars Anders Johansson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/14.)
*Samtal om medvetande* with Andy Clark was broadcast on Axess TV, December 29th

### 2016

*Images of Sweden III* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Mattias Hessérus. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Krig – 22 försök* was published. Edited by Mattias Hessérus and Peter Luthersson. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*Medelhavsinstitutens betydelse för svensk humaniora* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

*The Royal Garden. Identity, Power and Pleasure* was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Susanna Popova. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation.

*En svensk tiger. Vittnesmål från poliser som vågat ryta ifrån* by Hanne Kjöller was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Fri tanke förlag

*Mellan makt och vanmakt. Romateaterns Shakespearesymposium 2015* was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Edited by Julia Hackman. Makadam Förlag

*De svenska skolreformerna 1962–1985 och personerna bakom dem,* by Inger Enkvist was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Gidlunds förlag

*Dröm och verklighet. Stellan Arvidsson – kärleken, dikten, politiken* by Birgitta Almgren was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Carlsson Bokförlag

*The voice of the people? Supplications submitted to the Swedish Diet in the Age of Liberty, 1719–1772* by Martin Almbjär was published
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with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Umeå University

_Fougstedts: familjen och sakligheten_ by Lena Johannesson was published with support from Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation. Carlsson Bokförlag

JANUARY

*Global Axess “The United States and the new way of war”,* interview with Kimberly Kagan by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV. (Episode 18/18.)

*Veckans bok* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Karin Tegenborg Falkdalen was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/14.)

*Samtal om medvetande* with Thomas Metzinger was broadcast on Axess TV, January 5th.

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Anders Rydell was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/14.)

*Veckans bok* with host Lotta Gröning and guest Merete Mazzarella was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 14/14.)

*Partners with a Mutual Interest? Sweden and Finland in a New Security Environment.* Seminar at Hotel Kämp, Helsinki, Finland **MOTERATOR:** Ulf Wickbom. **LECTURERS:** Tomas Bertelman, Heidi Hautala, Martin Hårdstedt, Risto Kolstela, Peter A. Mattsson, Helena Partanen, Anneli Portman, Katri Pynnöniemi, Jyri Raitasalo, Alpo Rusi, Robert Seely, Bo Stennabb, Mike Winnerstig. January 22nd, 2016

FEBRUARY

*Axess Magazine No. 1 2016 “Nationalism for Worse or for Better”* was published


*Studio Axess “Nationalismen och demokratin”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/13.)

*Studio Axess “Vad vill Angela Merkel?”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/13.)
Studio Axess “Polisen måste alltid finnas på plats” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/13.)

MARCH

Axess Magazine No. 2 2016 “American Pictures” was published

Studio Axess “Är vi rasister allihopa?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/13.)

Studio Axess “Den moraliska stormakten” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/13.)

Engelsbergs akademi was held at Engelsberg Manor. PARTICIPANTS: Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Kristian Gerner, Johan Hakelius, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. March 16th, 2016


Studio Axess “Rasera inte regeringsmakten” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/13.)


Studio Axess “Fördrivningen av de kristna” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/13.)

APRIL

Axess Magazine No. 3 2016 “When the State Fails” was published
Future of Places (Urban City Research): The Death and Life of Public Space. Seminar at the Historic Building of the University of
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Engelsbergssamtalen “Om tryckfrihet” with Peter Luthersson, Hans-Gunnar Axberger and PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV, April 5th.

Studio Axess “Hotet om terror finns kvar” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/13.)

Engelsbergssamtalen “Om triggervarningar” with Peter Luthersson, Kristian Gerner and Johan Hakelius was broadcast on Axess TV, April 12th.

Arvet efter 68. The research project was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: David Andersson, Lennart Berntson, Charlotte Brylla, PhD, Sara Cederberg, Inger Enkvist, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Johan Sundeen, Ingrid Wällgren. April 12th, 2016

Engelsbergs akademi was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. April 13th, 2016


Studio Axess “Staten överger medborgarna” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/13.)


MAY

Axess Magazine No. 4 2016 “The Future of Research” was published

Studio Axess “Dåligt företagsklimat hotar integrationen” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/13)
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*Studio Axess “Baltikum i krig, Sverige i krig” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/13.)*

*Seeing is Believing – On Hilma af Klint’s Importance Today*. Seminar at Serpentine Galleries and Goethe-Institut, London, UK. **Moderator:** Daniel Birnbaum. **Lecturers:** Hans Ulrich Obrist, Briony Fer, Branden W. Joseph. May 9th, 2016

*Lunchseminarium: Brexit eller Bremain?* Seminar at the Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. **Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder. **Lecturer:** Stephen Castle. May 13th, 2016

*Studio Axess “Miljöpartiets kris är inte över” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/13.)*

*Lars Gustafsson in memoriam. 1936–2016* was broadcast on Axess TV, May 17th

*Professor Sunil Khilnani; 21st Century India: Democracy, Growth and the Future of History*. Seminar at Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm. **Moderator:** Louise Belfrage. **Lecturer:** Sunil Khilnani. May 18th, 2016

*Studio Axess “Britterna kvar i EU?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/13.)*


*Kvinnliga regenter “Drottning Viktoria” with host Mattias Hessérus and guest A.N. Wilson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/4.)*

**June**

*Axess Magazine No. 5 2016 “Where Did the People Go?”* was published

*Kvinnliga regenter “Katarina den stora” with host A.N. Wilson and guest Alexander Kamenskii was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/4.)*

*Engelsbergs akademi* was held at Engelsberg Manor. **Participants:** Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, Kristian Gerner, PJ


Kvinnliga regenter “Maria Theresia” with host A.N. Wilson and guest Martina Winkelhofer-Thyri was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/4).


Kvinnliga regenter “Vilhelmina av Nederländerna” with host A.N. Wilson and guest Philip de Heer was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/4)

JULY


Security and Intelligence in a New Era. The seminar was held at Almedalsveckan, Visby, Gotland. MODERATOR: Ulf Wickbom. LECTURERS: Christopher Coker, Joe Maiolo, Gunnar Karlson. July 7th, 2016

Engelsbergssamtalén “Att samlar böcker” with Peter Luthersson, Richard Swartz and Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV, July 19th
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AUGUST

Engelsbergs akademi was held at Engelsberg Manor. PARTICIPANTS: Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. August 22nd, 2016


Engelsbergssamtalen “Vad händer egentligen i Turkiet?” with PJ Anders Linder, Thomas Gür and Nathan Shachar was broadcast on Axess TV, August 29th

SEPTEMBER


Global Axess “Brexit”, interview with Fraser Nelson by Mattias Hessérs was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/21.)


Global Axess “Geopolitics in our time”, interview with Jeremy Black
by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/21.)

Studio Axess “Rikedom genom borgerlig jämlighet” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/11.)

Global Axess “The Greeks on Geopolitics”, interview with Barry Strauss by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/21.)

Studio Axess “Kampen om den indiska nationen” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/11.)

October

Axess Magazine No. 7 2016 “Chauvinism in our time” was published

Cultural Heritage at Risk was published. Edited by Kurt Almqvist and Louise Belfrage. Axel and Margaret Ax:son Johnson Foundation

Global Axess “The Mongol Empire”, interview with Morris Rossabi by Ulf Wickbom was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/21)

Studio Axess “Hur kommer lånefesten att sluta?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/11.)

Engelsbergssamtalen “Rudolf Kjellén och geopolitiken” with Peter Luthersson, Richard Swartz and Svante Nordin was broadcast on Axess TV, October 4th

Engelsbergs akademi was held at Engelsberg Manor. Participants: Hans-Gunnar Axberger, Kurt Almqvist, Lars Fredén, Kristian Gerner, PJ Anders Linder, Peter Luthersson, Svante Nordin, Nathan Shachar, Richard Swartz. October 5th, 2016

Global Axess “The Creation of Europe”, interview with Peter Heather by Ulf Wickbom was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/21.)

Studio Axess “Ryska rökridåer och svenska medier” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/11.)

Historisk Axess “Karl XII i Osmanska riket” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/4.)

Spioneriets historia och framtid “I spionens huvud – spioner och spionage under kalla kriget” with host Niklas Ekdal and guest David E. Hoffman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/6.)

Global Axess “The Return of Power Politics”, interview with Josef
Joffe by Nikals Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/21.)

Studio Axess “Hur mycket av kapitalet finns kvar?” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/11.)

Historisk Axess “Diplomati från i går till i dag” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/4.)


Spioneriets historia och framtid “Spionen och staten” with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Gill Bennet was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/6.)

Global Axess “Geopolitics and History”, interview with Sean McMeekin by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/21.)

Studio Axess “Därför Värnplikt!” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/11.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Niklas Orrenius was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 1/17.)

Historisk Axess “När Finland blev en självständig stat” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/4.)


Spioneriets historia och framtid “En underrätteletjänst för framtiden” with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Philip Bobbitt was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/6.)

Global Axess “The Crisis of World Order”, interview with Walter Russell Mead by Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/21.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Niklas Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 2/17.)
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**NOVEMBER**

*Axess Magazine No. 8 2016 “Save the big animals”* was published

*Historisk Axess “Frihetskrig eller inbördeskrig i Finland 1918”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/4.)

*Spioneriets historia och framtid “Historiskt perspektiv på spioneri”* with host Niklas Ekadal and guest Michael Goodman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/6.)


   **Moderator:** Yukiko Duke. **Lecturers:** Blaine Brownell, Kristina Fridh, Elisabeth Yanagisawa. November 3rd, 2016

*Global Axess “Geography and a Paradox”,* interview with Philip Bobbitt by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/21.)

*Studio Axess “Politisk jordbävning i USA”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/11.)

*Veckans bok* with host Adam Cwejman and guest Annika Sandén was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 3/17.)

*Engelsbergssamtalen “Arvet efter 68 – samtal 1”* with Peter Luthersson, Ingrid Wällgren and David Andersson was broadcast on Axess TV, November 8th

*Spioneriets historia och framtid “Stalins engelsman-Guy Burgess olika liv”* with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Andrew Lownie was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/6.)

*Lunchseminarium: Vad har kampanjerna gjort med USA?* Seminar at the Nordstjernan Building, Jakobsbergsgatan 2, Stockholm.

   **Moderator:** PJ Anders Linder. **Lecturer:** Lars Trägårdh. November 11th, 2016

*Global Axess “The Power over the Seas”,* interview with Lincoln Paine by Ulf Wickbom was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/21)

*Studio Axess “USA-valet tydliggöra vänsterns kris”* was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/11.)

*Veckans bok* with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Bo Eriksson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 4/17.)

*Engelsbergssamtalen “Arvet efter 68 – samtal 2”* with Peter Luthersson, Johan Sundeen and Inger Enkvist was broadcast on Axess TV, November 15th

512
Spioneriets historia och framtid “Varför underrättelsetjänsten sällan lär sig av sina erfarenheter” with host Niklas Ekdal and guest Christopher Andrew was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/6.)

Global Axess “The Portuguese: Pioneers of Globalisation”, interview with Roger Crowley by Nikals Ekdal was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/21.)

Studio Axess “Ta entreprenörerna på allvar” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/11.)

Veckans bok with host Adam Cwejman and guest Magnus Sandelin was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 5/17.)

Engelsbergssamtalen “Kinas väg” with Peter Luthersson, Kristian Gerner and Lars Fredén was broadcast on Axess TV, November 22nd


Global Axess “The Napoleonic Empire”, interview with Michael Broers by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 12/21)

Studio Axess “Auktoritär populism är här för att stanna” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/11.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Torill Kornfeldt was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 6/17.)

DECEMBER

Axess Magazine No. 9 2016 “The fall of the Soviet Union” was published

Global Axess “The French-German Relationship”, interview with Christine Ockrent by Mattias Hessérus was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 13/21.)
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Studio Axess “Unikt att oppositionen inte vill avsätta regeringen” was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 11/11.)

Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Johan Östling was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 7/17.)

Stora fackbokspriset (The Great Non-Fiction Book Prize), was given to Max Engman for his book Språkfrågan. Medelhavsmuseet, Stockholm, December 7th, 2016

Global Axess “Geopolitics in the Third Reich”, interview with Richard Overy by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 14/21.)

Veckans bok with host PJ Anders Linder and guest Anders Bergman was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 8/17.)

Indian Roots of European Modernism – The Visual and Performing Arts. The workshop was held at Bikaner House, New Delhi, India. Moderator: Dr Naman P. Ahuja. Lecturers: Dr Rupert Arrowsmith, Kristine Michael, Dr Rakesh Pandey, Jane Pritchard, Dr Kalpana Sahni, Dr Julia Voss. December 12th, 2016

Stora Fackbokspriset 2016 with winner Max Engman was broadcast on Axess TV, December 12th, 2016

Global Axess “Struggle for Supremacy in Eastern Europe”, interview with Mikael Wigell by Thomas Gür was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 15/21)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Ulf Danielsson was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 9/17.)

Global Axess “American Geopolitics”, interview with Andrew Preston by PJ Anders Linder was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 16/21.)

Veckans bok with host Lotta Gröning and guest Herman Lindqvist was broadcast on Axess TV (Episode 10/17.)
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